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INTRODUCTION 



French biblical and ecclesiastical scholars of the late seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries continued to work in an older Humanist framework. 

At the same time they refined critical techniques and helped to shape new 

ways of looking at the past. A central theme of this dissertation involves 

religious controversy and how it influenced the direction of scholarship. 

I have adopted a comparative approach that attempts to delineate the inter

relationships among seven authors whose careers and writings express 

features common to historical thinking, theology and letters in the age 

of Louis XIV. 

Less than three generations separate Pascal from Voltaire. Yet the 

transition from an age of faith to an age of reason remains problematical 

in the extreme. The complicated processes at work behind this dramatic 

transformation in temperaments are not easily grasped. In recent decades 

the trend has been toward emphasizing continuities instead of breaks or 

fissures in history. This is done mainly because the historical picture 

of the seventeenth century is far richer today than fifty years ago. 

It is perhaps all the more remarkable how two famous studies— 

Paul Hazard's La crise de la conscience europ^enne (1935) and Ernst 

Cassirer's Die Philosophie cler Aufklarung (1932)— continue to command 

deserved respect and authority. Both studies are rather traditional in 

approach and preceded the rise in popularity of sociological researches. 

Yet the works of Hazard and Cassirer remain indispensable to the historian 

of seventeenth and eighteenth century Europe. Their writings of course 

differed in both organization and emphasis: Cassirer examined the thought 

of systematic thinkers and concluded that the essence of eighteenth century 

v 



philosophy was the adoption of synthetic and analytic tools of criticism 

Hazard was less concerned about systematic thinkers "but did not ignore 

them. Hazard was also more interested in the origins of le_ siecle des 

lumieres. He contended thabacrisis affecting the European intelli

gentsia began during the l67Qfs and l680's and that it mainly involved 

the breakdown of an older Christian Humanist perspective which had 

relied on a combination of faith and rationalism. Yet Hazard5s assess

ment was highly compatible with Cassirer's because both men stressed 

the rise in popularity of critical empiricism among the educated. 

Indeed, both men saw the eighteenth century Enlightenment as part of 

a broader cultural and intellectual awakening and not simply as a 

philosophy or ideology formulated and expounded by a small minority of 

propagandists. Furthermore, both men believed the immediate origins 

of Enlightenment culture to be in the last three decades of the seven

teenth century. 

I do not care to take issue with Hazard's provocative theory 

of a crisis of the European mind. However, I do accept his contention 

that the sources of what were most characteristic of eighteenth century 

European ideas are found primarily in the critical, historical and 

religious preoccupations of seventeenth century savants and only secondarily 

in the scientific revolution. Accordingly, this dissertation examines 

in detail a rather neglected field of inquiry—namely, the relationship 

between scholarship and religious controversy in France during the years 

immediately preceding the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685) and 

the years of the Regency. Important conceptual goals of this study nec

essarily include identifying the different strands of opinion toward issues 
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involving theology and scholarship as well as delineating the shifting 

critical and thematic boundaries within which scholars and controversialists 

worked. A central concern, however, involves critical-historical thinking 

and its relationship to controversy. Something of a dialectical process 

was at work—each affecting the other in both positive and negative ways. 

On one very important level, religious controversies between Catholics 

and Protestants (and amongst one another) tended to influence the direction 

of scholarship in a variety of ways that in turn contributed in no small 

measure to the formation of critical sensibilities and broader philosophical 

perspectives characteristic of many luminaries associated with an emerging 

Republic of Letters. At the same time, however, the important changes 

discernable in the structure and substance of Christian religious beliefs 

as they pertained to Scripture and tradition were related to and part 

of a slow though not insignificant evolution in historical methodology 

and conceptualization. In other words, the intrusion of historical 

argument into religious controversy subtly and steadily contributed to 

the rise of positive theology and to the adoption of fresher approaches 

to matters invariably tied to religious belief; viz., in evaluating 

the nature of miracles, prophecy and inspiration. These newer approaches 

were gradually becoming more identifiably historical in the modern 

developmental sense of the word. 

The seven French scholars whose careers and writings form the nucleus 

of this study include four Stholics and three Protestants: Oratorian 

Richard Simon (1638-1712), Abbe Claude Fleury (16^0-1723), Louis-Ellies 

Dupin (1657-1719), a doctor of the Sorbonne, Benedictine Augustin Calmet (1672-
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1757), Remonstrant minister Jean Leclerc (1657-1736), Calvinist historian 

Jacques Basnage (1653-1723), and the famous Pierre Bayle (16^7-1706), 

author of the Dictionnaire historique et critique (1697). Selection 

of these seven scholars has been made from a larger body of prospective 

candidates and discussion of numerous other French and European savants 

has been undertaken with an eye toward synthesis. An appendix (B) has 

been established in order to organize additional biographical and biblio

graphical information. 

My choice of savants has been guided by due consideration of several 

criteria. First and foremost, selection focused not only on scholars 

who were in varying degrees representative of changing currents of opinion 

but who devoted their adult years, and consequently, the bulk of their 

erudite energies to research of the Bible and early Church history between 

the volatile l680!s and the Regency. Adherence to this first criterion 

has meant excluding from the core group several important names like 

Bernard Lamy (d. 1715) whose biblical scholarship constituted only one 

intriguing aspect of a multi-faceted career that included philosophy, 

mathematics and literary criticism. Similarly, the distinguished 

Oratorian scholar Louis Thomassin (d. 1695) "was rejected because he 

wrote most of his major works before 1680. Secondly, the prestige, if 

not the influence, they commanded in their lifetimes and their continued 

high reputations in the eighteenth century (and in some cases, the nine

teenth century) have been additional considerations. More often than 

not, their continued high reputations in the eighteenth century was due 

to their historical-mindedness and pronounced attachment to critical 

methodologies. Thirdly, in addition to their having been scholars who 



were generally respected "by their savant peers as leading authorities, 

they also represented a good cross section of the French scholarly 

community in the age of Louis XIV. Moreover, as it turned out, Simon, 

Fleury, Dupin et al. had not only impeccable credentials but each made 

at least one outstanding contribution to the scholarship of the period: 

Simon published an impressive set of volumes known as L'Histoire 

critique du Vieux Testament et du Nouveau Testament (1678-1693). Fleury, 

whose friend and patron was Bishop Bossuet, wrote a twenty volume 

Histoire ecclesiastiaue (1691-1720) as well as two highly influential 

historical essays on the manners of ancient Jews and early Christians. 

Dupin produced a valuable reference encyclopedia, La Nouvelle bibliotheque 

des auteurs ecclesiastiques (1689-1711). Dom Calmet published the exten

sive Commentaire 1literal sur tons les livres de 1fAncien Testament et 

du Nouveau Testament (1707-1716). Leclerc wrote on diverse biblical 

subjects, but is best remembered for Sentimens des quelques theologiens 

de Hollander (1985), the most penetrating examination of Simon's critical 

history of the Old Testament. Basnage, friend and associate of Bayle, 

ranked as the first Christian historian of modern Jewry, publishing a 

well researched LfHistoire et la religion Aes Juifs (1707)• Bayle's 

Dictionnaire historique et critique (1697), an incredible achievement 

from any critical standpoint, included articles on biblical and theo

logical subjects that helped to popularize erudite techniques and know

ledge while at the same time making a strong plea for religious toler

ance and maintaining high standards of scholarship. 

Although Simon, Fleury and the others were the most specialized 

savants of the age, their writings and careers had many points in common. 
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Two chronological features are worth mentioning. With the exception 

of Calmet, all were horn between a twenty year span (from 1638 to 1657) 

and all (including Calmet) produced their most significant works between 

the l6801 s< and the first years of the Regency. Additional common demon-

inators might be cited. Because of obvious theological differences the 

majority of their publications were conspicuous for their polemical tone 

and structure. However, among them was a common distrust and even fear 

of religious enthusiasts of all faiths. This pervasive concern touched 

them all, crossing religious lines and guiding Catholic and Protestant 

scholarship in ways that warrant closer scrutiny. For instance, one 

result of this consistent apprehension of enthusiasm was how it inadver

tently tended to create an underlying unity of purpose in treatments 

of inspiration, miracles, the nature of prophecy and the central issue 

of divine revelation. Specifically, their emphasis was continually on 

the rational and comprehensible features of each in order to weaken 

attachment to blindly dogmatic devotions to faith that not infrequently 

degenerated into emotionalism, violence and cruelty. 

Individually and collectively, then, these French biblical-eccle-

iastical scholars, who were neither systematic philosophers nor solitary 

thinkers, are important and worthy of study because they tell us much 

about the complicated matrix of scholarship, politics and controversy 

during the last three and half decades of the reign of Louis XIV—a period 

of almost chronic religious turmoil that affected the Gallican Church 

and its relations with Rome, the future of French Protestantism as well 

as the direction of European letters and philosophy. 



I have adopted a rather traditional literary approach. The primary 

sources are mostly printed ones: "works of criticism, treatises, com

mentaries, essays, pamphlets, correspondences and memoirs. The objective 

at all times has "been to scrutinize the written sources with a clear 

eye, always making an effort to evaluate seventeenth century authors 

on their own terms and making associations with recent scholarship in 

related fields. 

A chief reason "behind this approach is one that is often overlooked: 

as yet no attempt has been made to write a satisfactory historical syn

thesis that aims at careful integration of these scholars and their 

writings within the broad contours of European intellectual and rel

igious life in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. 

Furthermore, it is my hope that structuring the dissertation along 

thematic and topical rather than exclusively biographical lines will 

assist in explaining accurately French biblical-ecclesiastical scholarship, 

its connection to religious controversies in the age of Louis XIV, as 

well as the contributions made to knowledge and ideas. 

Among Catholic and Protestant savants of the period under study 

at least four dominant attitudes toward Scripture and the early Church 

may be identified: traditional-dogmatic, historical, rational-deistic 

and latitudinarian. The first section of this study (Chapters 1-5) has 

been organized accordingly. Chapter 1 examines the writings of Bishop 

Bossuet, who accepted the Bible as a divinely revealed document, and at 

the same time provides the essential background information on the uses 

of historical argument in polemical writings. Chapters 2 and 3 concentrate 
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on the centrally important career of Richard Simon who came closest 

to writing about the Bible in historical terms. Chapter U examines the 

rationalist critique of Scripture and religion articulated by Jean Leclerc , 

one of Simonfs leading adversaries during the l680's. Chapter 5 looks 

closely at the scholarship of L.-E. Dupin and Claude Fleury, represent

atives of a Gallican latitudinarianism. 

The second section of this study explores different aspects of 

biblical-ecclesiastical scholarship, their relationships to one another 

and to wider developments in European letters. Chapter 6 therefore describes 

the prevailing esprit systematique or rationalizing and systematizing 

practices so common to the period's savant literature. Chapter 7 analyzes 

the writings of Bayle and Fleury in order to explain the moral and educa

tional considerations which generally complemented polemical intentions. 

Chapter 8 is concerned with more explicitly novel features of their 

writings by focusing attention on style and format as well as changing 

research interests and perspectives. An effort is also made in Chapter 

8 to demonstrate how these authors contributed, sometimes inadvertently, 

to an emerging Enlightenment. The ninth and final chapter provides the 

summary conclusion. The appendices are designed to serve as reference 

guides and to supply additional information about authors and titles. 



A NOTE ON TERMS: 

I have used Hebrew to describe Hebraic peoples from earliest biblical 
times to the Babylonian Exile of the sixth century B.C.E. Jew and 
Judaism are used to describe all those professing the Judaic religion 
after the Exile and after the destruction of the Jewish state by the 
Romans in the first century, C.E. 

Reform and Reformer generally refer to the first generations of Protestants 
and is applied to individuals regardless of denomination. I have applied 
the word Protestant more frequently to those of the seventeenth and eight
eenth centuries because of changing attitudes among French speaking Prot
estants—namely, that the Reform Church constituted a new ecclesiastical 
establishment and was not simply a reform of the universal Roman Church. 
However, French Protestants continued to write about and refer to 
1 'Eglise reformee. 

Use of the words "reason," "critic," and "erudite" and their French 
equivalents (or near equivalents) present additional problems. Whenever 
the English reason or critic is used, the seventeenth century French 
connotations are implied. Not that French and English are as far apart 
in meaning as say, French and German words of similar meaning. However, 
the French raison as commonly used by scholars and men of letters under 
the Ancien Regime suggested nuances not always conveyed in the English 
reason. Similarly, the French eriidlt and erudire pose problems. The 
verb erudire was less general in meaning than savoir and usually meant 
to know a subject or set of subjects thoroughly and deeply and to under
stand in a way that transcended mere superficial comprehension or recog
nition. According to Dubois and Mitterand in Nouveau Dictionnaire 
e t y m o l o g i q u e  e t  h i s t o r i q u e ,  e r u d i r e  m e a n t  s a v o i r  a p p r o f o n d i . ^  I n a  
similar way, raisonner—to reason—meant, in addition to clear thinking 
in a reasonable and logical manner, a use of critical and balanced 
judgment that often required imagination and intuition.^ Furetiere in 
the Dictionnaire universel recognized many applications but mainly 
defined its use as an analytical tool or capacity to distinguish between 
good and bad, true and false and to establish the basis or foundation 
of things (fondement de quelque chose). Critiquer had both positive 
and negative connotations as it does in English; viz., to judge care
fully and also to correct faults or mistakes. The French verb therefore 
suggested an explanatory purpose that aimed at clarifying or illumin
ating matters—e.g., juger dlun ouvrage, en examiner en corriger les 

!j. Courvoisier, De la Reforme au Protestantisme. Essai d'ecclesiologie 
reformee, Theologie Historique, N. k5 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1977). 

2j. Dubois, H. Mitterand, Nouv. Dictionnaire etym. et hist. (Paris: 
Labrousse, 196k) 9 273-27U. 

3a. Furetiere, Dictionnaire universel (Paris, I69O; 1978 reimpression), 
III. 

xiii 
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defauts. According to Furetiere, la critique was a science of judging 
with hoth good sense and erudition. 

I have for similar reasons avoided excessive use of the words exegete 
or exegese• The latter was known to seventeenth century writers and 
meant mainly to explain (as derived from the Greek exegesis). Exegete, 
however, was not used until the early eighteenth century and did not 
become popular until much later. Interestingly, the adjective 
exegetique was used as early as 169^.4 More common were the words 
sqavant and grudit, though the popularity of the latter was greater in 
the eighteenth century than in the seventeenth. The word sqavant has 
many broad applications. The word was increasingly used in English-
speaking countries to describe a person with scholarly training—i.e., 
one who was learned in the sciences and letters. Cf. also the Oxford 
English Dictionary, IX, 136, on savant and its etymological history. 

I have not changed seventeenth century spellings in titles and quota
tions . 

4Ibid., X. 



CHAPTER 1 

MISE EH SCENE: THE USES OF SCRIPTURE AND HISTORY IN 

CATHOLIC-PROTESTANT POLEMICS WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO BISHOP BOSSUET 



Hot long after Louis XIV's personal rule commenced in l66l France 

embarked on a difficult course that eventually led to two serious crises: 

the near schism with Rome caused by the regale affair and the Declaration 

of the Gallican Four Articles (1682) and the Revocation of the Edict of 

Nantes (1685) that eradicated the lingering traces of the religious 

federalism initiated by Henry IV.Complicating matters further were 

leading Jansenist spokesmen Antoine Arnauld and Pierre Nicole and their 

followers who continued to distract and embarrass the kingdom by dis

cussing older disputes involving salvational theology and Communion. 

Not coincidentally, the years following 1669, and lasting beyond 1685, 

witnessed a new upsurge in polemical activities among religious con

troversialists that was fueled by government policies aiming to restrict 

further the religious and political livelihoods of Protestants. Books, 

pamphlets and published sermons appeared in rapid succession of one 

another and continued after 1685.^ 

The heated political atmosphere of the last two decades of the cen

tury explain in part why the tone of polemical writings became steadily 

more embittered. However, the events of these years do not account for 

another notable feature of controversial writings—namely, that they main

tained a high level of scholarship, particularly in the accurate critical 

treatment of source materials. The reasons behind this development lie 

less in the immediate historical circumstances than in the long term 

trend toward greater and more refined uses of historical argument in 

religious polemics.3 

1 
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Owen Chadwick observed that from the middle seventeenth century 

onwards French Catholics were increasingly aware of and interested in 

the potential use of ecclesiastical history as it pertained to contro

ls 
versy. At the same time the thematic structure of polemical writings 

was changing; viz., becoming more restricted and more narrowly focused 

on important subjects of controversy and thereby making individual 

publications more manageable for the authors and less difficult to read 

and comprehend by the literate public. Catholics and Protestants both 

were emphasizing what they regarded as essential to debate and no longer 

dwelling, as had been the case in many sixteenth century treatises, on 

major and minor topics of discussion in a lengthy and frequently form

less tome or series of tomes. In Rebelliau,s judgment, the transfor

mation in style and structure involved both a simplification des 

controverses and an evolution de la methode. ̂ By the last third of the 

seventeenth century the issues dividing Catholic from Reformer almost 

always revolved around two: the nature of the Eucharist and Church 

authority. Again, the first was primarily theological (and a major 

stumbling block to reunion) and the second was more identifiably polit

ical inasmuch as it was loaded with manifold issues—issues it is worth 

remembering many Gallican spokesmen would have preferred not to address 

directly or fully since a specific and thorough defense of papal authority 

was neither in their own best interests nor reconciliable with their 

convictions." 

The career of Jacques-Benigne Bossuet is particularly instructive. 

By the last three decades of the century he emerged as the greatest 

7 
Catholic apologist of the age of Louis XIV. His example importantly 
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reveals the predominant features of the Gallican school of apologetic 

at a time when, ironically, relations "between Paris and Rome were at 

a low ebb. Nevertheless, he succeeded in formulating in clear and 

highly persuasive language a triadic conception of the Church. Building 

upon a century of apologetical-polemical literature he argued that scrip

ture and tradition were the two solid pillars on which the Church rested. 

Scripture illuminated tradition and tradition assisted in the explana

tion of scripture, the Church serving as a regent that preserved and 

protected both. As we shall observe below, Bossuet's contributions were 

far-reaching and in keeping with the main currents at work in French 

Catholic controversialist writings of the century; viz., in his avoiding 

tedious and confusing arguments about doctrinal matters that had plagued 

and weakened earlier publications and instead emphasizing those points 

that were deemed most critical in importance—which for him meant 

reasserting the unimpeachable authority of the universal Church which 

Q 
had the pope as its visible head." Of significance too, was his histor

ical method that aimed at assembling and structuring historical evidence 

in such a manner that he could supplement logical explanation without 

getting lost in excessive detail. 

In the years before becoming the famous "Eagle of Meaux,?"*' Bossuet 

developed a keen interest in possible reunion with Protestants. This 

interest ran throughout his long and spectacular career as bishop (first 

of Condom and then at Meaux), as tutor to the Dauphin and as preacher 

at the court of Versailles. From 1670 onwards he developed a deeper 

interest in historical subjects—linguistics, numismatics, textual criti

cism of the Bible, epigraphy and demography.-""' Indeed, his visibility 
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and importance at the court put him into contact with virtually every 

major philosophical and erudite mind in France: les litterateurs as 

Boileau, philosophes as- Malehranche and Irndits as Mahillon and 

Montfaucon. Bossuet enjoyed and felt a special kindred spirit with the 

last group, particularly the Benedictine scholars of the famous congre

gation of Saint-Maur.^"'' 

So important were these men of learning, that when he began to write 

Histoire des variations des eglises reformers (1687)—"the supreme effort 

12 against Protestantism" —Bossuet relied on this army of scribes and 

scholars. They provided him with vast erudition which was in turn util

ized in the composition of the magnificent and lengthy diatribe against 

"the church of the pretended reform." Like the great Jansenist spokes

men of the age, Arnauld and Nicole, he was not inclined by temperament 

(he was, after all, a priest and bishop!) and necessarily restricted 

by time to engage personally in highly specialized studies to which 

other brilliant men devoted entire lifetimes. However, he could and 

did utilize their specialized studies in order to supplement and embell

ish his arguments and great themes. In this way, critics, erudits and 

historians—the savant community in general—contributed indirectly to 

the greatest titles in controversialist literature. They might be 

13 
viewed as auxiliaries in a battle. " It was they who provided the 

insights of la critique at a time when accurately treated historical 

information played an increasingly immportant role in the writings of 

Church apologists and their Protestant counterparts. 

At the same time, the Variations, not unlike many other contro

versialist writings, Catholic and Protestant, was rooted in the 
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theological soil of the time. Bos suet was less an innovator than a 

lk "writer committed to and attached to contemporary thought. He was above 

all a synthesizer who gathered, assessed and occasionally re-structured 

arguments expressed by earlier Church spokesmen. His originality, when 

it may be said to exist, lay primarily in his highly persuasive literary 

15 style that combined biblical allusions with the smoothness of an orator. 

Inasmuch as it was the culmination of earlier polemical treatises 

and an apologetical tradition stretching back to the Council of Trent, 

the Variations made use of not only many other notable works but also 

several of Bossuet's own writings; viz,, L'Exposition de la foi (written 

1668, published in l6fl and republished 1679) and Relation de la 
x l6 

Conference avec M, Claude. In Traite de la communion sous les deux 

especes (l682), Bossuet continued the argument of Jansenist Nicole in 

Pre,juges legitimes corns re les Calvinistes (1671) and Pretendus reformes 

convaincus de schisme (168U) that the mass had not changed in any funda

mental way since the earliest times and that the two types of communion 

did not constitute a pivotal doctrinal issue separating Protestant from 

Catholic. Importantly, the Histoire des variations combined these three 

issues that the earlier treatises discussed individually (i.e. the nature 

of the Church, the Eucharistic Mass and reunion). Central to our grasp 

of the Variations was Bossuet's main thesis: that the Protestant churches, 

because of their doctrinal variations, were false churches and therefore 

had no claim to legitimacy. Bossuet's evidence was "les revolutions 

17 
incessantes de la foi protestantes." ' This very direct approach using 

historical argument more than scholastic logic (which never had much 
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a,ppeal in France,) exemplified the new direction in strategy among 

Gallican authors. 

While the synthetic thrust of Bossuet's and others' writings was 

as impressive as the meticulous attention given to voluminous historical 

and theological literature, the Catholic approach was now more simple; 

viz., to discuss essential matters—how the Protestant churches were 

false, illegitimate and bastardized institutions—and to avoid getting 

lost in tedious minutiae, a danger of sixteenth century polemics. This 

was the reason "behind Bossuet's concentration on the "thread of unity" 

theme in his other great work, Piscours sur iPhdstoire universelle (l68l), 

wherein he sought to demonstrate in clear and direct language how God's 

will had been gradually revealed from Adam to the coming of Christ and 

how the truths of Christianity were preserved and protected by the Church 

ever since. In all Bossuet's writings, according to Rebelliau, we may 

detect how history, and more critical history at that, had powerfully 

aided and nourished the theological dissertation of the seventeenth 

, 18 century. 

Yet we ought not overstate the appeal of historical inquiry nor 

exaggerate the level of historical understanding and conceptualization 

by religious controversialists of the seventeenth century. While it 

was true that scholasticism figured less prominently in the Gallican 

school, the characteristic approach to history on Catholic and Protes

tant sides continued to be largely devoid of the kind of developmental 

appreciations that modern scholars instinctively seize upon. Among 

Gallican spokesmen, the key apologetical weapon—an appeal to unchanging 
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tradition—was itself an obstacle to acceptance of process and develop

ment in history. For this reason Bossuet's Discours in particular was 

conspicuous for its "dogmatizing qualities" in contrast to the relative 

19 critical acumen of the Variations, wherein Protestant views were 

reproduced in an accurate manner in order that he might better evaluate 

them and expose their changes, corruptions, and variations. 

Importantly, belief in doctrinal immobility did not rule out all 

forms of progress in theology. Here as elsewhere, we must comprehend 

and appreciate its modest and restricted sense. For Bossuet and Catholic 

contemporaries, as well as Protestants, religious progress could only 

be understood in terms of a widening, spreading, of faith in the world: 

it was emphatically not the perception and elucidation of new meanings 

heretofore unknown or misunderstood. A deeper understanding of doctrine— 

i.e. one that emphasized evolution of ideas—was not possible within 

the limited Catholic conception of religious progress since doing so 

implied novelty, innovation or accretions to the foundations of faith. 

But were not Church pronouncements on doctrinal matters merely the equivalent 

of a creative action as Protestants contended? Did not the Church councils 

from Nicaea onwards formulate doctrines that were then accepted as more 

or less conforming to scripture or to an assumed tradition? Not so ans

wered Catholics who took the view that the Church was merely trying to 

explain truths to its best ability. This was the critical point: the 

Church had always known the truth but could not always articulate the 

truth, which is to say, it could not always find the correct words to 

communicate appropriately that which was already known by faith, inspir

ation or revelation. Thus Church councils did not make additions, did 
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not really formulate or establish doctrines. They only made clarifica

tions of that which was already known non-verbally or intuitively. Accord

ingly Bossuet,agreed with Augustine that heresies were ultimately valuable 

20 to the Church because they forced the Church to make up its mind. 

Here Bossuet's triadic conception of the harmonious relationship 

of Scripture, tradition and the Church synthesized already existing 

currents of opinion in Catholic apologetic circles. While individual 

Christian minds might be frequently baffled or confused by some doctrinal 

matters, the corporate opinion of the Church was always present to assist 

in clarifying them. In this way the Church performed its most important 

duty: that of protecting and preserving the divine truths derived from 

scripture and tradition which were in turn the unmovable bases on which 

the Church stood. 

The chapter that follows examines the career of Richard Simon who 

was no less interested than Bossuet in reconciling Protestants to the 

Church. However, Simon!s polemical approach, like his brand of scholar

ship, did not always conform to the main features of Gallican contro

versialist thinking. These discrepancies are themselves illuminating 

and in their own way help to explain further the curious interplay 

between critical-historical thinking and theological disputation. More

over, the career and scholarship of Simon additionally attest to the 

important role played by religious controversy in influencing the depth 

and direction of biblical and ecclesiastical scholarship in the age of 

Louis XIV. 



NOTES 

Both the struggle for Gallican liberties and the Revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes have "been subjects of numerous studies by modern scholars. 
Cf. the bibliography of secondary works and the studies on Gallicanism 
by A.G. Martimort, P. Blet, Edmond Free1in and E. Jarry. On Protestantism 
and the Revocation consult the titles of E.G. Leonard, Daniel Ligou, J. 
Orcibal, Jacques Courvoisier, G.H. Dodge, R. Voeltzel, as well as the old 
but still useful collection La France Protestante, 10 vols. (Paris, 1850-
1859) by Emile et Eugene Haag. Indispensable to the scholar of late 
seventeenth century France is Alfred Rebelliau, Bossuet, historian du 
Protestantisme. Etude sur 1'Histolre des variations et sur l_a controverse 
au dix-septieme siecle (Paris: Hachette, 1891), which remains a classic 
of analysis and erudition. 

2 """Rebelliau, 70-93, passim. Cf. also D. Ligou, Le Protestantisme en 
France de 1998 a 1715 (Paris: Regards sur l'histoire, IV, 1968), who des
cribes Pellison's policy to create disarray in Protestant ranks and at the 
same time gain concessions from Rome and eventually make a reunion with the 
Reformed Church. 

3 Since the 1930's several important studies have appeared on the sub
ject of religious controversy and historical argument. Cf. Pontien Polman, 
L'Argument historique dans la controverse religieuse au XVIe siecle, Uni-
versitas Catholica Lovaniensis, Series II, Tomus 23 (Gembloux: J. Duculot, 
1932), Gustave Thils, Les Notes de 1'Eglise dans 1'apologetique catholique 
depuis la reforme, Univ. Cat. Lovan., Series II, Tomus 30 (Gembloux: J. 
Duculot, 1937) and Remy Snoeks, L'Argument de tradition dans la controverse 
eucharistique entre catholiques et reformes franqais au XVIIe siecle, Univ. 
Cat. Lovan., Series II, Tomus UU (Gembloux: J. Duculot, 1951). Also useful 
are Owen Chadwick, From. Bossuet to Newman: The Idea of Doctrinal Development 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1957) and Elisabeth Israels Perry, From 
Theology to History: French Religious Controversy and the Revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1973), which continue this line of 
research for still later periods. All of these outstanding studies derived 
inspiration and direction from Alfred Rebelliau's pioneering researches. 

b \ n Chadwick, 4-5, wrote that the center of theological gravity was 
shifting from the Bible into the field of ecclesiastical history." Indeed, 
one common ground with which Catholics and Protestants could discuss 
theology and history had always been the study of antiquity and the Classics. 

^Rebelliau, 23. 

°A.G. Martimort, Le Gallicanisme de Bossuet (Paris: Editions du 
Cerf, 1953), 708; P. Blet, Les Assemblies du clerge et Louis XIV de 1670 
a 1693, Analecta Gregoriana, vol. 189 (Roma: Universita Gregoriana 
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Editrice, 1972), contains much useful information on Gallican attitudes 
and ecclesiastical politics during this critical period. 

7 Biographical studies on Bossuet include Th. Goyet, L'Human i sine 
de Bossuet, 2 vols. (Paris: C. KHincksieck, 1965) and J. Letrun, La 
Spiritualite de Bossuet (Paris: C. KHincksieck, 1972). Invaluable to 
scholarship is Charles Urbain and E. Levesque, eds., La Correspondance 
de Bossuet, 15 vols. (Paris: Hachette, 1909-1925), with notes and 
appendices. 

o 
Rebelliau, op. cit., 85-89. 

g 
'Fenelon likened Louis-Ellies Dupin to a sparrow (epervier) in the 

claws of 1'adgle de Meaux after Bossuet took actions to restrict the 
former's1 scholarly activities (which offended Rome). Cf. Corr. de 
Bossuet, V, letter 703 (3 mars 1692), Fenelon to Bossuet, 57* 

10 'Rebelliau, 110-116, Numerous letters to Mabillon, Fleury, P.-
D. Huet and others are found in Corr, de Bossuet, indicating his 
evolving interests and concerns. 

11 Ibid,, Bossuet does not appear to have been attracted to 
systematic philosophy though on occasion he expressed admiration for 
several philosophers like Leibniz. The petite concile of court 
intellectuals met regularly at Versailles (usually on a weekly basis) 
and involved mostly scholars: Barthelemy d'Herbelot (d. 1685), 
professor of Syriac at the College de France, Eusebe Renaudot (d. 1720), 
who wrote on the Church Fathers and Eastern Orthodoxy, Galland (d. 1715), 
who translated One Thousand and One Nights, Louis de Veil, the translator 
of Maimonides and himself a biblical commentator, and the Hebraist 
Thoynard (d. 1706), who also wrote on the Greek Church. Claude Fleury, 
the ecclesiastical historican and biblical scholar, was also sometimes 
present at these council meetings. 

12 Ibid., 93. 

13Ibid., 50. 

111 Ibid., 91. 

15 Cf, Peter France, Rhetoric and Truth in France. From Descartes 
to Diderot (Oxford: University Press, 1972), which contains a chapter 
on Bossuet's style. 

x'" I have used the English translations: An Exposition of the 
Doctrine of the Catholic Church in Matters of Controversie, from the 
fifth edition (London, 1685) and A Conference with Mr, Claude (held in 
1678 in the presence of Mile. Duras, a Protestant noblewoman who later 
converted to Catholicism); Claude, A Relation of the Conference with 
M. de Condom, and Mr. Claude's Answer to M» de Meaux1s Book intitled, 
A Conference with Mr, Claude, With. His letter to a Friend wherein he 
answers _a discourse of M, de Condom, now Bishop of Meaux, concerning the 
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Church (London, 1687). Cf. Appendix B for biographical-bibliographical 
information on Jean Claude (d. 1687). 

"L,Rebelliau, 85. 

18 Bos suet. Hist oire des Variations des eglises protestantes, 2 
tomes (Paris: Hachette, 1921 edition ); and Discours sur 1'histoire 
uni.Yersel.le (Paris: Flammarion, 1966 ed.). I have also used the 
English translation by Elborg Forster, A Discourse on Universal History, 
notes and preface by Orest Ranum, Classical European Series, Leonard 
Krieger, ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1916). The Forster 
translation is based on the Paris third edition (1700). 

""'Chadwick, op. cit, , ik. 

20 Ibid., 19. 



CHAPTER 2 

BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP AM) RELIGIOUS CONTROVERSY: 

THE CASE OF RICHARD SIMON: 

PART ONE: THE BACKGROUND 

PART TWO: METHOD AND INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE 



PROLOGUE: 

During the spring of 1678 Jacques-Benigne Bossuet received a copy 

of the table of contents of a lengthy and veil researched book on the 

different texts, versions and translations of the Old Testament by a 

young priest of the French Oratory. Bossuet, already alerted to the 

book's provocative contents, examined the table with great care. He 

found several chapters and particularly the fifth chapter on additions 

made to the first five books of the Bible to be particularly bold. Also 

disconcerting was the book's dedication to Louis XIV. Shortly after

wards, the royal chancellor Michel Le Tellier was informed of the book's 

existence in spite of the fact that it had been approved for publication 

by doctors of the Sorbonne. Le Tellier's police agents acted swiftly: 

the first edition's 1300 copies were seized and later destroyed in 

Paris. The author subsequently received official censure and later was 

condemned by fellow members of the Oratory. Excluded from î he congre

gation, the priest went into a form of exile, residing in Normandy where 

he assumed a curacy at Bolleville,^ 

Compared to the many affairs involving Jansenists and Gallicans 

in the second half of the seventeenth century, the suppression of the 

first edition of what later became known as L'Histoire critique du Vieux 

Testament was a relatively minor episode. However, to the general 

historian of French ecclesiastical affairs in the age of Louis XIV the 

incident has come to symbolize the clash of reasonable and objective 

historical scholarship with the powerful forces of Catholic reaction. 

13 



On many occasions, modern authors have cited the conflict between Bishop 

Bossuet and Richard Simon, author of L'Histoire critique, as evidence 

of the former's intolerance and dogmatic adherence to the Church and 

its doctrines. Simon, in contrast, has "been portrayed as something of 

2 a martyr m the cause of modern scientific criticism of the Bible. 

In general historical accounts, what is frequently neglected (or 

minimized when acknowledged at all) is the curious background of Richard 

Simon; viz., his emergence during the years preceding the aborted 

publication of the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament as a contro

versial figure in the Gallican Church. By 1678 Simon had a reputation 

that angered many and pleased few. He had made many enemies within the 

Oratory and without among the high clergy at the Faculty of Theology, 

among Benedictines of the congregation of Saint-Maur, and particularly 

among Jansenists and their sympathizers. 

When Bossuet and others moved against the first edition of the 

Histoire critique in 1678, Simon had already been involved in several 

controversies and had published three works that implicitly questioned 

the authority of orthodox viewpoints on a variety of sensitive topics. 

However, it was also true that Simon's misfortunes during 1678 were not 

all his doing: the turbulent confluence of immediate and longer term 

developments in French ecclesiastical politics played not an insignif

icant role in the turn of events as they affected his career as well 

as the course and character of French Catholicism in the decades to 

come. As one astute observer remarked, Simon's effort to publish a 

3 critical history of the Bible was rather badly timed.' But as we shall 

examine in greater detail below, biblical criticism was not Simon's only 



interest nor was its establishment as a critical discipline his only 

goal. His scholarship aimed also at upgrading the structure and 

substance of Catholic apologetics through an appeal to more accurate 

critical (and mainly philological) studies of not only Scripture and 

the Church Fathers, but Rabbinic literature and Semitic languages as 

well. Not unlike Bossuet and many of his closest associates, Simon 

sought refinement of the critical tools and synthesis of the argumentative 

structure of Catholic controversialist writings. At the same time, 

however, notable differences in both depth and orientation of their 

thinking may be identified. These differences will become apparent 

in the pages which follow. Part One delineates Simon's stormy years 

in the French Oratory and describes his earliest publications. Part Two 

looks more closely at his thinking toward Scripture, its interpretation 

and polemical applications. 

PART ONE. THE BACKGROUND. 

Richard Simon occupies a position of central importance among 

French biblical and eccclesiastical scholars. For convenience sake, 

Simon's career may be divided into three distinct phases: his early 

years as student and member of the French Oratory (to 1678), followed 

by the period when he gained prominence as the kingdom's foremost 

textual critic of Scripture (from 1678 to the middle 1690's), and his 

final years when he devoted his energies to defending earlier publications 

and to translating the New Testament into French. Part One of this 

chapter deals mainly with the first phase , while Part Two explores 
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the first and second together in order to summarize his polemical and 

exegetical activities and to point out how they were interrelated. 

Before examining Simon's scholarship in detail, several preliminary 

observations about his life warrant comment. Born in 1638 at Dieppe, 

Simon was the son of a humble village smith (forgeron). In fact, most 

of his family were tradesmen. But he and also a nephew entered the 

priesthood. Simon studied first under the Oratorians who had a school 

at Dieppe. During 1657-1658, however, he pursued his studies under 

Jean de Brisacier at the Jesuit college at Rouen. But for one reason 

or another he returned to the Oratorians at Dieppe. Encouraged by his 

instructors, he traveled to Paris and entered the Oratory as a novice 

in October, 1658. In spite of his preference for this distinguished 

brotherhood of teachers and scholars, Simon appears to have maintained 

ties with individual Jesuit fathers whose theological opposition to 

Jansenism influenced his way of thinking. This must have been especially 

so between 1659 and 1662 when Simon momentarily left the Oratory and 

pursued studies at the University of Paris and attended lectures offered 

by Jesuit theologians associated with the College de Clermont. Important 

as these years may have been to his intellectual formation, little is 

known about them. It is to the Oratory and its fascinating history which 

we must turn in order to explain Simon's emergence as critic and con

troversialist . 

Founded by Cardinal de Berulle in l6ll, the brotherhood was less 

than a half century in existence when Simon first entered in 1658. By 

the middle seventeenth century the congregation included some of the 

most illustrious names in French letters and philosophy: Nicholas 

Malebranche, Pasquier Quesnel, Jean Morin, Louis Thomassin, Bernard 



Lamy. Moreover, the Oratory's scholarship was of a consistently high 

caliber that rivaled the brilliant achievements of the Benedictine 

congregation of Saint-Maur. On occasion the notoriety of individual 

Oratorians equaled those close to Antoine Arnauld. 

When Simon was associated with the Oratory the brothers were 

divided along theological and philosophical lines: some were receptive 

to the ideas of Descartes, while others were sympathetic to Jansenism. 

The Oratory, much like the Gallican Church at large, was far from being 

monolithic in organization or ideas. Just as the newer Cartesian 

currents of thought moved alongside Jansenist currents, Gallican senti

ments competed and often clashed with the beliefs of Ultramontanists. 

Antagonisms were inevitable. In fact, resentment toward those sympa

thetic to Jansenism increased to such an extent that the staunchly 

Gallican Archbishop of Paris, Francois de Harlay, wanted to conduct a 

5 purge within the Oratory of all those friendly to Port-Royal. At the 

same time others among the high clergy sought to protect as best they 

could sympathizers and to remove their accusers and critics. Though 

neither a Jansenist nor a Cartesian, Simon held opinions on Scripture, 

tradition and Church history that in some instances ran counter to 

established orthodoxy. Consequently, his explusion from the brotherhood 

in 1678 was the result of a convergence of circumstances involving per

sonal and professional difficulties as well as theological dissent. 

Simon of course was neither the first Oratorian to suffer disgrace 

nor was he the only Oratorian to create disturbances within the order 

and within the wider ecclesiastical community. Several other notable 

members of the Oratory contributed to its troubled history. Bernard 
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6 
Lamy (16^5-1715)> a disciple of Descartes, had offended scholastic 

doctors at Angers and was subsequently suspended in 1675 from all 

professorial and clerical duties. Louis Thomassin1 (1619-1695), though 

far less controversial than Lamy, offended many Gallicans at the 

Sorbonne when he taught doctrines sympathetic to Jansenism and offered 

views favorable to papal authority on matters of Church discipline. 

Q 
Jean-Baptiste Du Breuil1' (d. 1696), who nearly succeeded Senault as 

superior general of the Oratory, was victimized by high clergymen like 

Harlay who did not care for his open friendship with Arnauld and Nicole. 

Du Breuil went to the Bastille in 1682 and spent the remainder of his 

life being transported from one fortress to another, experiencing seven 

imprisonments in all. Jean Morin^ (d. 1659) , the well known Hebraist 

who collaborated on the LeJay polyglot Bible, was also a figure of contro

versy. A former Calvinist who was always independent in his thoughts, 

he had very definite opinions about the Greek Church and the Samaritan 

Bible that annoyed more orthodox minds. Morin also angered Jesuits whom 

he criticized for doctrinal laxity. No friend of Port-Royal, Morin 

chastised Jansenist writers for minimizing the importance of Greek 

Fathers and relying too heavily on Augustine. Nor were these the only 

Oratorians involved in religious controversy. Others figured prominent

ly: Michel Le Vassor, Isaac de La Peyrere, Malebranche and Quesnel, 

to name only four -of the most notable. But it is to Richard Simon that 

we direct our attention. 

During the decade and a half as a member of the Oratory Simon 

taught from time to time at the congregation's college at nearby 

Juilly."iv' More importantly, these were years when he immersed himself 
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in the study of languages and the Bible, the Church Fathers and Rabbinic 

literature. Simon1s contact with Morin was not extensive since the older 

scholar died in 1659. However, Morin's- example may have served as a 

stimulus into deeper researches of scriptural texts and Semitic lang

uages. We know that Berthad (d. 1665), Simon's immediate superior 

at the Oratory's residence at Paris,encouraged him to read polyglot 

Bibles like the recently published version by Brian Walton (1657). The 

progress of these studies is perhaps indicated by his officially 

assisting Father Le Cointe in cataloging the congregation's diverse 

collections of Greek and eastern manuscripts and rare books during the 

/•y 11 
middle and late lboO's. Indeed, the intensity of Simon's scholarly 

regimen is Itself evidenced by his becoming a proficient reader of not 

only modern languages (including German and English) and of course 

classical Greek and Latin, but of Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, Coptic, 

12 Persian, Samaritan and Aramaic or what was then called Chaldean. 

Remarkable too is how Simon pursued the linguistic sciences without a 

master. In fact, he appears to have been something of an autodidact 

whose solitary study habits tended to isolate him from others. Yet these 

time-consuming activities do not in themselves entirely explain his 

gradual estrangement from many of his fellow Oratorians. Nor do they 

explain his uneasy relations with several important clergymen. 

To a considerable extent Simon's poor relations and growing bad 

reputation within the Oratory stemmed from a tempestuous personality. 

His earliest letters reveal a caustic and easily frustrated young man 

who was little hesitant about quarreling with associates and complaining 

13 to superiors. " Contemporaries like Pierre-Daniel Huet, the future 
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"bishop of Avranches, perceived him as an arrogant scholar who lacked 

Ik 
tact and patience* As is often the case with men of superior learn

ing, they have superior egos to match. Simon did not suffer fools 

gladly, particularly when they were members of the prestigious Faculty 

of Theology. Typical of his attitude was the complaint in a letter: 

"lorsqu'il s'agit de faits qui font de pure critique, il ne faut pas 

compter les voix des Docteurs qui donnent souvent trop a leurs prejuges; 

15 mais il faut peser les raisons." 

In Simon's way of thinking the doctors of the Sorbonne with their 

scholastic backgrounds were often little better than the prejudiced men 

and women of Port-Royal. Both groups were simply too theological in 

their orientations. Both groups similarly neglected the study of lang

uages and history and instead formulated opinions and wrote tracts on 

doctrinal matters that in Simon's* eyes could only be accurately described 

and analysed by way of more astute scholarly examinations. Not unlike 

the outstanding Jesuit scholars Denis Patau and Jacques Sirmond, Simon 

was first and last a critically-minded Catholic who believed that 

theological disputations were invalid when not rooted in philology and 

history. This is not to suggest that he denied the importance of doc

trine or rejected all dogmatic considerations; rather, he shifted the 

emphasis and gave more attention to particulars without imposing doc-

16 
trinal interpretations on them. 

Simon's opinions on scholarship and its importance to theology began 

to take shape as early as the l660's and were heavily influenced by an 

additional consideration; namely, that Protestants and Freethinkers 

could never be refuted on their own merits if the critical disciplines 
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were not cultivated by those who were supposed to be the Church's 

official spokesmen. Jansenists therefore committed a double sin in his 

eyes: they were not only rigid theological extremists like the Calvinists 

(and both Augustinians at that!), the leading Jansenist writers were 

17 unworthy of their reputations as competent scholars. 

Logically, Simon argued for greater accuracy of judgment and less 

theological intrusion into scholarship. In both his published writings 

and private letters he advocated clarity, precision, and a measure of 

impartiality. At the same time, it appears that he was also anxious 

18 to play the dual role of critic and controversialist."""1"' In his earliest 

publications, roughly from l6j0 to 1675, we may detect a program or 

project for a refined polemic directed primarily against Protestants 

and secondarily against the followers of Arnauld. Indeed, three of 

Simon's earliest published works were translations of Greek and Italian 

writings wherein he implicitly argued the usefulness of the Greek 

Fathers in the cause of Church unity, the dangers of over-relying on 

Augustinian interpretations of doctrine, and thirdly, the potential 

value of Rabbinic literature in the interpretation of Scripture and 

early Christianity. Moreover, these publications and those appearing 

over the next three decades were also conspicuous for their anti-theo

logical message. 

Simon's aversion to theological systems and all forms of theologiz

ing may be hardest to explain since he always acknowledged doctrine's 

ultimate value in validating or corroborating judgments on spiritual 

matters. In some respects, his understanding of theology and doctrine 

were not far removed from many prevailing Gallican conceptions; viz., 
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that theology and doctrine were nearly synonomous and that most problems 

surrounding them were ones of clarification. Although separate categor

ies of theology (e.g., biblical, practical, and metaphysical) recognized 

by Christians today were unknown to seventeenth century Churchmen who 

19 refrained from this brand of specialization, ' distinctions were inevit

ably made and the sources used in theological disquisitions were mainly 

two—Scripture and tradition. Contained within Scripture and tradition 

were revealed truths as well as particular kinds of information. There

fore, Simon could echo Catholic scholars from Erasmus to the brilliant 

v 20 Flemish critic Cornelius a Lapide-*' and advocate greater concentration 

on tradition in order to gain better understanding of Scripture and its 

different meanings. In a similar way, study of the historical partic

ulars of scriptural and patristic writings provided readers with means 

by which they might better explain the intended though not always 

apparent messages. 

On the other hand, critical examinations were not viewed as ends 

in themselves since scholarship was recognized as a tool in theological 

disputations—even if at times this important distinction became blurred 

in Simon's writings. This methodological confusion was the result of 

Simon's- having viewed empirical demonstrations (that were primarily 

philological exercises) as central to all theologizing. Quite understand

ably, the dogmatic and metaphysical features of say, Augustinian theology, 

were contrary to his coldly analytical predilections. Nor did the 

irrational and obscurantist aspects of faith bind him closer to the Church. 

Rather, the objective and comprehensible features of religion attracted 

him most of all. Like many positive theologians before and since, 
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Simon "became convinced at an early age that critical researches into 

the Bible and its history could only lead to the formation of a general 

consensus of opinion within the greater community of Catholic and Pro-

21 testant savants. 

Fundamentally, Simon hoped—perhaps naively—that once theology 

became closely wedded to a critical science and indeed, became something 

of a critical science, facts (which almost always pertained to languages 

and more exact meanings of words) would necessarily speak for themselves 

and thereby enable informed Christians to acknowledge their errors and 

enter into agreement by recognizing true principles of religious belief. 

In an early letter to Dr. Galiot of the Sorbonne he defended the scholar's 

utility in settling of theological disputes: "II me semble que la 

theologie, consistant en faits, on peut donner le nom de Theologien a 

22 un ecrivain, qui examine les actes sur lesquels ces faits sont appuyez." 

Elsewhere in this letter, as in many others, Simon admonished those who 

23 made profession of theologian without also studying languages. Besides, 

he asked, were not most theological disputes centered on matters that 

few agreed or understood because they could not define terms or explain 

the meanings of words and phrases In Hebrew and Greek? Importantly though, 

had not many of the Greek Fathers like Origen also recognized that "la 

2h 
regie de fait eclaircit la regie de droit"? 

So strong were Simon's convictions about theology as predominantly 

a philological exercise, they may be said to have constituted a major 

source of his troubled relations with Jansenists at Port-Royal and 

their sympathizers within the Oratory. In fact the first of a long 

series of clashes with Port-Royal occurred in 1669 after a private 
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letter Simon wrote to xrangois Diroys of the Sorbonne * became known 

to Arnauld and his supporters. Specifically, the letter was an incisive 

0i ^e first tome of the Perpgtuite de la fol, catholique touchant 

26 
SiL 1 ,^qpiiar i st ie (1669)* This critical memo ire had been requested 

by Diroys who knew and respected Simon's scholarship. In the letter 

Simon detailed his objections to the Perngtuite; particularly its 

interpretation and use of sources. He believed that Arnauld and Nicole 

misrepresented Greek views on transubstantiation, relied too heavily 

on the Latin Fathers, and had incorrectly attributed many Protestant 

views to the Greeks. Furthermore, Simon also believed that the Roman 

and Greek Churches' thinking on the Eucharistic Mass was virtually iden

tical in contrast to the many assertions made by Protestants and ill-

informed Catholics. 

The real difficulties began when Diroys, who was friendly with 

Arnauld though not himself a Jansenist, wanted to bring Simon's criticisms 

to his attention. Diroys presented the letter to a copyist at Port-

Royal so that Arnauld might have his own copy. One thing led to another 

27 and soon many in the abbey learned about the letter's contents. En

raged by Simon's harsh criticism, several priests at Port-Royal des Champs 

went to the residence of the Oratory on the very same day that the 

letter's contents were made known and complained to Father Senault (d. 

1672), the sunerieur general. Diroys, who was rather embarrassed by 

the whole affair, actually made an apology to Arnauld and wrote an attes-

28 
tation defending Simon's character. 

Undeterred by the mixed results of this first sparring match with 

the great Arnauld over the Pernetuite (which Nicole mostly wrote), Simon 
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pursued the Latin translation of Gabriel Severo's writings on modern 

Greek theology: published two years later as Fides ecclesiae oriental!s 

{1671). Gabriel Severo, a metropolitan of the Greek Church who emigrated 

to Venice in the late seventeenth century, was a staunch defender of 

the Greek Church and its doctrines in face of Roman criticism.Simon 

thought highly of Gabriel's treatises and added extensive notes to his 

translation, intending the Latin edition to serve as a corrective to 

the misrepresentations and inaccuracies found in the Perpetuite and as 

a response to Protestants like the pastor Jean Claude (d. 1687) who argued 

the proximity of their views with the Greeks [cf. Chapter P, Part 

TwoD. Importantly, Simon's fascination with the Greek and Eastern 

Churches was not limited to the writings of Gabriel Severo. The publi-
OA 

cations of Leo Allatius (or Allacci), also of Greek birth though a 

member of the Roman Church, figured prominently in his critical researches 

into Eastern Orthodoxy as did the writings of other French scholars like 

Jean Morin, Jacques Sirmond and Denis Petau who had been similarly inter

ested in reconciling Greek and Roman Christendom. 

On the surface, these fairer treatments of Orthodoxy appear to be 

manifestations of a vague ecumenicism. However, on closer inspection 

it becomes clear how these interests were shaped by other particularist 

concerns—namely the cause of Gallican autonomy in a Church increasingly 

described by some in primarily Roman and papal terms. Also, establish

ment of doctrinal unity between eastern and Latin Christendom was recog

nized by Catholics like Simon as a sure means to demoralize further the 

Protestant minority in France and to undermine many of the arguments 

put forward by Protestants in England, the Dutch Provinces and among 

German Lutherans. 



Two examples serve to elucidate Simon's^ developing strategy toward 

French Protestantism. On one level he endeavored to demonstrate how 

the Greek Church was doctrinally and in displinary matters much closer 

to Roman beliefs and practices than either Protestants or die-hard 

Augustinians believed possible. On another though complementary level— 

perceived as dangerous from the perspective of many fellow Catholics— 

he deliberately set out to minimize the importance of Augustine while 

elevating the status of Greek contributions to the clarification of doc

trinal positions, particularly as they pertained to matters of grace, 

transubstantiation, the nature of the Church, its organization and the 

31 authority of the Pope. 

How an appeal to Greek examples and ideas might also be useful to 

the cause of Gallicanism must have been evident to French contemporaries. 

Indeed, Simon's treatment of Greek orthodoxy, its appreciation of the 

symbolic authority of the Roman pontiff, as well as the Greek belief 

in the spiritual unity of Churches, were intended to supplement the 

traditional body of Gallican arguments. These issues were of course 

more directly confronted in the translation Fides or1entails eeelesiae 

(l6Tl) and in his writings on the religions and customs of the people 

of the Levant. But they remained important lateral considerations in 

his later, more famous "critical histories" of the Old and New Testa- ' 

ments.32 

Nor was Simon entirely alone in his advocacy of fairer treatment 

of the Eastern Churches. Others before him had pursued a similar strategy. 

Among the more notable Catholic spokesmen was Cardinal Sadoleto (d. I5U7) 

who expressed a sincere desire to elevate the Greek Fathers' status 
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33 in the Roman Church. Flaminius Nobilius, a minor sixteenth century 

controversialist and a favorite of Simon's, also sought to de-emphasize 

3I+ 
reliance on Augustinian interpretations of history, grace and salvation." 

35 A century later Morin and Thomassin "both did the same."'" Many Jesuits 

in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries interested themselves 

of 
in Greek theology.""' As we shall see in part two of this chapter, Juan 

Maldonado (1533-1588) exerted an enormous influence on the young Simon. 

Even the older contemporary Jean de Launoi, himself a friend of Arnauld. 

and Nicole, advocated restraint when interpreting Augustine and the Latin 

37 Fathers, believing the Greeks had much to say that was valuable. 

Unfortunately for Simon, efforts (for whatever reason) to give the 

Eastern Churches a sympathetic or at least impartial hearing were not 

typical of seventeenth century Roman Churchmen. And Simon had rightly 

anticipated a negative reaction from Port-Royal and those attached to 

Augustinian theology when his translation of Gabriel Severo's writings 

appeared in 1671. But what he did not expect was the adverse criticism 

which came from those who were neither Jansenists nor Ultramontanes. 

In fact, when translation of the Jesuit Dandini's Missions apostolica 

was published four years later, it too faced a mixture of curiosity and 

criticism. Intitled Voyage au Mont Liban, the translation was supple

mented with over one hundred pages of notes that offered a detailed look 

into the world of the Maronite order and its Uniate status within the 

Roman Church. However, publication of this interesting tome also served 

to generate rumors within and without the Oratory that Simon was a secret 

partisan of the Jesuits and a defender of doctrinal laxity. Indeed, 

this was one of the curious features of his career: he was consistently 
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identified by contemporaries and by posterity as either a Jesuit or as 

a sympathizer. 

By the middle I6?0's, then, Simon's' reputation as a leading author

ity of Eastern orthodoxy was steadily growing among French savants. Yet 

his relations with fellow Oratorians at Paris remained uneasy. Impor

tantly though, Simon's researches into eastern Christendom were not the 

only cause for some viewing his work with suspicion. There were addi

tional reasons behind others' questioning the integrity of his Catholicism: 

Simon was known to be on unusually good terms with Protestants and also 

friendly with several Parisian Jews. Nor did he try to conceal either 

association. 

Simon's friends and correspondants among the religion pretendue 

reformee included Henri Justel, a secretary to the king, and Fremont 

39 d'Ablancourt, diplomat and client of the great Turenne. Though Calvin-

ists by birth and upbringing, Justel and d'Ablancourt resembled Simon 

in their highly intellectualized orientation to Christianity, their love 

for erudition and letters, and in their strong interest in scholarship 

and its utility in resolving many philosophical and theological disputes. 

Simon believed that moderate, reasonable-minded Protestants like Justel 

and d'Ablancourt were precisely the kind of Reformed Churchmen that 

Catholics should address in their efforts to persuade them to return 

to the Church/'0 Radical Calvinists who rigidly adhered to predestin

ation and election might as well be written off as lost. Socinians were, 

also best forgotten. Nor would coercion or threats of force succeed 

where reason and scholarship failed. Besides, Simon thought violence 
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and censorship to "be counter-productive and detrimental to his own 

research interests. 

As early as the l66Cs Simon communicated with Justel and Fremont 

d'Ablancourt. It was through them that he nearly collaborated in a 

French translation of the New Testament—a version intended mainly for 

Protestant readers. When his talks with leading Protestant spokesmen 

i+1 
on the ill-fated Charenton version " were made known to the French public 

Simon explained his conduct as part of his strategy to persuade Protes

tants to return to the Church. A few of his enemies, however, contended 

that he actually received money for rendering his erudite services to 

b2 
the Reformed Church. This he vehemently denied on several occasions. 

During the l660's Simon also became acquainted with several Jews 

U3 
and notably Jona Salvador, a tobacco merchant residing in Paris. ~ From 

conversations with Salvador Simon learned much about contemporary Euro

pean Jewry. In these years he also met and corresponded with Isaac de 

La Peyrere. A descendent of Marranos, La Peyrere was a clever and enter

prising writer who converted first to Protestantism before eventually 

joining the Church and becoming in the l66'0's (until his death in 1676) 

a member of the Oratory. But his claim to fame rested on his notoriety 

as author of the most controversial book of the middle seventeenth cen

tury: Systerna theologicum ex prae-Adamitarum hypothesi, published in 

lili 
1655 and condemned universally. In that provocative work La Peyrere 

speculated that Adam was not the first man, only the first Jew. Though 

Simon also thought the book's central thesis outrageous, he appears to 

have enjoyed sharing ideas and speculations with La Peyrere. In fact, 

it may have been through La Peyrere that Simon made acquaintances with 

other Marranos then studying in Paris. 
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In 1670 Simon "became concerned with the fate of persecuted Jews 

of Metz who were accused of a ritual murder of a Christian child. An 

ugly affair that Drought out the worst in the local Metz' citizenry and 

tile parlementaires, the series of bitter recriminations that ensued have 
u 

received historical treatment by modern scholars. Simon's involvement 

was indirect but not unworthy of attention. Encouraged by Salvador, 

he wrote a brief though eloquent Pactum in defense of the Jews of 
w 

Prance. ' ' Published in 1.6*70 and circulated throughout Paris and much 

of northern France, this tract purported to offer an historical explanation 

of persecution of both Jews and Christians and afforded many opportun

ities to denounce and ridicule religious fanaticism of all kinds. For 

instance, in it Simon did not avoid taking swipes at superstitious monks 

and the prejudiced views of the Schoolmen. Nor was the Factum his last 

word on modern Jewry. Four years later appeared another, much longer 

work—a French translation of Leone Modena's Istoria degli riti Ebraici 

(1637), a description of the ceremonies and customs of European Jews,^ 

The years between 1670 and 1675, then, constituted some of the most 

productive in Simon's career as critic and controversialist. The year 

following publication of Ceremonies et coustumes qui s'observent 

aujourd'huy parmi les Juifs (167*0- witnessed the appearance of two more 

works: the translation of the aforementioned Voyage au Mont Liban and 

a second Factum. The latest Factum was written at the request of the 

abbe commandataire of Fecamp who was involved in a lawsuit against the 

ilQ 
Benedictines of the congregation of Saint-Maur. " Inevitably, this second 

Factum incurred the permanent wrath of the Benedictines whose scholar

ship Simon had already begun to impugn as inferior to his own, He 
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had earlier antagonized partisans of Arnauld "by describing their scholar

ship as mediocre. His criticisms did not abate. In fact the appearance 

within a short span of five years of the translation of the Dandini memoir, 

the two Facturns, the critical edition of Gabriel Severo's theological 

writings, as well as the translation of Leone Modem's Istoria degli 

riti Ebraici, all served to enhance Simon's reputation as a provocative 

young Oratorian scholar. He may have been therefore especially irritated 

by rumors attesting to his allegedly close relations with Jesuits whose 

international interests aroused opposition and distrust among conservative 

clerics. 

A careful reading of Simon's correspondance reveals much about his 

own perceptions about the Oratory and the Sorbonne during these years. 

Even before his expulsion in 1678, he complained often about the consid

erable anti-intellectualism among fellow Oratorians and the equally 

disappointing record of members of the Faculty of Theology.^1 Though 

an element of truth is no doubt contained in the picture drawn by Simon 

of the oppressive atmosphere within his own congregation, it is more 

likely that he confused others' desires to avoid controversy with a 

serious lack of interest in letters and criticism. The testimony of 

contemporaries and the valuable Memoires domestiques of Louis Batterel 

indicate how the tensions and recriminations within the Oratory during 

the middle and late l670's produced anything but a pleasant environment 

52 conducive to intellectual refinement. It will be remembered that Lamy 

was silenced in 1675 and a formulaire barring instruction of Cartesian 

philosophy was subsequently imposed. Similar injunctions were later 

taken against Jansenists and their sympathizers. 
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In spite of the troubled situation in the Oratory we must not draw 

the conclusion that Simon was totally isolated in the years immediately 

preceding the aborted publication of the Histoire critique du Vieux 

Testament in 1678. Father Berthad (d. 1665) had earlier supported him 

and after his death superior Calude Seguenot (d. 1676) tolerated his 

work. Simon appears to have been on at least fair terms with the new 

superieur general Sainte-Marthe (d. 1697) who would be harrassed shortly 

afterwards by the powerful Archbishop of Paris, Frangois de Harlay. He 

also remained on good terms with the Protestants Justel and d1 Ablancourt— 

even after the former fled to England in l68l. He also corresponded 

with several doctors of the Faculty of Theology: Diroys, Galiot, 

Berrand, Edme Pirot (an official censor of religious books), and Mallet, 

53 a strong critic of Jansenist theology. ~ Simon also maintained a cor-

respondance with Oratorian librarian and annalist LeCointe, the abbots 

LaRoque and Lameth as well as the vicar general of Fecamp, Frangois 

Verjus, who obtained for him the curacy at Bolleville after his depar

ture from the Oratory. Even poor Father Breuil who shortly afterwards 

suffered a much worse fate than either Simon or Larny was still on 

speaking terms with Simon after 1678 in spite of the latter's known 

5I+ 
dislike for Port-Royal and its theology." Indeed, on closer inspection 

a pattern emerged: those contacts and few friends who opposed Jansenist 

tendencies (e.g. Diroys and Mallet) and who were usually strongly 

Gallicanwere most likely to approve and in some cases encourage Simon's 

publications^ but those inclined to more traditional salrational 

theology that emphasized Augustinian interpretations of doctrine were 

invariably hostile to him. Bossuet and the Benedictines at Saint-Maur 
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comprised this latter group as did many fellow Oratorians who opposed 

him precisely "because they believed that he undermined the authority 

of the Latin Fathers—the solid foundation on which the Roman Church 

stood. Just as unforgivable in their eyes was Simon's sympathetic 

rendering of the beliefs of Greek schismatics like Gabriel Severo of 

Philadelphia. Nor could his dangerous Judaizing tendencies be condoned, 

55 much less understood. 

Meanwhile, Richard Simon continued to pride himself in "knowing 
eg 

things that others ignored." He was also mightily convinced of the 

correctness of his views on Protestanism, Jews, Augustinian theology 

and the Eastern Churches. In fact he was perhaps more than just a 

little self-righteous and may not have simply anticipated opposition 

from others within the French ecclesiastical community—he may have 

actually cultivated it. Had not the great Jesuit scholar Juan 

57 
Maldonado- one of his herosy 1—been a victim of scholastic narrow-mind

edness and yet was vindicated by posterity? Would not his disciple 

Richard Simon a century later also triumph in the face of similar adver

sity? Besides, as he may have privately rationalized, a brilliant 

savant must expect to play the role of martyr on a few occasions. 

Indeed, such perceptions, mixed as they were with ambition and 

inner-most hopes, may have been Simon's as he completed the Histoire 

critique du Vieux Testament and prepared its publication in spring 1678. 

It was to be the first volume of a projected critical history of the 

texts, versions, translations and principal commentaries of all the 

books of the Bible. It was to form the heart of his scholarship and 

to serve as a testament to his immense learning. Just as important, 
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it was to provide Catholic controversialists with new erudite materials 

and more historical ways of looking at Scripture and its composition 

that would help in debates with Protestants, Freethinkers and sceptics. 

Also, Simon hoped that the Histoire critique would be popularly ack

nowledged as superior to anything the Jansenists at Port-Royal had 

produced. 

Unfortunately for Simon the negative response to the Histoire 

critique, when it finally came, reflected in no small measure a 

revulsion toward him personally. Simon may have displayed unusual 

brilliance when examining biblical texts or elucidating meanings of 

Hebrew and Aramaic words, but in his dealings with fellow human beings 

he exhibited no similar aptitude. He lacked tactfulness because he had 

little patience. In fact he was prone to misjudge people and situations 

just as he miscalculated others1 reactions to his publications before 

l6?8. He continued to do so afterwards. For one thing, he misjudged 

the response of those close to Arnauld and Nicole if indeed he ever gave 

it thoughtful consideration. Likewise, he probably failed to appreciate 

the degree to which some leading ecclesiastics were privately sympa

thetic to Port-Royal. At a time when the paix de l'Eglise was still 

observed and the monarchy and high clergy were generally favorable to 

publications like the Perpetuite de la foi (a third tome published in 

1676), Simon certainly misjudged the continued influence of Jansenist 

spokesmen even if this influence was indirect insofar as it depended 
C* O 

oh the active cooperation of conservative Gallicans like Bossuet. 

The theme of this chapter has been Richard Simon's emergence as 

a minor figure of controversy in the Gallican Church during the 1670's. 
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It is evident that by 1678 he had made many enemies who were anxious 

to silence him or repudiate him openly. Knowledge of his work on the 

critical history of the Old Testament was common among different 

clerical circles in and around Paris. Earlier in 1677 the savants at 

Port-Royal announced that a French translation of the Prolegomena of 

Walton's Polyglot Bible was in preparation. It is probable that an 

additional reason for their translating the difficult text may have been 

to damage sales and overall impact of Simon's own critical history which 

was already anticipated. Simon, inasmuch as he was aware of Port-Royal's 

intentions, announced that same year that he intended to produce an 

annotated edition of the same Prolegomena and actually added a trans

lation of portions of that work to his own Histoire critique (book 3, 

59 chapters 21-2*0, thus countering and frustrating Jansenist plans. 
Understandably bitter about Simon's swift and tactless behavior 

several scholars at Port-Royal and notably the Jansenist sympathizer 

Nicolas Toinard made their objections to the Histoire critique known 

to Bishop Bossuet. Nicole also forewarned the bishop of the contents 

of Simon's work and particularly about his implicit denial of Moses as 

60 author of the Pentateuch."1"' The bishop then obtained a copy of the 

table of contents from Toinard—the book having been recently published 

(in March) at Paris by the Billaine family. Bossuet found Simon's 

descriptions of Scripture as imperfect and defective to be as repugnant 

as his denial of the Mosaic authorship.Such language compromised 

the Church and its authority. Confiscation of the remaining copies 

followed. The 1300 copies seized by Le Tellier's agents were burned 

in July. Fortunately, Simon and also the wife of the deceased M. Billaine 
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managed to conceal several copies which were later smuggled out of 

France and reprinted in England and the Dutch Provinces. 

Ironically, Simon does not appear ever to have realized the full 

extent of Bossuet 's role in the suppression of the Histoire critique. 

He always believed that Nicole had been primarily responsible for both 

62 the book!s destruction and his condemnation by the Oratory."*" But it 

was mostly Bos suet's doing. 

Not actually a partisan of the theology of Port-Royal, Bishop 

Bossuet was attached nevertheless to a traditional Augustinian Cathol

icism. Ambitious and proud, Bossuet too had very definite ideas about 

scholarship and religious controversy. He, not Simon, emerged as the 

greatest Catholic apologist of the age of Louis XIV. The reasons for 

his success were personal and professional. Just as important though, 

Bossuet's^ conception of the Church, Scripture and tradition more closely 

conformed with the main directions of Catholic opinion as it had evolved 

by the middle seventeenth century. How and to what degree Simon's 

thinking did and did not conform are the subject of Part Two. 

PART TWO. METHOD AND INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE. 

In order to identify Richard Simon's place in the complicated matrix 

of politics and theology in seventeenth century France one must first 

review the scholarly environment within which he and other savants worked. 

Later we shall examine more closely those currents of opinion and 

exegetical practices that most significantly influenced his methodology 

which was always inseparable from his theological orientation. Among 

the long list of names of biblical scholars that could be compiled from 
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Simon's correspondence and publications, two remarkable figures stand 

out: the Jesuit Juan Maldonado and Protestant Louis Cappel. Examining 

their contributions to his scholarship and development as a controver

sialist will enable further discussion of his critical methods and 

attitudes toward doctrine, Protestantism, projects of reunion, Rabbinic 

literature as well as his general thinking toward literal and figurative 

interpretations of the Bible. 

Indeed, one of the more conspicuous features of Simon's, whole 

approach to theology and scholarship was his tendency to identify both 

as two sides of the same basic critical-empirical exercise. In his way 

of thinking, Church doctrines could best be defended and clarified by 

direct appeals to historical evidence. As we have seen, this was by 

no means contrary to developments in mainstream Gallican theology which 

provided an immediate and essential background to Simon's career as 

scholar and polemicist. How Simon differed was in his more acute appre

ciation of the role sixteenth century religious Reformers played in 

directing scholarly pursuits away from scholastic allegorizing toward 

a biblical exegesis that emphasized literal interpretations. In a 

letter to Justel he described the Protestant impact on Christendom as 

similar to the Arian heresy of the fourth century in one important 

respect; namely, in awakening the study of sacred oooks. 

In its most characteristic form, then, the new Bible study (and 

with it, study of the Church Fathers and early ecclesiastical history), 

involved textual criticism and languages. To assist in conveying a 

sense of the changes in direction and substance of scholarly productions 

linked to biblical scholarship during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
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centuries a few remarks are necessary. For instance, perhaps most 

valuable to scholars though least accessible to the general reading 

public were the successive editions of polyglot Bibles. These lengthy 

and highly specialized volumes increased in number and quality during 

the one hundred and thirty years that separated the first printed 

polyglot of Cardinal Ximenes (151*1-1517) from the more impressive and 

. 61; 
accurate version offered by Brian Walton in the l650fs. Usually 

containing Latin translations (or interpretations) of Hebrew, Greek, 

Arabic as well as Samaritan, Syriac, Coptic or Persian texts, the 

polyglots were invaluable as reference books since the scriptural verses 

were placed side by side in parallel columns. This structural format, 

based as it was on the ancient polyglot of Origen, facilitated read-
« 

ability and critical examination through cross-reference techniques. 

As inheritors of the Renaissance tradition of establishing standardized 

texts of Classical Greek and Latin writings, sixteenth and seventeenth 

century biblical scholars applied their critical acumen and the skills 

derived from the Humanist practices of recension and emendation to 

projects aimed at providing definitive versions of Latin, Greek and 

Hebrew Bibles. A reading of annotated bibliographies like the 

Bibliotheque sacree of Augustin Calmet (published in 1722) offer a 

glimpse into these highly specialized but necessary activities. Calmet, 

for instance, listed nearly fifty versions of Greek Bibles (including 

Hew Testaments) and sixty Latin versions; his list and description of 

published editions of the Hebrew Bible numbered over forty versions. 

Importantly, Calmet's lists were not exhaustive either since he restric

ted himself to those editions and versions that were of high quality.^ 



In addition to printed language versions of Scripture (which 

included also Arabic, Syriac, Coptic, Persian and portions of Ethiopian 

and Turkish Bibles), many new kinds of scholarly aids and references 

were made available: dictionaries, lexicons, grammars as well as more 

accurate maps and chronologies that were indispensable to biblical 

commentators, translators and textual critics. While these new printed 

materials were (and still are) utilized by only a handful of European 

scholars, their importance should not be minimized through superficial 

quantitative demonstrations. Among European savants by the middle 

seventeenth century the importance of Semitic languages, like the crit

ical study of the Bible, could no longer be denied. One indication of 

the new value placed on Semitic languages was the increasing popularity 

of establishing permanent chairs in Hebrew and Arabic alongside Class

ical Greek and Latin at major universities: Oxford, Cambridge, Paris, 

66 
Louvain, Leyden, Ingolstadt et al. Protestant academies and univer

sities always emphasized the utility of knowledge of languages in 

scriptural interpretation. Catholics were not far behind in making this 

appreciation but could not freely admit the greater accuracy or validity 

of Greek and Hebrew versions because of the continued authority of the 

Vulgate Bible. As a result, the Catholic position was far more diffi

cult in face of Protestant criticism of the Latin text. However, one 

compensation was Church tradition and invariably this meant the writings 

of the Church Fathers, In the early seventeenth century Cardinal Du 

Perron, echoing earlier Catholic spokesmen Sadoleto and Melchior Cano, 

remarked that a good controversialist ought to know three things: doc

trine, languages and the Church Fathers. Simon, who became aware of 
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the Cardinal's precepts at an early age, importantly and charac-

t eristic ally added familiarity with Scripture to the list. 

So intense were Simon's critical studies that by the early 1660's 

he read not only the pioneers in biblical criticism, Valla and Erasmus, 

but began plodding through the different polyglot Bibles of Ximenes, 

LeJay and Walton. By the end of that decade the young Oratorian had 

acquired the rare ability to evaluate the critical merits and deficiencies 

of these polyglot versions. By then too he had already digested a huge 

corpus of exegetical writings, having read both those names still known 

68 
in the twentieth century and many that are long forgotten. 

Moreover. many of the biblical and ecclesiastical writers Simon 

read and admired were not necessarily those whom other Oratorians or 

Church apologists respected. In fact, so extensive was Simon's knowl

edge of biblical commentators, ancient and modern (as well as medieval) 

that the last volume of the Histoire critique du Houveau Testament (1693) 

69 on principal commentators came to nearly one thousand folio pages. 

However, a careful reading of his letters, particularly those written 

before 1685, the date of the definitive and authorized edition of the 

Histoire critique du Vieux Testament, reveals much about his modern 

TO 
preferences. Jesuits figured prominently: ' the French chronographer 

and erudit Denis Petau the biblical critics Cornelius a Lapide (d. 1630), 

Jacques Bonfrere (d. l6t2), and Andreas Masius (d. 1573). Simon also 

thought highly of the French Catholic Gilbert Gaulmin (1585-1665) who 

had served Cardinal Mazarin. But most important of all were Protestant 

Louis Cap-pel, who wrote about the novelty of Hebrew vowel points, and 

the sixteenth century Hebraist and biblical commentator Juan Maldonado, 

71 the Jesuit who collaborated on the Clementine edition of the Vulgate. 



Simon' s- attachment and even indebtedness to these scholars tell us much 

about his critical methodology and his whole approach to theology; viz., 

they were both philological inasmuch as critical appreciations of langu

ages, were central to his scholarship. Just as importantly, Simon 

believed that doctrine must necessarily play a restricted and less 

imposing role in scriptural study. To explain Simon's efforts to limit 

theologizing (but not to exclude all doctrinal considerations) in bibli

cal scholarship we must now examine more closely his acknowledged debt 

to the great Spanish Jesuit Maldonado. 

Simon consistently reserved highest praise for the Spanish exegete 

who taught at the college of Clermont during the 1560's. Maldonado's 

many writings on the books of the Bible (most of them posthumously 

published) were rightfully considered by Simon to be among the best then 

available. In the twentieth century Maldonado has been credited with 

7? having helped bridge the gap between positive and scholastic theology. 

In the middle of the seventeenth century, however, his reputation was 

mixed: at the Sorbonne memory of him was not strong since he had been 

involved in several bitter quarrels with the Faculty of Theology a 

73 century earlier; and Maldonado's ready admission that many Church 

traditions were not verified by Scripture had infuriated other conser

vative and scholastic-minded controversialists. That he was censured 

by the Faculty only to be later exonerated by the bishop of Paris was 

perhaps no minor factor behind Simon's attraction to him. Indeed, even 

after Maldonado's retirement from his chair at the Jesuit college at 

Clermont he remained an influential scholar at a time when the Catholic 

Reformation was underway. 
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Simon felt indebted to Maldonado for several reasons. First and 

perhaps most important of all he learned to appreciate the idea of 

"interpreting Scripture by itself."1"' This did not mean that Catholics 

were to give in to the extreme demands of Protestants to recognise only 

literal meanings as valid. On the contrary, literal interpretations 

were instead viewed as central to any exegetical enterprise since they 

provided the important basis for all others: moral, allegorical and 

spiritual (i.e. anagogical). This appreciation was tied to another— 

namely, that Scripture contained double or even multiple senses inasmuch 

as one was literal and the other figurative. However, figurative inter

pretations were not flights of fancy. Because they were connected to 

the literal signification, great care and circumspection was required 

on the part of the interpreter. In fact, as Simon explained to Justel 

and d'Ablancourt, his Protestant friends, the literal meaning determined 

75 the character of many figurative meanings. In order to examine 

accurately or credibly the allegorical or moral significance of a scrip

tural passage, it was necessary to pay close attention to the most exact 

meaning of the literal sense. It followed that more critical under

standings of the Bible and its composition—and that meant invariably 

taking into account particulars of time and place—would lead to more 

accurate perceptions of the figurative intentions. 

The idea of double and multiple senses was as old as the Church 

7 6 
Fathers and of central importance in Augustine's exegesis. Even the 

greatest Reformers of the sixteenth century were careful not to repud

iate the idea of a double sense contained in Scripture since transla

tions were largely based upon this important appreciation. Protestants 
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rather emphasized the pre-eminence of the literal meaning. Other truths 

were contained in %ripture but these other figurative connotations were 

dependent on the literal mode of understanding. The Catholic positions 

were several and really amounted to different emphases.5' 1 Yet at times 

the emphasis on literal as opposed to allegorical or moral significances 

could be of crucial importance since in some cases the literal reading 

T ft 
of the Bible is confusing, ridiculous or even immoral. 

Simon never explicitly stated that the literal interpretation of 

Scripture was at all times the predominant mode. He was too pragmatic 

an exegete to make such a statement. But the thrust of his exegesis 

was to permit the literal significance a special directing position 

except in those unusual passages where literal renderings were deemed 

impossible or where they were non-existant as in figures of speech. As 

a Catholic, Simon could turn to tradition when seemingly insurmountable 

difficulties were posed by the letter of Scripture. And yet here too, 

Simon did not use tradition as a guide to help clarify only moral or 

allegorical meanings of scriptural passages. Tradition—and by this 

he meant mostly the writing of the Church Fathers—could be employed 

in ways that explained the literal significance as well by illuminating 

much about the particulars of historical experience. Since the Church 

Fathers, particularly the Greeks, were closer to the Apostles and the 

earliest Christians in time and place, he assumed that they must 

necessarily be familiar with those matters that concerned daily life 

79 and les moeurs of ordinary people. " Importantly, Simon recognized how 

potentially useful these historical particularities were to the biblical 

commentator, the ecclesiastical historian and to the translator whose 
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business it was to provide the proper words necessary to describe 

accurately similar though actually quite different phenomena encountered 

in the daily existence of biblical peoples and the first Christians. 

That he was capable of making such an appreciation should perhaps not 

come as a surprise. It was no accident that the earliest translators 

and commentators of Classical texts and the Bible were also among the 

first Europeans to become more than dimly aware of historical change 

and to articulate notions of cultural relativism. However, it remains 

less clear whether Simon was also able to make a deeper and more modern 

recognition; viz., that language was itself a form of cultural expres-

80 
sion. 

As a defender of the writing of Louis Cappel, Simon, himself an 

astute Hebraist, was well aware of the changes accruing in Semitic 

languages. Similarly, other seventeenth century contemporaries could 

Q1 
not avoid noticing changes in spoken and written French."' Many had 

already observed changes that occurred in Classical Greek and Latin 

literature. Indeed, the perceptive reader of ancient Latin poetry and 

letters could not fail to be impressed by transformations in that 

language under the empire: particularly the steady erosion of rhetor

ical standards. Not co incident ally, language figured prominently in the 

quarrels between ancients and moderns during the last decades of the 

seventeenth century. The quarrel mainly concerned related aesthetic 

issues but questions about la morale and religion were never far behind. 

82 For instance, an important observation made by Perrault and Fontenelle 

(and also made by Simon, Jean Leclerc and Claude Fleury) involved pastor

al poetry and its dependence upon the natural lyricism or rural peoples. 
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Furthermore, the manner and use of metaphors drawn from country life 

was also recognized as part of an unconscious proclivity and not 

necessarily a deliberate preference. In a similar way, seventeenth 

century savants appreciated how rhetorical manners of speech were largely 

contrivances of educated city dwellers and thus a product of civilizing 

efforts. 

Classical literature thus offered many insights though still no 

satisfactory answers to "baffling questions about changes in cultural 

styles and tastes. However, several inferences might be drawn and they 

were not without applicability to biblical studies. First, the more 

simple the written language, the more likely it was assumed to be the 

83 
product of older and less civilized peoples.1"'""" Secondly, the character 

of the language and specifically the word choice and sentence structure 

were thought to reveal much. Lyrical poetry was evidence of a pastoral 

environment just as refined expository styles of writing which were con

ducive to legal, philosophic and historical information and its convey

ance suggested peoples who lived in cities and cultivated the arts and 

sciences. Nor did speculations stop there. The practice of constructing 

parallels between Greeks and Latins or between ancients and moderns was 

increasingly popular among European savants interested in making sense 

of the past. In extreme cases of comparative analysis the Hebrew of 

Kings and Chronicles might be compared to the Greek of Homer, Psalms 

Qk 
with the poetic prescriptions of Hesiod. Comparisons of metaphors, 

other figures of speech as well as the different philosophical and spir

itual ideas contained in Greek, Latin, and Hebrew writings were similarly 

utilized. Yet because of the importance of the literal sense of scripture 
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or translating Simon was always quick to caution readers about the 

dangers of free-wheeling biblical exegesis that carelessly explained 

scriptural verses through an appeal to Greek or Roman examples. 

Observing similarities or likenesses was one thing. Making important 

distinctions that appreciated unique qualities in each was another and 

even more important exercise. And importantly, Protestants and 

Catholics alike were prone to commit the excess of constructing 

analogies or interpretive parallels when the literal mode of under

standing was inadequate or unworkable. However, Catholics could fall 

back on tradition and the Fathers to guide them through difficult 

passages. Protestants, because they rejected the authority of tradi

tion were left without a restraining or guiding hand and as a result 

offered figurative interpretations that bore little relation to the 

bible source. For instance Simon found Martin Bucer's exegetical 

writings to suffer from the intrusion of classical ideas: 

II seroit a la verite a desirer que ceux qui expliquent 
l'Ecriture ne debittassent point leur imaginations au lieu 
de la parole de Dieu, et c'est ce que Bucer fait entendre a 
ceaux de Strasbourg, lorsqu'il leur represente de certaines 
allegories qu'on pourrait aussi bien appliquer a Homer> a 
Virgile et aux autres poetes qu'aux ecrivains sacrez.°° 

Implicit in Simon's observations about scriptural interpretation 

was his appreciation of the idea that a more historical understanding 

of the Bible and of the circumstances of its composition did not weaken 

the universal message. He had learned from Maldonado and several Church 
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Fathers (notably Origen, Basil, Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory of Nazianzus) 

that an historical perspective greatly assisted in making accurate render-
O rr 

ings of both literal and figurative senses. Take for instance the 

letters of Paul, written as they were during his travels in the Mediter

ranean world under the reigns of Claudius and Nero. As a Roman citizen 

of Jewish birth he naturally spoke and wrote a Greek that differed from 

Classical authors. Yet recognition of the inevitable Judaic elements— 

88 les Ebraismes as they were termed"*'" --need not deter our understanding 

the letters1 spiritual message nor diminish their inspired character. 

To Simon just the opposite was the case: identifying and scrutinizing 

the Hebraic (i.e. Aramaic) influences helped to clarify meanings and 

uses of words that were foreign to or non-existant in pagan Greek liter

ature. In doing so, the historical particulars associated with language 

and linguistic development could be used in ways to grasp in more specific 

terms the sublime intention of the biblical author. 

Complementing Simon1 s emphasis on understanding particular histor

ical aspects of scripture and another strong feature of his scholarship 

was his eclectic approach to sources. He was receptive to diverse 

source materials that assisted in biblical interpretation, textual 

criticism and translation. In addition to the books of .Scripture, Simon 

stressed the utility of the patristics, the pagan Classics and other 

non-biblical sources. Additional practical considerations influenced 

his use of Judaic literary and scholarly traditions that emerged in the 

centuries following the biblical era. This last interest was not in 

itself original since earlier in the fifteenth century notable Christian 

scholars of the Italian and English Renaissance like Pico della 
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8g 
Mirandola and John Colet had "been enamored of the Hebrew language,/""' 

But their interests were more theological inasmuch as they were fascin

ated "by the Kabbala and its mystical significations. Simon in contrast 

was more interested in the critical-historical dimensions of Rabbinic 

literature. Much like older contemporaries Louis Cappel and Hugo 

Grotius, he enthusiastically researched the Masoretic text of the Hebrew 

Bible, believing that the Rabbinic lessons complemented instead of 

contradicted the opinions of Church Fathers since the Masoretes were 

above all valuable in explaining Hebrew grammar and the meanings of 

90 words and phrases as used in scriptural contexts. He also read the 

great Rabbinic commentators of the Middle Ages—Maimonides, Aben Ezra, 

David Kimchi—and more recent savants such as Isaac Abravanel of 

91 
Portugal (d. 1508) and the Dutch Jew Manasseh ben Israel (d. 1657)• 

Their insights could also be used selectively when reading the Bible 

with an eye toward literal explication. 

Nor were Simon's- appreciations unusual for his time. Since the 

early sixteenth century Johann Reuchlin had been aware of the potential 

value of Rabbinic literature. Even Luther, ordinarily so hostile toward 

the Jews, was capable of making similar though qualified judgments. 

However. Simon differed from these important predecessors as well as 

from most Christian contemporaries by the degree and manner with which 

he employed Judaic sources. He also differed by explicitly and system

atically articulating principles or rules that Christian exegetes ought 

to adhere when reading the Rabbis. The Histoire critique du Vieux 

Test^ent contained insightful chapters on Rabbinic commentators wherein 

92 he evaluated their methods and relevance to Christian scholars. As 
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elsewhere in that lengthy tome, Simon's aim was to synthesize diverse 

Judaic source materials within a basically Catholic framework that 

preserved and defended doctrines that were still viewed in static terms. 

Just as importantly, Simon's method of scriptural interpretation 

required continual and cautious use of critical judgments. Though he 

minimized its subjective character, his method was essentially one of 

careful selection and maintaining a balanced interpretation. Scripture 

was to be grasped in its essentials only if the double sense was always 

recognized and that meant simultaneously scrutinizing particular circum

stances and respecting ultimate doctrinal-theological significations. 

Constant observance of the interdependence of literal-figurative modes 

of interpretation was therefore required. Furthermore, the maintenance 

of an exegetical equilibrium was itself dependent upon consensus of 

opinion on not only doctrinal matters but on critical linguistic, 

93 textual and historical matters as well," 

Accordingly, Simon was always quick to attack those critics and 

translators who failed to balance their judgments. Though many Catholic 

foes of Simon accused him of criticizing fellow Catholics more often 

than heretics of Protestants, his most penetrating criticisms were 

generally reserved for Protestant authors and particularly those who 

tried to rationalize Scripture. For instance, Socinians and Arminians 

both failed in his view to appreciate the sublime sense of Scripture 

and tended to deny the Bible its true religious power. Grotius was 

prone to commit this error in his Annotattones (16U2) and at the same 

time relied too heavily on Rabbinic opinions and was therefore trop 

judaique.^ Protestants and Freethinkers had mistakenly assumed that 
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figurative interpretations were merely simple applications that were 

invalid. To Simon such a view distorted the frequently subtle rela

tionships among the different senses. Furthermore, he believed that 

Grotius and other rationalists deceived themselves (se trompent) 

quand ils confondent le sens mystique ou spirituel, avec un 
simple application. Ils ne prennent garde, que le sens 
mystique <n1 est pas moine vrai que le sens litteral. Ces deux 
sens etant egalement de 1'intention du Saint-Esprit et meme 
le mystique est quelquefois le principale partie.95 

Other Protestant commentators were too theological in their 

interpretations. J. Cocceius was frequently too rigid and trop ^t-endu 

96 since he imposed his own theological doctrines on scripture. Others 

made too many external references and sought to explain prophecies and 

the Apocalypse by reference to contemporary history. These last commen

tators were usually religious enthusiasts who entertained millienial 

97 expectations. Simon especially abhorred them. But not all Protest

ants were guilty of excesses. A few like Charles Du Moulin were 

cautious scholars who did not allow theology to constantly impede their 

98 interpretations. In fact after Maldonado, the most important critical 

influence on Simon was Protestant Louis Cappel, the great Hebraist of 

the academy of Saumur who provided rules for examining and establishing 

the integrity of scriptural texts. 

Cappelrs Critiea Sacra (l650) resembled Simon's later Histoire 

critique in its organization and the close attention given to the crit-

99 ical history of texts and their transmission over the centuries. Just 

as important, Cappel provided Simon with a supreme example of the many 

ramifications that scholarship had for theology in general and the 
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religious controversy between Catholics and Protestants in particular; 

viz., Cappel was the first Christian author to demonstrate satisfactor

ily the late introduction (no earlier than the fifth century) of Hebrew 

vowel points. Consequently Cappelfs theory, as contained in the Arcanum 

punctationis revelatum (I62U), and included in the Critica Sacra, was 

attacked not so much by Catholics as by conservative Protestants who 

believed that the novelty of vowel points damaged belief in the integ

rity of Hebrew as a revealed language. The latter group insisted that 

Cappel's views simply undermined belief in the literal or direct verbal 

inspiration of the Old Testament. In fact, Cappel's more extensive work 

on the Old Testament, the Critica Sacra, more explicitly addressed 

problems surrounding the historicity of Hebrew and further questioned 

the older conception of the ancient tongue as a divine language received 

by Adam from the Almighty at the time of the Creation.1^ 

Importantly, Simon and other Catholic contemporaries were cognizant 

of the many implications behind Cappelfs work. Very early in his career 

Simon described the Critica Sacra as an "ouvrage excellent" and later 

as "le meilleur livre qui ait ete compose sur la Bible par les 

Protestantes."J=UJ' Conservative Protestants thought just the opposite: 

scholars in France and in Swiss cities wrote critical responses. The 

noted Hebraist Johann Buxtorf of Basel believed that Cappel's theories 
102 

were unfounded and dismissed them. Genevans were still irritated by the 

Critica Sacra in the l670's and circulated a formulaire that was signed 

by numerous pastors and doctors who condemned Cappel's views on vowel 

points as well as the revisionist interpretations of grace and free will 

ICR offered by Moise Amyraut, another professor at Saumur, 
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Perceptive Catholics, on the other hand, welcomed the Critica Sacra 

even when the Church hierarchy remained uncertain about what bearing 

Cappel1s writings had on Church doctrines, particularly as they pertained 

to Scripture. This caution was further evidenced by the hesitation of 

leading spokesmen to exploit more fully the findings and implications 

of Cappel's work. Curiously enough, publication of the Critica Sacra 

in 1650 was made largely possible through the intervention of several 

influential Catholics in Paris who not only respected the author's 

scholarship but appreciated its many theological ramifications. Oratorian 

Jean Morin, who had collaborated on the LeJay polyglot, supported Cappel1s 

efforts to publish. So did the brilliant Jesuit Denis Petau and the 

imcomparable Jean Mersenne, friend and correspondant of Europe's greatest 

savants. Through their intercession the royal and ecclesiastical censors 

10^ at Paris permitted publication. 

As a student of Oratorians and Jesuits in the 1650's, Simon prob

ably became aware of the Critica Sacra and the controversy surrounding 

it before that decade was out. By the late l66(5's it is evident from 

the content of his letters that he had already learned much from Cappel 

(who died in 1658). Not only did he think highly of Cappel as a 

Hebraist (believing him superior to Morin), but he also appreciated the 

over-arching theme of much of Cappel's work—namely, that Hebrew was 

a language like other languages and therefore subject to similar kinds 

of changes, variations and deficiencies. Already Simon was venturing 

along similar kinds of critical researches that would supplement 

Cappel's work and in time go beyond it. As an empirically-minded 

Catholic, Simon was interested in combating beliefs in verbal 
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inspiration of the Bible. He was also interested in developing a more 

serious and damaging theme; viz. , that Scripture was not in itself 

sufficient as a basis for faith. However, the angle that he developed 

in presenting this theme was bound to offend Catholics as well as 

Protestants. This brings us to the polemical intentions of Simon's 

biblical scholarship. 

Closer to the irenic style of Catholic apologists, Simon's objec

tive was to persuade moderate Protestants to return to the Church by 

demonstrating the error of their belief in the sufficiency of Scripture 

as the only authoritative source of Christian doctrine and practice. 

While Catholics agreed that both Scripture and tradition in tandem 

served as the foundations of the Church and its beliefs, Simon was 

departing in one conspicuous way from mainstream thinking. Since the 

early sessions of the Council of Trent (15^6) the official Catholic 

position viewed Scripture as insufficient by itself because tradition 

was necessary to clarify difficult passages. Also, tradition preserved 

beliefs and practices that scripture only alluded to or perhaps did not 

mention at all. However, Simon added a third consideration by observing 

that Scripture was not sufficient because it was imperfect inasmuch as 

it suffered from many defects that were of human origin.JJ"'J This conten

tion may not have been entirely original since other Catholic scholars 

had implied as much. But never before in the seventeenth century had 

a Catholic writer (not even Morin) articulated this view as pointedly 

and systematically as had Simon. Nor had any Catholic supported this 

observation with so much detailed erudite information. 

Yet Simon always believed that his approach to the Bible was the 

best: in order to convince moderate and reasonable Protestants to 
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return to Catholicism and at the same time to answer the objections that 

Freethinkers and sceptics made about Scripture's inconsistencies and 

contradictions. In contrast to most Christian apologists who explained 

apparent defects and errors as part of the Bible's mysterious and 

inspired character, he freely admitted their existence and contended 

that human fallibility was responsible. Occasionally other apologists 

conceded the same while minimizing these peculiarities, usually attrib

uting them to copyists and translators of later epochs. But Simon con

centrated on these particular difficulties in order to explain the 

composition of Scripture in more historic and reasonable terms without, 

however, rejecting the inspired character of the Bible. It is important 

to remember that he never denied the spiritual dimension but rejected 

all notions of direct verbal inspiration. As will be examined in detail 

in Chapter 3,- Simon's main theme in the Histoire critique de Vieux 

Testament was the Bible as basically a human document: inspired by God 

but written by men. In amassing the lengthy critical histories of the 

Old and New Testaments he addressed not only Protestants and Freethinkers 

but the most influential spokesmen of the Roman Church. That Simon's 

intentions were sometimes misunderstood by contemporaries and posterity 

was due in no small measure to detractors who deliberately misrepresented 

them. 

In order to place Simon and his biblical criticism in proper per

spective the two chapters that follow discuss his scholarship and 

objectives as religious controversialist and contrast them with the 

publications of his more brilliant and famous contemporary Benedict 
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Spinoza and "with the Remonstrant pastor Jean Leclerc, his major polemical 

adversary during the 1680's. 



NOTES 

"Simon also lost his position at the Oratory's' library (on rue St .-
Honore) that same year. The curacy was obtained for him by Francois 
Verjus, a former Oratorian and vicar-general of the abbey of Fecamp, 
who had earlier (1675) benefited from Simon's' critical expertise in a 
lawsuit with the Benedictines of Saint-Maur. Cf. Bruzen de La Martiniere, 
"Eloge historique," Lettres choisies de M, Simon, I, 3**-35; the four 
tomes of Lettres choisies (Amsterdam: P. Mortier, 1730) are indispensable 
as a source of information; cf. also Louis Batteral (1679-1752), Mfmoires 
domestiques pour servir a. 1'histoire de 1'Oratoire, IV (Paris: 1905), 
233-295. With the exception of Bayle, modern studies on Simon exceed 
those of other scholars discussed in this dissertation. The most recent 
and thoughtful discussion is by theologian Paul Auvray, Richard Simon. 
Etude bio-bibliographique avec des textes inedites (Paris: P.U.F., 197*0; 
see also the many articles by Auvray in Oratoriana (listed in the bibliog
raphy of secondary works). A more popular biography is Jean Steinmann, 
Richard Simon et les origines de 1'sxegese biblique (Paris: Desclse 
et Brouwer, 19^0). Still useful are the publications of A. Bernus, 
Notice bibliographique sur Richard Simon (Basel, 1882) and Richard Simon 
et son Histoire critique du Vieux Testament, La critique biblique au 
siecle de Louis XIV (Lausanne, 1869). Cf. also H. Margival, Essai sur 
Richard Sinra et la critique biblique au XVIIe siecle, an extract from 
Reviie d'Histoire et de litterature religieuse, annees I-V, 1896-1900 
(Paris" 1900). A brief account of his life and scholarship is A. Molien, 
"Simon' Richard," DTC, XIV, 209^-2118. 

2Paul Hazard, La crise de la conscience europeenne (Paris: Fayard, 
1961; first published 1935), 165-198, provides a slightly misleading 
account that has been reiterated by subsequent scholars. Even Pierre 
Chaunu, an author of many works on history and theology, carelessly 
described Simon as a priest lacking faith ("un homme depourvu de foi") 
in La civilisation de 1'Europe classique (Paris, 1966), 521. 

3Paul Auvray, Richard Simon, 175*. "le moment etait mal-choisi." 
Auvray emphasizes the counter-Reform mentality under Louis XIV. 

^Simon was received into the congregation in October, 1658. Before 
a year had elapsed he lost interest and pursued studies at the University 
of Paris. For the next three years he studied scripture, theology and 
languages (including Hebrew). His benefactor during these critical years, 
was abbot Hyacinthe de La Roque (1636-1728) of Rouen. Among Simon's 
instructors at Paris was Etienne Deschamps (1613-1701), doctor of 
theology at the College de Clermont. In September, 1662, Simon returned 
to the Oratory, apparently without difficulty. 

56 
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5 * Cf. Charles-Augustin Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal (Paris: Pleiade 
edition, 1955), III, 305-306. Earlier in 1678 Harlay had imposed what 
amounted to formulaire designed to forhid theological and philosophical 
opinions within the Oratory and its schools that diverged from the 
Gallican mainstream. Another formulaire directed against Cartesian and 
Jansenist opinions was imposed in 1681*. Cf. Appendix B on Harlay. 

g 
Laray subsequently went to Grenoble. After converting a notable 

Protestant there, he fell back into favor among Paris clergymen like 
the superior general of the Oratory, Sainte-Marthe. Shortly afterward, 
Lamy again offended many because of his strong attachement to Cartesianism. 
He went into a second exile—this time at Rouen. Cf. Appendix B. 

7 Thomassin was critical of conciliarist views that appealed to many 
Gallicans among the episcopacy and parlements. Specifically, he thought 
councils of the Church had limited authority when ruling on both doctrinal 
and disciplinary matters. Simon respected his historical approach. Cf. 
Appendix B. 

o 
Du Breuil was a good-natured fellow whom Simon knew and with whom 

he corresponded in spite of his friendship with Arnauld and Nicole. Cf. 
Sainte-Beuve, op. cit,, III, 303-317, vho offers a sympathetic account 
of Du Breuil and his persecution by Harlay. Harlay in fact had blocked 
his election to the Oratory's'-highest post (giving the election in 1672 
to Sainte-Marthe who was later accused of having Jansenist sympathies). 
Cf. Simon, Lettres choisies (LC), IV, n. 9 (1679), 53-56. 

^Morin. a former Protestant, was a scholar of eastern languages 
who collaborated on the LeJay polyglot Bible (9 tomes in 10 volumes, 
161*5). specifically working on the Samaritan version of the first five 
books! Morin was considered eccentric by contemporaries for believing 
that the Samaritan version was more accurate than the Hebrew. Cf. 
Appendix B. 

'"^"The following is a chronological description of Simon's activities 
from 1663 to 1678; 1663-61*: at Juilly as regent of philosophy; 166U-
66: at Paris as adjunct to Oratory's library; 1666-67: at Juilly as 
regent of philosophy; 1667 to March 1668: at Juilly without employment; 
1668-71: at Paris assisting Le Cointe; August, 1671 to April 1672: at 
Juilly as preceptor to sons of prince Cesar d'Este; 1672-78: at Paris. 
I am indebted to the chronology worked out by Auvray, Richard Simon, 
op. cit. , 20-21*. 

"^^Many of these manuscripts had been secured by P. Harlay de Sancy 
at Constantinople in the early seventeenth century. Cf. Appendix B on 
Harlay. Charles Le Cointe (d. l68l) was the congregation's official 
librarian and a scholar Simon respected. Cf. LC, I, 7- However, he 
had mixed opinions about Morin as Hebraist. He thought Cappel superior 
to him. At the same time, Simon believed the elder Johann Buxtorf of 
Basel was a better scholar than both, though he agreed with Cappel's 
views on the novelty of Hebrew vowel points (something Buxtorf and 
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conservative Protestants vehemently denied for doctrinal reasons). 
Simon also thought Morin's opinions on the superior integrity of the 
Samaritan Bible unfounded. Cf. Antiquitates ecclesiae orientalls, 
Claris simorum virorum, Card. Barber in i.. L. Allatil. . . . di s s ert at ion ibus 
epistolicis enucleatae . . . quibus praefixa Jo, Morini Congr. Orat. 
Paris. PP. vita (London: Geroge Wells, 1682), a collection of letters 
that Simon helped to collect and publish. Simon's Latin life of Morin, 
a sarcastic work written shortly after his expulsion from the Oratory, 
is included. 

1 P 
Chaldaique, though Simon also used the word Aram6e to describe 

Aramaic. The nature of the Aramaic language and its various dialects 
was only beginning to be explained in the seventeenth century. It was 
called Chaldean by many because it was assumed that the Babylonian 
language had corrupted the Hebrew. Differences of opinion existed as 
to when the language was adopted by the Jews. Simon dated the 
language's use among the Judeans to the Exilic period (sixth century 
B.C.E.) while others like Isaac Vossius (cf. Appendix B) preferred a 
much later date. 

lj%imon, LC, II, n. 5 (l6j0), to Lameth; similar sentiments expressed 
in later years~T~ e.g., IV, no. 22 (1686), to Justel, and also n. 23 (l686), 
to Justel. When personalities were involved, Simon was prone to exagger
ate. La Martini ere, a nephew of Simon, was an admirer who provided a 
very sympathetic account of his years in the Oratory. Cf. "Eloge 
historique," LC, I, T, 33-3**. 

li4P.-D. Huet, Memo ires, translated by Ch. Nisard from the Latin 
(Paris: Hachette, 1853), 178-179;specifically, Huet accused Simon of 
duplicity in wanting to use erudite materials compiled by him and others 
in an effort to articulate views on biblical history that were opposed 
to his own (which were diffusionist). Cf. Appendix A on Huet. La 
Martiniere exaggerates the hostility in "Eloge hist. ," LC, I. More 
objective is the description provided by Batterel, op. cit. , who wrote 
in the 1720's and 1730's. Invariably hostile was Bossuet in his 
Correspondence, I, n. 172 (avril, 1678); Nicole's complaints are also 
contained in Bossuet, Correspondance, I, n. 176. 

15Simon, LC, IV, n. 8 (1676), to E. Bigot, 51. Similar complaints 
made to abbot Lameth in 1670, II, n. 5, **0: specifically, that two 
chairs on scripture at the Sorbonne were held by men who did not know 
"les'premiers elemens of language." Simon quoted Petau on the need for 
greater scholarship: "nonnullus existimare videmus totum hoc interpre-
tandae publici Scripturae munus otiosum ac supervacaneum esse magisque 
scholarum ad pompam, quam ad necessitatem referri." (from Petau, Orat. 
13) Similar sentiments expressed in IV, n. 22 (janvier 1686), to Justel, 
1^7-153, and IV, n. 23 (1686), 59-

lt?Ibid.; he also advocated following Maldonado's- practice not to 
twist scripture's meaning to refute heretics: "Non debemus Uteris sacris 
abutentes haereticos refutare." LC, II, n. 6 (1670), to Lameth, 51. 
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17 
Ibid., IV, n. 1 (1672), to Count Mazio Dandini, 5: Simon casti

gated Port-Royalist scholarship as a science assez mediocre. Simon also 
believed that an additional reason Jansenists were tolerated was on 
account of their having several powerful patrons. Simon later devoted 
many pages to the Janenist translation of the New Testament (Version 
de Mons, published in 1667) in the Histoire critique du Nouveau Testa
ment , vols. II and III. 

18 
Ibid,, I, n. 21 (1665), to Abbot LaRoque: Thomassin's efforts 

to concilate Greek Fathers with Latin Fathers applauded; III, no. 4 
(1670), to LaRoque, 19-2^: on controversies with Calvinists and some 
faults detected in the first tome of La Perpetuite de la foi; II, n. 
6, to Fremont d'Ablancourt: on reunion between Protestants and Catholics; 
IV, n. 2 (l675)s to Just el, 15: also on reunion and need to persuade 
moderate Protestants of their errors. 

19 Even before the emergence of well defined categories of system
atic theology in universities and seminaries during the nineteenth 
century, the "sacred science" of the scholastics was universally recog
nized as a disciplined reflection upon the truths of Christian religion. 
As such many options existed as to method of reasoning and to the use 
of source materials (e.g., scripture, tradition, philosophy). In spite 
of efforts of Catholics and Protestants alike to defend their different 
theological systems as authoritative, considerable freedom was left to 
individual preferences. True, Catholics as well as many Protestants, 
approached theology as a dogmatic exercise. But such rigidity in 
attitudes did not prohibit two major developments that contributed to 
more specifically defined categories of theology: (l) the systematiza-
tion of beliefs and of their scriptural and traditional bases; (2) the 
appeal to biblical authority (made mainly by Protestants but seconded 
by Catholics). The second of these developments was slow in the making 
but complemented the first and served the interests of historical 
theology (which was invariably tied to textual criticism). 

^Cornelius a Lapide (Cornelius Van den Steen) was born in the 
present province of Limborg in Belgium in 1563. He pursued his theolog
ical studies at Louvain where he later taught theology, Hebrew and 
philosophy. A member of the Jesuit order, he wrote and edited commen
taries on scripture. His most famous works included Pentateuchnm Moysis 
(Anvers, l6l6) wherein he used tradition and the Fathers to explain scrip
tural passages, and commentaries on every book of the Bible except Jo'b 
and Psalms. Radical for this period was Cornelius' observation that 
the historical books of the Old Testament were not dependent on inspir
ation of any kind. Nor did he believe that biblical authors were 
verbally inspired (though some, like the prophets, might be more directly 
inspired than others). Simon thought highly of Cornelius' method and 
his careful appreciation of the double sense of scripture. Cornelius 
died at Rome in 1637. His life and writings are described in PTC, IX, 
253-256. Simon's assessment of Cornelius a Lapide is in Histoire 
critique des -princfpaux commentateurs du Nouveau Testament (Rotterdam: 
R. Leers, 1693)s 651-665• 
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Simon's advocacy of a more impartial treatment of "biblical and 
patristic "writings in order to arrive at a consensus of opinion among 
scholars and theologians "was a persistent theme in the critical histories 
and letters. In Histoire critique de la creanc_e et_ des cotltumes des 
Nations du Levari (he reafter cited as HCCCh) published at Paris 16Qk 
(although the title page read Francfort: Frederic Arnaud), he explicitly 
stated that there was a need to reject prejudices based on half-truths 
when examining the Greek Church. This was why he favored a fusion of 
critical sciences and theology. He assumed that the creance commune 
of the Church and its traditions could only be strengthened by a 
critically minded appeal to scripture and history. Cf. "Avertissement", 
Histoire critique des Versions du louveau Testament (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 
1690). 

22Simon, LC, III, n. 10 (c. 1680), 51-59-

"""Ibid,, III, n. 3̂ - (15 novembre 1689), IV, n. hi (janvier 1693), 
I, n. UO (1696), 3^-3^6, III, n. 30 (c. 1690). 

oh ^ 
Simon, De lfInspiration des Livres sacrles: avec "one reponse 

au livre initule, Defense des Sentimens de quelques theologiens de 
Hollande (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1687), 89. 

2^Simon's letter to Frangois Diroys (1620-1690 or l69l) is discussed 
in a letter to LaRoque: LC, III, n. U (aout, 1670); also printed here 
is the "Attestation de M. Berrand en faveur de M. Simon, contre Messieurs 
de Port-Royal," 

A petite edition of the Perpetuite de la foi appeared in 166U; 
the longer edition in 1669. Written as a response to the Protestant 
Claude who had contended that the Greek Church was much closer to 
Protestants on the issue of transubstantiation, the authorship of the 
Perpetuite was not clear since most presumed it largely the work of 
Arnauld. However, Nicole was responsible for the body of the work and 
Arnauld1s contribution was limited to the introductory letters. The 
second tome was published in 1672 and a third in 167^. A fourth and 
fifth tome appeared much later in 1708 and 1713 written by E. Renaudot 
(l6i6-1720). Cf. Appendix B on Renaudot. 

^Described in LC, III, n. H (aout 1670). 

?8 Ibid.; several priests at Port-Royal were so upset by the letter 
that they traveled to the residence of the Oratory and personally 
complained to the superior general Senault. Senault later discussed 
the matter with Simon and wryly observed that "these men are not your 
friends." 

"^Gabriel Severo (I5^1-l6l6), metropolitan of Philadelphia, 
emigrated to Venice when his see fell into Turkish hands. In Venice 
Gabriel served as bishop to other Greek Christians in the Venetian 
Republic. He acquired a reputation as an anti-Roman controversialist. 
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Richard Simon was the first to translate portions of Gabriel's writings 
into Latin: Fides Ecelesiae Orientalls sen Gabrielis Metropolitanae 
Philadelphiensis Opuscula (Paris: G. Meturas, 1671). Consult M. 
Jugie's article, PTC, VI, 977-83, and also Appendix B on Gabriel Severo. 

30 
""'Leo Allatius \i586-l669) was of Greek birth but a member of the 

Roman Church. A zealous advocate of reunion between Greek and Roman 
Churches, he wrote several works to establish the unity of essential 
doctrine between them. In 16U8 Allatius published at Cologne De Ecelesiae 
occidentalis atque orientalis perpetua consesione. Simon used Allatius' 
writings on the Greek Church when he wrote his own critical history on 
the customs and beliefs of the peoples of the Levant. Simon also assisted 
in publishing letters by Allatius, Cardinal F. Barberini and Jean Morin 
of the Oratory: Antiquitates Ecelesiae Orientalis, op. cit. , 1682. 
Consult the article by L. Petit, PTC, I, 830-833; also Simon, Lettres 
choisies IV, n. 3 (1675), to Justel, 2Uff. Cf. Appendix B on Allatius. 

O "1 
Simon's understanding of Greek attitudes toward the pope (as a 

symbolic head) and of Greek Fathers' attitudes toward original sin (i.e., 
being less rigid and specific than Augustine's) were reasonably accurate. 
Similarly, Simon, concluded that no fundamental differences separated 
Greek from Roman on matters of the Eucharist; ritual differences he 
dismissed as of secondary importance and were not regarded as obstacles 
to reunion. However, Simon's treatment of Greek monastic life was 
marred by his belief that different orders existed within Greek orthodoxy 
(in fact, no such orders are recognized since the Greeks regard all monks 
to be of one brotherhood). Cf. Timothy Ware, The Orthodox Church 
(London: Penguin Books, 1963)• 

"^Histoire critique de la crlance et des coutumes des nations du 
Levant (l68U) was reprinted without change in 1693 and again in 1711 
under the title Histoire critique des dogmes, des controverses, des 
coutumes et des ceremonies des Chretiens orientaux (Trevoux: L. Ganeau). 
An English"translation appeared in 1685: Critical History of the 
Religions and Customs of the Eastern Wations, translated by A. Lovell 
(London: J. Hepinstall). This work is discussed in greater deail in 
Chapter Eight, Part Two. 

^Sadoleto, Epistolae ad Card. Contarin, n. 19 (published 1555), 
cited in Simon, LC, I, n. l6 (U novembre 1683), to LaRoque: Sadoleto, 
according to Simon, expressed to Contarini his attachment to Greek 
Fathers as a result of dissatisfaction with Augustine who simply did 
not explain enough. 

~V+Flaminius Nobilius, the Latinized name of Flamino Nobili, (1532?-
1590), was an Italian humanist scholar who published diverse Latin 
translations of the Greek Fathers (a Latin version of Chrysostom in 
1576). He was critical of Augustine's salvational theology in his tract 
De Praedestinatione. Simon especially liked this last work and in a 
Tetter to Galiot of the Sorbonne wrote: "C'est-a-dire nettement et sans 
ambiguite que 1'opinion des Peres Grecs est preferable a celle de St. 
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August in, parce que la premiere est plus conforms a toute ancienne 
tradition, LC, III, n. 10 (c. 1680) 51-59, passim. On Flaminius 
Nobilius, see PTC, XI, 68l. 

35 
Mo2'in was called to Home by Urban ¥111 in 1610 to participate 

in a conference on the reunion of Roman and Greek Churches. Morin's 
tolerance of Greek practices (e.g., of priestly ordination) set him 
apart from the other priests serving on the commission. Cf. Appendix 
B. Thomas sin was less explicit in his pleas for reconciliation but he 
was sincere in his efforts to accommodate Greek patristic (and modern) 
views with Roman Catholic doctrines. Thomassin treated theological 
matters more as an historian than theologian, using Greek and Latin 
Fathers together in a chronological discussion that Simon lauded. LC, 
I, n. 22 (169*0 : Simon described Thomassin as the most important 
Oratorian scholar after Morin. Cf. Appendix B on Thomassin. 

36 
""For instance, Jacques Sirmond (1559-1651) and Denis Petau (1583-

1652), author of Rationarium temporum (l633), devoted their scholarly 
careers to patristic studies. Both produced outstanding editions of 
Greek Fathers (as well as early medieval authors) that were later 
incorporated into collections of Labbe, Mansi, and Migne. Cf. Appendix 
B on Sirmond and Petau. 

37 
"'Simon, LC, I, n. 33 (30 janvier 1690), 278-286: on Launoi's 

historical dissertation on grace. Cf. Appendix B on Launoi. 
00 
"'""Girolamo Dandini (l58*+-l63*0, nuncio for Clement VIII, wrote 

Missione apostolica (published in 1656). Chapter five was translated 
by Simon as Voyage au Mont Liban (Paris: Billaine, 1675). Cf. Appendix 
B on Dandini. 

on 
""Henri Justel (1620-1693), secretaire du roi, and Jean de Fremont 

d'Ablancourt (1625-169*0, diplomat and historian, were both on good 
terms with Simon. Cf. Appendix B on Justel and d'Ablancourt. 

JSimon, LC, IV, n. 2 (1675), to Justel, 15: Simon also expressed 
interest in the Anglican Church, perceiving its clergymen to be men of 
moderation who were inclined to respect traditions. In LC, IV, n. 22, 
1*17-153, also to Justel but dated janvier 1686 (three months after the 
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes), Simon wrote that he opposed any 
inquisition that would be harmful to Catholics as well. In fact, he 
defended his right to read any book. 

4lThe pastors of the Charenton consistory (during 1675-1677) were 
interested in making a French translation that would be more exact (and 
more satisfying to them) than either the Genevan Bible (published in 
its entirety in 1678) under the editorial direction of Francois 
Turretini and J.-R. Chouet, or the earlier Jansenist version of Mons 
(1667) which had been mainly done by de Sacy. Apparently Justel acted 
as the intermediary who consulted Simon. Simon subsequently translated 
a chapter of Job and a chapter of Proverbs. Cf. Lettres choisies, III, 
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nos. 2 and 3 (1699)» 271-289. French translations of Old and New 
Testaments were not uncommon by the middle seventeenth century either: 
the versions of Olivetan (l533ff), Diodati (16UU), and Des Maret (1669); 
among New Testaments translated into French were those by J.-C. Deville 
(1613), Frizon (l62l) as well as the translated versions by De Besse 
(1631),Corbin (l6^3), Veron (16^7), Maroiles (l6k9), and Denis Amelotte 
(1668). 

k2 
Jean Leclerc reported that Simon received 12,000 livres for his 

work on the Charenton translation. Sentimens de quelques theologiens 
de Hollande (Amsterdam: Desbordes, 1685). Simon denied this and in 
his reponse admitted that he had in fact collaborated on chapters of 
Job and Proverbs. La Martiniere, "Eicge hist.", LC, I, 38-U3, offers 
a strong defense of Simon, describing his interest in the Charenton 
project as an enlightened affair involving reasonable Protestants who 
were wanting the best advice available in Europe: "Si ce plan eut ete 
execute, on aurait eu une Bible frangaise de laquelle on aurait banni 
toutes les fausses notes . . . qui ne servant qu'a favoriser 1'esprit 
de parti." Similarly, La Martiniere, writing in the 1720's, praised the 
Charenton Protestants as men who were seekers of truth without dogma, 
(p. U3). 

k-5 
Very little is known of Jona Salvador. Simon mentions him in 

a few letters, e.g., LC, II, n. 8 (1671), to abbot Lameth, 53 (1705 
edition). It was Salvador who interested Simon in writing his Factum 
defending the Jews of Metz against the charges of ritual murder. Simon 
remarked in one letter that he and Salvador discussed translating 
portions of the Talmud into Latin for Christian readers. LC, III, n. 
2 (1670), to Hardi, conseiller au Chatelet, 12. During these years 
Simon also devised a reliable Hebrew-French Lexicon. 

'^Isaac de La Peyrere (159^-1676), controversial author of Systerna 
theologicum ex nrae-Adamitarum hypothesi (1655) and the Praeadamitae 
(1655) La Peyrere's fascinating life and career deserve futher comment. 
Cf. Appendix A. We should not assume that Simon's attitudes were free 
of suspicions entertained by most Christian contemporaries. In a 1671 
letter, II, n. 8, he expressed mixed feelings for this "miserable nation 
qui nous ' hai's , . ." Cf. also I, n. 25 (1685) 

45Simon, LC, II, n. 1 (10 mai 1670), n. 7 (17 mai 1670), n. 3 (U . 
juin l670)„ n.T (1670). Simon chides La Peyrere by addressing him as 
"mon cher preadamite." 

Joseph Reinach, Une erreur judiciare sous Louis XIV: Raphael 
Levy (Paris, 1898), published during the Dreyfus affair. Simon's role 
is examined in Myriarn Yardeni, "La vision des juifs et du judaisme dans 
•l'oeuvre de Richard Simon," Revue des Etudes juives (1970), 179-203. 

U'Simon. Factum servant de reponse a un livre intitule Abrege du 
proces fait aux Juifs de Metz (1670). No original has been found. 
Reprinted in Bibliotheque critique (Amsterdam: De Lormes, 1708), I, 
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109-131* I have not read this factum except for portions appearing in 
Yardeni. Importantly, Yardeni emphasized Simon's" remarkable grasp of 
the historic forces behind anti-semitism. Nor did Simon restrict him
self to religious persecution of Jews; he made a general plea for 
restraint and moderation. 

U8 
Ceremonies et coufiiBies qui s1cbseryent ajourd'huy les Juifs. 

Traduit de 11 It alien de Leon de Mo dene, rabin de Venise. Avec un 
supplement touch ant les sectes des Caraites et des Samaritains de nostre 
temps, par Don Recared Sqimeon CSimonJ (Paris: L. Billaine, 167^). First 
Italian edition 1637). Edme Pirot of the Sorbonne, who knew and respected 
Simon, wanted changes made to the translation and notes (in order to 
make the volume more pleasing to Catholic readers). Simon requested 
that parantheses be placed around all of Pirot's interpolations. However, 
either through Pirot!s intervention or because of forgetfullness of 
printers the marks were not included in most instances. La Martiniere, 
"Eloge historique," LC, I, 2^-25• Cf. also LC, IV, n. 13 (1682), to 
Galiot. Three years later Pirot read and approved the Histoire critique 
for publication. Leone Modene (Judah Aryeh) also known as Leon da 
Modena (I571-l6*l8) is discussed, in Appendix B. 

kq ^ 
' Simon, Factum pour le prince de Neubourg, ab&e coimaandataire de 

Fecamp, centre les Religieux b|nedictines de la Congregation de St.-
Maur (1675). Reprinted in Bibliotheque critique, III, 2-33. This minor 
administrative controversy may have prompted Simon to examine the whole 
matter of ecclesiastical revenues. Cf. Histoire de I'origine et des 
progres des revenus ecclesiastiques•(l68U). 

'r^3imon, LC, IV, nos. 1+ and 5, to E. Bigot: on Benedictine editions 
of Latin Fathers" and their defective edition of Augustine. 

^La Martiniere, "Eloge historique," LC, I, 25-

^'~Ibid., 7, 3^; L. Batterel, op. cit. , particularly the accounts 
of Du Breuil, IV, 6^-113, and Bernard Lamy, IV, 365-^08; cf. also Sainte-
Beuve, op. cit.., Ill, 303-317• 

53pQr information on the careers and publications of Diroys, Pirot, 
Mallet, LeCointe, as well as Larneth and Emeric (Emery) Bigot of Rouen 
(d. 1689), consult Appendix B. 

' Simon„ LC, IV, n. 9 (1679), 53-56: he complained about Jansenist 
interference and denies being a Jesuit though he admits having friends 
who are connected with the order. Also, he discussed conferences held 
with Bossuet (first at St.-Germain, a second at the Oratory's residence). 
Du Breuil's persecution is described in Sainte-3euve, III, 303-317. 

"'''Bossuet, Correspondance, Urbain and Levesque, eds. , I, nos. 172 
and 178, in later years Bossuet's (and others') denunciations (especially 
after 1690) were harsh; cf. VI, n. 93^ (1693). 
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c £ 
Simon, LC, IV, n. 23 (l686), 59: ". . . il est meme dangereux 

de savoir ce que tout ie monde ignore. . Infelix eruditio est scire quod 
multi nesciunt, etiam periculosa scire quod omnes ignorant." 

57 
Ibid., III, n. 31 (169^): Years later Simon discussed how his 

opponents early accused him of idolizing Maldonado ("dont ils disent 
que j'ai fait mon Heros . . ."). Simon then proceeded to defend Maldonado 
"by quoting Bossuet and his "maximes sages et judicieuses . . . etablies 
dans la preface qu'il a mise a la tete de son explication de 1'Apocalypse"--
namely the use of profane writers of antiquity who are accessoires of 
religion, (p. 237). References to "both Maldonado and Louis Cappel were 
consistent throughout the Lettres choisies. 

'' "'Sainte-Beuve, II, 886-899. 

59 La Martiniere, "Eloge historique," Lettres choisies, I, 29-35, 
passim. Cf. also Batterel, op. pit,, IV, 2^7-257. The Jansenist 
version of the Prolegomena never appeared. 

"'"Bossuet, Correspondance, I, n. 176 (mai 1678), Nicole to Bossuet, 
73: he attacked Simon as man of learning hut no judgment. By then 
Bossuet had already examined the Histoire critique. Earlier letters 
from and to Nicole (for year 1678) are not extant. 

g-j 
Ihid., I, n. 172 (16 avril 1678), Bossuet to Sainte-Marthe, 6k-

65: having looked at the Histoire critique, Bossuet complained of the 
many difficulties and also mentioned the first meeting with Simon on 
the matter of the contents of the hook. 

6? 
'""Simon, LC, IV, n. 9 (1679), to Du Breuil, 53-56. La Martiniere, 

"Eloge historique," I, 29-37, also reported Simon's version. 

'"'"Ihid, , III, n. 16 (1680), to Justel, 101 (1705 edition). 

6ii 
Ximenes polyglot Bible (151^-1517) consisted of Hebrew, Chaldean 

(Aramaic), Greek and Latin; the Antwerp polyglot (1569-1672), in 5 vols., 
consisted of Hebrew, Greek, Latin and Aramaic (O.T.), Greek, Latin 
and Syriac (N.T.); the Heidelberg polyglot (1586), in 2 folio-vols., 
consisted of Hebrew, Greek and Latin (O.T.); the Nurnburg (1599) consisted 
of six languages (though they varied, depending on edition); the LeJay 
polyglot (16^5), 10 vols., consisted of seven languages: Hebrew, 
Samaritan (Morin's text), Aramaic, Greek, Latin, Syraic, Arabic; Brian 
Walton's Polyglot was an outstanding achievement: the O.T. in nine 
languages (Hebrew, Samaritan, Aramaic, Greek, Syraic, Arabic, Latin, 
Ethiopian, Persian) and the N.T. in six languages; however, Persian, 
Aramaic, Samaritan and Ethiopian . were only partially represented. 
The Walton polyglot has been reprinted by Akademische Druck und Verlagsanstalt 
(Graz, Austria, 1963), in 6 volumes. 
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A. Calmet, "Bibliotheque sacree," Dictionnaire historique, 
critique, chronologique, geographique et litteral de la Bible (Paris: 
Emery Saugrain et Martin, 1722), I, v-xvi.-

66 Chairs in Hebrew were available at both Oxford and Cambridge by 
the middle sixteenth century (e.g., Trinity College, Cambridge, in 15*+0). 
Arabic studies lagged behind. However, by the early l600's William 
Be dwell (d. 1632)—"the Father of Arabic studies in England"—had estab
lished a reputation that extended to the continent where he was in 
communication with both Scaliger and Causabon. Bedwell's- famous pupil 
was none other than Edward Pococke (l6oU-l69l), appointed Prof, of 
Arabic at Oxford in 1636. A similar time lag existed in France. 
Guillaume Postel was a rather solitary figure in middle sixteenth 
century France. By the 1650®s several Arabists were teaching at Paris 
(e.g., Pierre Yattier, d. 1667). 

"''Simon, LC, III, n. 5 (1670), 27 (1705 edition). 

°°Simon read Erasmus and Baronius, names recognized by non-specialists, 
but also less well known authors Maldonado, Casaubon, Cornelius a Lapide, 
Andreas Maes, the edition of the Bible by Calvinists Tremellius and 
Junius, and the writings of the Jesuit Benedict Justiani. Interestingly 
enough, throughout the l66'0's and 16701 s, Simon indiscriminately read 
Protestant and Catholic commentators, always distinguishing between an 
authorfs theological beliefs and his scholarly methods and judgments. 
Cf. Batterel, IV, 23Hff. 

Higtoire critique des principaux commentateurs du Nouveau 
Testament (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1693). 

®i;Simon, HCYT, 5-9, passim., also thought highly of Jesuits Juan 
Mariana (d. 1623), Cardinal Pallavicino (d. 1667), Bento Pereira, and 
Benedict Justiani. In contrast, Simon had mixed feelings about Morin 
(especially his views on the Samaritan text) and was critical of 
Oratorian Denis Amelotte (1606-1678) and his translation of portions 
of the New Testament. Thomassin was in Simon's- view a hard-working 
scholar but one who meditated very little. Cf. also LC, I, n. 21 
(169*0 » to LeRoque. 

jlCf. Appendix B on Juan Maldonado (1533-1583). 

1'""Maldonado," Dictionnaire de spirituality, X, 163-5 ; E. Amann, 
in the DTC, IX, 1772-6, considered him one of the founders of modern 
biblical exegesis. Cf; also Simon, Lettres choisies, II, n. 28, 200-
21*1. 

"^Ibid.; cf. also J. Prat, Malcionat et I'Universite de Paris an 
XVIe siecle (Paris, 1856). Maldonado contended that belief in Mary's 
birth"not being touched by original sin was not supported by scripture. 
This and other opinions led to several bitter polemical battles with 
doctors of the Faculty of Theology at Paris. Cf. also LC, I, n. 17 (1683). 
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7l| 
Simon, LC, I, n. 17, 160. Cf. also Appendix E for a discussion 

of the traditional literal-figurative interpretations of scripture. 

i;:,Cf. LC, I, n. 12 (1683); and IV, n. *49 (1703), *437-*4*40, n. *48 
(Janvier 1703), *4l*4-*422, n. 50 (27 aout 1703), U33-UUU. 

,uAugustine, De Doctrina Christiana, translated as On Christian 
Doctrine "by D.W. Robertson (New York: Liberal Arts. Press edition, 
1958), especially Book II. 

77 Cf. Hans Frei, The Eclipse of Biblical Narrative. A Study in. 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Hermeneutics (New Haven and London: 
Yale Universtity Press, 197*4), 17-50. 

yO 
For instance, Song of Songs, with its many erotic passages, has 

long posed many difficulties to Christian readers who found tne literal 
rendering obscene and even immoral. Other verses appear confusing because 
of the figurative language employed; still others(e.g., Gen. 26.8) involve 
colloquial usages and euphemisms that are doubly confusing in translation: 
as in Rebecca and Isaac "laughing together" or "playing together" i.e., 
engaging in sexual foreplay. Cf. Bayle's analysis in Chapter Seven, 
Part One. 

T9Simon, LC, III, n. 5 (1670), 27, to Berrand. 
o n  

This appreciation was made by both Spinoza, Tractatus Theologico-
politicus (1670) and Vico, Scienza Nuova (1725). Similar though less 
profound observations were made by Bernard Fontenelle in his splendid 
essays De 11origine des fables (172*0 and Digression sur les anciens 
et les modernes (1688). Cf. Chapter Three. 

-'^Defense of the purified (and stylized) French of the late seven
teenth century was frequently tied to appreciations of progress in the 
arts and sciences. Progressionist beliefs, however, did not always lead 
to a rejection or wholesale condemnation of earlier French literary styles. 
For example, Fontenelle, the most subtle of moderns, admired the intrinsic 
merits of Provenqale poetry of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
Cf. "Histoire du Romieu," Oeuvres Completes, II, *+51ff. 

' '"Charles Perrault, Parallele des anciens et des modernes (Geneva: 
Slatkine reimpression of Paris: Coignard, 1692-1697 edition, 1971), 
II, 8-20; compare to Fontenelle in Fables, op. cit. and fragment "Sur 
l'histoire," Oeuvres completes (Geneva: Slatkine reimpression of l8l8 
Paris edition, 1968). 

^This was a common attitude toward Hebrew; viz., its antiquity 
was evidenced by its relative simplicity in grammar and syntax. Claude 
Fleury made this observation (no doubt echoing others) in "Discours sur 
la poesie" and "Discours sur l'Ecriture Sainte," Opuscules, II (Nimes, 
Rondet, 1780), 63*4-6*13, 6*4*4-677. Both Simon and Jean Leclerc made 
similar observations. Cf. Chapter Five on Fleury and Dupin on miracles, 
inspiration and prophecy. 
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Ibid.; Leclerc also •wrote one very original essay on metrical 
schemes in Psalms, "Essai de critique ou 1'on tache de montrer en quoi 
consiste la Poesie des Hebreux," Bibliotheque universelle (1688). 

"''Simon, LC, IV, n. 50 (26 aout 1703), U33—UUU: he discussed 
Origen and Jerome and their distiguishing "between literal and allegorical 
senses; also, in IV, n. 18 and n. 1+9 (both 1703), he discussed sens 
accomode (p. 1+28), Simon's "boldest interpretation was in a 1703 letter 
(IV, n, 1+3), wherein he explained Gem 19,26on Lot's wife becoming as (comme) 
a pillar of salt and not an actual pillar; his use of simile is instruc
tive: he reduced miraculous events to metaphorical usages common to 
Hebrew authors. Aben-Ezra and Maimonides had already done the same and 
Socinians and Deists followed their examples. Consult also III, n. 26 
and n. 27 (1690). 

'"^Ibid., I, n. 13 (n. d.), to Galiot, 125 (1702 edition). 

^Ibid. I, n. 50 (aout 1703); many references in earlier publica
tions , notably the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament and the Histoire 
critique des principaux commentateurs du Nouveau Testament (1693), esp. 
chapters I-XII. 

8 Ibid., IV, n. 1+7 (janvier 1693), 1+01: nla science de l'Hebreu 
et du grec fait un partie de la Theologie, comme il seroit aise de la 
prouver par les disputes qui ont ete agitees autrefois entre les 
Orthodoxes et les Ariens. II ne suffit pas & un Theologien de posseder 
les Traductions de l'Eglise: il faut autre cela qufil sache repondre 
aux Heretiques pour gtablir plus fortement les dogmes reques." Again, 
the imperatives of religious controversy were never far removed from 
such considerations. 

°9Renaissance Humanists and the Kabbala are examined in J.L. Blau, 
Christian Interpretation of the Cabbala in the Renaissance (New York, 
191+1+) and F. Secret, Kabbalistes Chretiens de la Renaissance (Paris, 
1961+). 

^Indeed, massoreth means tradition. A partial English translation 
was published by C.D. Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical 
Edition of the Bible (1897)• 

i;1For more on Isaac Abravanel and Aben-Ezra, see Appendix B. Consult 
also Chapter Three. 

92HCVT, book III, chapters 5, 6, 7, and a catalogue of Rabbinic 
authors7~535ff- The Masoretic text is discussed in book I, chapters 

2U-26. 

93Simon, LC, II, no. 5 (1670), to Lameth, and n. 6 (1670), also 
to Lameth. This of course was one of the persistant themes in the 
critical histories on Old and New Testaments. 
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9U 
Ibid., III, n. 26; and Histoire critique des principaux 

coinmentateurs du. Nouveau Testament (l6?3), 805-808; however he praised 
Grotius' expertise in Hebrew and knowledge of Rabbinic commentators (,?la 
seule voye de repondre solidement aux objections des Juifs"). 

95 ""'Grotius and Socinians (and rationalists of all kinds) lacked 
principles of critique; viz., they lacked tradition. Lettres choisies, 
III, n. 26. 

og 
Histoire critique des principaux commentateurs, 765. 

97 Simon wrote a sarcastic treatise as well as the anonymous Lettre 
de deux Rabbins against Pierre Jurieu. He was very critical of Jurieu 
and the La politique du clerge de Prance (1683) in letters and in his 
critical history of the principal commentators of the New Testament. 

QO 

"^Histoire critique des principaux commentateurs, 77^-786, passim. 

99 Louis Cappel, Critica Sacra, sive de variis quae in Sacris 
Veteris Testamenti . . . libri sex (Paris: Sebastian Cramoisy and 
Gabriel Cramoisy, 2650). Cappel in the preface described his methods 
as basically two: collecting and analyzing; he compared texts in 
different languages: not only Greek and Hebrew but Latin, Syriac, 
Arabic and even Ethiopian. His main objective was to shed light on the 
transmission of texts—i.e., elucidate their histories. The Critica 
sacra was divided into six books: the first compared O.T. versions; 
the second examined parallel passages in O.T. and N.T.; book III 
examined the Masoretes; the fourth discussed the Septuagint and how it 
compared with the Hebrew Bible; book V examined the Aramaic versions 
(i.e., the Chaldaic) and also discussed Rabbinic commentaries; book VI 
examined the Hebrew Bible and the introduction of vowel points (using 
the Masoretic text and notes as evidence). Interesting too, was 
Cappel's attempt to diagram a genealogical chart of the different 
language versions of O.T. and N.T. Simple from the standpoint of modern 
scholarship, it represented a fresh and more identifiably historical 
approach to the understanding of scripture and its composition and 
translation; Simon especially appreciated Cappelfs critical principles 
for establishing a text's integrity. 

10°cf. Appendix B for more on Cappel. 

101LC, I, n. 5; and Reponse a M. de Spanheim (1680), LC_, 110. 

102johan Buxtorf (1599-1661+), Tractatus de punctorem vocalium et 
accentium in libris Veteris Testament! Hebraici Origine, antiquitate 
et auctoritate (Basel, 16U8), and Anticritica, seu vindiciae veritatis 
hebraicae adversus Ludovici Capelli criticam, quan vocat sacram (Basel, 
1653). 
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Formula Consensus Ecclesiaruin, Helmeticorum Reformatorum, circa 

Doctrinam de Gratia Universal! et Connexa, aliaque nonulla capita 
(167^-). Cf. Appendix B. on Amyraut. 

10U 
Louis Capped?s son Jean had converted to Catholicism and was 

on friendly terms with Morin and others. He also helped prepare the 
1650 edition of Critica Sacra. Simon relates this episode in LC, I, 
n. 5 (10 mars 1679), to LaRoque. 

Simon, HCVT, 9-10: Simon explicitly stated his intentions to 
demonstrate scripture's deficiencies (owing to human error) and thereby 
refute the Protestant foundation of faith: scriptura sola. Cf. LC, 
II, n. 3̂ - (15 novembre 1689). 



CHAPTER 3 

HISTORICAL CRITICISM OF THE BIBLE: 

SIMON CONTRA SPINOZA 



This chapter examines the structure and substance of Richard Simon's 

Hlstoire critique du Vieux Testament. In order to identify its place 

in seventeenth century French and European scholarship and to appreciate 

better its connection with religious controversy a similar discussion 

of the more famous Tractatus Theologico-politicus (1670) by Benedict 

Spinoza (1632-1677) is required.* Indeed, the Tractatus and Histoire 

critique appear very similar in one important respect: both had a 

critical-historical perspective. However, on closer inspection the two 

famous works reveal striking differences and not only in their struc

tures and emphases but more importantly in their overall treatments of 

2 
religion, culture and civilized development. Just as importantly, the 

different analyses offered by Spinoza and Simon of such matters as the 

Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, the nature of prophecy, miracles 

and inspiration, as well as the question of Scripture's accuracy, were 

all laterally related to the predominant issues of the authority of the 

Bible and the Church. The biblical criticism of both, then, permits 

insights not only into the different levels of exegesis in seventeenth 

century Europe, but into those sometimes murky realms of historical 

thinking and religious Idealism. 

The suppression of the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament in 1678 

did not prevent copies and several manuscript versions from eventually 

circulating in Holland and England where they were used as the basis 

for three pirated and defective editions. Only in 1685 did a fifth and 

authorized edition appear. Published by the Leers family at Rotterdam, 

the fifth edition contained a new preface by Simon who complained about 

72 
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the other editions and at the same time tried to explain the circum-

•3 

stances behind the first edition's suppression. By 1700, 23 editions 

in all had appeared: four in Latin, two in English and seventeen in 

the original French. During the eighteenth century extensive portions 

k of the critical histories were translated into German. 

Controversy had surrounded the Kistoire critique even before it 

was first published at Paris in 1678. The controversy did not subside 

in the l680's. At least forty responses to the work appeared during 

the next two decades. Early critics included Charles du Veil, a Jewish 

convert to Catholicism, Protestants Friedrich Spanheim, Isaac Vossius, 

Jacques Basnage, the erratic Michel Le Vassor, and most famous of all, 

Jean Leclerc, author of Sentimens de quelques theologiens ds Holland 

. . . (1685).*' The most common objections to the Hlstoire critique 

concerned Simon's treatment of the Pentateuch and the pivotal issue of 

Scripture's inspired character. 

Interestingly enough, Bossuet, who was responsible for the first 

edition's destruction, never wrote a specific reply to Simon's critical 

history of the Old Testament. He did, however, make several allusions 

to Simon and also to Spinoza in Discours sur L'histoire universelle (l68l) 

and was very critical of Simon in his private correspondance, perceiving 

him to be one of many fausses critiques of the Bible. Others frequently 

described him as an author under Spinoza's influence: he was identified 

as a Spinoziste, a materialist or a sceptic interested in weakening 

7 Scripture's authority. Part of the problem, it was true, derived from 

the fact that the Histaire critique appeared only eight years after the 

publication of the Tractatus. But even among those Protestant and 



Catholic critics who probably knew better, the temptation to denounce 

Simon and Spinoza in the same breath must have been difficult to resist. 

Impugning someone's scholarly or religious character by suggesting a 

tie to another, infinitely more odious person was an old polemical 

strategy. Unfortunately for both Simon and posterity, considerable 

confusion was generated by these unfair comparisons and groundless 

accusations. Nor have modern scholars always sought to clarify the 

historical picture since Spinoza's alleged influence on Simon has been 

uncritically reiterated on many occasions."' Contrary to many accounts, 

Simon did not write the Histoire critique as a response to Spinoza's 

provocative Tractatus theologico-politicus. Nor did Simon write the 

critical history under the influence of Spinoza as is sometimes assert

ed.^ There is also no evidence the he actually read Hobbes' leviathan 

which explicitly denied Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. 

A reading of the Tractatus and the Histoire critique reveals many 

dissimilarities. Next to Spinoza's work, Simon's Histoire critique 

appears rather pedestrian. Indeed, Simon's contributions to biblical 

scholarship lie not so much in his speculations and conclusions as in 

his detailed methods and in the broad scope of his critical enterprise. 

Pierre Bayle in the Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres and conserv

ative Catholics like Bossuet and Pierre-Daniel Huet were more appreci

ative of his superior method than of his historical insights.1"' Indeed, 

Simon's scope, organization and purpose were simultaneously synthetic 

and cumulative. In this respect, Simon is perhaps best remembered not 

as a pioneer but a culminator of an older tradition of textual criticism 

11 
of the Bible. 
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A simple review of the organizational structures of the Histoire 

critique and the Tractatus indicate the different intentions of Simon 

and Spinoza. Simon worked under the heavy influence of an established 

annotative format which systematically addressed problems of texts, 

versions and commentators of the Old Testament. Consequently, the 

Histoire critique has a more formal design. The critical history is 

divided into three sections or books. The first book dealt primarily 

with the Hebrew text of Scripture. The second book involved an examination 

of other language versions. Book three discussed problems of translation 

and interpretation. Unlike most Catholic and Protestant commentators, 

however, Simon deliberately adopted a freer topical approach that per

mitted frequent digressions resembling essays. For instance, instead 

of offering paraphrases of scriptural verses introduced in sequential 

order, he discussed major issues pertaining to textual criticism: 

on authorship, on circumstances of composition, on proof of additions 

made to the Pentateuch, on the nature of the Hebrew language, etc. Books 

two and three similarly addressed broad issues while selectively drawing 

upon available erudition. 

Spinoza's Tractatus, on the other hand, was a philosophical discourse. 

Although the famous treatise was organized around major themes involving 

the Bible, religion and politics, the diverse subject matters were incorp

orated into a unified philosophical scheme which more closely resembled 

the efforts of Hobbes in the Leviathan than the criticism of Simon, Cappel, 

Grotius or Cornelius a Lapide. As this chapter will demonstrate, Simon 

and Spinoza were motivated by different concerns, wrote under different 

circumstances, and aimed their words at different readers. Spinoza's 

indebtedness to earlier Rabbinic commentators ought not be minimized either. 

At the same time we must not overlook how his apostasy from Judaism influenced 

his freedom of expression. Unlike Simon, Spinoza was unconstrained by 

dogmatic considerations. 
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A major achievement of Simon was to have enumerated in a systematic 

fashion all the difficulties cited "by earlier critics and commentators 

which weakened belief in single authorship of the entire Pentateuch. 

But unlike Spinoza, whose analysis was aimed toward different philo

sophical ends, Simon deliberately and carefully reiterated and evaluated 

the remarks of earlier writers: e.g., Aben-Ezra, Isaac Abravanel, Bento 

Pereira, Bonfrere, Cornelius a Lapide, Masius, Cardinal Pallavicino, 

Mariana, Maldonado and older French contemporaries Cappel, Morin and 

12 
even Isaac de La Peyrere, author of the treatise on ?,preadamites.u 

Simon was also very much interested in altering popular perceptions 

about Moses1 authorship of the first five books. Similarly, he sought 

for polemical reasons to undermine belief in verbal inspiration of the 

Bible. However, textual criticism was always central to the Histoire 

critique du Vieux Testament and the three volume Histoire critique du 

Nouveau Testament—namely, in his examination of the different Hebrew, 

Greek and Latin texts of the Bible as well as the many and varied Syriac 

IS and Arabic versions. Like Cappel, Simon made extensive use of the 

Masoretic text of the Hebrew Bible. But unlike the author of the 

Critica Sacra, Simon was interested in not only the transmission of 

texts but in the circumstances of their composition and thereby entered 

the nascent field of literary criticism of Scripture. Typically, he 

stressed the utility of his general rules of criticism, particularly 

as they pertained to analysis of manuscripts: 

J'a-i meme donne des regies par le moyen de ces Manuscrits, 
pour decourvrir I'origine de la plus-part des erreurs des 
copistes, afin qu'on puisse retablir plus la veritable Legon 
du Texte de la Bible . . .. 



Simon also devoted many chapters of the Histoire critique to the prob-

lems of translating the Old Testament into modern languages. Indeed-

substantial portions of books two and three of the critical history 

involved the many obstacles facing translators. 

Before discussing Simon's views on the Pentateuch and its compo

sition one should make a few additional remarks about his thinking on 

matters of language and translation. First of all, Simon dismissed the 

still popular opinion that Hebrew was of divine origin and was sceptical 

about the existence of a perfect language. His silence on the subject 

of either creating or discovering a perfect or near perfect language 

that would have universal application may be an indication of scepticism 

on his part. Furthermore, in his critical histories and correspondance 

he emphatically rejected the notion of a perfect or ideal translation 

just as he stopped short of describing criticism and scholarship as 

exact sciences. In his way of thinking, there would always exist vary

ing measures of uncertainty and imprecision in the translators' word 

choice on account of the frequent lack of work equivalents in different 

languages. This interesting problematical side of his thinking may be 

one of the most modern features of his scholarship. Furthermore, his 

appreciation of the many obstacles to translation was acquired early 

in his career. In a 1665 letter to abbot La Roque, Simon observed that 

the true sense of the language of scripture does not always conform to 

the names we employ.^ Similarly, the most natural sense was sometimes 

a deceptive practice. Too literal translations rendered the passage 

frequently unintelligible, boring, or simply foreign-sounding to the 

untrained ear or non-specialized reader. Not unlike Luther one hundred 
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and fifty years earlier, Simon appreciated the importance of accomc-

l6 
dating the sense." But unlike the great Reformer, he "was unwilling to 

strip Scripture of all or even much of its peculiar Judaic aspects. He 

nevertheless was willing to make the distinction Between ideas and names 

17 or even objects (les choses) and words fles mots)."*' As will be explored 

below in greater detail, this important distinction was in keeping with 

his rejection of direct verbal inspiration of the Bible and critical 

to his own theories about the composition of the Old Testament—namely, 

that it was the product of many hands over many centuries of history. 

18 
The words of Scripture contained truth; they were not themselves truth. 

This brings us to the most controversial ideas contained within 

the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament; viz., that the Pentateuch was 

not exclusively the work of Moses but the product of successive genera

tions of scribes and scribe-prophets. In contrast to Spinoza who 

emphasized the role of Ezra the Law-giver, Simon believed that Moses 

was the author of major portions of the first five books and especially 

of the laws and ordinances of Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. The 

rest of the Old Testament was written and edited by others who, on the 

19 
orders of Moses, performed these invaluable tasks as public scribes. 

These scribes recorded the laws and main events while at the same time 

conserving the already existing corpus of sacred writings. Their duties 

were assumed to be not unlike archivists and royal historiographers of 

other and later epochs. Furthermore, familiarity with modern historiog

raphers and secretaries like Justel, Simon's friend and correspondant, 

may have served as a ready example that could then be used to help 

20 
explain the composition and conservation of much of the Hebrew Bible. 
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As a reader of the Masoretes Simon was additionally well aware of 

Rabbinic traditions of the Middle Ages and of the many reports of 

similar kinds of scholarly and priestly traditions in existence during 

the biblical era. And there were other examples from antiquity: had 

not the Greeks and Romans had their historians, scribes and jurists who 

studied and codified laws? Nor were these the only reasons compelling 

Simon to formulate an explanation that was more reasonable, historic 

and ultimately satisfying to the critically minded scholar. Had not 

Josephus and later Church Fathers Jerome and Theodoret suggested as 

21 
much? There was also the testimony of the Old Testament and the 

examples of Ezra, Nehemiah and others who suggested a close connection 

between priestly duties and the legal and historical responsibilities 

of public scribes. 

The scribal theory of the composition of the Old Testament was by 

far the most radical interpretive feature of the Histoire critique. 

Other Christian and Rabbinic commentators, including several Church 

Fathers (Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius, Theodoret and 

still others) had suggested similar explanations without, however, con

fronting directly the more important issue of inspiration. Unlike Simon, 

these earlier Christian authors were less systematic and thorough. From 

our standpoint this is frequently seen as a weakness. But under diff

erent circumstances a lack of specifity enables one to evade discussing 

matters that are not easily explained or not explicable at all. As else

where in the Histoire critique and in later writings, Simon's difficul

ties as a controversialist stemmed in large measure from his openness 

and his perfectionist zeal to discuss sensitive doctrinally-related 



issues in a detailed manner. For instance, if the Pentateuch was not 

the word of God as written by Moses and instead, the product of count-

less authors and editors, how could these books be inspired? 

Simon's answer satisfied few if any Catholics or Protestants 

attached to the idea of a direct verbal inspiration. Simon again 

emphasized the importance of tradition—in this case a scribal-prophet 

association instituted by Moses after the exodus. He defended the 

notion that an association of scribes, prophets and law-givers, per

forming as they did varied functions, could still be inspired, even if 

this inspiration was indirect inasmuch as it resided initially in the 

special relationship between Moses and Jehovah. Moses had instructed 

scribes to conserve the law and to maintain historical records. By this 

action his inspired authority was thereby delegated to scribes and their 

successors. In this scheme, Moses' authority and its investiture-like 

transfer to others was perhaps not too dissimilar from the mystery of 

the Apostolic Succession. Furthermore, Simon was inclined to compare 

the inspiration of the scribal authors and editors to that enjoyed by 

22 the authors of the Gospels and by Paul and John. He did not believe 

them to be identical. Simon always considered books of the New 

Testament to be products of a more direct inspiration owing to the 

greater importance of Christ and the proximity of New Testament authors 

23 
to the animating spirit of the Trinity. 

Simon believed that his scribe-theory accomplished several objec

tives and mainly helped to explain many difficulties encountered in the 

Old Testament. The errors in geographic and proper names, dates, 

chronology, the frequent repetitions and seemingly useless duplications 



of narrative accounts as "well as the contradictions cited by sceptics 

and Freethinkers were now to be explained in a more historic context. 

Specifically, this meant acknowledging the human factor in the compo

sition and transmission of sacred books. Textual problems were there

fore to be expected when the antiquity of the Old Testament was freely 

admitted. Moreover, Hebrew writings, not unlike other books written 

before the advent of printing, were by necessity copied and recopied 

while other, newer, books were compiled, edited and then officially 

added to the sacred collections. A recognition of this sort, however, 

meant also accepting the idea that the original books were irrevocably 

lost. Simon was explicit: 

Mais, comme les hommes ont £te les depositaires des Livres 
sacrees, aussi bien que de tous les autres livres, et que les 
premiers originaux ont ete perdus; il etoit en quelque faqon 
impossible qu'il n'y arrival plusieurs changemens, tant a 
cause de la longueur du terns, que par la negligence des 
copistes. 

This circumstance provided all the more reason to study Scripture 

with a critical eye and a clear head. But he could also comfort more 

orthodox readers by emphasizing the services performed by these self

less scribes in their efforts to maintain a sacred tradition stretching 

back over many centuries to the time of Moses. In making appeal of this 

kind Simon spoke directly to Catholics who attached themselves to 

Christian tradition. It may be also that he felt a natural kinship with 

these ancient scribes who he assumed had worked so diligently to pre-

25 
serve the word. 

Simon's theory of scribes and a scribal-prophet tradition stretch

ing from Moses through the periods of Judges and Kings to the final 
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years of the kingdom of Judah was one of the more striking features of 

the Histoire critique. However, others had suggested similar kinds of 

26 explanations. Isaac Ahravanel," the fifteenth century Rabbinic scholar 

and minister to Portuguese kings, suggested a similar kind of institu

tion of scribes. Hugo Grotius in his Annotationes ad Vetus Testamentum 

(l6bk) had supported the idea that the priestly Sanhedrin had collected 

27 the prophetic books during the post-Exilic centuries. A major source 

of many of these speculations was Josephus in his Jewish Antiquities. 

Also, many Church Fathers who sometimes reiterated Josephus1 comments 

and speculated on passages in O.T. books and the Gospels were capable 

of similar judgments about probable interpolations and collective 

28 enterprises of editing and authorship.*"*" Nor could more conservative 

Churchmen of the seventeenth century resist making speculations. Both 

Huet and Claude Fleury, friends and associates of Bossuet, were recep

tive to the idea that Moses had used and incorporated more ancient 

29 memoirs and narratives when writing Genesis." Similar kinds of primary 

sources were assumed to have been used by the authors of Kings and 

Chronicles. The sixteenth century Orientalist Andreas Maes (Masius) 

entertained doubts about the authenticity of Joshua and also doubted 

30 
certain portions of the Pentateuch. Jesuit biblical critic Cornelius 

a Lapide (d. 1637) offended Catholic orthodoxy when he repeated 

observations made by earlier scholars who had suggested that authors 

of historical books of the Old Testament were not necessarily writing 

31 
under inspiration of any kind. Others compounded the difficulties 

surrounding inspiration by speculating on its properties and different 

forms of operation and their relationships to biblical authors. 
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A"t the same Dime we must remember how the related mysteries of 

inspiration and revelation, inasmuch as they were assumed by Christians 

to be necessary GO most if not all scriptural compositions, were not 

subjects that could be lightly touched upon. Indeed, the essense of 

Christianity was intimately tied to the whole matter of personal 

revelation, xiispassionate or scientifically objective treatments were 

therefore out of the question. Simon cautiously recognized this and 

sought to work within the critical boundaries prescribed by Catholic 

tradition. Spinoza, because of his Judaism and apostasy, presents us 

with a very different perspective and also a new type of analysis in 

spite of the fact that both he and Simon used many of the same critical 

32 sources and Rabbinic literature in particular. 

Aside from his Judaism and stormy relations with other Jews of 

Holland, Spinoza differed greatly from Simon and most biblical scholars 

of the middle and late seventeenth century because of his adherence to 

a radical and systematic philosophy of nature and religion. If Simon 

exhibited an acute esprit systdmatique, Spinoza might be described as 

having embraced une esprit de la systlme. The latter's extreme ration

alism also had an undeniable mystical feature that prompted Jacques 

Basnage to remark years later that his philosophy was a curious blend 

33 of Cartesianism and the Kabbaia.' Bayle found Spinoza's almost purely 

materialistic philosophy a "monstrous hypothesis" that denied, not 

3I1 
merely ignored, the problems of evil and moral choice."' Indeed, 

Spinoza's Ethica (1677), with its long discussions of modes and 

substances has long confused and angered readers. 
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However, in the seventeenth century Spinoza's more controversial 

work, more widely read than the difficult Ethic a, was the Tractatus 

theologico-politicus, one of the first attempts at an objective 

scientific analysis of the Bible. As such, the Tractatus did constitute 

a major contribution to the establishment of biblical scholarship that 

incorporated textual, literary as well as historical forms of criti-

35 cism. If the Ethica was misunderstood, the Tractatus, more easily 

comprehended because of its historical contents, made an immediate 

impact only through its "negations" and its "destructive power." 

Professor S. Karppe, writing at the turn of the century, observed that 

37 before Spinoza people did not read Scripture—they commented on it. 

Accordingly, Karppe (and others since) have argued that Spinoza's 

Tractatus represented a sharp break with both Christian and Rabbinic 

commentaries and the nascent textual criticism then current. Whether 

Spinoza's Tractatus constituted the first truly modern biblical 

38 
exegesis, as some have contended, remains disputable. 

First of all we must not exaggerate Spinoza's originality. The 

general critique of religion and of Hebrew -Scripture in particular that 

Spinoza utilized did not originate with him. The Epicurean fear-theory 

of religion, the Averroist theory as a deception and tool of governments 

and priests, and the naturalistic views of Hobbes and Machiavelli, provided 

the author of the Tractatus with a number of important starting points. 

Moreover, the naturalistic and relativistic implications of these 

writings and those by Spinoza were condemned by orthodoxy (Christian 

and Judaic) and not because they misunderstood the higher philosophical 

value sometimes attributed to these works but on account of their being 



perceived as elaborate denials of the Bible as a privileged revelation. 

Nor did Spinoza simply reject immanent verbal inspiration of the Bible. 

He thought the Bible was the word of God only inasmuch as divine truths 

were already contained in the human consciousness of those who wrote 

the ancient books. Accordingly, as a believer in freedom of thought 

and speech, Spinoza wrote that each individual nmust adapt these dogmas 

to his own way of thinking and to interpret the according as he feels 

39 . . ,, Over fifty years ago Leon BruschviCg observed that Spinoza's 

philosophy signified that "thought is the reality of the universe—i.e., 

it reel aims no exterior support, it connects itself to no being given 

outside itself; the systematic connection with constitutes it is the 

same base of all existence."*10 In simpler terms, Spinoza had tried 

nothing less than to merge the human with the divine in his rationalist 

philosophical system. 

More central to Spinoza's biblical criticism was his explicit 

recognition of the role of language in historical development. Whereas 

contemporaries such as Grotius, Cappel and Simon were capable of making 

similar though less emphatic judgments, it was Spinoza who more fully 

appreciated the value and potential use of linguistic study when under-

111 
taking critical-historical researches. As a descendant of Portuguese 

Jews living in the Dutch Provinces, he could not ignore the cultural 

ramifications of language. It was therefore necessary, as Simon had 

also believed, to know "the nature and properties of the language"— 

namely its peculiar evolution—in order to grasp better the history of 

scripture, its conceptions and modes of expression. It was ecpially 

important, as Leclerc also advocated, uo know vue history o± each 
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author, editor and compiler of each "book and each canon as veil as 

having an accurate conception of the circumstances within which each 

writing was produced. Nor was this Spinoza"s< final prescription. It 

was also necessary at times to "explore the minds" of the ancient Hebrew 

h2 authors. 

Though inferior to Simon as a philologist (and as a textual critic), 

Spinoza was well-versed in Hebrew and knew only too well the many prob

lems posed by archaic Semitic languages: the absence of vowels, accents 

and punctuation, the confusion of verb tenses, the ambiguity of pronun

ciation, and the inability to define the exact meaning of words and 

phrases. Still another set of difficulties existed from the loss of 

words which had perished with so much of Hebrew literature in general. 

Spinoza also realized that problems of translation stemmed directly from 

Ji o 
these deficiencies. As will be examined in Chapter k , critics of 

Simon's* theory of public scribes were quick to point out the flexibility 

in meaning of some Hebrew words and the precision of others: e.g., navi 

or one who talks and expounds (i.e. a prophet) and royeh or seer or one 

seeing; sopher or one learned in the law and mashir (or mazkir) which 

meant scribe and not a combination of scribe ana, prophet (as Simon 

contended). Furthermore, we must not forget that seventeenth century 

Hebraists were far less certain of these words' meanings than their 

1|3| 
twentieth century decendants. ' Spinoza, who was aware of these 

problems - was nevertheless able to overcome wiiese obstacles and 

brilliantly outline a biblical criticism that had many modern features: 

simultaneously philological, etymological, psychological and histor-

ical. 
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In the Tract at lis the upshot of chapters five through fifteen in 

particular declared the necessity of understanding Scripture on its own 

terms. By this Spinoza advocated an even more extreme method than the 

Protestant or Catholic approach to interpreting Scripture by itself. 

In Spinoza's' system, "we cannot wrest the meaning of the texts to suit 

the dictates of our reason, or our preconceived opinions. The whole 

knowledge of the Bible must be sought solely from itself.11""' At the 

same time Spinoza could caution readers to remember that while methods 

employed in the study of the natural world might be applied to the 

examination of the Bible, many disputes over scriptural interpretation 

1+7 
would remain highly tentative, never to be resolved satisfactorily. 

Again, language was central to the many difficulties surrounding script

ural interpretation. 

More specifically, the problematical aspects of biblical exegesis 

were perceived by both Spinoza and Simon (though in varying degrees) 

to stem mainly from the generally poetic character of the Hebrew Bible, 

itself a product of the peculiar mentality of the ancient Hebrew people 

who lived in pastoral settings and who were thus naturally given to song 

and figurative speech. Unlike Simon though, Spinoza refused to attri

bute any special powers of divination to the ancient Hebrews and instead 

reaffirmed his belief in the universality of imagination, in the inher

ent human longing for the sublime, and in that inner need that poetry 

fulfills because of it playful and soothing effect on the mind: "Whereas 

in regard to intellect and true virtue, every nation is on par with the 

rest, and God has not in these respects chosen one people rather than 

lift another." He offered two examples of the natural inclination toward 
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poetic constructions: the Hebrew practice of describing any unusual 

phenomena as the "work of God" and the Latin expression "wrought with 

„i9 
divine hands. Spinoza interpreted the phrase "Spirit of the Lord" 

(animus Dei) to mean the human mind.The role of the active imagin

ation, he believed, also helped to explain why the oldest books of 

Scripture suffered from continual additions made by succeeding gener

ations and why it was particularly so for those obscure writings that 

defied immediate or full comprehension.*'"1" 

Symbolic and imaginary occurences, then, were to be expected in 

Scripture just as they might be expected in other ancient writings, 

regardless of the religious or popular source. As far as Spinoza the 

rationalist was concerned, miracles simply did not exist since they had 

never occurred. Lacking science and reason, the ancient Hebrews were 

inclined to attribute unusual phenomena to miraculous events. Not 

unlike Freethinkers and Deists at the turn of the eighteenth century, 

Spinoza sought to explain away myths, miracles and superstitions. Where 

he differed from these later authors was in his more historically and 

largely philologically grounded method; viz., in his careful scrutin

izing of peoples, customs and the peculiar circumstances producing them. 

As a result, Spinoza's explanations contained greater historical 

accuracy and also, because of the attention paid to language and its 

details, his insights had greater psychological validity—not to be 

52 
surpassed until the ninteenth century. 

For instance, in chapter VI, "Of Miracles," Spinoza's appreciation 

of the primitive mentality received supreme expression: "unlearned" 

peoples when trying to explain a natural phenomenon not readily grasped, 



made an "appeal to memory'* and recalled something similar and thereby 

53 used both imagination and crude reasoning abilities."*™' Once again, 

Spinoza's originality must not be overstated. Other seventeenth century 

contemporaries made similar -observations in their efforts to explain 

myths and prophecy. For example, Fontenelle, writing a decade or so 

later and perhaps influenced by Spinoza's Tractatus, speculated on these 

matters in both De l'origine des fables (published years later in 172k) 

and in Digression sur les anciens et les modernss (l688). Unlike 

Spinoza, Fontenelle importantly and perceptively pointed out how all 

peoples, educated as well as ignorant, utilized this common "appeal to 

memory" in order to compare natural phenomena to things most familiar 

or "les choses plus connu" (i.e., ordinary objects used daily—pitchers, 

siphons, chairs, etc.) in order to comprehend better their operations 

5k 
and properties.* We learn therefore by way of analogy and the imagin

ation acts as a necessary agent or medium between objective reality and 

subjective understanding. Nor was Fontenelle alone either: his older 

55 contemporary and friend Charles Perrault, author of Les Paralleles, 

held a similar though less well developed conception of the twin roles 

of reason and imagination in scientific thought. More obvious though 

was the role imagination played in prophecy. 

Spinozaj a dutiful reader of Maimonides, particularly emphasized 

the importance of imagination in prophetic utterances. "The power of 

prophecy," he wrote, "implied not a peculiarly perfect mind, but a 

tf 56 peculiarly vivid imagination. 

However, I do not wish absolutely to deny that the prophets 
ever argued from revelation; I only maintain that the prophets 
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made more legitimate use of argument in proportion as their 
knowledge approached more nearly to ordinary knowledge, and 
by this we know they possessed a knowledge above the ordinary, 
inasmuch as they proclaimed absolute dogmas, decrees, or 
judgments . . ..57 

Similar were the Christian Apostles whose epistles "were written not 

by revelation and Divine Command, but merely by the natural powers and 

judgment of the authors," as evidence by the "modes of expression and 
CO 

discourse.""" Daniel, in his efforts to stir patriotic sentiments of 

the Jews, used the prophetic modes of discourse known to his listeners 

and readers. On other occasions, prophets wrote about happenings after 

they had taken place. 

If Spinoza's appreciations of the role played by imagination and 

peculiar historical circumstances in the writing of biblical books 

conformed with similar perceptions of other European savants, both were 

heavily indebted to earlier commentators who had also sought to ration

alize and thereby minimize the miraculous in human affairs. Indeed, 

his rejection of the Mosaic authorship of the first five books of the 

Bible echoed arguments put forward by the twelfth century Rabbi Aben-

Ezra of Toledo who wrote a "Commentary on the Bible," of which an influ-

59 ential sixteenth century translated edition was made. Familiar with 

Rabbinic commentators, Spinoza could reiterate the general difficulties 

surrounding the Pentateuch and add a few of his own as well: glaring 

omissions, place names of later historical periods, and the description 

of events taking place after the death of Moses (including of course 

60 
the account of Moses1 deathj. 

Spinoza's reasonable judgment, based as it was on careful reading 

of scriptural texts and perhaps also by his personal estragement from 



Judaism and its own dogmatic traditions, simply forbade him from accepting 

Moses as sole author of all or even much of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 

Numbers and Deuteronomy. Instead he explicitly offered an alternative 

explanation that leaned heavily on theories and speculations of earlier 

Rabbinic scholars, whose opinions were still viewed with suspicion by 

most orthodox Jewish savants. These earlier interpretations centered 

on the unique role of the post-Exilic Law-giver, prophet and scribe Ezra 

who it was argued wrote, edited or compiled much of the Pentateuch as 

well as the books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel (I and II) and the 

two books of Kings. Accordingly, Spinoza believed that historical and 

literary evidence supported the interpretation of Ezra as author-editor 

since only he could have brought the narrative down to the liberation 

6)ZL 
of Jehoiachin. This view also helped explain away many of the diffi

culties encountered in scripture—namely the inconsistencies and repeti

tions. If Ezra was a man of the law and an important public figure, 

it followed that he had neither the time nor the inclination to put 

finishing touches on his amorphous collections of laws and historical 

62 narratives and thereby eliminate all textual errors. 

This brings us to the major difference between the interpretation 

of Scripture's composition offered by Spinoza and Simon. The latter 

emphasized the collective authorship of the Bible, while the former, 

in spite of his rejection of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, 

still believed in the important roles played by individual biblical 

authors. In this one very important respect Spinoza the philosopher 

was probably less original than Simon the textual critic. Spinoza was 

a genius and his Tractaus foreshadowed many later exegetical writings 
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of the nineteenth century. But he remained in many respects a man of 

his century. This is most plain when we consider the high value he 

continued to place on the great man in history. Like many contemporary 

observers, Spinoza was inclined to see outstanding individual thinkers 

and writers of the past as individually responsible for legal and polit

ical institutions, technical inventions, scientific discoveries, the 

proclamation of religious ideas and the composition of books and poetry. 

This explanatory practice was deep-seated and not merely used because 

of its convenience. There were many examples from the recent past as 

well as from the current historical scene which reinforced such a view. 

Besides, appreciation of oral traditions and of the anonymous and col

lective contributions made to more ancient poetry and historical annals 

(and of their important relationships to religious values and beliefs) 

was only just beginning in the seventeenth century. The conceptual 

framework and the requisite specialized vocabulary to be used in des

cribing subtle and evolutionary-like processes at work in religion and 

culture were unavailable even to the most perceptive European savants 

as the writings of Spinoza, Fontenelle and Vico will attest. Indeed, 

the commonplace metaphorical usages and the most popular analogies 

utilized the mechanical operations of machines and not the organic 

characteristics of life-forms. 

Citing the limitations of Spinoza's high estimation of Ezra as prin

cipal agent in the assembling and writing of the Hebrew Bible need not 

obscure nor weaken the remarkable position occupied by him in the history 

of biblical criticism. His general critique of Scripture represented 

a step in the direction of a more clearly identifiable historical and 
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not merely literary or textual interpretation of Scripture and its compo

sition. And indeed, modern biblical scholarship of the last one hundred 

and fifty years has shown how the Old Testament began to assume its 

traditional, more finalized form (whether through compilations, abridg

ments or additions) only after the Babylonian Exile and specifically 

between the fifth and first centuries B.C.E. The Pentateuch, the 

product of a complicated interweaving of different narratives, assumed 

6k 
its more formalized structure only in these later centuries. 

Nor should Spinoza's- achievements completely overshadow the diff

erent and important contributions made by Richard Simon in the Histoire 

critique du Vieux Testament and the three volumes on the New Testament. 

True, Spinoza may have come closer than Simon (or any other contemporary.) 

in appreciating the Bible as a cultural expression of the Hebrew people. 

But this appreciation fell short of the keen analysis offered later by 

Vico in the New Science wherein the Neapolitan examined Latin laws, 

poetry and religion.Nevertheless, the implications of the Tractatus 

as a work of cultural anthropology were manifold and not ignored by 

later generations of historical thinkers. But by then religious contro

versies had subsided and assumed a more restricted position in the realm 

of European letters and philosophy. That Spinozafs contemporaries, 

unlike the generation of Hegel, overlooked these many and critically 

important insights into cultural expressionism should not surprise us. 

Indeed, an explicit acknowledgement of the Bible as a collection of 

writings composed by diverse authors over a period of many centuries 

of changed and changing historical circumstances was tantamount to 

turning one's back on the traditional view of Scripture as a divinely 

inspired document. 



For some time to come Spinoza's impact "was almost entirely nega

tive. There were additional reasons as well for the almost uniformity 

hostile response to his writings. Spinoza had been quite emphatic in 

his insistence that a measure of deception and contrivance was to be 

detected in biblical authors since they were interested in maintaining 

the theocratic social order and instructing the ignorant in the art of 

collective genuflection. This was why he had never contended as Jewish 

and Christian contemporaries did that the Bible was a work of science 

or philosophy,66 In fact, Spinoza appears to have had only a slender 

understanding at best of the rise of ethical monotheism and of the 

pivotally important part played by the prophets in this development in 

spite of his ability to discern that the different names the ancient 

Hebrews assigned to God (Elohim, El Sada.i, Jehovah) were themselves 

evidence of changing relationships between the holy people and their 

Deity.67 

The distance separating the Tractatus from the Histoire critique 

is perhaps now more obvious. Not only were the structure, format and 

emphasis widely divergent, the interpretations of the Mosaic authorship, 

the nature of prophecy and inspiration were quite different as well. 

It was not simply a matter of degree either. Spinoza descended from 

a speculative tradition as old as Epicurus and had succeeded in formu

lating an almost entirely naturalistic conception of man, history and 

the physical universe. Also, the Tractatus was written independently 

of Catholic-Protestant polemical considerations though not of those 

68 controversies within European Jewry. Contrary to characterizations 

made by opponents, Spinoza was not an- atheist although his concept of 
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God "was far removed from Judaic or Christian beliefs. This was a major 

reason behind his attitude toward Judaism and Christianity as being 

mostly products of history. What contemporaries could neither fully 

appreciate nor comprehend was Spinoza's point that religions might be 

largely historical and yet contain divine truths since truths were part 

and product of human reasoning. Indeed, it might not be an oversimpli

fication to describe reason as truth in Spinoza's system because of its 

inevitable connection to a higher universal conscience. A form of pantheism 

perhaps, it was certainly not Judaism or Christianity. Contemporaries 

could perceive this much and attack Spinoza they did. Frequently, Catholics 

and Protestants (and Jews) condemned Spinoza's writings in toto. To 

them Spinoza was "Maledictus"—the impious Freethinker who was odious 

in the eyes of his fellow Jews. Consequently, Simon's perceptions of 

him and of his method are all the more illuminating against this back

ground of almost universal condemnation and disgust. 

In sharp contrast to most Catholic scholars and apologists, Simon 

believed that the reading of Spinoza and Socinian writers (who super

ficially resembled each other), was not only useful but absolutely 

necessary if they were to be refuted successfully. Simon explicitly 

stated in his treatise Be 1'Inspiration des Livres sacrees (1687) that 

many principles and methods used or devised by Spinoza had much in 

69 
common with those utilized by Catholics." They differed, of course, 

in their contrary objectives. Not unlike other Catholic savants Simon 

believed that conscientious scholarship could only strengthen the cause 

of the Church. He might differ from Bossuet or Nicole in his scriptural 

emphasis or in his eclectic use of the Church Fathers, but all three 
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"were in "basic agreement about the utility of critical researches into 

the Bible and the past. Protestants could be just as adamant in their 

opinions about scholarship reinforcing theological beliefs and argu

ments. The existence of religious obscurantism then or in later epochs, 

like the intense anti-intellectualism frequently associated -with relig

ious enthusiasts in general, ought not prevent us from appreciating how 

sincere religious beliefs acted as powerful stimuli to more and deeper 

forms of biblical and ecclesiastical scholarship. 

Chapter 4 describes the spectrum of Protestant views on biblical 

scholarship during the last two decades of the seventeenth century and 

also examines in detail the rationalist critique of Jean Leclerc and 

the responses made by Simon. 



NOTES 

1 
Spinoza, Tractatus Theologico-Politicus (1670), translated by R.H.M. 

Elwes as Theological-political Treatise,in The Chief Works of Benedictus 
de Spinoza, vol. I (New York: Dover Books, 1951). The Elwes' translation 
first appeared in the Bohn Library edition (1883). 

2 
A detailed description of Spinoza's life as a descendant of 

Portuguese Jews living in the Dutch Provinces cannot be presented in 
this dissertation. Spinoza's life and writings have been well researched 
by leading scholars. I have profited from several works, notably the 
old but still useful study by Leon Brunschvicg, Spinoza et ses 
contemporains (Paris, 1951; first published 1923), Leo Strauss, Spinoza's 
Critique of Religion, translated from the German by E.M. Sinclair (New ~ 
York, 1965; first published, 1930), Paul Verniere, Spinoza et la pensee 
franqaise ayant la Revolution, 2 tomes (Paris: P.U.E., 195*0, Paul 
Wienphal, The Radical Spinoza (New York: New York University Press, 
1979), and Sylvain Zac, Philosophie, theologie, politique, dans I'oeuvre 
de Spinoza (Paris: Bibliotheque d'Histoire de la Philosophie, J. Vrin, 
1979). 

o 
"Three defective editions were printed in Amsterdam in 1680 and 

intitled Histoire critique du Vieux Testament par le R. P. Richard 
Simon, pretre de la congregation de l'Oratoire (Amsterdam: Elzevier). 
The fifth French edition appeared in 1685, published at Rotterdam by 
Reinier Leers and with Simon's approval. It may be that during the 
early 1680's Simon was seeking to have the Histoire critique published 
in Paris. This would explain his conciliatory gestures toward Bossuet 
and his continued correspondance with leading doctors of the Sorbonne 
and fellow Oratorians. In these years an unauthorized Latin edition 
was also published (Amsterdam: Elzevier, l68l) as was an English 
edition (London: David, 1682). The Latin version was translated by 
Noel Aubert de Verse. The English translation was most likely the work 
of Richard Hampden or his son, John. Detailed descriptions of these 
editions are found in A. Bernus, Notice bibliographique sur Richard 
Simnn (Basel, 1882) and Paul Auvray, Richard Simon, etude 
bio-bibliographique (Paris: P.U.F., 197*+). 

4 The third book of the Histoire critique was translated into German 
and published under the title Bine curieuse Erzalung und Beurteilung 
der beriihmtesten Ausleger des A. und N.T. (Gosslar, Koenig, 1713). This 
edition combined Simon's Old Testament criticism with Histoire critique 
des principaux commentateurs du Nouveau Testament (1693)• German 
translations of his treatment of the texts and versions of the New 
Testament appeared only in the 1770's at Halle (1776-1780), in 3 
volumes. 

97 
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Cf. Chapter Four for a more extensive discussion of not only 
Leclerc but several other important critics of Simon's Histoire critique 
(hereafter cited as HCVT). A nearly exhaustive list of responses to 
Simon is found in A. Bernus, op. cit. 

g 
Bossuet, Discours sur 1'histoire universelle (Paris: Garnier-

Flammarion, 1966)| part two, chapter one, and chapters twenty-seven and 
twenty-eight, are of special inerest. In chapter one, 1U9-I6I*, Bossuet 
attacked materialistic theories of creation. In chapters twenty-seven 
and twenty-eight, 311-327, he defended the Mosaic authorship and 
biblical chronology against those who believed (as Spinoza did) that 
Ezra had been chiefly responsible for biblical writings. For Bossuet's 
opinions on Simon, see Correspondance de Bossuet, Urbain and Levesque, 
eds., II, n. 178, III, n. 331, IV, n. 665, and XIV, n. 2203. Consult 
also Chapter Four, notes 1, 2, and 3. 

7 Ibid. Leclerc also accused Simon of having been influenced by 
Spinoza's methods and his ideas about scripture's composition. 
Sentimens de quelques theologiens de Hollande (Amsterdam, 1685), 91-
93. Cf. Chapter Four. 

8 The most glaring instance of this is Paul Verniere, Spinoza et 
la pensee frangaise avant la Revolution, I, 160-163. Paul Hazard is 
less explicit but suggests that Simon was influenced by the Tractatus. 
La crise de la conscience europeenne (Paris: Fayard, 1961; first 
published 1935), 168-169. 

^To my satisfaction this has been demonstrated by Paul Auvray, "R. 
Simon et Spinoza," Religion, erudition, et critique de la fin du dix-
septieme siecle (Strasbourg: P.U.F., 1968), 201-21^+. Simon mentions 
Spinoza only in the preface to the HCVT. Since prefaces are generally 
written after the manuscript has been completed, it is likely that Simon 
read Spinoza's Tractatus only after he completed the book (or at least 
most of it). He may have read Spinoza as early as 1675 or 1676. On 
the basis of a letter (dated 1679), to P. Du Breuil, Auvray deduced that 
Simon worked on the critique for about ten years. Simon, Lettres 
choisies, LC, IV, n. 9, 55-56. In that same letter Simon denied that 
he wrote the book under the influence of Jesuits as some had suggested. 

10Bayle, Les Nouvelles de 1 Republique des Lettres, novembre, 1685, 
1266 (Geneva: Slatkine reprints, 1966): "Simon a repondu dans cette 
nouvelle Reponse (to Leclerc) plusieurs regies de Critique qui peuvent 
servir non seulement pour entendre 1'Ecriture, mais aussi pour lire avec 
fruit bien autres Ouvrages." Bayle reported the polemical contest 
between Simon and Leclerc with remarkable impartiality. His articles 
also revealed that he grasped not only the controversial religious 
issues but understood many of the subtle philological treatments offered 
by both men. Pierre-Daniel Huet, friend and associate of Bossuet, also 
recognized in Simon a superior critic out thought his opinions were bold. 
But Huet also resented Simon's wanting to borrow erudite materials from 
the Demonstratic Evangelica (1679) and incorporate them into his own 
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writing that drew very different conclusions. Huet, Memoires, (Paris: 
Hachette, 1853), 178-179. Also reported in Niceron, Memoires, I, 60. 
or more on Huet, see Appendix B. Bossuet was willing to concede that 
Simon was far less offensive than Socinians and Arminians. 
Correspondance, VI, n. 93^+ (l693), to Nicole. 

similar observation has been made by D.C. Cameron, The Legend 
of Noah. Renaissance and Rationalism in Art, Science and Letters. 
Illinois Studies in Language and Literature, XXXIII, nos. 3-1+ (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 191+9), 65. 

12 
"Tor more on Cappel, Morin and La Peyrere, see Chapter Two and 

Appendix B. Juan Mariana (1536-1623), author of the controversial De 
rege et regis Institutione (1559) that justified regicide, was also a 
foremost historian of Spain and a biblical commentator: Scholia in 
Vetus et Nova Testamentum. Cardinal Sforza Pallavicino (1607-1667) was 
best known as historian of the Council of Trent: Istoria del concilio 
di Trento, 2 vols. (1656-1657)• As a Jesuit, Pallavicino defended the 
order. In 1651 he was appointed by Pope Innocent X to the commission 
on Jansenism. Aben Ezra or Ibn Ezra, the great Rabbinic scholar and 
exegete of the 12th century, also deserves further comment. Cf. 
Appendix B. 

13 "'Simon also examined the Samaritan Bible and the Samaritan 
language in the HCVT, chapters 10-lU, 63-82. 

ill 
HCVT, 9-10. 

LC, I, n. 1, to La Roque (12 septembre 1665), 6 (1702 edition). 

l6Ibid., IV, n. 1+8 (Janvier, 1703), n. 1+9 (1703), n. 50 (16 aout 
1703). N. 50 also discusses Origen and the Hebrew deras or sublime 
sense which he argued did not contradict the Christian higher sense or 
idea of a double sense. Simon also pointed out that Jerome was aware 
of Judaic commentators. 

~'Histoire critique du texte du Nouveau Testament (Rotterdam: R. 
Leers, 1689), 301+-301+: on the style of the Gospels and the problem of 
Ebraismes; God inspired things and ideas but not words. Simon probably 
made this distinction as early as the l660's. LC, I, n. 1 (1665). 

l8_ . , Ibid. 

1^HCVT, chapters 1-5, book I: Simon discussed the theory of public 
scribes and additions to Pentateuch (in chapter 5). His theory derived 
in part from the opinions of the fifteenth century Portuguese Jew Isaac 
Abravanel who was minister of finances to King Alphonse of Portugal and 
a biblical commentator. Cf. Appendix B. 

""uSimon, Reponse au livre intitul e Sentimens . . . (1686), 1+5. 
Simon likened the authority of Moses behind the Pentateuch to the 
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authority of Louis XIV "behind registres du consell. He also defended 
his translation of the Hebrew rnazkir (mascir) as having the dual meaning 
of scribe-prophet. Leclerc and others argued that the word specifically 
referred to scribes and had no other connotation, certainly not that 
of prophet or even law-giver. 

21 
Josephus, -Jewish. Antiquities, translated by J. Thackeray 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University, 1961 edition; Loeb Classical 
Library), Book II, 202-206: referred to Egyptian "scribes" (>Sf>dyj? 
who also performed prophetic duties; Book IV, 197: Josephus related 
how Moses "wrote in a scattered condition" and having received several 
instructions. Josephus and subsequent authors (Judaic and Christian) 
have concluded that Moses wrote not en bloc but from time to time (or 
scroll by scroll). Book IV, 303: Josephus reports that prophetic 
writings were maintained in the temple where they were cared for by 
priests: "all these books he [MosesU consigned to the priests, together 
with the ark . . ." Josephus1 Greek, much like Hebrew, distinguished 
between prophets (Apzp nf 15" ) and scribes (v; cf. Book X, 
52-56, X, 95 and 103. Jerome's attitude toward the Pentateuch and the 
Mosaic authorship remains unclear because he made contradictory obser
vations (Cf. Contra Helvidius). However, Theodoret of Cyr (d. c. U66) 
was more outspoken when it came to examining scripture and speculating 
on circumstances of composition. Cf. Pauly-Wissowa, R,B« , 5 A (193^), 
1791-1801, and DTC: XV. 1:299-321+. Cf. note 27. 

Histoire critique du Texte du Notiveau Testament, 25, 298-302. 

^"Mbid.; also Lettres choisies, III, n. 29 (c. 1690). 

pk 
'""Preface, HCVT, "C'est pourquoi St. Augustin recommande avant toutes 

choses a ceux qui veulent etudier I'Ecriture, de s'appliquer a la Critique 
de la Bible, et de corriger les fautes de leurs exemplaires. Codicibus 
emendandis primitus debet invigilare sollertia eorum, qui scripturas 
divinas nosse desiderunt. (De Doctrina Christiana, II: XIV. 21). 

2^0ther savants, Protestant and Catholic alike, were capable of 
similar sentiments. In this respect Pierre Bayle is representative of 
attitudes that cut across religious and denominational lines and helped 
to form a Republic of Letters in the eighteenth century. 

?6 Abravanel was a strong defender of prophecy as a miraculous 
communication between God and man. He opposed naturalistic interpreta
tions of the kind offered by Maimonides that either denied completely 
or minimized the literal meaning of scripture. In this way Abravanel 
defended the traditional Rabbinic view that saw the prophecy of Moses 
as essentially the same as those of later prophets. Abravanel*s 
importance as a biblical commentator was enhanced by the translation 
into Latin of several of his works. Cf. Appendix B. 

2^Simon thought highly of Grotius1 analysis of II Maccabees 2. 13-
15 as evidence of a state archives: "These same facts are set out in 
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the official records and in the memoirs of Nehemiah. Just as Nehemiah 
collected the chronicles of the kings,.the writings of the prophets, 
the works of David, and royal letters about sacred offerings, to found 
his library, so Judas also has collected all the books that had been 
scattered as a result of our recent conflict. These are in our con
fession, and if you need any of them, send messengers for them.?? The 
New English Bible with the Apocrypha (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1972). Simon1s praise of Grotius is found in Reponse an livre 
intitule Sentimens . . . (1686), 112-116, passim. 

28 
Church Fathers made use of both Josephus and Philo but did so 

with caution because of the rivalry and sometimes fierce hostility 
between Jews and Christians. Interestingly though, the diffusionist 
arguments of Jewish apologists (i.e., that Greeks and all other peoples 
borrowed from the religious laws and wisdom of the Hebrews) had great 
appeal to many Fathers—even the most Hellenistic of Greek Fathers, 
Clement of Alexandria. Cf. Clement, Stromal a, or Miscellanies, esp. 
Books I, V, and VI. A. Roberts and J. Donaldson, eds., Ante-Nicene 
Fathers, II (Buffalo, N.Y.: Christian Literature Publ. Co., I885). Cf. 
also note 21 of this chapter. 

29 Cf. Chapter Five that examines the attitudes of Dupin and Fleury 
toward the Old Testament and its composition. 

on 
Andreas Maes or Masius (151^-1573), Josue imperatoris historia 

(Antwerp, 1571) J this work was put on papal Index in 1581. Masius also 
edited Hebrew and Greek texts of Joshua. 

"^"Cornelius a Lapide was reiterating observations made in 1586 by 
Jesuits Leyss and Hamel on scripture; viz., that not all words were 
necessarily inspired nor had all truths and thoughts been inspired 
immediately to the bibilical authors by the Holy Spirit. Leyss1 and 
Hamel1s theses were condemned by the Faculties of Theology at Louvain 
and Douai. The Faculty at Louvain explicitly restated the judgment of 
the Council of Trent that had proclaimed all scripture equally inspired. 
Trent declared the Vulgate's authority during the fourth session (5 April 
15U6). Cf. Samuel Berger, La Bible an seizieme siecle. (Paris: 
Berger-Lerrault, 1979), 138-155, passim. 

"'"Both Simon and Spinoza utilized the Masoretic texts, the writings 
of Aben-Ezra, Maimonides, Abravanel, David Kimchi (12th century). Their 
emphasis was of course different. Simon was drawn to Rabbinic commenta
tors in his effort to gain insights into Hebrew grammar. Simon was also 
aware of a need to harmonize patristic and Rabbinic interpretations 
whenever possible. However, both he and Spinoza were receptive to the 
naturalistic interpretations of miracles and prophecy offered by Maimonides. 

"""Jacques Basnage, "Plan de cette histoire," L'Histoire et la 
religion des Juifs (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1707): "Spinoza a suivi-la 
dessus les Docteurs de sa nation preferablement aux philosophes, et son 
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haoilite consistoit a ajuster les principes des Cabbalistes sur les 
emanations de la Divinite avec ceux de Descartes." 

3I1 
Pierre Bayle, "Spinoza," Dictionnaire critique et historique 

(Paris: Beuchot edition, 1820-2*0, XIII, *il8. 

35 Leo Strauss, Spinoza1s Critique of Religion (Chicago: University 
Press, 1965; first German edition, 1930)". 

36 
Paul Hazard, La. crise de la conscience europeenne, 132: "et si 

le Tractatus est mieux compris, il n'agit guere, semble-t-il, que par 
ses negations, que par sa puissance destructrice." Hazard adds: "La 
doctrine de Spinoza—que de gens la refuterent sans 1'entendre, sans 
la lire, sans prendre la peine de l'approcher!13 

37 S. Karppe, Essais de critique et d'histoire de philosophie 
(Paris, 1902), 152. 

qO 
Ibid., lU8. Karppe lamented that the only major study of Spinoza 

as bibical exegete in the mid-nineteenth century came from German 
scholar Karl Siegfried, Spinoza als Krltiker und Ausleger des Alt 
Testamement. 

"^Spinoza, Tractatus, op. cit., 188. 

^Leon Brunschvicg, Spinoza et ses contemporains (Paris, 1951), 
303. My translation. Portions of this.book appeared in Brunschvicg's 
Spinoza (189*0 and in articles published in various reviews between 1900 
and the 1920's. 

'^Karppe, op. cit., 156; he is probably correct in observing that 
Spinoza lacked full appreciation of comparative philology. 

hp 
'"Spinoza, Tractatus, chapter VII "Of the Interpretation of 

Scripture," 101. 

Jl"5 
Spinoza's Talmudic master had been Samuel Manasseh Ben Israel 

(d. 1657) who is mentioned in chapter ten of the Tractatus. Manasseh 
was one of the great savants of the seventeenth century, and read by 
leading Christian scholars such as Huet, author of the Demonstratio 
Evangelica. Manasseh wrote in Spanish and Latin and in doing so, 
reached Christian readers who appreciated and borrowed his arguments 
against Freethinkers and sceptics. Manasseh's most popular work among 
Christian exegetes was Conciliador del Pentateucho (l632), a defense 
of the integrity and single authorship of the first five books of the 
Hebrew Bible. Cf. Appendix B. 

^Confusion persists today. However, modern archeology and the 
valuable Aramaic papyri from the Jewish colony of Elephantine have 
greatly assisted in adducing more exact meanings. In earliest pre-Exilic 
times the word souher (or sofer) meant "scribe" in the functionary sense 
of the term; in post-Exilic centuries soferim referred to a specific 
class of scholars. Encyc. Jud. (1971), XIV, 10*+l-*O. 
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1+5 
Spinoza, Tractatus, particularly chapters VII through XI which 

involve fascinating speculations and observations on circumstances of 
scriptural composition. 

1+6 
Ibid., 103. 

1+7 
Ibid., 109. 

1+8 
' Ibid., chapter III "Of the Vocation of the Hebrews," 56. 

1+0 
Ibid., chapter II "Of Prophets," 22. 

5°Ibid. 

y Ibid., chapter VI "Of Miracles,'5 92. 

52 ""Spinoza's influence on German philosophy and letters is discussed 
in J.N. Findlay, The Philosophy of Hegel. An Introduction and Re-Exam
ination (New York: Macmillan, 1966 edition"]"? See also standard works 
on Lessing and Schelling. 

CO 
Spinoza, Tractatus, 81+.' 

v"'Bernard Fontenelle, De I'origine des fables, (published in 1721+ 
but written as early as the 1690's), Oeuvres completes (Geneva: Slatkine 
reprint of l8l8 Paris edition, 1970). Fontenelle reminded his readers 
that modern educated people compared the workings of the physical 
universe to clockwork and likened other phenomena to springs and levers 
in order to make nature more comprehensible. 

Charles Perrault, Parallele des anelens et des modernes (Geneva: 
Slatkine reprint of Paris Cognard, 1692-1697 edition, 1971). tomes I-
IV. The second dialogue is especially interesting since it affords 
insights into French views on technical and aesthetic progress. Cf. 
pp. 132-220, passim. 

'^Spinoza, Tractatus, chapter II "Of Prophecy," 19. 

J1Ibid., chapter XI "Of the Apostolic Mission," 159. 

^Albert Monod, Les Defenseurs du Christdanisms (Geneva: Slatkine 
reprint of 1913 edition, 1970), 28. Aben Ezra or Ibn Ezra (1089-1161+) 
ranks with Maimonides as one of the outstanding Jewish thinkers and 
biblical exegetes of the middle ages. Cf. Appendix B for more informa
tion on Aben-Ezra, Abravanel and Kimchi. 
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Spinoza, Tractatus, chapter VII "Of the Interpretation of 
Scripture," 98-119, and also chapter VIII "The Authorship of the 
Pentateuch," 120-132. 

Elves translation: "liberation of Jehoiakim." (I, 130.) An 
error in translation is likely since Spinoza probably wrote Jehoiachin, 
the son and successor to Jehoiakim (d. 598): Jehoiachin was removed 
from his throne and imprisoned by Nebuchadnezzar and released some forty 
years later during the period of Exile. Cf. G.W. Anderson, The History 
and Religion of Israel (Oxford: University Press, 1966), H. Daniel-
Hops , Israel ana the Ancient World (New York: Image Books 196k), 272-
273. Heidelberg edition of Spinoza's Opera (192U) refers to 
"Jehoiakini" (Tractatus, chapter VIII). 

62 Spinoza, Tractatus, chapter VIII "The Authorship of the 
Pentateuch," 130. 

For example, Fontenelle, op. cit. , and Perrault, op. cit. 

6k H.H. Rowley, ed., The Old Testament and Modern Study (Oxford: 
University Press, 1951). An excellent brief description of the ancient 
Hebrews and their sacred writings is by Sabatino Moscati, Ancient Semitic 
Civilizations (New York: Capricorn, i960). 

6 s 
G. Vico, New Science, translated by T.G. Bergin and M.H. Fisch 

(Cornell University Press, 19^-8). The first edition of the Scienza 
Nuova was in 172$. 

'"'^Spinoza, Tractatus, chapter XIII "The Simplicity of Scripture," 
178-179. _ 

f Spinoza, Tractatus, 177• 

£0 
At the same time of Spinoza's expulsion from the Amsterdam 

synagogue in 1657, Rabbinic spokesmen went to the Dutch civil 
authorities to inform them of their action. It was their wish 
officially to disassociate themselves from him. The action reveals the 
degree to which Jews in the Dutch Provinces feared Christian reactions 
to writings and behavior that questioned the sacred foundations of both 
faiths. Here we may detect a common hostility of Christian and Judaic 
orthodoxy toward all naturalistic interpretations of scripture, miracles 
and prophecy. My earlier statement to the effect that Spinoza wrote 
independently of Protestant-Catholic polemical considerations is to say 
that he did not conform to beliefs articulated by Christian controversialists 
and not to suggest that he was indifferent to these issues since they 
did have lateral application to Jews living in the Dutch Provinces, 
Some scholars also believe that chapters XVII-XIX of the Tractatus 
(on the Hebrew theocracy) contained much that was applicable to the 
peculiar religious and political life of the Dutch Provinces. In doing 
so, they argue, Spinoza made a plea for greater religious tolerance. 
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Simon, De11 inspiration des Livres sacrees (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 

1687), 1+8-1*9. ' 



CHAPTER IR

RATIONAL CRITICISM OF THE BIBLE: 

LECLERC CONTRA SIMON 



Chapter k examines the "bihlical scholarship of Jean Leclerc, 

Remonstrant minister, Hebraist and leading proponent of a more rational 

criticism of Scripture. Though not as well known today as is Pierre 

Bayle, Leclerc commanded considerable influence and respect in his life

time. Noteworthy was his editorship of three long-running literary 

journals: La Bibliotheque universelle et historique, 26 vols. (l686-

1693), La Bibliotheque choisie, 28 vols. (1703-1713), and La 

Bibliotheque ancienne et moderne, 29 vols. (171^-1726).1 He is chiefly 

remembered as a Protestant controversialist who challenged many of the 

0 
ideas of Bayle, Henri Basnage and the incomparable Pierre Jurieu. As 

a biblical scholar, Leclerc was something of a pioneer. His most famous 

work, Sentimens des quelques theologiens de Hollande (1685), offered 

probing criticism of Richard Simon's Histoire critique du Vieux 

Testament. The ensuing debate between the two authors represented only 

a minor episode in the turbulent 3.680's. But it reveals much about 

their differing attitudes toward the Bible, revealed religion and the 

use of tradition in scriptural exegesis. Importantly, the thinking of 

both Leclerc and Simon was not unaffected by the spectacular develop

ments of these years. 

On one important level, Leclerc's empirical approach to scriptural 

interpretation was itself an important manifestation of the growing 

penchant among erudits and philosophers to provide naturalistic expla

nation of extraordinary and miraculous events in the Bible and in early 

Church history. At the same time his criticism suggests to the modern 

107 
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reader how strong adherence to extreme rationalist presuppositions could 

often lead to ahistorical and even reckless speculations. Under such 

circumstances many contemporaries questioned "both his integrity as a 

scholar and his credibility as a knowledgeable thinker within the savant 

community. 

Before examining Leclerc's rational criticism of the Bible, a brief 

review of Protestant and Catholic reactions to Simon'S' Histoire critique 

du Vieux Testament is called for if we are to place the Sent linen, s in 

proper perspective. First, it should be observed that the turmoil gener

ated by the near schism between the French Church and Rome over Gallic an 

liberties (declared by the Assembly of the Clergy in 1682) and the intensi

fied persecution of Protestants (that preceded the dramatic Revocation 

of the Edict of Nantes in 1685) were not detrimental to Simon's career 

as cleric and scholar. By the middle l680's powerful ecclesiastics like 

Bossuet were preoccupied with far more portentous matters than the pub

lication of the Histoire critique. Moreover, the Peace of the Church 

had broken down in 1679, less than a year after Simon's quick exit from 

the Oratory. Arnauld left France to live in exile at Brussels and 

Jansenist sympathizers in the Oratory and the Benedictine congregations 

of Saint-Maur and Saint-Vannes were themselves on the defensive as well 

as divided on the many controversies surrounding Gallican liberties. 

If something of a rapprochement may be said to have been attained 

"between Simon and Bossuet it was a rather precarious one: the powerful 

3 bishop always viewed him with suspicion. Typically, Bossuet had 

expressed a cautious sentiment when he castigated the author of the 

Histoire critique for diminishing the sacred aura of scripture by 
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applying the same canons of critical inquiry to scripture that others 

used to examine non-biblical texts.^ Likewise, the partisans of Port-

Royal never forgave him for his sharp denunciations of their theology 

and scholarship. They always questioned the genuineness of his reli

gious beliefs. Nor were the Benedictines, who were especially protec

tive of their order's interests and image, inclined to view Simon or 

his publications with any sympathy. As such he remained a minor figure 

of controversy within the Gallican Church but he experienced no more 

direct clashes with powerful clergymen until censure of his French trans

lation of the New Testament (Version de Trevoux) in 1702. ̂ In the mean

time, he faced a number of individual critics, some of them Catholic, 

but the majority were Protestants who were not oblivious to the many 

serious implications of the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament and 

the three volumes treating the New Testament; viz», in undermining be

lief in the inerrant and inspired character of Scripture by calling atten

tion to less inspired or even non-inspired passages and by reaffirming 

the older Catholic argument that Church tradition was necessary to fuller 

understanding of Scripture's message. 

Catholics who strongly opposed the Histoire critique were almost al-

£ 
ways Jansenists or those sympathetic to Arnauld and his followers." Others 

were erratic Catholic spokesmen like Charles Du Veil, a Jewish convert 

from Metz who later emigrated to England and eventually became an Ang

lican minister.1 Claude Frassen also attacked Simon. But Frassen was a 
g 

reactionary who also thought Bossuet to be a boinoziste. Michel Le 

Vassor published a tract that denounced the Histoire critique. Le Vassor, 

a former Oratorian, also emigrated to England in the l690's and lived 
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Q 
his last years as a Protestant.' More centrist-minded Gallicans on the 

other hand appear to have been indifferent at best in their attitudes 

toward Simon and his writings. In fact, it may be that many eccles

iastics an several doctors of the Sorbonne with whom he corresponded 

recognized the utility of his critical treatments of the Greek Fathers 

and of Greek orthodoxy in general, particularly as they pertained to 

conciliarist positions that limited papal authority to spiritual 

affairs. More importantly though, by the early l690's (and perhaps 

before) Simon had at least tacit support from the powerful Archbishop 

of Paris, Frangois de Harlay. Dr. Mallet of the Sorbonne probably had 

been partly responsible for this development. Though he died in 1680, 

Mallet had been preceptor at Rouen under Harlay when he had been bishop 

there. Both were staunch foes of Jansenism and at the same time strong 

defenders of Gallican libertiesAccording to Simon in his corres

pondence, Harlay not only approved his polemical efforts against Port-

Royal and Protestants, but actually encouraged them."'"* 

If Simon's relations with high clergymen within the Church may be 

said to have improved somewhat during the l680's, his relations with 

Protestants experienced a definite decline that were perhaps inevitable 

given the dangerous and tragic turn of events. The Revocation not only 

terminated the curious religious federalism initiated a century earlier 

by Henry IV, but was a sharp blow to moderate projects of reunion put 

forward by irenic spokesman such as Simon. Though his friendship with 

Justel and d'Ablancourt was strained, they remained friends. However, 

among Protestant controversialists who wrote responses to the Histoire 

critique, we encounter some of Simon's most bitter opponents. 
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Protestant critics of Simon tended to be of two types: those who 

objected to the theory of public scribes because it undermined their 

beliefs in immanent verbal inspiration of Scripture; and those who 

objected to the Histoire critique not because they adhered to the idea 

of verbal inspiration but primarily because they thought the scribe 

theory inadequate and not substantiated by any solid evidence. This 

second group of Protestant critics not infrequently offered their own 

theories explaining the composition of the books of the Bible. These 

critics were also members of the Protestant left-wing: Arminians, 

Socinians, latitudinarian Calvinists, disciples of John Cameron, Moise 

Amyraut and Jean Daille. 

Not surprisingly, those who objected most to Simon's (and others') 

efforts to repudiate belief in direct verbal inspiration of the Bible 

were usually the same doctrinaire Calvinists who had combated Louis 

Cappel's views on the novelty of Hebrew vowel points and Amyraut's 

revisionist theology. The earliest published responses to the Histoire 

critique came from Friedrich Spanheim who wrote and printed his Left re 

it un ami in the year following the aborted first edition. A professor 

of theology at Leyden, Spanheim was the son of Friedrich Spanheim, the 

12 
conservative savant who earlier opposed Cappel. In his response to 

Simon, he argued that the evidence used to formulate the theory of 

public scribes was not corroborated by scripture or the Church Fathers. 

Spanheim did not consider Josephus or Rabbinic commentators as reliable 

sources. However, his main objection to the Histoire critique stemmed 

from his belief in the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. Its antiq

uity he contended, could be demonstrated by the Samaritan Bible (i.e., 
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the first five "books) "which could have "been accepted (as he assumed) 

"by the Samaritans only before the schism between them and the Judeans 

to the south. Importantly, this schism was generally understood to have 

1*3 taken place before or during the Exile of the sixth century B.C.E. 

If this was the case, then how could scribes writing, editing and inter

polating the Pentateuch during the post-Exilic period, as Simon contended, 

have been responsible for the first five books' structure and content? 

Simon's answer to this question was direct and simple: he rejected the 

early date of the schism, believing the Samaritans to have remained in 

contact with their Judean neighbors even during the difficult times 

___ 1I4. 
following the Exile. But this reply satisfied few because there was 

very little evidence in the seventeenth century to support the notion 

of continued religious intercourse. Consequently, other Protestant 

critics as well as Catholics reiterated Spanheim's objections. For 

example, Jacques Basnage made use of the argument of the Samaritan 

Bible's antiquity in Adversus Simontiim, published in a collection of 

critical writings in Isaac Vossius, the son of Gerhard Vossius, 

the pioneer in pagan religious studies, also quarreled with Simon but 

he approached the problems surrounding the Hebrew Bible from a very 

different and in some ways radical standpoint: he thought the Greek 

Septuagint was more accurate in language and chronology than the Hebrew 

text because the Rabbis of later epochs, so he argued, had interpolated 

and altered passages in their Bible. Yet Vossius still believed the 

seventy elders who translated the Greek Bible on Ptolemy's command were 

16 inspired. These views of course were not typical. Vossius repre

sented a fringe opinion within Protestantism just as Oratorian Jean 
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Morin who believed in the greater accuracy of the Samaritan Bible was 

17 atypical of Catholic scholars. Leclerc, in contrast, though neither 

Calvinist nor Catholic, believed in the inspired character and general 

integrity of the Hebrew text. He still differed with Simon on many 

matters involving the Bible and its composition and history. For 

example, Leclerc, unlike Simon, was emphatic in his rejection of the 

Mosaic authorship. To Leclerc*s rationalist perspective we now turn. 

Jean Leclerc (1657-1736) descended from a distinguished family of 

Calvinist scholars and medical doctors who came originally from 

Beauvaisis: Jean's father Etienne (1599-1676) had been both a doctor 

and a Greek scholar; his elder brother Daniel (1652-1728) was a medical 

doctor who published several treatises, including a Histoire de la 

T ft 
medecine. His uncle David Leclerc (1591-165*0 "was both a pastor and 

a professor of Hebrew and history at the University of Geneva. Born 

and raised in the city of Calvin, Leclerc traveled widely in his pursuit 

of education: to Grenoble, to Saumur and Paris and later to Holland 

and England.1^ His visit to England (l68l-l682) was of special impor

tance because it was there that he developed an Anglophilism that never 

left him—enriching his scholarship and widening his circle of friends 

and acquaintances. More than any other French author of the late 

seventeenth century, Leclerc was cognizant and appreciative of the 

latest currents in theology and philosophy emanating from the British 

Isles. A full generation before Voltaire, Leclerc embraced Newtonian 

physics.20 Furthermore, his residence at Amsterdam (by 1683) proved 

to be an ideal conduit into which news and publications from all over 

Europe flowed. 
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Leclerc's correspondance included not only Locke and Shaftsbury, 

with whom he had the highest regard, "but George Berkeley, Gilbert 

Burnet, John Davies (president of Queen's College), William Wotten and 

21 
many others. He made fleeting contacts with the controversial deists 

John Toland and Anthony Collins. His French contacts in contrast were 

far less distinguished: only Fontenelle stands out as a truly outstand-

22 mg personage. Among Germans with whom he communicated were Leibnitz, 

professor J. Fabricius of Helmstadt, the biblical critic Lorenz von 

Mosheim and Leibnitz' secretary Johann Georg von Eckhardt. 

Though a Calvinist by upbringing, Leclerc became attached to the 

Remonstrant Church of Amsterdam soon after his arrival in the Dutch 

Provinces. He was made professor of Hebrew and history as well as 

belles-lettres at the college of Arminians. He also became a member 

of the seminary of Amsterdam where three great professors had succeeded 

one another; Simon Episcopius, Etienne de Courcelles and Phillip van 

23 Limborch. 

As a member of the Remonstrant Church, Leclerc was necessarily 

latitudinarian in his theology. Though not a deist he was an admirer 

of both Erasmus and Hugo Grotius and edited and translated the latter's 

influential De veritate religionis Christianae into French: La vgrite 

de la religion chretienne (Amsterdam, 170^). It was this treatise that 

24 
inspired Leclerc to write Traite de 1'incredulite (1696), a tract that 

argued the truths of Christianity could be rationally postulated and 

effectively demonstrated through experience. Accordingly, Leclerc was 

a strong believer in free inquiry and examination. Among earlier French 

Protestants he identified with were the revisionist theologians Jean 
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Daille and Moise Amyraut who taught at the academy of Saumur during the 

25 middle decades of the century. Among contemporaries in the Dutch 

Provinces he was close were Limborch, W. Teuto, the lawyer Abraham van 

der Enden, Gispert Cuper of Deventer and the jurist Jean Barbeyrac of 

Groningin. While it is true that Leclerc's theology and philosophy 

resembled the main features of deism he does not appear to have rejected 

belief in fundamental Christian dogmas such as the divinity and mission 

of Christ. Importantly, though, he believed that reason and religion 

were entirely compatible. On those rare occasions when they appeared 

not to conform with each other this was owing not to contradiction but 

to a religious belief or experience existing beyond reason and defying 

26 full rational explication. Interestingly enough, Leclerc continued 

to embrace this reasonable and optimistic faith during the course of 

his long life—even after the death of his four children and much later, 

27 
after the death of his wife Marie. 

Because Leclerc was always something of a critical empiricist, he 

enthusiastically collected and scrutinized factual information, 

believing that careful study of the phenomenal world served the cause 

of reason and intellectual and moral enlightenment. Reasoning was con

sidered by Leclerc and contemporaries to mean essentially thinking crit

ically in a logical manner about .clear ideas. This is not to suggest 

that he or all others who adhered to this view were by definition 

Cartesians. However, the prevailing attitude among savants and syste

matic philosophers alike was that reason (whether deductive or induc

tive) was a means to explain the world—-both in its particulars and in 

its general operations. Always a man of wide-ranging interests, Leclerc 
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frequently commented on the great philosophical and scientific achieve

ments of his century. True, he never articulated a systematic philos

ophy, but this did not prevent him from observing how the ability to 

reason clearly and engage in more methodical forms of scholarly 

criticism had attained among Europeans "un degre de perfection auquel 

28 on ne les avoit jamais vues." In making this observation Leclerc was 

probably indebted more to English thought than to currents of opinion 

native to the French-speaking world. 

However, Leclerc1s philosophical inclinations were not entirely 

owing to English influences. There had existed a similar latitudinarian 

tradition of Protestant theology and letters among the French and these 

liberalizing tendencies had centered mainly in the Calvinist academies 

and notably at Saurnur. Even among those more conservative institutions 

of learning—Sedan or Geneva—similar though less explicit changes 

occurred. Several modern scholars of French Calvinist theology have 

pointed to subtle shifts of emphasis and new terminology in treatises 

on grace and free will, predestination and the elect. In some cases, 

a direct appeal was made to Cartesian principles in an effort to modify, 

update and alter more or less traditional conceptions, further indi

cating that a gradual movement was at work—away from the highly rigid 

contentions of earlier generations of Reformed Churchmen and toward the 

29 more tolerant latitudinarianism of the Protestant left-wing. 

As a former Genevan who had experienced a falling out with more 

orthodox churchmen, Leclerc was familiar with Protestant theology and 

politics. Understandably, there remained many differences between 

Leclerc and contemporary Calvinists in France, Geneva and the Dutch 
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Provinces in spite of a slow drift toward theological revisionism. This 

distance separating the Remonstrant Church from mainstream Calvinism 

(dating from the Synod of Dort in l6l8) is particularly evident in 

Leclerc's^ frequent denunciations of orthodoxy in Geneva and elsewhere, 

using as he did the same virulent language that most Protestants 

reserved to characterize the papal court in Rome. In fact, in the 

famous Sentimens des quelques theologiens de Hollands (1685) and the 

later tract De 1'lhcredulite (1696) he compared the Genevan city-state 

to the papacy with its dogmatizing and coercion of belief: "Chaque 

societe pretend d'etre 1'eglise orthodoxe et prend ces titres avec 
on 

d'affection et de Vanite.??~ 

Fundamental Protestant doctrines notwithstanding, there were unbridge

able differences of opinion between Leclerc and conservative Calvinists 

in their lifetimes. Most significantly, LeclercTs theology, like his 

scholarship, represented an explicitly rationalist Christian perspective 

that minimized as much as possible the irrational and enthusiast elements 

of religion. Destructive scepticism and blind dogmatism were two 

extremes he diligently and consistently avoided. The former led to 

pyrrhonisme that denied all certainties, while the latter was associated 

in his mind with religious fanaticism and the violence and intolerance 

it breeds. Leclerc expressed his view of reason and its harmonious 

relationship with the Christian religion in very direct terms: 

Pour moi apres avoir etudie ces matieres autant que j 'en suis 
capable, je croi pouvoir soutenir que 1'on ne savoit extraire 
aucune proposition des Evangiles ou des autres Apotres, 
exprime dans leurs termes, qui ne soit parfaitement conforme 
a la raison . . ..^ 
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Reason was Leclerc13 touchstone and guide to understanding the world 

and religion. But this position, extreme as it was, must not "be con

tused with the extreme deism of, say, John Toland nor with the mater

ialism of later eighteenth century thinkers like d'Holbach or Condillac. 

Nor was Leclerc a Socinian since he always adhered to fundamental 

op 
articles of faith—namely, ChristSs divinity, mission and resurrection. 

The Bible was the revealed message of God and in his eyes the Old and 

New Testaments retained equal or near equal value. Socinians in contrast 

did not believe this to be the case, viewing the New Testament as suf-

33 ficient in itself.'""' 

However, in matters involving critical methodology and conceptu

alization, Leclerc did resemble Socinians and other rationalists; viz., 

in his deliberate delimiting of the revealed character of Scripture 

within a more identifiably naturalistic framework that was conducive 

to rational explanation. But Leclerc did not hold religious truths to 

be entirely self-evident. This was why he believed that study of the 

sensible world helped to clarify those fundamental truths originating 

with God. Not infrequently he compared theology to study of anatomy 

inasmuch as detailed examinations assisted in the explanation of oper-

3I+ 
ations and in the establishment of general principles. 

What mattered then were essentials and for Leclerc these essentials • 

were less often abstract articles of faith or philosophical concepts 

than more accurate comprehensions of morality and correct living. Accord

ingly, ethical and pietistic considerations played a more pronounced role 

in his interpretation of Christianity and the Christian life than did 

attachment either to doctrine or to mysterious and miraculous aspects 
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of religion. Moreover, in Leclercfs interpretive scheme, as in other 

rationalist systems of the seventeenth century, miracles "were not 

regarded as primary evidence of the truths of the Christian religion. 

Reason had replaced the extraordinary as the measuring rod used to 

validate or invalidate a precept or doctrine. And as Leclerc was quick 

to point out, gicripture had been written not by angels or by God but 

35 by men who had only the lights of reason as their guide. It followed 

that human reason and not tradition or doctrine would best serve the 

modern reader trying to interpret Scripture accurately. 

Jean Leclerc also differed conspicuously from other critics of 

Simon's Histoire critique since he basically agreed with the design 

and purpose of the work. Consequently, Leclerc's criticism was gener

ally far removed from the kind offered by Calvinist savants like 

Spanheim or Basnage. Though a Protestant who rejected authority of 

tradition, he still found much in Simon's method and approach to Scrip

ture that was worthy of imitation. In the first pages of Sentimens de 

quelques theologiens Leclerc actually applauded Simon's method as la 

36 
meilleure methode because it was historical."*' What he found wanting 

in Simon was boldness: he castigated him for not going farther in his 

speculations about the different circumstances surrounding composition 

of books of the Bible and about the intentions of individual biblical 

authors. Already orthodox minds deemed knowledge of texts and versions 

as indispensable. But Leclerc, even with a greater intensity than 

Simon, wanted more of what a later age would describe as literacy and 

historical criticism of the Bible. He wrote: "II faut encore nous 

decouvrir si cela se peut, dans quels dessein lfauteur l'a compose, 
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quelque occasion lui a fait prendre la plume, et & quelles opinions, 

ou a quels evenemens . . .. 

This strong emphasis placed on studying linguistic and more specific 

historical aspects (e.g., les moeurs) of Scripture is undoubtedly one 

of the more striking features of Leclerc1s Sentimens de quelques 

theologiens de Hollande, a lengthy and well informed response to the 

Histoire critique. Published in Amsterdam with the pseudonym 

Cristobulus Hierapolitanus attached to the title page, the Sentimens 

purported to be a collection of twenty letters based on conversations 

38 among four learned friends."' The format combined the less formal style 

of the discours with the entretien, or dialouge, in order to be more 

conducive to the encapsulation of ideas and speculations without having 

to include erudite minutiae that would have inevitably detracted from 

the main themes and subjects explored in the different letters (all 

written by Leclerc). However, in spite of the several modern features 

of this publication and namely Leclercfs advocacy of what amounted to 

deeper forms of biblical criticism, we must always remember that his 

willingness to study the particulars of Scripture and to seek connec

tions of unusually subtle natures derived less from a non-dogmatic temp

erament that defended free and impartial inquiry than from a firm 

conviction that critical researches into language and the past could 

only further illuminate Christian truths already contained in the 

Bible.39 

Rejecting verbal inspiration of Scripture, Leclerc never doubted 

the Bible to be inspired in some way. In this very important respect 

his thinking approximated Simon who also believed that Scripture 



contained truths originating with God "but that the words were not them

selves the truth. Both viewed language to he largely descriptive and 

symbolic. And importantly, both tended to believe that study of these 

outward forms would necessarily lead to more accurate perceptions of 

the divine message embedded within the linguistic fabric. But as we 

shall see, their methods and principles of interpretation were not 

identical. Leclercfs rejection of tradition as an interpretive guide 

and his emphatically rationalist perspective served to distance him from 

his Catholic contemporary. 

More characteristic of Leclerc as well was his de-emphasizing the 

mysterious and supernatural properties of Scripture in favor of a more 

naturalistic interpretation. It is not an exaggeration to write that 

Leclerc1s efforts amounted to a conscious delimiting of the supernatural. 

We may detect this objective in his critical treatment of miracles, 

prophecy and inspiration. 

Without rejecting all miracles as Spinoza had, Leclerc nevertheless 

restricted them to biblical times insofar as they were perceived to be 

1+1 
emblems or sqeaux of the divine truths of Christianity. Miracles 

remained beyond man and the world since they were supernatural viola

tions of the laws of nature. God permitted these extraordinary occur

rences during particular moments in history in order to demonstrate 

truths to mankind. However, once these truths were made clear to the 

satisfaction of God, further recourse to miracles became unnecessary 

and therefore they ceased. For this reason, Leclerc disbelieved in 

almost all miracles reported after biblical times. Wot a Catholic, he 

was under no obligation to accept as authoritative the testimonies of 
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Church Fathers or saints. Likewise, he was very critical of Protestants 

who might defend miracles associated with the early Church. Nor could 

Leclerc accept the still prevalent Augustinian view that miracles were 

also designed to humble mankind in its submission to a Deity who existed 

U2 above and beyond human comprehension. As a rationalist, he believed 

that God was reasonable. Accordingly, His reasonableness was evidenced 

in nature: in the regular movements of the heavens and the operational 

patterns of the seasons. "* Miraculous events that broke God's laws were 

necessarily very rare occurrences and entirely dependent upon His will 

and infinite power. It was therefore necessary to scrutinize alleged 

miraculous happenings not only to distinguish between the true and false 

but to differentiate the varieties of miracle since they were inevitably 

tied to a greater revelation. Nor were miraculous events reported in 

Scripture above suspicion. Frequently descriptions of extraordinary 

kk 
happenings were metaphorical. 

For similar reasons Leclerc advocated closer examination of the 

mysterious and more subtle operations of prophecy and inspiration. Like 

Simon, Leclerc rejected direct verbal inspiration of the biblical authors. 

He did not believe that these writers—even Moses—wrote while in an 

ecstatic state or religious bliss. Indeed, the scriptural record itself 

was sufficient enough to impede belief in such an idea; e.g., the variety 

of styles, obvious additions and interpolations, the many anachronisms 

Us 
and errors in dates and names. Nor could Leclerc accept the notion 

that the entire Bible was necessarily inspired. Echoing earlier com

mentators Cornelius a Lapide and Grotius, Leclerc argued that the 

factual and chronological information found in Kings and Chronicles was 



not dependent on revelation of any kind. That Scripture was inspired 

he did not dispute. That Scripture was all inspired and inspired 

equally he doubted. Nor could Leclerc as a professor of Hebrew regard 

kg 
Scripture as an object of divine perfection. 

Leclerc*s attitudes toward inspiration and its role in scriptural 

composition derived in part from his appreciation of speech as a natural 

human proclivity conditioned by historical circumstances. Not unlike 

Plato and Gregory of Nyssa (fourth century) whom he read, Leclerc saw 

languages as human contrivances and not as God-given tools for commun-

cating ideas and emotions. Hebrew was not the divine language that many 

Calvinists believed it to be nor was the multiplicity of tongues the 

product of the miraculous event of the Tower of Babel. Languages were 

instead viewed by him as products of history and experience: the con

fusion at Babel was not the result of a divine act; the laborers working 

on the tower already spoke different languages which continued to change 

after the people dispersed. This was of course an extreme re-working 

of the Babel story and contemporaries took note. But Leclerc and 

other contemporaries, even conservative Catholics like Fleury and 

Calmet, were aware of languages' relationships to particular environ

ments. Study of ancient and modern languages indicated that words and 

figures of speech were shaped by particularities of time and place. 

This was a major reason behind the pastoral imagery in Psalms and the 

prophetic books. Similarly, Christ told parables that his listeners 

could readily understand and invariably these referred to objects and 

experiences that were part of their daily lives. This appreciation led 

to another: that the messages or truths of the Bible were clothed in 
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the language and circumstances within •which they were written. Conse

quently, it became important to distinguish "between ideas and objects. 

We have already discussed Simon's distinction between les choses et les 

mots. Leclerc adopted an even more nominalist position that explicitly 

recognized words as names that represented objects and not the objects 

themselves. Similarly, words described ideas that existed within the 

human mind.1+8 

Here then lay the crux of Leclerc's interpretive scheme: God 

inspired ideas and not words. The divine light that penetrated the con

sciousness of prophets and biblical authors was not and could not be 

entirely transposed to a written word form. Indeed, no language, Hebrew, 

Latin, Greek or French was capable of accurately describing and explain

ing perfect and sublime truths because languages by their very nature 

were imperfect. Even though the biblical author might know fleetingly 

and with indescribable intensity the truths of religion, conveying these 

truths in a spoken or written form was a near impossible feat and one 

U9 
made more difficult by the lack of a philosophical language. This 

was why those responsible for the biblical writings frequently made use 

of figurative language in order to communicate as best they could 

different and powerful ideas, situations and feelings. Because Leclerc 

made these important recognitions, he was in a better position to accept im-

precisions and even blatant ambiguities in Scripture as .regrettable but 

inevitable products of a people who were less scientific, less philo

sophical, less refined and civilized. This was recognized to be espec

ially the case for the earliest books of the Bible inasmuch as they were 

written in still more ancient times. It followed that the main task 
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of the commentator and translator was to try to understand as best they 

could the individualism of biblical authors and at the same time recog

nize the inevitable limitations imposed by historical circumstances that 

frequently obscured the divine messages of Scripture. Importantly, 

though, Leclerc always believed that these religious truths in all cases 

conformed with good sense, clear ideas and general reasonableness. 

For example, Leclerc believed that discovery of relevant historical 

information pertaining to the New Testament would only further illuminate 

the Gospels and the epistles. The motives of Paul and the circumstances 

of his writing letters to Romans were in need of clarification: "On 

doit done rechercher le dessein et 1'occasion de cette Epitre pour 

51 comprendre distinctement la suite et la source de ses raisonmens." 

In a similar fashion, comprehension of the Mosaic laws first of all 

required that we know the occasion of the laws, which was to say, the 

52 particular historical background. Nor could the various prophecies 

of the later books of the Old Testament be grasped with any real accuracy 

as long as ignorance remained of the immediate circumstances of pro

phetic utterances. Accordingly, symbolic references made by the prophets, 

he believed, could be explained more fully only if a more detailed 

historical picture were drawn. 

Leclerc was not advocating a Euhemerist exercise that tried to 

identify other historical personages in Adams and Eve or in the early 

53 patriarchs mentioned in Genesis. On the contrary, he was promoting 

greater historicity in critical treatments of Scripture in order to 

explain not only immediate circumstances of composition but to clarify 

the higher sense contained within. This was why he emphasized knowing 
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tained to scriptural passages." Modern scholars naturally have at 

their disposal a wide range of specialized vocabulary to differentiate 

and describe cultural, social or psychological phenomena. Leclerc and 

his contemporaries did not and made the best they could with either 

scholastic Latin or the still highly poetic French when trying to de

scribe historical change and to explain what amounted to developmental 

processes at work in history. Evolution of course did not form a part 

of his technical language yet the remarkably high level of conceptual

ization (as evidenced in his appreciation of relationships between 

language and historical environment) was no minor achievement for a 

seventeenth century writer. 

However, we must be careful not to exaggerate the modern features 

present in Leclerc's' writings and speculations. What perhaps distin

guishes him most from later historical thinkers who articulated notions 

of cultural relativism was his attachment to beliefs fchichapproximtad many 

of the postulates of natural religion. Not unlike Fontenelle and 

Spinoza who were also capable of perceptive observations about histor

ical development, Leclerc believed that underneath outward social forms 

(les moeurs) people were basically the same. This was why he assumed 

that Scripture's message conformed with right reason and its universal 

imperatives.^ For similar reasons he and many contemporaries could 

bring themselves without apparent difficulty to identify with ancient 

Greek and Roman maxims and ideals. Still others might employ, as 

Leclerc did, the argument of universal reason and its connection to 

fundamental articles of faith when advocating religious tolerance. This 
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was why he advocated identification of clear and reasonable messages 

of Scripture nearly to the exclusion of all else. 

At the same time Leclerc understood particularities of language 

to be part of a larger historical matrix and as such valuable to the 

interpreter when adducing meanings and uses of words, phrases, figures 

of speech, symbolic references, etc. Just as important though was his 

additional observation that errors, repetitions, mistakes in chronology 

and anachronisms were themselves useful since they offered insights into 

the history of Scripture's composition as well as into the minds of its 

authors. ̂  

Leclerc's treatment of the Hebrew Bible and the controversies sur

rounding its composition reveals both the strengths and limitations of 

his rationalist criticism. Like Spinoza and Simon, he could not accept 

the idea that Moses was author of all the Pentateuch. Too many incon

sistencies and references to people, places and events of much later 

57 periods were detected in the first five books. Indeed, the possi

bility existed that the author or authors of the Pentateuch used 
C"Q 

writings that antedated Moses by many centuries."'" However, unlike the 

author of the Histoire critique, Leclerc explicitly argued that nothing 

obliged people to believe that Moses was the author of even major por

tions of the first five books. In spite of these important critical 

objections Leclerc could not embrace the views of Spinoza who questioned 

the authority of the Hebrew Bible as a source of reasonable philosophy 

(which Leclerc never did) nor could he accept Simon's theory of public 

scribes. Though he was aware of the many differences between Simon's 

scribe theory and Spinoza's interpretation that emphasized the role of 
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fczra the law-giver, he could not resist accusing Simon of consciously 

borrowing many ideas and methods of inquiry from the author of the 

59 Tractatus. 

More important were the reasons why Leclerc rejected both men's 

views on the authorship of not only the Pentateuch but most the Old Test-

ment. His objections were primarily two: one chronological, the other 

6q 
specifically tied to the Samaritan Bible and its presumed antiquity. '"' 

Utilizing both objections revealed that he accepted the basic chronology 

of the historical books of the Bible as accurate insofar as essential 

matters were concerned. It also meant that he believed the Samaritans 

had received the Pentateuch before the commencement of hostilities with 

the kingdom of Judah (and therefore before the sixth century Exile). 

Still another important factor entered Leclerc's calculations on the 

likely period of the Pentateuch's composition; viz., the well known passage 

in II Kings 22.8 regarding the "discovery of laws of Moses" by the high 

priest Hilkiah in the eighteenth year of the reign of Josiah (c. 620's).( 1 

Significantly, Leclerc did not assume that these laws represented the 

Pentateuch in its entirety but only the laws found in Numbers, Leviticus 

and Deuteronomy. However, they were deemed absolutely necessary to the 

writing of the first five books which were soon afterwards communicated 

to the Samaritans. 

Obviously Spinoza's explanation could not fit into Leclerc's 

scheme. Ezra lived in the post-Exilic period and this was believed to 

6? be much too late. Similarly, Simon's public scribes were not fully 

adequate to explain authorship of the Pentateuch since Simon too had 

£3 
placed emphasis on the post-Exilic centuries. Besides, as other-, like 
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Spanheim had pointed out, there was no solid evidence to support belief 

in an institution of scribes begun by Moses and continued by succeeding 

generations. Moreover, as a Hebraist, Leclerc could call attention to 

the questionable interpretation of key words used by Simon as evidence 

of scribes and scribe-prophets working together to conserve sacred 

writings. Leclerc contended that several words in Hebrew were quite 

specific in use and meaning. Sopher meant a man of the law while navi 

was commonly agreed to mean prophet inasmuch as the word meant one who 

speaks. Navi did not suggest a scribal duty of any kind, nor did ro1 eh 

which also had a prophetic connotation inasmuch as it referred to a seer 

or one seeing. Mashir or mazkir was perhaps more flexible but suggested 

6k 
scribe or register and not prophet or even a priest. Leclercfs 

philological objections cut deep and Simon devoted much space in his 

two lengthy responses to the Sentimens in order to defend his trans-

65 
lations and interpretations of Hebrew words." Indeed, if one accepted 

the postulates of biblical chronology and the reported antiquity of the 

Samaritan Bible, Leclerc's criticisms of both Simon and Spinoza appeared 

convincing and sound. However, Leclerc was not satisfied in offering 

a critique of each and presented an alternative theory to account for 

much of the Hebrew Bible's composition. 

In Leclerc's scheme, an Israelite priest-sacrificer at Bethel (II 

Kings 17.27-28), on the border of Samariah where the sacred shrine was 

reported, had most likely complied, anu. cumposaed the first five books 

(during the reigh of Josiah when the law was re-discovered) in order 

to take the laws to the Samaritan peoples of the north. "Et la raison 

de cela," he wrote, 
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est, que ce fut cette annee que l'on trouva la livre de la 
loi, qui avoit si long-temps cache, et sans lequel ce 
Sacrificateur ne pouvait mettre la derniere main a son 
Ouvrage, puisque cette loi etoit une piece essentielle a 
l'Histoire des Hebreux extrement necessaire pour instruire 
a fonds les nouveaux Samaritains du culte de Dieu.^° 

The conjecture satisfied Leclerc's rather rigid chronological require

ments and was also consistent with his working assumption of a single 

authorship that was characteristic of literary theories of the seven

teenth century; viz*, that a particular writing must have a particular 

author. For Leclerc, the theory of a priestly sacrificer—even if not 

true in all details—might still he valid in its broad outline. At 

least it conformed, he argued, to the historical record contained in 

6 T 
Scripture and thereby approached "quelque chose de semblable." It 

also explained in part why many of the Pentateuch's passages resembled 

the style and vocabulary of prophetic books written in the two centuries 

preceding the Babylonian Exile (587-538 B.C.E.) 

Unfortunately for Leclerc, his sacrificer theory faced an over

whelmingly negative reaction. In subsequent years he was attacked by 

all sides: Matthias Honeamp, Johan Heinrich Majus, Herman Witsius, 

69 Basnage, Bossuet and of course Richard Simon. A few years later he 

backed down and repudiated his own theory: first in the 1693 publi

cation Dissertatio Scriptore Pentateuchi Mose and six years later in 

70 his collection of essays intitled Parrhasiana: ou pensees divers. 

Perhaps most damaging of all was how the sacrificer theory tended 

to nullify the more insightful observations made by Leclerc in the 

Sentlinens. In the eyes of contemporary readers he appeared all the more 

radical and reckless after putting forth this bold conjecture. The 
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sacrix'icer theory notwithstanding, Leclerc's rational criticism offers 

many compelling features; viz. , his remarkably high level of conceptu

alization, his appreciation of nuances and his own pecular kind of faith 

in reason and its usefulness in constructing naturalistic explanations 

of extraordinary events. 

The two chapters which follow examine the scholarship of those 

belonging to Catholic and Protestant mainstreams. However, even in 

these writings we can detect many similar features, albeit in less 

explicit form. Chapter 5 looks more closely at the writings of 

Catholics Louis-Ellies Dupin and Claude Fleury and their interpretations 

of the pivotally important subject matters of miracles, prophecy and 

inspiration. Chapter 6 concentrates on the rationalizing and syste

matizing aspects of French biblical and ecclesiastical scholarship as 

evidenced in organizational structure and critical methods. 



NOTES 

""The only extensive "biography on Jean Leclerc is by Annie Barnes, 
Jean Leclerc et la Republioue des Lettres (Paris: Droz, 1938), which 
replaces the nineteenth century studies by A. des Amorie van der Hoeven 
(18U3) and Jacques Collen (1883). Information on the Leclerc family 
is contained in Emile et Eugene Haag, eds., La France Protestante, VI, 
(1856), i|61-470. Brief accounts of his life and writings are in articles 
"Leclerc": Niceron, Memoires, XL (1739), J.G. de Chaufepie, Dictionnaire, 
II (1750), 99-105, Nouvelle biographie generale, and the Biographie 
nn.iversel.le. 

2 The opposition of Bayle and Basnage to the political theology of 
Pierre Jurieu is discussed at length in Chapters Seven and Eight. 

3 "Though Simon never realized the full extent of Bossuet's role in 
the suppression of the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament in 1678, 
he was aware of the bishop's objections. Simon met with Bossuet on at 
least two occasions in 1678. Not only did Simon revise several pass
ages pertaining to Moses and the Pentateuch in order to please conserva
tive clergymen, he wrote several letters to Bossuet that are remarkable 
for their sycophantic tone. See Bossuet, Correspondance, Urbain and 
Levesque, eds., II, n. 223 (May l68l), 220ff, a propos Simon's dedica
tion of the second edition of the French translation of Leone Modena's 
treatise on ceremonies of European Jews (second edition titled 
Comparaison des ceremonies des Juifs et de la discipline de 1'Eglise 
par Sieur de Simonville, published by Billaine at Paris, l68l). Approval 
for publication of the new edition of the Histoire critique never came. The 
Histoire Critique was placed on papal Index in 1683. But Bossuet may 
have been momentarily satisfied with Simon's revisions. Bossuet, 
Correspondance, III, n. 331 (12 juin 1685), 98, fragment of letter from 
Bossuet to Simon. 

4Typical of Bossuet's attitudes toward Simon is his description 
of the Histoire critique du principaux commentateurs du Nouveau Testament 
(1693) in a letter to Pierre Nicole, Correspondance, VI, n. 93*+ (22 octobre 
1693), 29: "On apprend dans cet ouvrage a estimer Grotius et les unitaires 
plus que les Peres, et il n'a cherche dans ceux-ci que des fautes et 
des ignorances. II donne pourtant contre eux plus de decisions que de 
bon raisonnements. C'est le plus mince theologien qui soit au monde, 
qui cependant a entrepris de detruire le plus celebre et le plus grand 
qui soit dans 1'Eglise. II ne fait que donner des vues pour trouver 
qu'il n'y a rien de certain, et mener tout autant qu'il peut a 1'indif
ference. L'erudition y est mediocre, et la malignite dans le supreme 
degre." Earlier that same year Antoine Arnauld had written Bossuet and 
spokenwarmly of Bossuet's criticisms of Simon as part of a "bonne cause" 
and that Simon was only a !'iaux critique . . . sans jugement. Bossuet, 
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Correspondance, V, n. 889 (juilly 1693), Uo6-i+OT. At least Nicole in 
earlier years conceded that Simon was a man of great learning. Bossuet, 
Correspondance, II, n. 176, 73. 

"it may be that Simon was seeking respectability with his translation 
of the New Testament, Le_ Nouveau Testament de notre Seigneur Jesus-Christ, 
'traduit sur 1*ancienne edition latine, avec des remarques literales et 
critiques sur les principales difficultes (Trevoux;Etienne Ganeau, 1702). 
According to Bruzen de La Martiniere, "Eloge historique," Lettres 
choisies, (LC) I, Cardinal Noailles, Archbishop of Paris (1695-1729; 
cf. Appendix B), left the book's examination to theologians already 
hostile to Simon. Bossuet was probably one of those who read the trans
lation. We know from his letters that he became a strong and vocal 
critic of Simon once again. Noailles wrote an Ordonnance condemning 
the translation (reprinted in LC, II, 33 -̂3^3). Influenced by Bossuet 
and by Jansenists who still resented Simon for his denunciations of 
their French translation of the New Testament (Version de Mons) com
pleted by de Sacy in the 1660's, Noailles criticized Simon for taking 
too many liberties when rendering scriptural verses and also for pro
ducing a dry version that reduced the power and majesty of the Latin 
Vulgate Bible. Noailles also used the ordonnance as a means by which 
to attack other writings by Simon: "son nom [Simon's"] porte avec lui 
son reproche, parce qu'ils s'est rendu suspect par plusieurs Ouvrages, 
ou il a avance des sentimens hardi et dangereux en matiere de Religion." 
Simon responded with a printed Remontrance {also published in LC, II), 
wherein he suggested that Noailles was being used by Jansenists who 
wanted to disgrace him. 

£ 
Antoine Arnauld was earlier involved in a polemical battle with 

Charles Mallet over the Jansenist translation of the New Testament 
(Version de Mons) published in 1667: Defense de la traduction du 
Nouveau Testament, imprimee a Mons (1608) and De_ jLa lecture de 
l'Ecriture sainte contre les. paradoxes . . . de M. Mallet (1680). These 
works were republished in the l680's and l690's in order to defend the 
translation in face of renewed criticism (namely, Simon's). Arnauld 
made reference to Simon in one of his last writings, Difficultes a M. 
Steyaert (1692), which dealt with the subject of inspiration and com
position of biblical books. Cf. Batterel, Memoires domestiques IV 
(190U) 280, for a description of these minor tracts. Cf. Appendix B 
on Mallet. 

^Charles Du Veil, born of Jewish parents in Metz, converted to 
Catholicism and later to Anglicanism (and still later , became an 
Anabaptist). He died in 1690. His Lettre de Mr. Veil . . • a Mr. 
Boisle [Boyle] . . . (London: Clark, 1678) appeared in an English 
translation in the volume Tracts on the Trinity. 

^Claude Frassen (1620-1711) was also a confident of Louis XIV. 
Frassen's major work of criticism was Disauisitiones Biblicae in Universum 
Pentateuchum (Paris, 1682), a strong defense of the Mosaic authorship. 
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Frassen made enemies with Pierre-Daniel Huet and Noel Alexandre (1639— 
l"J2k) who accused him of plagiarizing their writings. Cf. P. Feret, 
La Faculte cie Theologie de Paris, (Paris, 1907) V, 19U-203. 

^Michel Le Vassor (l6U8-17l8) was a member of the Oratory until 
1690. Later in 1695 he emigrated to Holland and two years later, to 
London where he lived the last twenty years of his life. A critic of 
Jansenists as well as Richard Simon, he published in 1688 De la 
veritable religion which was dedicated to Francois Harlay, archbishop 
of Paris. In that work he sought to demonstrate the reasonableness of 
the Catholic faith with its dogmas. In the same treatise he attacked 
Simon and his biblical criticism. Simon responded in Apologie pour 
1'auteur de 1. 'Histoire critique du Vieux Testament (Rotterdam, 1689)• 
Le Vassor also attacked Simon in his commentaries on the Gospels, 
published at Paris, 1689. Later, after emigrating to England, he wrote 
a number of interesting religious and political treatises. A latitud-
inarian of sorts, Le Vassor became quite critical of Louis XIV and his 
persecution of religious dissenters. His anglophilism resembled both 
Dupin's and Leclerc's. For more on Le Vassor, see Dictionnaire de 
theologie catholique, IX: U60-U61; Haag, eds., La France Protestante, 
VII, 58-59j Louis Batterel, Memoires domestiques pour servir a 
I'histoire de 1'Qratoire, IV. Cf. also Appendix B. 

"'"^Charles Mallet (1608-1680), doctor of theology at the University 
of Paris was also preceptoxat Rouen under Harlay when he was archbishop 
there. Harlay later chose him as grand-vicar and then archdeacon of 
Vexin. Mallet was an early critic of the Jansenists and particularly 
of their French translation of the New Testament. Simon established 
a c orr espondanc e with him. For example: Lett res choisies (LC), II, n. 20 
(1679) wherein Simon discusses Jansenist works. For more on Mallet see 
biographical-bibliographical information in Appendix B. In the supple
ment to L£ III, 1 (169^+) Simon explained to Harlay that many who earlier 
opposed the Histoire critique had recently expressed interest in a new 
edition. Simon even mentioned Bossuet's letter of 12 juin 1685, but 
tried to give the archbishop the impression that Bossuet was more 
satisfied with Simon's minor revisions than he actually was. Cf. version of 
Bossuet, Correspondance, III, n. 331,98. Simon may have also pleased 
Harlay in his efforts to persuade d'Ablancourt to return to Paris and 
convert to Catholicism. Lettres choisies, III, n. 18 (1692). In 
addition to Harlay, Simon could look to Abbot Bignon for protection. 
Bignon was nephew of chancellor Pontchartrain and director of the royal 
Librairie. Cf. also Paul Auvray, Richard Simon, etude bio-bibliographique 
(Paris: Presses Universitaires, 197*0 , 130-132. 

""Simon, LC supplement, III, n. 1 (l69*0, to Harlay. This letter 
concerned the Histoire critique du Vieux. Testament and efforts to have 
the Arret du Conseil against the book lifted. Apparently, Harlay was 1 

receptive to the idea. The letter is also a good example of Simon's 
occasional sycophancy. 
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12 Frie&rich Spanhaim (1632-1701), was brother of Ezekiel (1629-
1710), the diplomat and scholar, and son of Friedrich (16OO-I6U9), the 
theology professor at Leyden who opposed revisionist views of Moise 
Amyraut and the scholarship of Louis Cappel. Though born in Geneva, 
Friedrich spent most of his life in the Dutch Provinces (though he 
taught at Heidelberg for several years). From 1670 until his death in 
1701 he was professor of theology and sacred history. Orthodox in his 
opinions, he did not avoid religious controversy, attacking Cartesians 
and J. Cocceius (and his supporters). He was the first Protestant to 
respond to Simon's Hlstoire critique; published as Lettre a un ami ou 
11 on rend compte d'un livre qui a pour titre Histoire critique du Vieux 
'Testament (Amsterdam: Elzevier, 1678) and reprinted in 1685 edition 
of the Histoire critique (Rotterdam: R. Leers). Simon published Reponse 
a la lettre de Mr. Spanheim (Amsterdam: Elzevier, 1680) which was re
printed in t. II of Lettres choisies (1705). For more on the Spanheim 
family, cf. Niceron, Memoires, XXIX, and Houvelle biographie generale, 
XLIV, 289-293. Cf. also Appendix B. 

13 Seventeenth century biblical scholars and theologians were not 
agreed on the exact dates of the schism between Samaritans and Judeans. 
Though the schism (if indeed such a word applies) was not finalized until 
the fourth century B.C.E. when the Samaritan altar was constructed on 
Mount Gerizim, hostile relations between the two peoples had been the 
rule since before the sixth century Babylonian Exile. Most seventeenth 
century savants tended to conceptualize a schism that occurred at a very 
early date. Simon in this respect offered a more subtle interpretation 
that saw the biblical testimony of II Kings and Chronicles as inconclu
sive; consequently, Simon thought it likely that religious communication 
continued until a much later date. For example»the refusal of the Jews 
to permit Samaritans the honor of helping to rebuild the temple destroyed 
in 587 did not in his scheme mean that Samaritans had already established 
a separate religious identity with their own Samaritan version of the 
Bible (i.e., the first five books). 

ll 
""Simon's view was actually not too distant from the interpretation 

offered by modern scholars who believe that the Samaritans continued 
to look to the Jews of Jerusalem for guidance on theological and scriptural 
matters during the centuries which followed the restoration of Judah. 
In this respect, the relationship was not too dissimilar from Jews of 
the diaspora who retained not only a special reverence for the Holy City 
but actually maintained contact: e.g., the discovery of papyri and in
scriptions at Elephantine in Egypt where a Jewish colony had been estab
lished reveal continued communication. Therefore, the adoption of the 
Torah by the Samaritans could have taken place (and most likely did) 
much later than earlier Christian or Rabbinic commentators supposed. 
Samaritans have of course added to the confusion by insisting that they 
embraced and conserved the books of Moses long before the Jews. 

"^Jacques Basnage, Dissertationes Historicae-Theologicae, III. 
Adversus Simonium (Rotterdam: Van der Slaart, 169*0. Basnage also 
objected to Simon's interpretation of the Greek Church and his translation 
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of Gabriel Severe* Metropolitan of Philadelphia, Fides Orientalis 
Bcclesiae (Paris, 1671). The third dissertation is dated 1686. The 
collection contains three additional writings: on John Chrysostom, 
Athanasius and Apollonarianism. 

"^For information of Isaac and Gerhard Vossius, cf. Appendix B. 

17 For information on Jean Morin, Cf. Appendix B and also Chapter 
Two. 

1 ft 
Cf, Note 1 of this chapter. 

""^During 1678-1679, Leclerc traveled between Grenoble and Geneva, 
leaving for Saumur and the Protestant a.cademy there in 1680. Though 
he returned to Geneva for a brief stay, he appears to have left for 
Paris in l68l. In either l68l or 1682 he went to England where he 
preached for about a half year at the Walloon Church in London. In 
1683 he emigrated to Holland with savant Gregorio Leti, whose daughter 
he later married (in 1691). Cf. Haag, op. cit., and Barnes, op. cit., 
chapter one, passim. 

20 Barnes, op. cit. , 141-150, 

21 Other correspondents included Joseph Wasse, the editor of Sallust, 
and Peter Needham, editor of Theophrastus. 

22 Other French correspondants included the Benedictine scholar 
Francois Lamy, the Oratorian Bernard Lamy (cf. Appendix B), Jean Bouhier, 
the president of the parlement of Dijon, and the abbot Claude Nicaise, 
canon of St. Chapelle at Dijon; among Protestants were his former teachers 
at Geneva: Louis Tronchin and Francois Turrettini (and his son Jean-
Alphonse), Andre Vigne, pastor at Grenoble, and also Pierre Allix and 
Isaac Papin. Among Italians Leclerc corresponded was Giairibattista Vico, 
author of.the New Science, 

23 Barnes, op. cit. 

2h ^ 
Leclerc, De 1'Incredulite, ou 18on examen les motifs et les 

raisons generates (Amsterdam: Henri Wetstein, 1696). 

25 ^ Cf. Appendix B on Amyraut and Daille. 

'"Leclerc, De 1' Incredulite, 106-107, 2k3-2k6; Leclerc's persistent 
theme: reason as guide to Christian religious belief. 

27 "'The daugher of Gregorio Leti whom Leclerc married in 1691. 

28 
Leclerc, De 1'Incredulite, 318-319-

29 'Cf. Walter Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle and Religious Controversy 
(The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1965), 130-139- Rex's essays provide an excellent 
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interpretation of the "writings of conservative Protestant theologians 
Jean—Alphonse Turrettini and Louis Tronchin. Tronchin, much like Jean— 
Robert Chouet, tried to synthesize Cartesian philosophy with Protestant 
theology, Sex writes that in Descartes these Protestant thinkers (who 
were moderat.es and conservatives,) "acquired a whole philosophical system 
to reinforce their theory of the role of reason in matters of faith." 
(p. 121+). 

30 
Leclerc, Sentimens de quelques theologiens de Hollande sur 

i'Histoire critique du Vieux Testament compose par P. Richard Simon de 
1'Oratoire (Amsterdam: Henri Desbordes, 1685), 1+1+6-1+1+7. Leclerc went 
on to denounce the Formula Consensus Ecclesiaruin Helveticorum Reformatorum 
(I67I+) condemning Cappel's writings on the novelty of Hebrew vowel points 
and Amyraut's views on grace. It was not until 1706 that pastors and 
professors associated with the University of Geneva were no longer requird 
to sign the formulaire. 

"'^Leclerc, De 1 'Incredulite, 2l+7• 

32 """"Leclerc, De 1'Incredulite, 195-196. Leclerc's emphasis on funda
mental articles of faith was not dissimilar from Pierre Jurieu's view 
that two kinds of Christian unity existed: an internal and external 
communion. Whether or not these efforts to streamline the corpus of 
dogmatic beliefs were manifestations of an early Protestant ecumenic ism 
remains less clear. That Leclerc, like Bayle and the brothers Basnage, 
was making a plea for religious tolerance (at least among Christians) 
cannot be disputed. Cf. Chapters Seven and Eight. 

33 Socinians believed that scripture was mainly a source of informa
tion about doctrines and precepts for correct living; in their system 
of belief, the ethical teachings of Christ were recognized as superior 
to the rather harsh and not very reasonable laws of the Jews of the Old 
Testament. 

"^'"Leclerc, De 1gIncredulite, 196. 

;"Sentimens (letter 1*+), 328. Leclerc reminded Catholic readers 
that the reasoning used by their doctors was neither angelic nor divine— 
but the same kind of human reasoning that served Protestants and every
one else. 

'•^Ibid., 1+57. Leclerc wrote that "il faut avouer • de bonne foy que 
le P. Simon-a choisi le meilleure methode d'expliquer l'Ecriture Sainte." 
However, he complained about the polemical features of the Histoire 
critique and thought they detracted from the work's contributions to 
scholarship. 

*"s'Sentimens, 7. Leclerc added that both the design of the author 
and the" circumstances of composition ("1'occasion qui a fait naitre 
I'Ouvrage") were critically important pieces of information that scholars 
could not overlook. 
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Leclerc's general comments in letter one reveal his grasp of the 
main issues and controversies surrounding scholarship of the Bible. 
Letters five and six concentrate on specific problems of the Mosaic author
ship of the Pentateuch. He articulates his controversial hypothesis 
about the Israelite sacrificer at Bethel in letter six. Letter eleven 
addresses problems of inspiration. Letter seventeen offers a vigorous 
defense of Grotius and his biblical criticism. Letter eighteen defends 
Socinian methods of criticism (but not their theology) as useful to all 
Christian scholars. Letter nineteen offers a discourse on the Hebrew 
language, its origin and antiquity. Letter twenty defends the spirit 
of critical inquiry and condemns coercion and oppression of all kinds. 

39 
Sentimens. 439-457 (letter 20). 

1+0 
Simon, Reponse au livre intitule Sentimens de quelques theologiens 

de Hollande . . . (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1686), 230-240, passim . Simon 
criticized Leclerc for ignoring tradition; consequently, Leclerc lacked 
principles to direct his interpretation of scripture. Too often, Leclerc 
and other Protestants committed the same excesses of Socinians: i.e., 
they were too abstract, too metaphysical and tended to devise clear and 
reasonable interpretations of scriptural passages that were meant to 
be obscure and beyond full rational explication. 

ill 
De 11Incredulity, 353: Miracles of the Bible and among the first 

Christians were seals or emblems by which one discovered the truth of 
the divinity of the Christian religion. 

42 
Ibid., 252. 

1+3 
Ibid., 257-

Ibid,, 356. 

1+5 
Leclerc cited as evidence of a much later authorship of the 

Pentateuch: Genesis: 2.11-12; 10.8; 11.28 and 11-31; 1+0.15; 12.6; 14.1; 
35-21; 36.31;~327l5T 35.19; 1+8.7? Exodus: 6.27; 16.35? Deuteronomy: 
I.1; 3.l4. These references were to events, geographic names or person
ages that did not yet exist or had not taken place in Moses' lifetime. 
In quite explicit language he wrote: "il semble qu'on ne peut pas 
l'attribuer a Moise, au-moins tel qu'il est presentement . . . rien ne 
nous oblige necessairement de croire, qu'il en est veritablement l'Auteur 
. . ." Sentimens, 125. 

hfi 
Ibid., 1+39-457• 

1+7 
Dom A. Calmet, "Dissertation sur la premiere langue et sur la 

confusion arrivee a Babel," and "Dissertation sur la Tour de Babel," 
Commentaire litteral sur tous les livres de 1 'Axicien et du Houveau 
Testament, I (Paris, 1724), XV-XXII, XXXIV-XC, discusses both Leclerc 
and Simon and their more naturalistic interpretations of Babel. (Genesis 
II.1-9) Simon was also inclined to believe that the miracle had to do 
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with the confusion and not in the instantaneous creation in the minds 
of the laborers of many different languages. Calmet thought this view 
to be a virtual denial of the miraculous event. Dupin had earlier com
plained of f,nouveaux Auteurs" who contended that God was not responsible 
for the diversity of languages. Such an idea contradicted the words 
of Moses according to Dupin in the Dissertation preliminaire, I (Paris, 
1701 edition), 123. 

ii8 
Sentimens. especially 96-98, 3̂ 3-366 , and U39—^-57, passim. In 

the Bibliotheque universelle (l688) Leclerc published an original essay 
on the musicality of Psalms wherein he analysed their metrical schemes 
and rhymes: "Essai de critique ... la Poesie des Hebreaux." Cf. 
Barnes, op. clt., 152-153. 

k9 /-Ibid., 195-198: Prophets used hyperbolic style and figurative 
speech to communicate truths; he also discusses difficulties in trans
lation, particularly from Hebrew to modern languages. 329-356, passim. 

Ibid., 18-19. Leclerc also speculated that the book of Revelation 
was not a prophecy (though many phrases and images resembled Old Testament 
prophetic writings) but a letter written to the churches of Asia Minor. 
Accordingly, in Leclerc's scheme, if more were known about the intentions 
of the author, the easier it would be to identify the meaning of words 
and images. Similarly, if the design of the prophets were better under
stood, then "on n'en tire pas un petit secours pour dissiper les equivoques 
qui se trouvent dans ses propheties." How to go about learning these 
designs remains unclear; Leclerc can only advocate more research into 
the historical and political background. 

^2Ibid., 12-16. 

^'Frequently diffusionists like Pierre-Daniel Huet employed the 
Euhemerist technique, especially when trying to connect biblical per
sonages with mythological figures in Greek antiquity. The argument was 
thus formulated that the ancient Greeks like Egyptians or Persians had 
borrowed and distorted the history of the Hebrews. Cf. Appendix B for 
more on Huet and his publications. 

514This was the reason why Leclerc thought highly of works such as 
Les moeurs des Israelites (1680) by Claude Fleury. He also argued for 
more comparative studies that would analyse information about other Near 
Eastern peoples in order to shed light on the ancient Hebrews. Evidence 
of his interests in this area is found in his citing the remarkable studies 
of John Marsham and John Spencer. Spencer's tract on the rites of Urim 
and Thummim (3.669) was a pioneering work on ancient- Semitic religious 
practices; the originality of the study lay in Spencer's conclusions: 
e.g., that the Hebrews borrowed the oracular rite from the Egyptians. 
Sentimens, 16-15, 178. 
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55 
"Sentimens, Ull, and 338-339. 

This was of course the upshot of letter six of the Sentimens, 
102-130, wherein Leclerc used all the post-Mosaic references in the Ifenta-
teuch to deduce that various additions had been made from time to time. 

57 See note 36 of this chapter. 
rO 

Sentimens, 122. 

"ibid.. 91-93. 

f)0 
Ibid., 127-129• 

(Si 
""Also mentioned in II Kings: 23.2k, II Chronicles: 3^. lU-21. I 

have used the Revised Standard Version (1952 edition). 

""Sentimens, 127-129. 

^3Ibid,, 123. 

6h 7bid* a 96-98. Leclerc also objected to the Hebrew words identified 
by Simon to mean interpolation and addition. 

Simon answered the Sentimens with Reponse (1686), op. cit., and 
Reponse au livre intitule, Defense des Sentimens de quelques theologiens 
de Holla ride . . • par le Prieur de Bolleville CSimonJ which was attached 
to his treatise De 11 Inspiration des Livres sacrees (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 
1687). Both responses to Leclerc were written in a harsh polemical style. 
In his second response Simon described Leclerc's critical powers as "si 
pitoyable" that he should have remained silent, (p. 53) Leclerc thought 
Simon a man with a superior mind but he suffered from a "dereglement 
du coeur." Sentimens, 21. 

^Sentimens, 129. 

^1 Ibid., 13. 

^3Ibid. 182. Though he did not dwell on this matter, Leclerc be
lieved that the Pentateuch contained many words and "styles" of writing 
(including metaphorical uses) that resembled books written much later. 

b%or a full list of those writing against the sacrificer theory, 
consult Annie Barnes, Jean Leclerc et la Renublique des Lettres (Paris: 
Droz, 1938). 

i0Parrhasiana, ou Pensees divers sur des matieres de critique, 
11histoire, de morale et de politique. Avec la defense de divers ouvrages 
de~M.L.C. ~par~Theodore Parrhase [Leclerc] (Amsterdam, 1699). 2nd edition, 
~7QTT~2~VO1S. An English translation was made as early as 1700: Parrhasiana, 
or Thoughts upon several subjects: criticism, r.isuory, morality and 
politics ... (London: A. and. John Churchill, 1700). 



CHAPTER 5 

TOWARD A CATHOLIC LATITUDINARIAN SCHOLARSHIP: 

DUPIN AND FLEURY ON MIRACLES, 

PROPHECY AND INSPIRATION 



As we have already observed in the preceding chapters, there were 

two powerful working assumptions behind scholarly productions: first, 

that theology was served by historical inquiry and its derivative proofs 

inasmuch as they were useful in clarifying specific and general matters; 

second, that critical analysis of source materials was necessary since 

the strength or weakness of an historical proof rested on the ultimate 

reliability and accuracy of sources. A related assumption, itself a 

product of deepening scholarly awareness of the potential utility and 

applicability of original sources involved language and its mysterious 

character; viz., that the study of languages was important not only for 

more accurate translations and interpretations of scripture and other 

texts but important in another way—namely, to derive information about 

particular peoples, their ways of life and manners. From this assumption 

flowed others: that speculations and explanations which used historical 

analogy were practical and helped to make sense of the past in general 

and the Bible in particular; and that comparative studies of religion, 

manners, literatures, etc., enhanced historical understanding, providing 

as they did valuable insights into the structure and operation of other 

societies, their customs and ways of looking at that world. This chapter 

will by necessity pay close attention to attitudes toward language and 

its utility not only in scriptural interpretation but also in other and 

more general kinds of historical explanation. 

However, we must not lose sight of the underlying concern: to defend 

successfully the truths of Christianity and to do so in a way that was 

lk2 
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compatible with official interpretations of the truth (depending of course 

on whether the scholar was Protestant or Catholic). An additional concern, 

and one related to and largely conditioned by the assumptions and beliefs 

outlined above, was the equally pervasive interest in how to make Scripture 

in its ethical and spiritual dimensions more amenable to right reason, 

common sense and clear principles. Though not always stated in straight

forward terms, a central aim was to make the Bible more comprehensible and 

more credible both to savants like themselves and to increasing numbers of 

educated readers who wanted interpretations which did not conflict with 

their rationalistic perceptions of the world and its operations. That is 

to say, late seventeenth century scholars and their readers were interested 

in making distinctions between the probable and the improbable and between 

the historically acceptable and the unrealistic. Importantly, this concern 

for enhanced credibility and reasonableness also cut across religious lines 

though the manner and degree to which it did varied from author to author. 

As we shall examine below, many factors continued to favor and lend 

support to traditional positions on a variety of biblical matters (e.g., 

chronology, miracles, prophecy, Scripture's integrity and unity). Cen

trally important was continued belief in Scripture as a divine revela

tion. But additional considerations—many of them scholarly and common-

sensical—also worked in tradition's favor and they influenced contem

poraries to reject the bold naturalism of Spinoza as well as the more 

restrained speculations made by Jean Leclerc and Richard Simon. At the 

same time, many of the ostensibly radical features found in the writings 

of Spinoza or Leclerc are also discernable, albeit in less explicit 

form, in the works of Louis-Ellies Dupin and Claude Fleury who belonged 

to the Gallican Catholic mainstream.1 For these reasons and other 

discussed below I believe it useful to identify them as representatives 
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of a Gallican latitudinarianism that exhibited many traits comparable 

to latitudinarian currents of opinion within late seventeenth century 

Anglicanism; viz., in their common distrust of religious enthusiasm, 

their de-emphasis of ritualism and the high value they placed on rea-

2 sonable and moral aspects of Christianity. 

Indeed, in late seventeenth century France we can already detect 

several changing patterns of scholarly explanation that aimed in their 

most ambitious forms to redefine God's role in human affairs and to con

ceptualize biblical miracles and prophecies in such a way as to delimit 

the workings of the supernatural in the natural world. Though the older 

view that miracles were examples of the revealed character of Scripture 

continued to be embraced by savants, the manner and intensity varied 

as newer qualifications and restrictions were acknowledged and applied. 

Common to many Protestant and Catholic scholars alike were three inter

related practices: (l) to circumscribe the role of miracles in biblical 

history inasmuch as it was part of a more general effort to restrict 

the action of the supernatural in human affairs; (2) to establish more 

naturalistic and therefore more credible interpretations of prophecy, 

especially with regard to operation and function; (3) to downplay or 

openly reject the notion of direct verbal inspiration of Scripture and 

to emphasize instead more indirect means by which divine communications 

were made to biblical authors. Importantly, the second and third con

siderations were connected to growing recognition of the many problems 

surrounding language and its nature. 

The attitudes of Louis-Ellies Dupin (1657-1719) are instructive. 

Not unlike Simon or Leclerc, his writings on miracles, prophecies and 
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the pivotal issue of inspiration were characterized "by a consistent 

application of general principles of criticism. A major concern of his 

was to clarify theological suppositions and religous beliefs. We have 

already examined the most advanced and sophisticated forms of seven

teenth century biblical criticism in Spinoza's Tractatus theologico-

politicus (1670), in the historical speculations of Leclerc and in 

Simon's Histoire critique du Vieux Testament (1678). In the case of 

Dupin, who worked more explicitly within the critical parameters drawn 

by dogmatic considerations, it is precisely the deriviative and main

stream character of his biblical and ecclesiastical scholarship that 

illuminates the interest, beliefs and preoccupations of his peers within 

3 the savant community. 

A native of Paris, Louis-Ellies Dupin made his studies at the 

college d'Harcourt where he acquired a taste for historical and biblio

graphical research.4 By l68U he was a doctor at the pretigious Sorbonne 

and named professor philosophy (physique) at the College Royal where 

he devoted his indefatigable energies to ecclesiastical history and 

biblical studies. His research was conspicuous for its wide-ranging 

character and his publications were remarkable for their length. Con

sequently, Dupin's major weakness as a scholar stemmed from both: he 

frequently lacked the intellectual depth and critical accuracy that were 

trademarks of Richard Simon's scholarship. Nevertheless, Dupin's output 

was impressive.^ Between 1688 and 1691 appeared the first six volumes 

of his most famous work: La Nouvelle bibliotheque des auteurs 

ecclesiastiques. Though the title underwent a peculiar evolution of 
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its own, his bibliotheque covered all major and minor ecclesiastical 

authors from the first to the eighteenth centuries and when completed, 

£ 
totaled 35 volumes. A three volume Dissertation preliminaire on 

authors of the Old and New Testaments was published to supplement the 

7 Bibliotheque in 1699. 

Though by no means brilliant or original, Dupin was a hard-working, 

devoted scholar who was representative of so much that was character

istic of seventeenth century French scholarship. He was never a 

scholastic and departed from the older methods that were still embraced 

in his day by many members of the Faculty of Theology at Paris. In 

fact, his first major publication, De antiqua ecclesiae disciplina 

(Paris, 1686), written under the pseudonym Abbe Clairval, was a defense 

of the Gallican Church that used historical argumentation. Like Fleury 

and also Simon, Dupin's interests were historical and he approached 

8 
theology as they did from an historical perspective.'"' 

Not that Dupin was always a consistent exponent of the newer cur

rents that emphasized historical understanding. Much of his problem 

derived from an inability to live up to the high critical standards by 

which he judged others. The immense undertaking of the Bibliotheque 

des auteurs ecclesiastiques is a case in point: the frequent errors 

in dates, names and in translations from Greek and Hebrew were the 

result of an overworked mind of a man whose ambitions to be known and 

respected as a leading savant exceeded his willingness to give his 
Q 

writings the scholarly care and attention they deserved. And yet we 

can not fail to be impressed by his prodigious output. This is 

especially true when we remember that Dupin was also very active on 
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numerous commissions at the Sorhonne, a lecturer at the College Royal, 

and an official censor of religious publications (until 1703)5 as well 

as a contributor to the Journal des savants and later to the 1712 and 

1718 editions of the Grand dietinnaire historique (5 vols., Paris). 

Dupin's work on the Bibliotheque—an ostensibly Gallican publication— 

is also noteworthy when we recall too that he completed the project when 

still in his fifties, while working simultaneously on editions of La 

Bruyere, Jean Gerson and ArnauldTS' De la necessite de la foi de Jesus-

Christ pour etre sauve (2 vols., 1701)Indeed, his feverish pub

lishing activity—spurred on as it was by successive controversies 

affecting the Gallican Church [as discussed in Chapter 8, Part 

Two]—-continued in the final, troubled decade of his life. Additional 

projects were left uncompleted at the time of his death in 1719 at the 

age of 62. 

On the highly sensitive matter of inspiration and its role in the 

composition of the Old and New Testaments, Dupin never denied it and 

regarded the phenomena as essential. However, he did not view biblical 

inspiration as a "simple mouvement de piete de 1'Ame, pius animi metus, 

semblable a celui des autres Ecrivains. " 

c'est une assistance particuliere du Saint-Esprit, qui les 
rend infaillibles et fait qu'on ne peut douter en aucune 
maniere de la verite des choses qu'ils ont ecrites.11 

The Holy Spirit, then, assisted and directed—"conduit 1'esprit de celui 

qui ecrit"12 filling the soul with light and producing the firm and 

determined will to write the truth. The key word here was truth. Was 

the truth the words themselves or merely contained in the words? More 
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specifically, did Dupin "believe in immanent verbal inspiration or did 

Ms rationalist temper prefer another explanation? A review of his 

views on personal revelation and inspiration suggests that he did not 

accept it for reasons that were tied to his dislike for all varieties 

of religious enthusiasm. 

In the Dissertation preliminaire to the Nouvelle bibliotheque des 

^ 13 auteurs ecclesiastiques, Dupin made a clear distinction "between divine 

revelation and inspiration. Though "both had God as ultimate source (the 

incarnation recognized as the full revelation), inspiration was always 

regarded by him as a more subtle and much less obvious example of how 

God communicated truth to mankind; viz,, it was a form of spiritual en

lightenment compatible with reason and good sense. In the case of the 

prophets, inspiration was not explained as something passively received 

like the Calvinist or Lutheran concept of grace, but as an experience 

requiring a measure of willingness on the part of the individual prophet 

to receive the divine message. In Dupin's scheme of explanation, the 

prophets enjoyed a relative freedom of will and movement and thereby 

importantly retained their reasoning faculties. As such they were 

active and conscious participants and not men and women who succumbed 

to religious frenzy. 

Dupin's emphasis on prophecy as a cognitive process was itself con

formable to a more rational understanding of other extraordinary and 

miraculous phenomena. In Chapter 6 we will observe Dupin's zeal for 

cataloging and classifying literary and erudite materials. This 

proclivity extended as well to different forms of biblical revelation. 

Influenced by Rabbinic traditions (and also curiously resembling 
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-L b Cambridge Platonist John Smith's analysis),'" Dupin identified not one 

but four general categories of revelation that God made to the people 

of the Old Testament: (l) discourses or dialogues of the kind Moses 

enjoyed with the Almighty; (2) visions of the night and dreams exper

ienced by several biblical personages like Abraham or the prophet 

Daniel; (3) articulate and lucid voices (as when God spoke to Noah and 

later to Ezra); (U) internal inspirations that resembled in some re

spects the inspiration of prophets but which did not result in prophetic 

15 utterances, or in the writing of sacred books. 

These categories made belief in all scripture being equally (and 

immanently) inspired perhaps more difficult. However, such a syste

matized view was still compatible with the notion that Scripture was 

inspired in some way even if the manner or method were not uniform and 

consistent. Indeed, recognition of a lack of uniformity was becoming 

in the seventeenth century the more reasonable and credible position 

to adopt. Yet Dupin was not a rationalist like Leclerc who believed 

in the total harmony of reason and revelation. This was why he often 

deferred some matters to the realm of the obscure since not all was 

meant to be explained J" ""1 For instance, the allegations made by sceptics 

and Freethinkers that the Old Testament in particular contained errors, 

contradictions and other inaccuracies were mostly denied by Dupin who 

fell back on the traditional (some might say' convenient) interpretation, 

embraced by Catholic and Calvinist alike, that human understanding and 

17 not the Bible was ultimately at fault. Consequently, in this view 

the reader who believed that he perceived difficulties was really 

suffering from a limited, narrow perspective. In a similar way, the 
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acknowledgement of stylistic differences in biblical narratives did not 

detract from the transcendent theological and moral truths contained 

in scripture. 

So strong was Dupin's traditionalist perspective on these matters 

surrounding Holy Writ that he could on occasion defend the Mosaic nar

rative and the overall integrity of the Bible in a manner worthy of 

l8 
Bishop Bossuet. Dogmatic considerations aside, there were additional 

reasons for accepting the traditional view and discounting the newer 

(and in some cases highly dangerous) opinions of Spinoza, Lecierc or 

Simon. Most important of all was the testimony of the Bible itself. 

Many passages reported Moses to have been author of the first five 

books. Had not Jesus Christ mentioned Moses as author of the laws? Had 

19 not Paul? " Also, the Church Fathers generally agreed that Moses was 

author of the entire Pentateuch. Indeed, the weight and authority of 

tradition and Scripture together were still firmly anchored to orth

odoxy's defense of traditional interpretations of Scripture's compo

sition and its .merrant and inspired character. Just as important to 

remember though was how these conservative viewpoints were still mainly 

compatible with critical principles that emphasized original sources 

and consensual testimonies. In other words, Dupin and others like him 

were not merely loyal adherents to the dogmatic postulates of the 

20 
Christian faith; their commitment was not made possible by extreme 

naivete or ignorance. Logic and historical evidence could still be mar

shalled into service of the Church. For instance, a few years later 

Augustin Calmet reminded readers that there was no conclusive evidence 

to believe as some asserted that the world and civilized existence 
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(which were invariably equated with one another)exceeded five or six 

thousand years or roughly the approximate span of time in which Chris-

21 tian chronographers calculated the age of the world. 

Radical critics of traditional interpretations of the Bible and 

biblical history were by necessity taken seriously. Leclerc's theory 

of a priest-sacrificer having written the Pentateuch was only a con

jecture and in Dupin?s words, i,fune des plus extraordinaire opinions que 

22 l?on puisse imaginer.f?" "" Besides, even Leclerc retracted the theory 

in 1693. Spinoza was not only an impious thinker but a Jew despised 

by his own religious confreres. Simon's belief in an institution of 

public scribes that was responsible for much of the Hebrew Bible posed 

a more serious challenge. Consequently, more space was devoted to 

refuting his opinions on scripture and its composition. But by the 

1690's when Dupin wrote the Dissertation pr^liminaire that contained 

his refutation of Simon and others a number of important published 

responses had already appeared, thereby making his task infinitely 

easier since he was able to reiterate the objections made by Friedrich 

Spanheim, Charles Du Veil and even the detailed philological criticisms 

articulated by Leclerc in Sentimens Ae quelques theologiens de Hollande 

(1685).23 

Invariably Dupin's discussion of the composition of Scripture and 

the role of inspiration veered toward the manifold problems of language. 

In the twentieth century, it is almost naturally assumed that semantics 

and semiotics lie at the heart of scriptural exegesis and hermeneutics. 

Both are important starting points to almost all biblical researches. 

However, in the seventeenth century, and even among those scholars who 



were "best equipped to deal with languages, Christian theological con

siderations occupied a position of central and pre-eminent importance. 

Still, we ought not assume that theology alone necessarily constricted 

the role of linguistic analysis. The lack of a well articulated theory 

of language, tied as it was to "broader epistemological problems, also 

represented a serious handicap that impeded the rise of linguistic 

study. At bottom, though, the major distinguishing trait separating 

most seventeenth century savants from twentieth century scholars was 

the former's intense religiosity and, only secondarily, their lack of 

a fully developed science of linguistics that was laterally connected 

to a more critical-historical consciousness. Indeed, on reading Dupin, 

a professor of the College Royal and theologian of the Sorbonne, the 

modern student of theology or history is immediately struck by the 

2k religious and historical distance between our century and his. In 

Dupin1s eyes, Adam and Eve had existed; they were flesh and blood beings 

who lived and died near the terrestrial paradise (assumed to have been 

in Mesopotamia); their lives and those of their descendants were recorded 

faithfully by Moses in Genesis; furthermore, the Old Testament chron

ology revealed a world not quite six thousand years of age. Yet, put 

in these very general terms Dupin and even the Remonstrant Leclerc could 

agree. Details were another matter. Catholics and Protestants (even 

liberal rationalistic Protestants) might agree on what had happened in 

the biblical narrative. How such occurrences transpired were other 

25 subjects of discussion. Similarly, the introduction of speech and 

writing remained an area of considerable mystery and debate. Little 

in the way of principes vrais were established regarding the language 
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of Adam and Eve or of les premiers homia.es; and much less was known of 

2i the languages of those dispersed "by the miracle of the Tower at Bah el. 

We have already observed in the writings of Simon and Leclerc that 

seventeenth century scholars remained divided on the character of the 

first language and whether or not it was either Hebrew or somehow con

nected to Semitic languages. Many Calvinists and other conservative 

Protestants (as well as Catholics) believed that Hebrew and other 

27 Semitic tongues were evidence of an older, universal speech." Indeed, 

If the writings of Comenius and Leibniz, to name only two of the most 

important speculators, are considered as representative, the tendency 

was toward affirming rather than denying belief in the possibility of 

discovering or constructing a language that would be both universal and 

more perfect in structure and function (i.e., more rational and having 

28 greater utility). This universalis! impulse was pervasive and may 

have been part of an older tradition that longed almost nostalgically 

29 for the lost language of the first men. Nor must we forget that in 

contrast to Greek and HIndic views, Christians believed that the world 

and universe had been created at a specific point in time and therefore 

had a definite beginning. Similarly, it was practically inconceivable 

to seventeenth century Christian intellects that language was not in

timately bound to universal creation. Had not Christianity adapted the 

Platonic Logos and preserved its divine attributes within a sudden 

30 initiatory act of creation in the terrestrial paradise? 

As a traditionalist on these matters of language, Dupin believed 

31 that the first language had been !?infused!' at the time of creation.""" 

Accordingly, the speech of Adam was a more primitive form of Hebrew, 
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the oldest known language in the world. The multiplicity of tongues, 

however, was the consequence of another divine act also recorded in 

Genesis (11. 1-9): the Tower of Bahel episode. On this subject, Dupin 

could not accept the rationalizing efforts of Leclerc or Simon since 

in their explanatory schemes the miraculous nature of Babel for all 

intents and purposes was subverted beyond recognition: 

Ce est sans raison que je rapporte cette narration entiere; 
parce qu'il y a de nouveaux auteurs Eleclerc and SimonU qui 
ont ose avancer que Dieu n'est point auteur de la diversite 
des langues; mais seulement de la confusion et de dissension 
qui s'etant mise parmi les hommes, fut cause de leur dispersion, 
d'ou provint le changement, et la variete des langues. Mais 
quoi qu'en disent ces auteurs, il est tres difficile de donner 
ce sens aux paroles de Moise, qui font entendre naturellement 
que ce n'est pas la dissension et separation des hommes qui 
causa difference de leur langage; mais au contraire que la 
difference de langage Dieu mit entr'eux fut cause, que ne 
pouvant plus s'entendre tous ni travailler de concert 
ensemble, ils abandonnerent leur dessein et se separerent.32 

Religious consideratons aside, Dupin1s adherence to the literal inter

pretation that gave miracles their due was further reinforced by the 

prevailing catastrophic schools of explanation that interpreted histor

ical events and natural phenomena as products of momentous causes. 

History and indeed, reality itself, was perceived as episodic, a series 

of causal-effectual relationships. 

At the same time Dupin, Claude Fleury as well as other notable 

Catholic scholars of the century did not overlook developmental aspects 

completely. Indeed, both accepted Cappel's (and others') writings on 

the novelty of Hebrew vowel points and both discussed more subtle kinds 

changemens and revolutions affecting manners and tastes. But solid 

evidence that might lend support or credibility to developmentalist 
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views (even had they existed in greater number and with the requisite 

conceptual depth) were wanting in the age of Louis XIV. For instance, 

Catholic and Protestant savants who defended the scriptural chronology 

that limited the world and mankind to no more than six thousand years 

could point to the age of monuments, inscriptions and the art of writing 

itself and how they were no more than three or four thousand years at 

3U the very oldest. Even the acceptance of Babylonian and Chinese 

chronologies (which differed from biblical calculations) did not under

mine belief in the relative recentness of worldly existence. Further-

35 more, geologic sciences were practically non-existant. 

However, once Dupin moved from fundamental assumptions and beliefs 

and concentrated on more specific aspects of controversy as say, in the 

problems surrounding composition of biblical books other than the 

Pentateuch several difficulties arose. Though he believed that most 

books of the Old Testament were written by individual authors living 

at different points in time, he remained unsure as to just how and under 

36 what conditions they wrote. Nor were the first five books entirely 

above scrutiny. True, Dupin accepted Moses as author of the Pentateuch, 

but he also believed that the great law-giver wrote not all at once but 

in sections which he later assembled and delivered to the Hebrew people. 

Nor did Dupin rule out the probable use by Moses of earlier records and 

37 testimonies. Importantly, these considerations were influenced by 

examples derived from contemporary European society and others furnished 

by ancient Greek and Latin literature. However, in their most conspicuous 

form these attitudes toward authorship and literary productions still 

emphasized the importance of individual authors in the composition of 
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masterpieces. We have already witnessed how even the great Spinoza was 

favorable to this prevailing sentiment. Indeed, in a century when oral 

traditions were imperfectly understood (when recognized at all), when 

the notion of collective compositions of national and heroic poetry— 

related as they were to common cultural and religous aspirations—could 

only be hinted at, when interest in fable and myth was growing but still 

38 in the collecting stage, to deny or minimize the role of specific 

individual authors in scriptural composition as Simon did was to fall 

into an abyss of conjecture. It was therefore more reasonable and 

practical to adhere to tradition and accept Joshua as author of Joshua, 

David as author of Psalms, Solomon of Wisdom and Ecclesiastes and so 

39 on. 

Importantly, adherence to more or less traditional positions did 

not exclude all lateral speculations or other types of creative analysis. 

For instance, the recognition of different kinds of sacred writings in 

the Bible, resembling as they did different literary genres, tended to 

reinforce the need for more subtle and historically palatable interpre

tations of how and under what circumstances biblical books were written. 

Obviously, historical books such as Kings I and II required aptitudes 

different from those involved in the writing of Psalms or Lamentations. 

Already, bold Catholic exegetes like Cornelius a Lapide had pointed out 

Uo that inspiration had not been necessary to write historical narratives. 

Others had tended to believe that inspiration was neither of the same 

kl 
quality nor of uniform intensity. Dupin himself reproduced in the 

Dissertation preliminaire a modified Babbinical classification of divine 

revelations and was inclined to reject the notion of immanent verbal 

inspiration. 
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Dupin1 s older contemporary Abbot Claude Fleury (16^-0-1723) was sim

ilarly disposed to accept and defend orthodox positions on biblical com

position and its inspired character. However, Fleury is representative 

of a sometimes remarkable scholarship that worked within the traditional 

Catholic theological framework. His life and career are discussed at 

length in Chapter 7. 

Though having only a limited understanding of Hebrew, Fleury wrote 

two popular historical essays, hes moeurs des Israelites (l68l) and Les 

moeurs des Chretiens (1682), that went through dozens of editions and 

translations read and recommended by clerical and philosophic readers 

h2 alike. ~ Significantly, both essays were divided into topical and 

thematic chapters covering different aspects of ancient Judaic and early 

Christian life—a practice Fleury continued in his Histoire 

1+3 
ecclesiastique. hes moeurs des Israelites was the more original of 

the works and purported to cover two thousand years of biblical history. 

Interestingly enough, Fleury, in spite of his theological conservatism, 

did not utilize the traditional (and cumbersome) scheme of ages and 

epochs which remained so popular among contemporaries. Instead Fleury 

broke biblical history into three general periods that corresponded to 

the three general types of society the Hebraic peoples experienced: 

that of migratory patriarchs, of judges and kings, and of the post-Exilic 

1+1+ 
kingdom. ' This simplified chronological structure not only facilitated 

Fleury1s explanatory tasks but actually conformed to a more realistic 

historical appraisal of the ancient Hebrews and their changing social 

and religious life. 
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Fleury's principle source materials were provided by the books of 

the Bible. By scrutinizing the books of the Hebrew Scriptures he was 

able to recreate interesting pictures of ancient Hebrew life: eating 

habits, methods of agricultural production, crops planted and harvested, 

military organization under kings, religious festivals, of the types 

U 5 „ of weights and measures, of currency and so on. What Fleury failed 

to accomplish and what contemporaries could never accomplish was a 

written description (even in approximate terms) of when practices, rites 

and beliefs were introduced, modified, discarded or forgotten. In other 

words, he was capable of observing that ancient societies were not static 

entities but he was unable (and largely because of the paucity of infor

mation) to describe developmental changes adequately. And the lack of 

a well articulated and convincing theory of the Hebrew Bible's formation 

was itself a potent obstacle to the successful writing of anything like 

a social history of the Bible. Consequently, though neither Fleury nor 

his readers were aware of it, Les inoeurs des Israelites represented less 

an historical study of biblical peoples than a pioneering look into the 

social and religious life of the ancient Near East and of the Jews mainly 

(though not entirely) in the post-Exilic centuries when the majority 

of the biblical books received their more formalized structure. In 

keeping with seventeenth century attitudes, Fleury's working assumption 

had been that the Pentateuch was the work of Moses and therefore dated 

from the earlier periods of biblical history; similarly, he regarded 

the books of Joshua, Judges and Kings to be for the most part contem

porary to the events and personages they described (and in some cases 

were named after), though some books like Job and Judith might elude 
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1+7 
accurate dating. Just as important to remember is that in spite of 

these deficiencies and an adherence to the traditional Christian per

spective, Les moeurs des Israelites and its companion volume on early 

Christians were appreciated in the eighteenth century hy historical-

minded philosophes like Voltaire and D"Alembert who lauded its reason

able Catholicism, its avoidance of conjecture, its minimizing of the 

miraculous and supernatural aspects of biblical history and its rather 

bQ 
strict adherence to original sources. Similar kinds of efforts in 

later years to write critical histories of manners were in no small 

measure indebted to Fleury and other pioneers. Furthermore, a reason 

for the appeal of his essays on les moeurs was precisely his cautious 

use of reasonable judgment when examining extraordinary and miraculous 

event s. 

Though more cautious than either Simon or Leclerc, Fleury believed 

that within certain limits a miracle or prophecy recorded in Scripture 

might be scrutinized. This was done not to prove or invalidate the 

miraculous phenomena in question but rather to gain, as Dupin also 

i+Q 
wanted, a clearer knowledge of their form and operation. Biblical 

authors, like prophets generally, were inspired by God. Fleury re

affirmed this statement again and again, but he did not, and perhaps 

because of his classical background, could not bring himself to believe 

that all words spoken by prophets must be necessarily attributed to 

immediate verbal inspiration. 

As mentioned earlier, Fleury was not an Hebraist. He was nonethe

less a careful reader of both Septaugint and Vulgate versions of the 

Old Testament and discerned cultural particularities that were manifested 
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in manners of speech, metaphors and other varieties of figurative modes 

of expression. Accordingly, prophets may have spoken the word of God 

hut the prophetic utterances were inescapably bound to the social circum

stances in which individual prophets lived. Even ecstatic prophets spoke 

words which conformed with divine intentions (nnfemployer aucune qui 

ne fut propre suivant les profonas desseins de Dieu."). Indeed, the 

Holy Spirit, as he reasoned, "s'est servi de leur expression naturelle, 

on le void par le difference des stiles des prophetes entre eux."^ 

What mattered most were the transcendent ideals contained in proph

ecies. For instance, Calvinist Jacques Basnage expressed a strong desire 

to know more about pagan Greek prophecy and its machinations. Reiterating 

theories then current in France and the Dutch Provinces, he speculated 

on the role of self-inducement and conditioning: 

Je suls persuade que ces transports, ces contorsions du corps, 
ces evaporations de la raison, etaient autant de fraudes inventees 
pour.preparer 1'esprit des assistance, et faire croire que 
l'approche de la Deese causant de violantes emotions. On machoit 
du laurier et peut-etre meme preparoit-on quelques breuvage 
capable d'echaufer le sang et 1'imagination, afin de tromper 
plus surement ceux qui venolt la pour etre dupez.5-i 

In this respect the erratic and mindless behavior of Greek oracles, no 

less than wild-eyed Hebrew visionaries, was of secondary importance 

and might even detract from understandingsof the oracular message. Impor

tantly though, Basnage and Fleury regarded divine messages of Old Testa

ment prophecies to be not merely true but ultimately more comprehensible 
52 because of their reasonable attributes. True, neither was a Freethinker 

nor a rationalist like Leclerc. But they were men of raison and la critique— 

even if Fleury probably would have agreed with Basnage1s ironic assess

ment of theological systems and philosophy: MU est vray que les hommes 

forment un systeme de Religion plus naturel et plus aise a comprendre 
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C O  
que celui de Dieu et c'est la ce qui fait la plus grand difficulte.' 

Yet important differences separated the two men and we should not lose 

sight of them. 

As a Catholic, Fleury appreciated the importance of doctrinal and 

practical traditions maintained by the Church. By way of analogy he 

speculated on the probable existence of ancient Judaic traditions in 

the preservation and transmission of Sacred Scripture. The biblical 

narratives and examples of post-biblical Jewry suggested as much. It 

therefore appeared likely that law-givers, prophets and individual 

authors of Scripture adhered to established literary formats and to 

special (i.e., accepted) modes of expression. Whether or not the 

ancient Jews actually wrote down specific rules or simply followed them 

insofar as they were generally acknowledged practices remained unclear: 

J'aime mieux croire qu'ils avoient deja quelques regies tirees 
des expressions de leurs Peres: soit qu'elles fussent ecrites, 
soit que ce ne fut qu'une tradition entre les sqavans.55 

Nor did Fleury's speculations end there. As a priest who remained 

enamored of the Greek classics all his adult life (he wrote his first 

treatise on Plato), he perhaps could not resist the temptation to com

pare Greek poetry and philosophy with Hebrew Scripture. Not unlike his 

contemporaries Charles Perrault and Bernard Fontenelle, Fleury too was 

struck by the many curious similarities between early Greek lyrical 

poetry ("plus grande antiquite"), particularly that of Hesiod and 

Theognis, and the Hebraic Psalms (universally believed in the seven

teenth century to be the work of King David); viz,, in their boldness, 

their variety of tone as well as in the simplicity and vividness. Just 
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as importantly, Fleury "believed the similarities owed less to outward 

diffusion of Hebraic practices (in contrast to Huet) than from their 

common pastoral setting which produced a similar rustic outlook and way 

of life.56 

But unlike so many French contemporaries who were hred on classical 

standards and tastes, Fleury thought that the religious poetry of Psalms 

was the most noble and sublime form possible. Nor did he find the lack 

of rhyme schemes and regulated movement to detract from its powerful 

57 affect. Furthermore, the metaphors found in Psalms, he wrote in 

"Discours sur la poesie," were quite simple and made use of the Judean 

landscape and its pastoral character. These simple and direct images 
rO 

enhanced the intrinsic beauty and dramatic impact of Psalms. A major 

fault of French translations, he believed, lay in their inability to 

capture and convey the simplicity and liveliness of the Hebrew original. 

Even the many repetitions were appreciated by Fleury and defended as 

part and product of ancient Hebraic practices that sought simultaneously 

to transmit knowledge and provide moral instruction by making impres-

59 sions on listeners so that the information and ideas might be retained. 

In this field of inquiry Fleury, despite obvious linguistic shortcom

ings, began to break new ground. His perceptive observations led him 

to consider the role of oral traditions in the transmission of laws and 

teachings before they were written down in later periods of biblical 

history. It was well known that veillards were talkative and naturally' 

inclined to keep alive the deeds and sayings of the past. Fleury 

reckoned this had been no less true In ancient times."'*" However, he 

thought the enormous wealth of information contained in the first books 
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in particular—dates,names, and laws—was less likely to have keen 

transmitted by word of mouth over many centuries before Moses committed 

it to writing. Like most savants of this period, Fleury believed that 

definite limits existed which determined how much the human mind was 

capable of retaining accurately.""1" Given these conditions he thought 

it possible that Moses utilized written records, monumental inscriptions 

older memoirs when he wrote the Pentateuch. Nevertheless, Fleury still 

believed the narrative of the first books to be entirely Moses' and 

mysteriously but divinely inspired.62 

This chapter has emphasized how in the last decades of the seventeenth 

century, logic, historical evidence, and, most important of all, true 

principles of religion and reason, continued to provide more than ample 

support to the claims of orthodoxy. At the same time it has tried not 

to overlook the dynamic impulses existing within theologically conservative 

circles. Fleury's writings were representative of both typical and unusual 

traits co-mingling in French Catholic scholarship as it pertained to the 

Bible and the early Church; the undeniable richness of his speculations 

as well as the enlightened features of his critical essays on Les moeurs 

des Israelites and Les moeurs des Chretiens are instructive: they serve 

to remind us of the relative flexibility in Catholic interpretation of 

matters still deemed highly sensitive because of their presumed connections 

63 with Scripture's inspired and inerrant character. 

In Fleury contemporaries perceived a man of immense learning and 

wisdom who, it was true, was something of an authority on ecclesiastical 
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law and history. As mentioned earlier, his historical essays on the 

Bible and earliest Christians were read and recommended by ecclesias-

6k tics and philosophes alike throughout the eighteenth century. His 

monument to Ancien Regime scholarship was the multi-volume Histoire 

ecclesiastique—a favorite of Galilean readers and one that went through 

many editions, abridgments and translations.^ However, by the middle 

ninteenth century his reputation as historian had greatly suffered at 

the hands of French and German scholars who cared little for his moral-

66 izing, his Gallicanism and his archaisms/ And yet in Fleury we find 

a preeminent Catholic Churchman whose writings contained both traditional 

and novel features. His theology was rather orthodox but his inter

ests were historical and his scholarly pursuits closely resembled those 

of Simon and Dupin; viz., they were systematic and synthetic. Moreover, 

he too desired to impress accurate, critically-minded scholarship into 

the service of the Church. But he differed from these two scholars 

by the extreme importance he placed on personal morality and by his 

rigorous legalistic thinking. He also lacked the brilliance of erudits 

like Tillemont or Mabillon but he was their superior in style and abil

ity to persuade. In many respects, Fleury resembled his younger con

temporary Pierre Bayle. The one Catholic, the other a Calvinist, yet 

both men were consistent advocates of integrity and honesty in both 

professional and personal affairs. As will be examined in Chapter T » 

both writers went beyond doctrine and penetrated the frontiers of 

religious pietism. 
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Just as importantly too, Fleury's writings, much like Bayle's, were 

read and admired in subsequent decades. Indeed, the ultimate legacy 

of both lay less in the realm of biblical scholarship (even less in 

scriptural exegesis) than in the sociological and psychological liter-

atures born in the course of the eighteenth century. 

Noteworthy too, were the critical insights of Fleury and also 

Dupin. These were all the more remarkable when we keep in mind how they 

worked without the analytical tools and conceptualization of modern 

scholarship. For example, their sources were mostly literary and their 

best and most reliable method was discriminatory judgment balanced and 

placed in fresher perspective by the introduction of a more emphatic 

historical criticism. This newer appreciation of history and historical 

change owed much to the study of the classics, the Bible and languages. 

What is strongly apparent in the publications of Simon and Leclerc is 

also detectable in the writings of Fleury and Dupin (and also Basnage) — 

namely, the recognition of language as something tied to culture. 

Fleury was no Hebraist but he knew his Greek and its different dialects. 

Moreover, he and the other scholars discussed in this dissertation were 

well aware of changes accruing in languages over many centuries. Per

haps it was inevitable that translators and interpreters of the Bible 

and classical texts would be among the first to connect changes in 

speech and writing with less obvious changes of diverse political, 

social and even economic types. That languages were perceived to change 

because the people who spoke and wrote them were also changing was no 

minor achievement in historical conceptualization. Of course, few of 
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these dialectical subtleties were satisfactorily grasped. Even today 

they continue to elude full comprehension and description. 

Yet already in the last years of the seventeenth century Leibniz 

observed that thinking was language internalized. Later in the follow

ing century language was identified as a form of cultural expression. 

The level of conceptualization, like the depth of comprehension, was 

in the last decades of the seventeenth century far removed from the 

insights of Goethe or Herder. But important and not unoriginal steps 

had been taken in the direction of critical-historical thinking. 

The chapter that follows explores the esprit systematique, or ra

tionalizing and systematizing tendencies at work in French scholarship 

and their connection to wider trends in European society, letters and 

philosophy. Some activities were ostensibly part of much older prac

tices that actually pre-dated Humanist scholarship. Their importance 

need not be minimized nor forgotten. More specifically, Chapter 6 

examines how collative-annotative exercises were more fully integrated 

by these scholars with the interpretive essay. In doing so, the crit

ical and historical essay was developed along lines that would be im

proved upon by philosophic writers of the Enlightenment. 
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^Cf. Chapter Eight, Part Two and Appendix A for additional infor
mation on Dupin. 

2 
Cf. Chapter Seven, Part Two on the moral and pedagogical aspects 

of Fleury's scholarship. A discussion of his life and career is included. 

3 "The derivative character of Dupin's scholarship also accounts for 
the mixed feelings contemporary savants had toward him. Dupin's 
efforts to examine the textual and literary history of scripture in the 
Dissertation preliminaire (1699) were highly imitative in content and 
structure of Simon's Histoire critique and revealed a mediocre aptitude. 
Simon's abhorrence of Dupin stemmed mainly from the latter's mistrans
lations, incorrect dates and titles and errors of authorship. Cf. Simon, 
Critique de la Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques et des 
Prolegomenes de la Bible publiez par M. Ellies Du-Pin (Paris: Et. 
Ganeau, 1730) h tomes. In later years other contemporaries were 
disturbed by Dupin's extreme Gallicanism and his .various projects of 
reunion with the Church of England. Cf. also Chapter Eight for a 
discussion of Dupin's favorable interpretation of the Greek Church. 

b 
Brief accounts of the life of Dupin are in articles "Dupin": 

Dictionnaire de biographie franqaise, VI, 3660-368; Dictionnaire de 
spiritualite, III (195*0 » 1825-1827; Migne, ed. , Dictionnaire des 
heresies , VII, 76*+—768 ; Biographie universelle, XII, 1-5; Nouvelle 
biographie generale, XV, 303-306; PTC, XII, 2111-2115; Niceron, Memoires 
II (1727), 25—*+8, and X, 80 and 196. A more detailed account is 1'Abbe 
Feret, La Faculte de Theologie de Paris. Ep o que mo de rn e, VII (Paris, 
1910), 5-20. 

Cf. bibliography of primary sources (printed works). 

^Nouvelle bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques . . .. 35 vols. 
(Paris: Pralard, 1688-1711). First 11 vols, under this title (covering 
the first eight centuries); 9 vols, (ninth to fifteenth centuries) under 
the title Histoire des controverses, etc. (1697-1701); 5 vols, (sixteenth 
century) under title Histoire de 1'Eglise, etc. (1701-1703); 9 vols, 
(seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries) under title Bibliotheque 
des auteurs, etc. (1708-1711); a one-volume supplement was published 
in 1711. Cf. also bibliography of primary sources (printed works). 

7 'Dissertation preliminaire, ou prolegomenes sur la Bible (hereafter 
cited as Diss. prel.), 2 tomes in 3 volumes (Paris, 1699). A second 
edition was printed at Paris and Amsterdam in 1701. 
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Cf. Dupin, Methode pour etudier la Theologie (Paris: Coustelier, 
1716) wherein he emphasized the use of critical techniques within an 
historical framework. 

9 . Niceron, in Memoires, II, 29, wrote: "On a trouve souvent, ou 
que 1'exactitude ne repondoit nullement a sa diligence, ou que ses 
recherches etoient trop communes, pour rendre une partie de ses 
dernieres ouvrages utiles a d'autres qu'a des commenqans." 

L^Dupin, ed., Dialogues posthumes . . . de la Bruyere (Paris, 1699), 
J. Gersonii . . . opera omnia . . , opera et studio (1706); his edition 
of Arnauld's De la aecessite de la foi was published in 1701. Dupin 
also published D. Petau, Abrege chronologique de 11Histoire universelle 
. . Traduction nouvelle , . . continue qusqu'a present (in collabor
ation with P.B. Moreau, 1715)• 

11 J* Diss. prel., op. cit., 1, 8 . 

12 
Ibid., 53. 

13 Cf. note 7. An english edition was made of the Dissertation 
preliminaire, intitled A Compleat History of the Canon and Writers of 
the Books of the Old and Hew Testament, by way of dissertation with 
useful remarks on that subject (London: H. Rhodes, 1699-1700), 2 vols. 
I have made use of both French and English editions. 

ih Ibid. Cf. John Smith, Of Prophecy. 

"'"'Ibid. , 32-3^- (1701 French edition). Instances of divine reve
lation through dreams: e.g., of Abimelech (Gen. 20. 3 and 31. 10-13), 
of Solomon (I Kings 3. 5-lU), of Joel (3. 1), of Job (33.1^-18). 

"""A Compleat History, I, 6̂-^-7» also, divine truths were described 
by Dupin as frequently beyond human comprehension inasmuch as mankind's 
intelligence was finite. Cf. Methode pour etudier la theologie, 37-

17 Ibid.: "There is not any real contradiction between the Books 
of the Bible: if there be any in appearance, the Authors ought not to 
be charged with them, but our defective understanding ought to be 
blamed." Moreover, in Dupin's theology, God never deceives. 

18 'Diss, prel., I, 18, UI-U5, 58-75, passim. Hobbes and Spinoza 
were considered by him to be particularly dangerous authors. 

±9Luke 2k.hh. 

on 
Methode, 75-76. 

21 """ Calmet, Histoire de 1 fAncien et du Nouveau Testament, et des 
Juifs, pour servir d*introduction a 11Histoire ecclesiastique de M. 
1'Abbe Flenry (Paris: Martin, 1737 edition), 137-138: 'Quand il nfest 
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question que de former des systernes, de faire des suppositions, et de 
payer d'esprit, "bien des gens en sont capables; mais quand il s'agit 
de donner des raisons de ces systemes nouveaux, et des les soutenir par 
des preuves de fait, c'est en quoi consiste la difficulte." On the 
question of the "worldfs antiquity, Calmet pointed to the recent origin 
of inventions, writing, monuments, cities, inscriptions, etc. 

op 
Diss. prel. I, 75-

23 Ibid. , IkL—4-5? Dupin also criticized Simon's acceptance of too 
many Rabbinic opinions. Interestingly, though Dupin rejected the theory 
of public scribes, he did believe that Kings and Chronicles were based 
on earlier records and narratives. 

2k 
"'In spite of Dupin's wanting more and better (scientific?) prin

ciples of criticism that might be applied to scholarship and theology. 
Of. his Methode, op. cit. 

25 For instance, the recognition of metaphorical usages among ancient 
authors facilitated naturalistic interpretations: Lot's wife came as 
or like a pillar of salt and not an actual pillar. 

26 """Diss, prel. I, 133: Dupin believed that writing had been known 
to the people of Genesis and Men usage avant le deluge." 

"'Ibid., 122-135: Dupin believed that Hebrew (Heber) was the 
oldest language. 

28 ' Johann Amos Com enius or Jan Amos Komensky (1592-1670) was the 
last bishop of the Moravian Church who in his capacity ' as theologian 
and educational reformer advocated pansophia or universal wisdom that 
would be achieved through universal education and a universal language. 
Comenius, Leibniz and other seventeenth century theorists of language 
are discussed in George Steiner, After Babel. Aspects of Language and 
Translation (Oxford: University Press, 1975), 198-205. The 1660' s 
produced a number of "linguistic blueprints" for a universal language 
that would edify science and philosophy: J.J. Becher, Character, pro 
notitia linguarum universali (l66l), Athanasius KIrcher, Polygraphia 
Nova et Universalis (1663), Dalgarno, Ars Signorum, vulgo Character 
Universalis et Lingua philosophica (l66l), John Wilkins, Essay Towards 
a. Real Character and a Philosophical Language (1668), Leibniz f De_ Arte 
Combinatoria (written c. 1666). Leibniz ' Collectanea Etymologica 
(1717) continued similar themes as well as the search for a universal 
grammar. Comenius' The Gates of Tongues Unlocked and Opened (Janua 
Linguarum Reserata) appeared in 1633 and Orbis Sensualium Pictus in 1658 
(Englishedition titled Comenius' Visible World or _a Picture and 
Nomenclature of all the Chief Things that are in the World; and of Men's 
Employments Therein). A universal scheme was also articulated by Sir 
Thomas Urquhart, Logopandecteision (1653). Much earlier Francis Bacon 
in The Advancement of Learning (1605) called for the establishment of 
a hierarchy of "real characters" capable of giving precise expression 
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to fundamental "things and notions.51 Twenty years later, Descartes 
welcomed a project in a letter to Mersenne. Descartes thought that 
first a complete analytic logic and "true philosophy" must "be elabor
ated. "It was clearly a mistake," wrote J. Cohn, "to think that the 
same language could serve adequately both as an unspecialized inter
national auxiliary and also as a scientific terminology." Quoted in 
Steiner, After Babel, 201. 

29 , 
"Steiner, 49-235, passim. 

30 
Gregory of Nyssa (d. 39*0 was indebted to neo-Platonism when he 

wrote two of his most celebrated works: on the creation of man (De 
opificio hominis) and the explanation of Genesis (Explicatio apologetica 
in Hexaemeron). Both treatises had a scientific intent—namely, to 
demonstrate how scripture was in harmony with philosophy. Continuing 
along lines drawn by his brother, Basil, Gregory taught a theory of 
"seminal reasons" that had been created all at once and that gradually 
began to appear in time. Cf. Hans Campenhausen, Griechische 
Rlrefaenvater (Stuttgart: W. Kohlammer, 1959). Also available in French 
as Les peres grecs. (Paris: l'Orante, 1963). 

31Dis5. prel., I, 122. 

32 
Ibid., 123. 

33Ibid. , I, 136. 

2k Ibid., 133. 

35 'Those best equipped to discuss geological matters not surpris
ingly were engineers involved in mining operations. In the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries those who made the most significant and lasting 
contributions to what would later be known as the geological sciences 
(e.g., Georg Bauer—Agricola, Nicholas Steno, Pierre Perrault, Martin 
Lister, John Woodward, Leibniz ) continued to conceptualize within a 
highly static framework. Even among those who perceived changes of a 
topographical character explained them in a catastrophic manner that 
was more easily integrated into the biblical chronology that limited 
the world to six thousand years of age. Consult A. Wolf, A History of 
Science, Technology and Philosophy in the l6th and 17th Centuries (New 
York: Harper, 1959 edition; 1st published 1935), "vol. II, 350-371. 
Extensions of'the chronological picture that would support geologic 
cycles came in the eighteenth century (and were accepted widely only 
in the nineteenth century).. 

36Piss. prel., 127-131. 

3 1 Ibid. , 58—7*+ , passim. 

During the l6&0!s and l690,s and in France there was something 
of a vogue for contes in many of the leading salons. Galland1s trans
lations of One Thousand and One Nights appeared in 170*4—1708. This 
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fascination "was also manifested in the collected tales and fables pub
lished by Charles Parrault, Mile L'heritier, Mile Bernard, DuFresny, 
Mme d?Aulnoy, Mme de La Force, Mme de Murat, et al. Nor was Fontenelle 
alone in making critical inquiries into the purpose and function of 
fable and myth. Consult J.R. Carre's critical edition (with notes) of 
De I'origine des fables (Paris: F. Alcan, 1932). There is also a study 
by M. Elisabeth Storer, Un episode litteraire de la fin du XVIIe siecle. 
La mode des contes de fees (1939)• 

39 Solomon was also believed to be author of Proverbs and Song of 
Songs. Diss, prel. I, 107. _ 

1+0 
Cf. Chapter Three for a discussion of Simon's attitudes toward 

inspiration. 

Ul . 
This was of course one of the main objections to Simon's theory 

of public scribes; viz., it-diluted the inspired character of Old 
Testament writings. 

k2 
Cf. Appendix A for additional information on Fleury and his 

publications. 

1+3 
In the many tomes of the Histoire ecclesiastique (1691-1723), 

Fleury inserted las discours on various subjects of historical and 
theological value. These discourses were collected and published 
separately as Discours sur lfHistoire ecclesiastique: 172k, 1733, I7U7, 
1763, 1772 editions. I have used the Paris: Mariette, lJ2h edition. 

1+1+ / 
'Les moeurs des Israelites (Paris: 1700 edition), 8-12. Cf. 

Appendix C. 

1+5 , 
""Ibid,, 1+9-139 s passim. 

1+6 
In other words, neither Fleury nor his readers were able to 

disentangle the complicated mingling of laws, anecdotal and narrative 
materials, covering as they did several centuries. For example , 
Deuteronomy consists of a mixture of much older legal prescriptions 
(dating from the era of judges and even earlier) cast in the idiom of 
7th c. B.C.E. laws and writings. This was apparently the result of a 
seventh century assembling and editing process that probably occurred 
in the decades immediately preceding the Babylonian Exile. The first 
four books probably already existed in an embryonic condition by the 
seventh century. Cf. G.W. Anderson, The History and Religion of Israel 
(Oxford: University Press, 1966), 125. The later historical books 
received their more formalized structure at a much later period than 
seventeenth or eighteenth century scholars supposed. 

1+7 
For instance, Dupin thought Job was conceivably older than Moses. 

A Compleat History, op. cit•, 92-99- He also believed Judith to be 
historical in contrast to many Protestants who thought it allegorical. 
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8̂ 
D*Alembert thought highly of Fleury as historian and essayist. 

Cf. "Eloge de Fleury," Histolre des membres de 1 *Academie franqaise IV 
11787), 10k. La Harpe valued his simple and clear style, Voltaire his 
reasonableness. Cf. also note 6k. 

I4.9 
•''Piscours sur I?Histoire esslesiastique, op. cit. , 30-31; however, 

Fleury could add that "tous les faits particulieres" ultimately had no 
real "bearing on the truths of religion. As will "be discussed in Chapter 
Seven, miracles might "be important as emblems of the revealed character 
of Christianity, but for Fleury a major and perhaps predominant interest 
was to examine and prescribe "la pratique de la morale chretienne." (p. 
70). 

50 "Les moeurs des Israelites, 206, 2^0. Fleury also believed that 
Greek and Hebrew oracular practices•and sacrificial rites were (broadly) 
similar because of a common pastoral setting—i.e., the social back
ground and not owing to diffusionism. 

51 Jacques Basnages, Histoire du Vieux et du Nouveau Testament, 2 
vols., (Amsterdam: J. Groenewoudt, 1705), I, 18. However, Basnage 
still believed that prophets were inspired and able to see the future. 

52 This was a consistent theme found in Fleury1 s writings and one 
explored in greater depth in Chapter Seven, Part Two. 

53 Basnage, Histoire, op. cit•, II, 3. Implicit of course was the 
criticism aimed at rationalists. 

' Israelites, 206-208. 

^Ibid. , 208. 

56 * Discours sur la poesie des Hebreux," Opuscules (Nines: Rondet, 
1780), II, 660-677; also another version of the discourse on Hebrew poetry, 
6kb-659, especially 6^8-6^9. Fleury cites Plato, Laws, book III, as a 
source of his speculations on origins of poetry (i.e., an outgrowth from the 
song and dance of simple pastoral peoples). Plato*s remarks and Fleury*s 
primitivistic treatment bear certain resemblances with Rousseau. Cf. 
Chapter Seven. 

s Ibid. , 6^-8-649. 

58 Ibid.; Fleury also perceived that poetry?s origin lay in the 
natural and universal inclination of peoples to sing and dance; this 
was especially so among pastoral peoples who lived close to the land 
and whose lives were noted for their simplicity. See also "Discpurs 
sur l'Ecriture Sainte63^-6^3. 

59 Ibid,, 660-675, passim. 

""""'Ibid.; and also Israelites, 15-17. 
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"^Israelites, 15-

62 
Israelites, 15-17j importantly though, Fleury "believed that 

everything Moses wrote had been guided by the Holy Spirit. 

£3 
""'Similarly, BasnageTs writings also tend to refute the older 

stereotypal image of Calvinist rigidity. Cf. Chapter Eight for a 
lengthier discussion of Basnage and the political and theological 
considerations behind his writings during the 16901s and early 1700!s. 

6k 
Sainte-Beuve thought Fleury!s popularity derived mainly from his 

being a very good narrative historian, in contrast to, say, Tillemont, 
the great Jansenist scholar. Cf. Port-Royal (Pleiade edition, 195*0, 
II5 5^3. Voltaire recommended the Histoire ecclesiastique, 20 vols. 
(1691-1720) and particularly enjoyed the preliminary discourses 
scattered throughout the longer work: "Son histoire de 1'Eglise est 
la meilleure qufon ait jamais faite, et les 'discours preliminaires" 
sont fort au-dessus de 1'histoire. lis sont presque d'un philosophe 
. . From Catalogue des ecrivains franqais, 1751; as quoted in 
Gaston Dartigues, La Trait I des etudes de 1? abbe Claude Fleury, Exameri 
historique et critique (Paris: Champion, 1921), Intro. 

6 s 
""'Fleury completed the Church history down to itlt, Jean-Claude 

Fabre (1668-1753) continued the Histoire ecclesiastique to 1595. Fabre 
was an Oratorian who taught theology and philosophy. His additions were 
npeu estimes." Cf. PTC, V, 2051. Volumes 1-20 were published between 
1690 and 1720 and volumes 21-36 published afterwards, the last volume 
appearing in 17**3 (Paris: J. Mariette). A 36 vol. edition was pub
lished at Brussels by Eugene-Henry Fricx, 1713-17^-0. A five volume 
English translation was published in London, 1727-1732; another abridged 
edition appeared in Boston, 1828. A German version was also made 
(Leipzig, 1752-1778). His Piscours preliminaires were frequently 
published separately: editions appeared in 1720, 1733, 17*+7, 1763, 
1772. The Histoire ecclesiastique, a Gallican work, was never placed 
on the papal index. 

66 In the 1830's Abbot Vidal discovered three books in manuscript 
of Fleury's Histoire ecclesiastique and published them in 1836. Cf. 
PTC, VI, 23ff• By then, of course, the Histoire was outdated and under 
attack, notably by Rene Frangois Rohrbacher (1789-1856) of Lorraine, 
author of Histoire universelle de 1'Eglise catholique, 28 vols. (l8*+2-
18*19; 2nd edition, 18*1-9-1853); Rohrbacher's work, however, was an 
apologetique written by an author of strong Ul.tramontanist opinions. 
Cf. Kirchenlexicon X, 12*1-1. The historian Jaeger also attacked Fleury's 
scholarship in Notice sur Claude Fleury . . . (Strasbourg, I8U7). 
Earlier two Jesuit authors had written against the Histoire ecclesiastique 
Lanteaume, who published a critique at Avignon (1756-1757)j and Rossignol, 
in Reflexions sur d'histoire . . . (Paris, 1802). These last two works 
objected to Fleury's Gallicanism. Until Rohrbacher, Fleury had remained 
very popular. During the revolution, those favoring and opposing the 
Civil Constitution of the Clergy leaned heavily on his erudition and 
testimony. 
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6?Cf. M. Duchet, Anthropologie at histaire au Steele des luinieres 
(Paris: Maspero, 1971)-



CHAPTER 6 

LfESPRIT SYSTEMATIQUE: RATIONALIZING AND 

SYSTEMATIZING TENDENCIES IN BIBLICAL AND 

ECCLESIASTICAL SCHOLARSHIP 



The pages "which follow constitute what is a central and in many 

ways pivot ally important chapter. Until now we have been mainly con

cerned with the different interpretations of Richard Simon, Jean 

Leclerc, L.-E. Dupin and Claude Fleury on key issues in biblical schol

arship. Chapter 6 is an admittedly ambitious chapter which attempts 

to describe the prevailing esprit systematique as it became manifested 

in the organizational structure and synthetic purpose of major writings 

by French biblical and ecclesiastical scholars between the l680's and 

the Regency. This chapter therefore additionally examines the similar 

treatments of sources and the critical principles employed. In doing 

so, it explores several outstanding features common to the publications 

of the seven savants whose careers form the essential core of this 

dissertation—notably, the close attention given to chronology, the pre

occupation with typological analysis, the inherent synthesizing thrust 

behind much of their scholarship, the imaginative use of comparative 

techniques and their sincere interest in establishing consensual test

imonies. 

Indeed, the continued development and application of synthetic and 

analytic forms of thinking were conspicuous features of seventeenth 

century philosophy and science and formed an essential part of what the 

French label histoire des mentalites inasmuch as they were part and 

product of wider and deeper cultural experiences." In general terms, 

seventeenth century savants who studied the past and wrote on historical 

subjects were receptive to the dominant currents in science and 

176 
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philosophy while at the same time practicing the older techniques of 

scholarly collation and annotation. For instance, even among narrative 

historians and royal historiographers, whose methods and conceptual

ization were usually inferior to erudite scholars who analyzed more 

particular aspects of the past, many were nevertheless able to write 

histoires raisonnees that transcended simple chronicle and annalistic 

2 presentations. 

Several additional clarifications need to be made about historical 

thinking and critical methodologies as they generally prevailed in the 

seventeenth century. Among narrative historians, antiquarians, erudits 

and even among biblical scholars we detect two general kinds of activity 

inherited from sixteenth century scholarship. Significantly, both 

reflected a common empirical approach that was increasingly systematic 

in its treatment of primary sources. On one level, we detect a con

tinued popular disposition toward the ordering of specific and general 

types of historical knowledge by means of collecting, compiling, cata

loging or classifying. These collative-typological practices, dry and 

monotonomous as they might appear, were requisite to the second and 

related level of scholarly inquiry; viz., making order and sense of the 

past through reasonable interpretations that in the case of biblical 

commentary and Church history increasingly emphasized natural causality. 

Biblical and ecclesiastical scholars were not immune to any of 

these pervasive practices though it was true they faced additional sets 

of problems derived from the traditional dogmatism surrounding Scrip

ture—namely, belief in its inspired and inerrant character. However, 

what needs to be stressed is how both in critical methods and in 
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explanatory judgments French biblical scholarship, much like other 

varieties of historical study in the seventeenth century, manifested 

in acute form the rationalizing and systematizing tendencies at work 

in European society. At the same time several older attitudes toward 

the past persisted and were themselves products of earlier efforts to 

make sense of the past and to give order to the world. From a twentieth 

century standpoint, these more traditional views tended to constrict 

the scope and limit the depth of historical thinking among seventeenth 

century savants. But they also provided an important foundation on 

which newer and as yet untested conceptions and beliefs might be con

structed. A review of these older attitudes tells us much about the 

working assumptions and preoccupations of historians proper and of 

biblical and ecclesiastical scholars who generally thought of their 

research as a critical-minded enterprise that was history-like if not 

fully historical. 

History was still conceived as static. This was especially the 

case in the writing of many of the national histories until as late as 

the nineteenth century. For instance, in most of these national 

histories as in the Histoire de la France the facts generally remained 

the same but the style and treatment might vary with each succeeding 

3 generation. Granted, this conception owed as much to classical thought 

as it did to Christian attitudes of the Middle Ages; e.g., it was rigid, 

overwhelmingly chronological, stylistically restrained and often had 

only the simplest narrative. Seventeenth century historians continued 

to approach historical writing with the view that history was similar 

to building blocks: each succeeding author added his few blocks to 
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those laid underneath; one did not unduly disturb the structure "below 

the newer materials through a re-arrangemnt or re-working of earlier 

narrative accounts. This mentality may also be detected in the cdilative— 

annotative publications of sixteenth century Humanists who collected 

miscellaneous documents for their lengthy volumes that were not in

frequently entitled Recherches or Introductions in order to distinguish 

them from other narrative histories. These erudite collections similarly 

grew with each succeeding publication during the long careers of ind

ividual scholars such as Pasquier of France or Selden or Camden of England 

On many occasions annotated collections were continued by succeeding 

generations. These subsequent additions, however, usually remained 

within the forward-looking chronological framework. In fact, the modern 

reader of historical primers of the period is immediately struck by the 

importance authors placed on reading histories in proper chronological 

order. 

This overriding emphasis on chronological order was due to three 

major considerations: the first was practical and commonsensical Insofar 

as it was important that a reader become familiar with chronology so as 

no to to lose sight of the grand picture and become lost in a sea of names 

dates and events; the second was a foremost methodological consideration-

namely, that it was important to examine original sources which in some 

cases could only be dated through cross-reference techniques; the 

third was religious inasmuch as the importance placed on the ordering ' 

of time itself was expressive of the still very strong attachment 

to Christian teleology with its universal design and its 
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final eschatological resolution of all things past and present. All 

three considerations were in different degrees suggestive of the in

herent rationalizing and systematizing tendencies of the age.1 

The writings of Louis-Ellies Dupin are again a case in point. His 

principal publications, and notably the voluminous Nouvelle bibliotheque 

Q 
des auteurs ecclesiastiques (1688-1711), reveal the critical disposi

tions and rationalizing features of seventeenth century scholars. Dupin 

figures prominently in this study because his scholarly writings in 

their use of comparative techniques, broad scope and rational organization 

epitomize what was most characteristic of erudite researches into the 

Bible and ecclesiastical history. 

First and foremost in Dupin*s scholarship was his emphasis on chro

nology and proper sequential order inasmuch as such information was 

essential to the over-arching narrative structure and helped to clarify 

9 original source materials. This was a major reason behind all the 

splendid chronological tables found at the end of the tomes of his 

lengthy Bibliotheque. To know what happened and when on a primarily 

though not exclusively political narrative level was considered as the 

crucially important starting point from which all subsequent inquiries 

followed. Here as elsewhere, Dupin's concern was shared by contemporary 

scholars. Even a cursory examination of the multi-volumed publications 

of Dom Calmet, Simon, Jacques Basnage or Claude Fleury reveals a similar 

deep-seated disposition for ordering events, lives and titles in proper 

time sequence. Only Pierre Bayle deviated from this practice and he 

did so for reasons that will be discussed in Chapter ?. 10 
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Chronology remained then a first step toward the more complicated 

though related endeavor to catalogue, classify and even sub-classify 

different types of erudite knowledge. In this regard Dupin excelled 

in his ability to compile and structure tables and indices on diverse 

types of literary and biographical subject matters. His most common 

practice in the tomes of the Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques 

was to list authors: first of the Old Testament and the New Testament 

in the Dissertation preliminaire to the Bibliotheque, followed by a cat-

11 alogmg of patristic and later ecclesiastical authors. True to the 

acknowledged prerequisites of the age, he reproduced whenever possible 

specific (or at least approximate) information on birth, homeland, 

social rank, productive time spans, and date of death for each author 

listed. To supplement tables of this genre Dupin devised additional 

tables on titles of works, indices for alphabetical listings of all 

12 authors (with page numbers) and extensive tables of contents.™'" He 

displayed similar passion for other kinds of listings in subsequent 

volumes: for instance, in volume two on the fourth century we find 

additional tables covering ''acts," "formulas of faith" and canons of 

councils. 

Each volume of the Bibliotheque cles auteurs ecclesiastiques served 

as a useful reference guide that contained encyclopedic information or

ganized logically and chronologically and written in a straight-forward 

prose that sought both condensation and summation without sacrificing . 

erudition, analysis or scholarly integrity. For example, volume three 

on fifth century Church Fathers offered favorable and lengthy descrip-

ll+ 
tions and evaluations of John Chrysostom and Augustine. Moreover, 
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the purpose behind the encyclopedic character of the Bibliotheque and a 

reason for schematizing historical and literary knowledge were to make 

erudite knowledge more accessible to specialist and non-specialist alike. 

This intention was not only stated by Dupin in bald language, but prac

ticed by him when he deliberately avoided excessive use of Greek words 

and phrases and reproduced Hebrew words phonetically in Roman script. 

Indeed, Latin quotations were kept to a minimum. In his treatment of 

profane historians of antiquity in the Bibliotheque universelle des 

historiens (1708), he reproduced the same basic format devised earlier for 

15 biblical and ecclesiastical authors. 

Furthermore, Dupin!s literary treatment of individual authors within 

each volume of the Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques adhered to 

a similar chronological framework. His working assumption was what went 

before must necessarily illuminate successive events. Consequently, the 

design of each chapter, centering as it did on a single ecclesiastical 

author (or later, groups of related authors who shared common theological 

orientation), was to render first an introductory account of the life of each 

author and to trace his literary career by describing his writings 

(extant, lost and fragmentary) in qualitative and quantitative terms. 

After each summary Dupin then evaluated the style, spirit and doctrine 

of the particular author (d'abreger antant qu*il a ete possible) 

Additional remarks on the texts themselves were included at the end of 

chapters in order to lend support to his judgments contained therein. In 

doing so, Dupin was fully aware of the theological dangers inherent in 

an undertaking of the kind the Bibliotheque represented: those readers 

who were "peu eclaires dans ces matieres" might simply pass over the 
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critical notes, ''rnais je prie ceux, qui veulent examiner exactement ce 

que j!ecris d'y avoir recours, et de les lires en listant le texte, parce 

que souvent j'avance des chose qui ne sent eclaircies, et prouvees que 

IT dans ces notes.11' 

Accordingly, if knowledge of who wrote what, when, and under what 

circumstances figured prominently in Dupin's Bibliotheque des auteurs 

ecclesiastiques, it was just as important and really necessary to read 

the best hooks available on theological and historical subjects: "Quand 

on aura connu par-la les Auteurs et les Ouvrages des Peres, on pourra 

lire d'abord ceux qui sont les plus necessaire pour s'instruire des 

l8 
Veritas essentielles de la religion." More central to Dupin's thinking 

and the pre-eminent reason for scholarly reading was neither the acqui

sition of knowledge for knowledge's sake nor the familiarizing of one's 

self with the past in order to attain heightened self-awareness. On 

the contrary, the main and over-riding interest lay in the acquisition 

19 of greater understandings of essential truths of the Christian religion. 

Not unlike the majority of contemporaries, Dupin was a Christian who 

believed that faith could be nurtured and strengthened through an appeal 

to knowledge of the Bible, the Church and its traditions. At the same 

time Dupin remained vigilant and recalled Paul's words: "We demolish 

sophistries and all that rears its proud head against the knowledge of 

20 
God . . ." (II Cor: 10.5) Dupin admired and recommended 

the biblical commentaries of the younger scholar Dom 

Augustin Calmet of the Benedictine congregation of Saint-Vannes. In 

fact, Calmet's multi-volumed Commentaire litteral sur tous les livres 

de l'Ancien Testament et du Nouveau Testament- (1707-1716) resembled 
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Dupin's Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques in its encyclopedic 

organization, its meticulous attention given to dates and chronology, 

21 its snythetic intent and its monumental scope. The cumulative and 

eliminating features of the Comment aire litteral are unmistakeable, 

sharing as they did much in common with Simon's Histoire critique du 

Vieux et du Nouveau Testament (1678-93) and Claude Fleury's Histoire 
op 

ecclesiastique (1691-1723). 

Calmet's commentaries also conformed with the traditional annotative 

and paraphrasing practices of Erasmus, Cornelius a Lapide, Grotius and 

Louis Cappel. In Calmet's hands, the critical methods of earlier 

scholars were not only continued "but also elaborated to meet the needs 

of a project that was more systematic and detailed in its design and 

more ambitious in scope. Utilizing modern and patristic sources 

together (and without ignoring the contributions, however limited, of 

scholastics), Calmet and his Benedictine collaborators compiled, trans

lated and interpreted each verse and each chapter of every book of the 

23 
Bible from Genesis to Revelation. 

In the Commentaire litteral. a preface was written especially for 

each book of scripture with summary descriptions of the contents and 

of pertinent information regarding author, style, order and purpose of 

the book. Calmet reproduced every verse as found in the Sixto-Clementine 

version of the Latin Vulgate Bible and then produced an accurate French 

translation with an accompanying literal commentary written in French 

that was denuded as much as possible of citations, foreign names (par

ticularly Greek and Hebrew) and obscure grammatical terms. When Latin 
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and Greek or Greek and Hebrew passages offered discrepancies, the dif

ferent versions were reported and the diverse meanings discussed. Impor

tantly, Calmet almost always went to pains to establish scholarly 

consensus of opinion and thereby ,?ramener au les esprits au meme point 

2.H de Vue," that is to say, what "la plupart des comment at eurs croyant.n 

Calmet carefully observed the order of each verse as well as the chron

ological order of the many commentators writing since antiquity. He 

also supplied relevant historical and geographic information whenever 

he thought it helped to clarify and to justify the translation and com

mentary. Rarely did Calmet devote more than two pages to a single verse 

of scripture and usually his analysis required only one page for eveiy 

two to three verses. Footnotes were frequently employed though marginal 

notes were excluded except in the several digressive essays or 

25 dissertations appearing at the beginning of the early volumes. 

Influenced by the example of Fleury (and perhaps also of Dupin) 

and the critical principles of Mabillon whom he knew and with whom he 

corresponded, Calmet designed the many volumes of his Commentaire 

26 litteral to be used as a reference guide by scholars and interested 

27 
laymen alike. This was the reason for his choice of French. The 

minimizing of Greek and Latin phrases within the commentaries themselves 

was an additional consideration that enhanced rather than detracted from 

28 
the work's popularity during the eighteenth century.Similarly, the 

CoTtimentaire litteral was well served by the many beautifully drawn maps 

(by Moulart Sanson) that were interspersed throughout the text. Like 

Dupin, Calmet also exhibited a deep interest in providing readers with 

chronologies and additional indices and tables of contents, of authors, 
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titles, biblical names and subject matters (many in alphabetical order 

29 with corresponding page numbers). All of these features made the 

Commentaire litteral doubly useful to readers interested in the critical 

remarks of specific commentators, ancient or modern, on different scrip

tural passages, verses, chapters and on related questions and contro

versies . 

Calmet's approach was also noteworthy for its ecumenical character. 

For instance, he included Arminian commentators like Leclerc who diverged 

from orthodoxy and reproduced his views on the terrestrial paradise, 

on the crossing of the Red Sea during the exodus, and the Tower Of Babel 

30 
episode.""" Calmet's intention was not to support the contentions and 

speculations of heterodox authors but to establish and popularize the 

scholarly consensus of opinion which was (for him) necessarily Catholic 

and in accord with officially recognized doctrines of the Roman Church. 

Typical of Calmet's conscientious scholarship was his apologizing 

for the lengthy and dry character of the Commentaire litteral: "L'Ouvrage 

en sera moins poli et plus sec, mais il en sera plus court et peut-etre 

31 plus fort et plus nerveux.55But he was quick to defend its utility. 

Avoidance of allegorical and moral interpretations and strict adherence 

to the commentaire litteral was deemed necessary if a circumspect critique 

of Scripture's literal sense was to be achieved. In Calmet's opinion, 

other commentaries—for example those of the early seventeenth century 

Jesuits Bonfrere and Cornelius a Lapide—had been weakened by the fre-

32 
quent mixing of different kinds of interpretation. Besides, the lit

eral significance of Scripture was recognized by Calmet to be the 

important foundation of all other senses. Accordingly, what interested 
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him most, sharing as he did an interest of other leading Catholic and 

Protestant savants, was the establishment of straightforward and con

sensual commentaries on the literal meaning of scripture. How Calmet 

differed from earlier interpreters was in his more complete, ordered 

and systematic method and not in the depth or originality of his 

biblical exegesis. A similar judgment might very well be made about 

Dupin's Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques or Simon's critical 

histories of the texts and versions of the Old and New Testaments. Nor 

were ambitious scholarly projects of the period restricted to Catholics. 

Similar kinds of endeavors—also characterized by systematic application 

of critical principles and by snythetic and all-embracing goals—were 

made by Protestant savants. Indeed, methodologies and the critical 

standards employed to judge the validity or at least the accuracy of 

sources cut across religious lines in spite of the more obvious diff-

33 erences imposed by contrary and conflicting theologies. 

Jacques Basnage's Histoire et la religion des Juifs (1707) and 

Histoire de 1'Eglise (1699) were also representative of the cumulative 

and culminating features that characterized biblical and ecclesiastical 

3U scholarship of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries." 

Not coinciden-felly, Basnage's brother Henri, sieur de Beauval and former 

avocat to the Parlement of Rouen, was editor of Histoire des ouvrages 

des savants, a periodical similar in scope and content to those pub-

35 
lished by Leclerc and Bayle. Jacques Basnage displayed an impressive 

ability to synthesize vast literary and historical materials and produce 

narrative overviews that were not devoid of analysis and speculative 

judgments. A leading Hebraist who spent most of his adult life in the 
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Dutch Provinces, Basnage developed a special interest in Judaism, ancient 

and modern, and wrote the first modern history of the Jews: Histoire 

et la religion des Juifs. 

Interest in Judaism among Christian scholars had "been awakened 

mainly "by the Reformation and the needs of more accurate translations. 

Basnage*s interests had been initially and probably exclusively lin

guistic though in later years his approach broadened to embrace the his

torical ramifications of language studies'. In this important respect 

Basnage resembled both Simon and Leclerc. He was motivated by a similar 

conviction as well: that study of languages and history served the 

cause of theological explanation. A Calvinist critic of Arminiams, Free

thinkers and Catholics, Basnage, because of his religiosity and not in 

spite of it, steeped himself in the Hebrew Bible, Rabbinic literature, 

Church history and the Fathers as few other Christians of his century 

had done or were even capable of doing. He even became a Christian 

authority on the long and confusing Talmudic writings as well as the 

Kabbala which he viewed with suspicion and perhaps even contempt. Among 

seventeenth century Christians, perhaps only Simon, Louis Cappel, Johan 

Buxtorf and the Cambridge Hebraist John Spencer were his real peers.""'"' 

Basnage's pioneering Histoire et la religion des Juifs was in fact 

the first extensive critical study of its kind by a Christian author. 

In five lengthy tomes of the first edition Basnage avoided a strictly 

chronological and annalistic scheme and instead combined the use of 

thematic analysis with historical narratives in order to discuss Judaism 

in both its religious and political contexts. Basnage's division of 

chapters into different topics of discussion which were mainly though 
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not exclusively theological in nature, involving as they did sects and 

their beliefs, was governed by the author's special interests and the 

37 theological preoccupations of Christian Europe.'"1 Consequently, the 

Histoire et la religion des Juifs cannot be described as anything like 

a scientific study of Judaism—no more than Simon's Histoires critiques 

can be described as scientific studies of the Bible. However, Basnage's 

sometimes surprisingly objective tone distinguished him from most contem-
Q Q 

porary Christian commentators of Judaism. 

In another important way Basnage's history of the Jews was illus

trative of a feature discernable in Dupin's Bibliotheque des auteurs 

ecclesiastique and Calmet's Commentaire 1literal; viz•, the interming

ling of more traditional (and to us, rather stilted) forms by which 

erudite knowledge was presented with newer and fresher elements that 

emphasized, because of the use of French and expository writing styles, 

39 readability and a wider popular appeal. That Basnage was aiming to 

reach a wider literate audience is perhaps most evident in his treatment 

of pertinent contemporary issues. Indeed, his Histoire de l'Eglise 

(1699) was nothing less than a polemical reply to Bos suet's Histoire 

des variations des Eglises protestantes (1687) whereby he sought to 

expose the errors of the Roman Church and the pervasive "progres 

J4O 
insensible de la superstition." It was no accident that in Histoire 

et la religion des Juifs Basnage frequently criticized the Roman Church, 

particularly when discussing the growth of papal power during the Middle 

Ages and the rise of traditions not based on Scripture. 

Much like Catholic contemporaries Dupin, Fleury and Simon, Basnage 

too, recognized the utility of contemporary testimony when reconstructing 
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past events and situations. As a Reformed Churchman, however, he could 

more easily relegate patristic authors to a less than authoritative 

position: "On a suivi exactement les auteurs contemporains et nous 

avons prefere leur temoignage a celui des Docteurs qui ont ecrit 

plusieurs annees ou meme plusieurs siecles apr£s l'£venement . . . .,^'tJ~ 

Basnage!s devotion to original sources and the testimony of contemp

oraries (whenever possible) is illustrated by his critical treatment 

of the Jewish Essenes, a subject of controversy in the seventeenth 

century as today because the evidence is still inconclusive. Conse

quently, he rejected Baronius' contention that they became Christianized. 

Moreover, in contrast to most Catholic commentators, Basnage preferred 

the testimony of a non-Christian contemporary—the Hellenized Jew Philo 

of Alexandria—to the testimony of Christian bishop and ecclesiastical 

1+2 
historian Eusebius of Caesarea who lived three centuries later. Sim

ilarly, Basnage preferred the testimony of Jews themselves on different 

1+3 
aspects of their religion and history. When testimonies differed and 

offered conflicting explanations it necessarily followed that the scholar 

must research the reasons for the disparities by discovering the pre

judices and passions—"les secrets du coeur"—of the authors without 

recourse to conjectures that were "incertaines et douteuses."^4 Some

times, only the testimony of a single author might exist. Basnage 

recognized that such testimony was to be accepted because a certain 

amount of trust was deemed necessary (particularly when they were grands 

hommesj. However, this was not the case when utilizing scholars writing 

since the Reformation. He was well aware of the polemical designs of 

most scholarly publications, be they Catholic or Protestant. This is 
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not to suggest that Basnage was above controversy or sceptical of all 

Catholic "writers. On the contrary, he recognised the merits of outstand

ing Catholic erudits and notably Jesuits like Sirmond and Petau, his 

contemporary Jean Mabillon, and others such as Baluze, Pagi, Marca and 
K 

Valois ,fdont decouvertes nous ont ete fort utiles.""''' In matters of 

la critique, Basnage recognized that some opinions were to be preferred— 

even if these opinions were articulated by Catholics. For example, 

Richard Simon's opinion of the antiquity of Coptic was deemed more rea

listic than Vossius' view; also, Simon, because he was a superior 

. . b6 critic, was preferred to other Catholics like Morin. Similarly, 

Basnage was highly critical of Simon's theory of public scribes [ Gf„ 

Chapter V] but on occasion he employed Simon's scholarship as it per-

1+7 tained to ether matters as in the case of the Syriac churches. 

On the whole Basnage's critical methods and the scope and organi

zation of his histories of the Jews and the Christian Church conformed 

with the most conspicuous trends in seventeenth century scholarship. 

True, his profound interest in Judaism separated him somewhat from 

Christian contemporaries, but his critical methods were in keeping with 

advances made by other contemporaries in both France and Europe generally. 

In one area, however, Basnage displayed considerable originality in 

technique: in his description of post-biblical Judaism of the third 

and fourth centuries he made use of imperial edicts as a supplementary 

source of information on the probable condition of the Jews of the 

diaspora; he integrated these pieces of information with references and 

I18 
descriptions contained in patristic literature and in Jewish chronicles. 

Whether or not Basnage was influenced directly by the Jansenist scholar 
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1*9 
Tillemont and his innovative use of sources remains less clear. On 

the other hand, Basnage's career and those of others already mentioned 

in this chapter seem to suggest a general atmosphere conducive to more 

and deeper kinds of erudite researches into different facets of the past. 

The image of a century steeped in historical pyrrhonisme or conversely, 

a picture of heated theological quarrels producing only negative side-

effects, are in need of modification if not outright rejection. 

For instance, it has been often stated that Pierre Bayle, who emi

grated to the Dutch Provinces in l68l, was representative of a destruc

tive philosophical scepticism. Indeed, a superficial reading of his 

Dictionnaire historique et. critique would suggest as much. In the 

article "Abimelech" we find an almost blanket condemnation of all 

ancient historians: 

Je crois que tous les anciens historiens ont pris le meme 
licence a I'egard des vieux memoires qu'ils consultaient. lis 
ont couru des supplemens, et, n'y trouvant pas les faits 
developpes et embellis a leur fantaisie, ils les ont etendus 
et habilles comme il leur a plu: et aujourd'hui, nous prenons 
cela pour histoire.50 

In the same article Bayle!s remarks about Abimelech, the Philistine king 

of Gerar, also pointed to an extreme scepticism regarding historical 

knowledge. In footnote C the writings of Josephus (so important to 

Simon and Basnage) were scrutinized and found unreliable. 

Un homme qui faisait profession ouverte du judaisme, dont la 
foi etait fondee sur la divinite de l'Ecriture, ose raconter 
les choses autrement qu'il ne les lit dans la Genese: il 
change, il ajoute. il supprime des circonstances; en un mot, 
il se met en opposition avec Moise, de telle sorte qu'il faut 
que I'un des deux soit un faux historien.51 
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This highly controversial passage, one which many have interpreted as 

a critical stab at the Mosaic narrative itself, was probably meant by 

Bayle to criticize the author of the Jewish Antiquities. Indeed, on 

closer inspection, Baylefs scepticism was much closer to the prevailing 

methodical scepticism employed by scholars than to the destructive and 

mainly negative epistemological scepticism of systematic philosophers. 

This contention is supportable when we recall that he apparently 

accepted inspired authors of the Bible. A similar passage may be found 

in "Cham" (Ham) wherein he declared: 

mais si une fois il est permis de supposer que les narrations 
de Moise sont si deguisees, il est a craindre qu'on ne 
transporte cette methode jusqu'a I'histoire de la tentation 
et de la chute d'Adam, comme quelques-uns ont ose le faire.52 

Taken out of context this passage in particular might suggest, expec-

ially to those like Voltaire who possessed a highly developed sense of 

ironic humor, that Bayle was merely "affirming by denying" and elsewhere 

"denying by affirming," a practice common to eighteenth century satirists. 

53 But we must also recall that Bayle rarely if ever used this device. 

Again, if we accept his religious sentiments as sincere, then we must 

conclude that the two passages quoted above are representative of a 

genuine respect and veneration of the Mosaic scriptures—in spite of 

the obvious problems encountered with them. 

The dispute among modern scholars over Bayle's historical thinking 

stems in large part from his practice of questioning the accuracy and 

reliability of pagan and patristic authors. As a Calvinist living in 

the Dutch Refuge he was under no obligation to accept as authoritative 
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the writings of Church Fathers. As we have observed in the writings 

of Simon and Dupin, Catholics could and did debate the merits and 

deficiencies of Church Fathers, Latin as well as Greek. At the same 

time, Catholics and Protestants together recognized the Bible as 

occupying a special and pre-eminent place in history and literature. 

Like most Christian contemporaries, Bayle accepted the basic chronology 

and contents of Old and New Testaments as true. Consequently, the Bible 

could be used by him (as it was by others) as a measuring stick by which 

other works (profane, patristic, Judaic, etc.) might be gauged for 

accuracy and their ultimate reliability as source materials. As such, 

his main objection to Josephus as historian and biblical commentator 

was that the first century author contradicted the testimony of biblical 

authors. Importantly, this same critical principle was employed by 

Bayle when evaluating other non-biblical writers. On occasion this 

principle was used to vindicate an ancient author's testimony. For 

instance, Bayle accepted Philo's account of idolatry among the Israel

ites because it corresponded with other writings and most importantly 

5)4 
conformed with descriptions contained in the oldest books of the Bible. 

The upshot of Bayle's method, albeit more cautious and restrained 

than many contemporaries, was belief in the ability to construct more 

accurate historical pictures of distant events and situations. Like 

his friend and fellow Churchman Jacques Basnage, Bayle too, emphasized 

the utility of comparative methods and the need to establish consensus 

of reasonable opinions within a scholarly framework that explicitly 

acknowledged the Bible as the final authoritative source. 

We have already examined the high value Dupin and Calmet placed 

on consensual testimonies in their efforts to provide reliable 
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encyclopedia-like references. We should not overlook a similar project 

executed "by Richard Simon in his critical histories. For example, in 

his Histoire critique des textes du Nouveau Testament (1689) Simon 

discussed biblical books individually in separate chapters. Chapter 16 

examined the major problems and controversies surrounding Letter to 

Hebrews.^ Simon first mentioned the central controversy—in this case, 

whether or not Hebrews was authored by Paul. He then proceeded to list 

all the objections and opinions made by major commentators since antiq

uity; significantly, he generally adhered to a chronological order, dis

cussing earliest critics first. In this case, the Arians were the first 

to reject the canonicity of the letter; Simon related their objections 

but then quickly reiterated Eusebius' and Theodoret of Cyr's defense of 

the letter - Similarly, he summarized Clement of Alexandria's and 

Origen's acceptance of Hebrews as a work of Paul (or someone close to 

Paul). True to form, Simon then described every Church Fathers' opinion 

on the authorship of the letter: from Saint Hilaire to Ambrose to 

Augustine (who all affirmed its authenticity as a writing of Paul). 

Since medieval writings on the letter to Hebrews were few and far between 

(and Simon thought little of them), a similar survey of modern opinion 

57 was presented. We learn in chapter 16 that Erasmus"'1 raised doubts about 

the letter and that he was censured by the Faculty of Theology at Paris. 

Likewise, the opinions of Melchior Cano, Luther and Calvin were deline

ated,"^ After bringing the survey up to the seventeenth century, Simon 

was then in a better position to weigh the pros and cons and to remove 

the improbabilities from the probabilities. By the end of the chapter, 

he formulated his own opinion—one supportive of Origen's commentary; 
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viz^, that the letter to Hebrews was probably the work of someone close 

to Paul (perhaps a scribe or interpreter within the Apostle's inner 

circle). The main reason for Simon's judgment was his and others1 

observations about the highly elevated style of the Greek original that 

contrasted noticeably with Paul's relative simplicity and straight-

59 forwardness. 

In describing the zeal exhibited for comparatisme and the estab

lishment of consensual testimonies we must not lose sight of the ulti

mate objective behind all these scholarly productions; namely, the 

clarification of religious truths. Typical of the prevailing sentiment 

that transcended denominational lines was Dupin's opinion of la critique 

and the role of critical-minded scholarship (which derived from the 

Renaissance as much as from the Reformation): to enlighten people by 

demonstrating and elucidating truths. Criticism was understood as a 

lantern or 

flambeau qui nous eclaire et nous conduit dans les routes 
obscurs d'antiquite, en nous faisant distinguer la vrai d'avec 
le faux, l'Histoire d'avec la Fable et l'antiquite d'avec les 
nouveautes.°^ 

Accordingly, Dupin believed in and prescribed adherence to specific (and 

perhaps eternal) rules of veritable critique. He outlined them best 

in his primer on theology and its study, Methode pour etudier la 

Theologie (1J16). He made an appeal to sixteenth century predecessors 

Erasmus and Melchior Cano (as well as the fifteenth century Gallican 

Gerson, author of the Examen) who also sought to establish a vraie 

theologie that integrated philosophy and history and excellentes maxims 
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 ̂1 
in the pursuit of truth. And like so many other scholarly confreres, 

he too wanted not only well articulated critical principles that might 

he recognized by all but a systeme generate applicable to more general 

and different varieties of research into the Bible, history, the Church 

Fathers and all matters that were either directly or laterally important 

to theology. In this respect Dupin was heavily influenced by contem

porary Jean Mabillon, the Benedictine scholar of Saint-Maur and author 

of De_ Re Diplomatica which outlined the correct method to examine docu

ments and treatises in order to determine authenticity and dates of 

composition: "C'est en suivant son [Mabillon'sU exemple et ses traces 

que 1'on a compose ce petit ouvrage de la Methods pour etudier la 

^ 2 
Theologie." , In all of this was the assumption, common to many, that 

historical inquiry served the cause of religous truth—both in its 

metaphysical and moral dimensions. To these moral aspects we now turn 

in Chapter i • 
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53Simon, Histoire critique des textes du Nouveau Testament (Rotterdam: 
R. Leers, 1689), chapter l6, 171-185. 
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Ibid.i in doing so, Simon defended Eusebius as orthodox. In 

fact, Simon favored the historical-minded Antiochene school that 
Theodoret of Cyr and Theodore of Mopsuestia represented in the fifth 
century. 

5TIbid., 180. 

•'""'rpid. , 183-18U, 

59 '' Modern scholars of course have made similar observations. 

uJ"Dupin, Hon v. bib I., I, 13. 

^Dupin, "Avertissement," Methode. 

62^ . , Ibid. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE MORAL AND PEDAGOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF BIBLICAL SCHOLARSHIP: 

PART ONE. BAYLE AS MORALIST: THE DUTIES 

OF SCHOLARS AND SUBJECTS 

PART TWO. FLEURY AS PRECEPTOR: SCRIPTURE 

AND MORAL REFORMATION 



Thus far we have examined some of the important ways Catholic and 

Protestant controversies influenced the direction and substance of 

biblical and ecclesiastical researches. Chapter 6 emphasized the 

design and scope of these critical works. It is important to observe, 

however, that just as seventeenth century scholarship was increasingly 

preoccupied with the accuracy of critical methods, while remaining 

steeped in religious controversy, moral and pedogogical considerations 

were also of paramount importance. Scholars, even had they tried, never 

could have avoided entirely the many and related issues invariably 

linked to discussion of religious minorities, the reconciliation 'of 

churches, or the rights and obligations of sovereigns. Nor could they 

for that matter detach themselves from explicitly moral questions that 

were also connected to theological, historical or political affairs. 

Too often the moralistic and controversialist intentions were different 

though complementary aspects of a broader propagandistic campaign. 

Indeed, the writings of Pierre Bayle, Jacques Basnage and Claude Fleury 

exemplified the almost natural intersection of controversialist 

scholarship with efforts to moralize about myriad issues of both per

sonal and public merit. These important recognitions help to maintain 

the period's scholarship in proper historical perspective. 

In Chapter 7 I identify two general categories of moralism: a 

personal or private variety that involved mainly ethical conduct which 

was closely tied to the urgings of religious pietism; a second variety 

was closer to etiquette and the norms of social conduct that were in

creasingly emphasized in formal education. It Is my intention to 

205 
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describe the several ways Scripture was used in both categories . Part 

One examines the moral thrust behind so much of Bayle's writings. Part 

Two looks more closely at the major works of Fleury (and incidentally, 

Basnage) whose intentions resemble those other great spiritual pedagogues, 

Bossuet and Fenelon. An additional concern of this chapter is to describe 

more accurately how the aim common to many Protestants and Catholics was 

to reassert the idea of a unified moral personality that was neglected 

by both Protestant legalism and Catholic Probabilism. 

PART ONE. BAYLE AS MORALIST: THE DUTIES OF 
SCHOLARS AND SUBJECTS. 

In many ways Bayle presupposed the rationalist postulate of the 

Enlightenment which recognized natural causality. 'But his scepticism, 

inseparable from his Fideism, prevented him from entirely denying the 

possibility of divine intervention in human affairs. Indeed, his 

Calvinist beliefs, which I accept as sincere, distanced him from most, 

if not all, philosophes of the eighteenth century.-* But like them, he 

too, was a critical thinker who searched for truths. Above all, Bayle 

was a moralist in the tradition of Montaigne and Pascal. His moralism 

was bound to his Christian Fideism and perhaps the most obvious and 

natural expression of it. It was in fact similar to and part of a wider 

trend detectable in seventeenth century Christendom; viz, , in pietistic 

forms of Christian belief and practice that were beginning to gain momen-

p 
turn in western Europe and England throughout the second half of the century. 

However, in contrast to the rather pedestrian Fleury or the capable 

though less brilliant Basnage, we detect two central paradoxes surround

ing Bayle's life and thought. Both were connected with his religious 

scepticism and Fideism: first, the impossibility of completely recon

ciling the perceived truths derived from rationalism and those of 
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revelation; second, the impossibility of completely reconciling morality 

"with the truths of revelation. In contrast to a growing number of 

Calvinists and latitudinarian Protestants like the Remonstrant minister 

Jean Leclerc, Rayle refused to accept the notion that what was behind 

truth (i.e., divine truth) was neither contrary to reason, nor in con

flict with morality. Bayle, though a firm believer in a supreme being 

was too much the sceptic and perhaps too much like the original 

Reformers to draw any definite conclusions on these matters. He left 

the issues open and as a result brought wrath from all sides down on 

his head. 

Recognition of these paradoxes need not deter our appreciation of 

Bayle's religious sincerity and his constant emphasis on moralistic 

as opposed to ritualistic and purely dogmatic aspects of Christian 

faith. Nor should our awareness of the volatile political atmosphere 

during the years following the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685) 

obscure his honorable and deeply moralistic intentions. Not unlike 

Basnage's Histoire et la religion des Juifs (1707), Bayle's writings 

and particularly the great Dictionnaire historique et critique (1697) 

cannot be fully comprehended without continual reference to immediate 

political turmoil and long-standing religious controversies as they 

affected Huguenot refugees in the Dutch Provinces. It is already 

apparent how the Old Testament had long attracted Protestants for 

reasons that were not exclusively theological; viz., the Hebrew Bible 

and its sacred history offered numerous analogies between the chosen 

few or elect of modern times and the Jews of antiquity who had made 

their covenant with Jehovah and who suffered similar persecution at the 
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hands of a superstitious and ethically backward majority." The propa-

gandistic purposes of Scripture were not new and Bayle appears never 

to have been reluctant to make use of Holy Writ in overtly political 

ways. In anything, the Dictionnaire attests to his genius as a poiem-

ecist, his resourcefulness as a scholar as well as to the overall com

plexity of his mind. But these were not all nor even the most signifi

cant features of his oeuvre. 

In sum, Bayle's many and diverse (and not always harmonious) 

objectives in the articles on the Old Testament may be said to have 

embraced three broad categories within a framework that consistently 

tried to uphold ethical and moral considerations of Christianity while 

carefully disassociating them from doctrines and theological systems. 

The first of these categories mainly involved scholars and their ethical 

duties—namely, to criticize commentators, editors, translators et al. 

who had attributed to biblical personages deeds and sayings that had 

no basis in scripture and at the same time to challenge the authority 

of traditions and stories about the Bible in order to expose them as 

fraudulent. A second goal of Bayle's was overtly political and involved 

contemporary events in France and Europe; viz., to maintain a sensible 

attitude toward temporal powers and to caution restraint and moderation 

among both subjects and monarchical rulers. Attacks on the ideas of 

religious enthusiasts and political extremists who advocated violent 

rebellion were unavoidable and on occasion became the raison d'etre of 

many articles. A third goal of Bayle's was related to all of these 

efforts though not always directly stated: really, to point out how 

futile efforts were to rationalize .Scripture completely in order that 
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"books of the Bible might appear more reasonable and more credible to 

readers accustomed to thinking in critical and empirical terms or 'who 

k were inclined to the logicality of Deism. 

An examination of the first of these objectives makes it also clear 

that the Old Testament articles provide abundant evidence of Bayle's 

interest in the problems of translation. However, Bayle was no phil

ologist and his scant knowledge of Hebrew [he read Greek] seriously 

handicapped his ability to scrutinize the scriptural writings in the 

original language. Consequently, he was compelled to rely on the 

learned opinions of Rabbis and Christian Hebraists like Giulio 

Bartollocci, Richard Simon and fellow churchman Jacques Basnage. How

ever, Bayle's intentions were not entirely jeopardised by such limi

tations, since he was persistently less interested in words and their 

meanings than in the professional and moral integrity of commentators 

and translators. 

Four articles in particular explore problems of translation and 

translators: "Aaron," "Abimelech," "Abraham" and "Sara." This is not 

to suggest that Bayle ignored the matters in articles on profane sub

jects. The detailed exposition in "Adonis" is a prime example of how 

Bayle became indignant over all slip-shod translations and some authors' 

•apparent lack of scruples.^ However, the Old Testament articles, because 

they discussed subjects close to the hearts of thinking Christians and 

Jews, presented the manifold issues involved in an especially vivid 

light. For example, Bayle's discriminating judgments were well dis

played in both "Abraham" and "Sara." Typically, he recounted in order 

to rebuke the many and ridiculous interpretations made by commentators 
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since antiquity (e.g. , were Abraham-and Sara in fact brother and sister 

as some argued on the basis of Genesis 12. 17-19 ?). Nor did he fail 

to give poor translators their due criticism. But his most vehement 

attacks were reserved for patently dishonest translators, editors and 

commentators who deliberately distorted, twisted, and corrupted texts 

oy either interpolating or excising words and entire passages. As one 

might expect, Bayle did not limit his criticism to those not sharing 

his own Protestant-Fideist religious sentiments and instead went after 

offenders of all demoninations, always reporting discrepancies and/or 

duplicity on the part of authors in order that the cause of honest 

scholarship might be strengthened, refined and respected. 

In a different vein Bayle sometimes discussed as in "Aaron" how 

Scripture was translated into vernacular languages. In doing this, he 

wished to impress upon his readers the potential power and influence 

residing in the person of translator. Making such a recognition was 

itself a cause for some alarm. How easy it was, Bayle pointed out, to 

insert passages into a biblical narrative or simply to supress a word 

or words. Catholics and Protestants were both guilty of such practices. 

Indeed, both had used a similar defense: that the intention was honor

able because it aimed to clarify complicated scriptural matters for the 

benefit of less learned readers. As far as Bayle was concerned such 

practices were dangerous and damnable because they usually sought to 

make scripture conform with particular points of view or with 

"hypotheses." Clever men can see the trap, he observed, but unfor

tunately, the ignorant cannot: "les habiles gens se peuvent garantir 
7 

du piege; les ignorans ne le peuvent pas." How ironic that it was so 
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easy to deceive people in matters of religion and very difficult to un

deceive them. 

Bayle's observations frequently sought to amuse readers and were 

in keeping with the sceptical tide of thought that found different ways 

of entry into seventeenth century letters and philosophy. What is some

times overlooked is how this endemic sceptical temper did not inevitably 

lead to more philosophical extremes and to the destructive pyrrhonisme 

of some neo-Epicureans who always remained a small minority. In Bayle's 

case la doute methodique was a means and not an end in itself. On a 

broad level of scholarly inquiry, Bayle could thereby apply his critical 

faculties in a manner befitting both the philologist and historian. 

Like Simon or Leclerc, two scholars he respected, he was well aware of 

the sometimes subtle relationships between language and historical en

vironment. He realistically concluded that the innumerable textual 

faults encountered by scholars were most often the result of human errors— 

mistakes of copyists, editors, epitomizers and the like—and not the 

Q 
product of deliberate malice. Consulting original sources and the man

uscripts available were practices that Bayle perceived as natural and 

necessary. Yet variations resulting from either conscious efforts to 

distort or from those caused by carelessness posed admittedly difficult 

problems that required balanced, meticulously researched "critical 

histories" of the kind Father Simon excelled at writing. And though 

Bayle refrained from agreeing with everything Simon wrote, he saw the 

utility in constructing consensual interpretations and laying a more 

9 unified foundation from which futher inroads might be made. 
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A curious example of Bayle!s insight (and also his receptivity to 

other opinions; involved his appreciation of how subtle changes in the 

use and meaning of words (in these cases, Hebrew and Greek) posed diffi

culties in not only accurately grasping them but in translating them 

faithfully into modern vernaculars. Comparing Greek with Hebrew or 

Latin with Greek and Hebrew was one such approach to thorny etymological 

matters. But another and, as we have observed in Simon, Leclerc, Dupin 

and Fleury, increasingly popular practice was the consultation of the 

Masorah and its critical annotations. While Bayle's own familiarity 

with Rabbinic marginalia and Judaic literature as a whole was second

hand, his linguistic deficiencies did not deter him from trying to grasp 

the wealth of ideas and knowledge contained within them. 

Bayle's explanation of the game (,jeu) played by Issac and Rebecca 

(Genesis 26.8) affords us an outstanding example of his critical realism 

10 
and dependency on contemporary scholarship. True to his systematic 

procedure, he first recounted the many explanations offered by exegetes 

and allegorists over the centuries in order to weaken their authority. 

Bayle dismissed these different interpretations as products of later, 

more refined and reflective ages. He concentrated on the problem 

instead from a more explicitly philological angle that also required 

examination of particular cultural factors. By using several insights 

(which were themselves based on comparative techniques and common sense 

judgments) put forward by Rabbinical scholars and Christian Hebraists, 

Bayle concluded that the mysterious game Abimelech saw Isaac and Rebecca 

playing was nothing of the sort. It was sexual embrace. As in many 

11 
other passages of Hebrew Scripture, game was only a euphemism. 
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If not all readers could engage in the detailed and very complex 

linguistic exercises that Europe's leading savants applied their skills, 

at least the intelligent lay reader could grasp the principles and 

common sense that went into most critical researches of the Bible. By 

communicating these techniques to intelligent readers Bayle contributed 

in no small measure to the popularizing of erudite knowledge that is 

described in Chapter 8. At the same time and just as importantly, 

he restated again and again the values modern scholarship are largely 

founded upon: intellectual honesty, precision and balanced judgment. 

Commonplace as they might appear to today's reader, prescriptions 

of the kind Bayle formulated in the pages of the Dictionnaire were not 

strikingly original in the late seventeenth century. Other scholars 

and men of letters, including the biblical critics examined in this dis

sertation (including the not always reliable Dupin) had all argued along 

similar lines. Nor were their concerns unrealistic given the pervasive-

12 
ness of anonymously and pseudonomously written works, the continued 

and widespread plagiarism of all varieties of publications, the vogue 

13 
for fictitious memoirs and historical fiction * as well as the ever pop

ular employment of innuendo, slander and defamation of character. In 

matters of biblical or ecclesiastical study, abusive practices were viewed 

with all the more suspicion because of the undeniably sacred aura sur-

rounding and permeating the subject matters. 

One of the most important features of the Dictionnaire historique 

et critique was its moral epicenter which permitted Bayle to direct his 

critical genius toward matters that appeared external to scholarship 

and yet do so in a manner by which literate contemporaries probably could 
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not- fail to perceive the immediate relevance.^ This was no doubt why 

French Protestants in the Dutch Provinces were especially sensitive to 

the religious, ethical and above all the political significances of the 

many articles on the Bible in the Dictionnaire. Not unlike Basnage's 

later Histoire et la religion des Juifs (1707)5 Bayle's dictionary articles 

analyzed sacred history in such a way so as to make a cogent plea for 

restraint and moderation on the part of oppressed (and understandably 

enraged) French Protestants as well as from the powerful monarchy. In 

doing so, Bayle continued his advocacy of religious tolerance not only 

for Protestants but for all sects and viewpoints. At the same time his 

articles on the Old Testament are noteworthy because in them he also 

sought to reaffirm a traditional set of values and attitudes that 

French Calvinists had generally accepted in order to justify their sep

arate religious identity in a Catholic kingdom. As Professor Walter 

Rex pointed out over twenty years ago in a lengthy article on the politics 

and theology behind Bayle's article on King David, Bayle was most intent 

upon refuting the dangerous revisionist views of Pierre Jurieu ana his 

faction in the Walloon Consistory of Rotterdam, J~v" 

By far the most controversial article in the Dictionnaire, "David" 

incurred the dislike of orthodox-minded Calvinists as well as those fav

orable to Jurieu's revisionist brand of Calvinist theology. Censured 

for writing the article and under extensive pressure from co-religion

ists thereafter, Bayle subsequently deleted and changed portions of 

"David" before publication of the second edition of the dictionary in 

1702. Yet the structure of the article and its message remained basically 

the same (and the original article was reprinted in all subsequent 
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eighteenth century editions): Bayle recounted the well known life and 

times of the great king of Isreal and described the slayer of Goliath 

as the man after Godfs own heart"—-selon le coeur de Dieu-—a "biblical 

phrase that he did much to popularize; he then proceeded to list the 

hypocrisies, murders, lies, adulteries and other crimes of the great 

17 
monarch—"the man after God's own heart.""*"' Unfortunately, the explic

itly ironic (and sarcastic) tone of "David" was generally accepted at 

face value by later eighteenth century readers who were largely ignor

ant of the circumstances within which the article was written. Simil

arly, some contemporaries in France and in the Dutch Provinces misread 

Bayle's intentions and wrongly assumed that the article on David had 

been an especially irreligious work—designed to weaken the authority 

id of the Bible and with it, Christianity. 

On closer inspection none of these assumptions accurately grasped 

Bayle's intentions which were typically multiple. In the articles 

"David," "Esechiel," and "Judith" two types of criticism were empha

sized. Importantly, both were related and indicative of Bayle's "stren

uous attempt to reaffirm the dying traditions of the past in the threat 

19 of change." On one very important level, Bayle explicitly attacked 

the prevailing rationalizing tendency among Protestant theologians who 

wished to enhance the status of sanctification as it was tied to justi

fication by faith. In other words, Bayle restated many of the themes 

touched upon in both Pensees diverses sur la comete (l683) and the 

Commentaire nhilosophique (l686) in order to undermine the increasingly 

popular view that equated reason with religion and morality with God's 

ways (coming close to Antinomianism since he refused to accept as valid 
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20 external signs of one's salvation).'"''" However, at the same time Bayle 

wished to make plain that he still believed in adherence to a strict 

ethical code of conduct: he believed that moral conscience and lead

ing a decent and reasonable life were inseparable from realising an au

thentic Christian faith (as distinct from salvation), although he could 

not accept the notion that faith, which justified man before God, was 

necessarily accompanied by a visible regeneration of the will or heart 

21 (i.e., sanctification). 

In spite of Bayle's conservatism on matters of salvation and on 

reconciling reason with religion, he might still agree with latitudiarian 

theologian Isaac Jaquelot (16^7-1708) and the Remonstrant minister 

Leclerc in one vital respect: in placing continued importance on the 

role of intellect (la connaissance) in the act of faith. In contrast 

to ecstatic religious enthusiasts who sank into emotionalism, leading 

spokesmen of French Calvinism generally remained articulate defenders 

of Christianity's intellectual and moral imperatives. Unfortunately, 

the several and not always harmonious intentions behind Bayle's writings 

invariably led to some confusion among contemporaries as to the actual 

nature 'of his theology and politics. To a far greater degree than other 

Huguenot spokesmen, Bayle's oeuvre reflects the mingling of traditional 

Protestant beliefs with appreciations derived more from contemporary 

currents of philosophical scepticism and scholarly criticism. But we 

must not conclude that the mix of old and new was a handicap when tackling 

difficult religious, political or moral issues. On an identifiably 

political level, Bayle proved to be an effective critic of the newer 

currents of opinion that threatened to exacerbate further Catholic-

Protestant relations in France. 
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In approaching the persistent problem of Calvinist loyalty to 

Catholic monarchs, we must remember that the Revocation of the Edict 

of Nantes in 1685 was a turning point, albeit one that was long in the 

making, that precipitated a profound crisis in French Protestantism. 

In reaction to the monarchical policy of forced conversions, many leading 

divines, notably Pierre Jurieu, articulated radical interpretations of 

political authority, its spiritual powers and the popular basis of 

sovereignty. It was in opposition to Jurieu's theological and 

political revisionism that Bayle and others like the brothers Basnage 

reaffirmed the legitimacy of an older Calvinist notion that recognized 

as separate the spiritual and political functions of sovereigns without, 

however, rejecting or minimizing their natural and God-given authority 

in temporal affairs. Specifically, Bayle reiterated the established 

Calvinist belief in a separation of powers in rulers by contrasting 

modern practices with the peculiar and now anachronistic practices of 

biblical kings who enjoyed a special unified spiritual-political authority. 

Kings of Israel and Judah had exercized such authority, it was understood, 

because of the special covenant that the Hebrews had made with God. 

However, the Christian epiphany broke the covenant for all time and 

rendered unified power unnecessary. In order to place Bayle's political 

thinking in proper perspective, several names and theories of kingship 

must be reviewed, although I should make clear that a detailed examination 

of the large corpus of French Calvinist writings on politics lies beyond 

22 
the scope of this chapter. 

By the end of the seventeenth century two opposing sets of attitudes 

toward the French monarchy had emerged among Protestants. As might be 
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expected , "both were affected by the larger political crisis that was 

in turn further complicated by the wars of Louis XIV against the allied 

powers. On one side, we encounter an older tradition that articulated 

a general theory of continued separation of powers. This was the view 

that Bayle and other moderate Calvinists embraced. Importantly, these 

Huguenots and revisionists within the Remonstrant Church recognized the 

sovereign's legitimate authority in political spheres. Before 1685 Cal-

vinist divines from Moise Amyraut to Jean Claude had recognized the 

practicality of declaring allegiance to the crown while also adopting 

23 an emphatically pacific posture. Typical had been the refrain before 

and after the Revocation: Craignez Dieu, honorez le roi. After 1685, 

obedience to the king was believed by many to be not merely a practical 

expedient but a political necessity designed to minimize violence and 

discourage open revolts that might lead to the virtual extinction of 

Protestantism in France. Nor were Protestants the only group wishing 

to distinguish between religious or ecclesiastical functions and overtly 

political responsibilities of monarchs. Ultramontanists frequently 

seized upon similar themes for entirely different reasons. What is more, 

these curious intersections of theology, ecclesiology and politics were 

continually and further complicated by the active presence of royal 

Gallicans who defended the monarchy's religious prerogatives in order 

to counter the contrary interpretations put forward by insurgent Pro

testants on the one hand, and Romanists, on the other hand. To these 

different perspectives, add yet another: the revisionist political the-

ology of Pierre Jurieu and his supporters within the Walloon Consistory 

at Rotterdam. 
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In the series of pamphlets published as Lettres pastorales 

addressees aux fideles de France 11686-1689) and in the even more shrill 

L1Accomplissement des propheties (1686), Jurieu emerged as the greatest 

Huguenot spokesman of a militant political theology that emphasized the 

2k unity of temporal and spiritual, powers. He based his belief in theoc

racy on the Old Testament and the testimony (or really lack of it) offered 

in I and II Samuel and I Kings. By interpreting Scripture in such a 

way so as to give credence to a contractual relationship between sovereigns 

and subjects and between subjects and God, Jurieu demonstrated that he 

was not an unoriginal thinker. Influenced by millenarianism and radi

cal political thought of the English civil war and mightily impressed 

by the Glorious Revolution of 1688, he declared that people were an 

25 
immediate source of a government's authority.""' Furthermore, when a 

monarch proved unworthy of support after becoming an enemy of true re

ligion (i.e., Protestantism), the people, with God's inevitable approval 

and assistance, were justified in transfering that sovereignty to another 

ruler. Jurieu sought to defend his conception of monarchy by referring 

to I Samuel 16 and IT wherein the silence on the matter of David's elec

tion to the throne of Israel was construed to mean that a popular man

date stood behind Hebrew monarchs because Saul had lost God's favor and 

in doing so, forfeited the people's allegiance. 

Jurieu's dramatic and revolutionary message was formulated amidst 

swiftly changing circumstances. Expediency then explains iA part why 

he reassessed the foundations of political authority and prophesied the 

iminent downfall of the French monarchy. As in the past, scriptural 

justification offered Protestant believers with an authoritative 
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rationale in their struggle with a persecuting Catholic majority. But 

not all French Calvinists responded to the tragic turn of events by advo

cating resistance or rebellion. Though they were also distressed by 

recent developments that included numerous accounts of atrocities commit

ted on both sides, Huguenots of more moderate persuasion were inclined 

to denounce Jurieu's political writings and to characterize his bellicose 

call to arms as suicidal. On a more theological level, these moderates 

also questioned Jurieu's interpretation of Scripture and specifically 

his insistence on people's God-given right to remove wicked kings, reject

ing belief in the union of spiritual and temporal powers. 

Clearly, Jurieu and not Bayle was the innovator in political theory 

and theology. But Jurieu was also a nihilist whose talk of holy war 

had been encouraged further by the English Glorious Revoluation, Protes

tant unrest in Languedoc and the Cevennes, and the impending War of the 

26 League of Augsburg. Bayle, on the other hand, was a conservative real

ist who was disturbed by the apparent infectiousness of Jurieu's senti

ments among fellow Huguenots in the Dutch Refuge. His sensitivity had 

been heightened already by the death of his brother Jacob who had been 

27 
killed by Catholic reactionaries in 1685. Bayle readily perceived 

how many dangers threatened Protestants remaining in France. As far 

as he was concerned, the traditional posture of obedience to king—— 

demeaning as it must have been-—was the only realistic alternative to 

willful self-destruction. 

The split between Bayle and Jurieu was therefore conditioned by 

the immediate political crisis fostered by the Revocation of the Edict 

of Nantes. Consequently, we must not assume that their opposing 
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theological systems -would have necessarily produced a similar schism 

had the Revocation never taken place. Yet the drift apart preceded 1685 

and personal no less than philosophical factors played prominent roles 

in this development. During the l6'70's loth men had "been on friendly 

28 terms when teaching at the acadeny of Sedan. In those years, Jurieu 

was considered one of the rising lights in French Protestant letters 

and theology. Bayle respected and perhaps even admired him. However, 

"by 1690, whatever respect they held for one another had been replaced 

by bitter recrimination. Jurieu accused Bayle of having written Avis 

important aux ref.ugies sur leur prochain ret our en Franc e (1690), an 

anonymous work that attacked not only the Lettres pastorales but the 

general spirit of Huguenot writings in the years immediately following 

29 the Revocation. Amidst the series of pamphlet wars that ensued, Bayle 

was already at work on the Dictionnaire historiaue et critique, an early 

sample edition appearing in 1692. Nor was Jurieu inactive: he continued 

to publish and preach fiery sermons in the Rotterdam Consistory of which 

Bayle was also a member and continued to belong even after Jurieu used 

his influence to have him dismissed from his professorship at the Ecole 

Illustre in 1693. Importantly,Bayle continued his literary campaign 

against the still prestigious pastor. Nor was he alone in opposing Jurieu: 

Henri Basnage, who much earlier had written a brilliant treatise,De la 

tolerance des religions (168U), attacked him in several pamphlets and 

in articles in the influential Histoire des ouvrages des sqavans; pastor 

Gedeon Huet defended Bayle's theory of religious tolerance; the pastor 

Elie Saurin of Utrecht condemned Jurieu's views on monarchy in Examen 

30 
de la theologie de Mr. Jurieu (2 vols . , 169^) • The factional 
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struggles were far from concluded when the first edition of the Dietionnaire 

was published in 1697« As might be expected, many of the articles and 

not just the famous "David" became vehicles to assail Jurieu's politics 

and theology. And though Jurieu was never mentioned in "David," he was 

named in "Kotterus," "Origene," "Mahomet," "Nestorius," and in the article 

''Zuerius Boxhornius" which amounted to a lengthy point by point discus

sion of his thought. Among biblical articles, "Esechiel" and "Judith" 

were also remarkable for their implicit criticism of the author of 

Lettres pastorales. 

In the article on the prophet Ezekiel, who was killed for speaking 

the truth and remembered chiefly for having emphasized individual moral 

responsibility, Bayle attacked the shameful credulity of Catholic writers 

who reported extraordinary and miraculous events as literal fact. Now 

Jurieu was of course prone to lay stress on the Irrational, emotional 

and mysterious aspects of Christianity in order to legitimatize the 

Calvinist churches as the only true successors of primitive Christianity. 

Not wanting to waste a polemical strategem, Bayle cleverly exploited 

the attack on Catholic authors who stressed the ecstatic and mysterious 

side of faith in order to take aim at the credulity and imagination of 

the author of the pastorales who ". . .a publie plus de faux miracles 

Q1 
qu'i.1 ne devait. Nor was this all: in an effort to provoke readers 

into viewing with a sceptical eye all innovations, he asked them to 

consider how many practices among Protestants in his day had not been 

approved of a century earlier: i?Combien y a-t-il de choses dans la 

pratique des protestans d'aujourd'hui, qu'ils n'eussent pas approuvees 

il y a cent ans?"'5" Taken out of context this question suggests Bayle's 
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scepticism about the whole corpus of Christian theology. But when kept 

in proper focus, his view appears cautionary and directed at those 

advocating or at least inclined to follow a policy of active opposition 

to the French monarchy. 

Baylefs most violent prose was reserved for the article on the 

apocryphal book of Judith. Once again, Jurieu is not mentioned by name 

but his presence must have been felt by contemporary readers of the 

Dictionnaire because the extremist tendencies which he represented were 

vigorously denounced in these pages. In "Judith" Bayle condemned the 

entire story of the Israelite woman who through the worst kind of deceit 

and treachery had slipped into the Assyrian camp, seduced Holophernes, 

the commander-in-chief, and then, while he innocently slumbered, slew 

him. Bayle thought himself justified in regarding the book as extremely 

dangerous since it implicitly sanctioned and glorified the act of 

political assassination. 

En un mot, cette histoire une fois prise pour canonique, 
encourage les assassins & tout entreprendre contre la vie 
des rois enemis, fournit aux orateurs une couronne de 
gloire, pour la mettre sur la tete des Clement et des 
Ravaillac.33 

The very thought of such a heinous act being committed by a fanat

ical Protestant against Louis XIV horrified Bayle. What then would be 

the fate of Protestants still in France under such conditions? For rea

sons other than doctrinal (Protestants having rejected Judith's canon

ical status), Bayle damned the book, knowing full well as did his readers 

that there were precedents in French and Dutch history that demonstrated 

how Scripture and the book of Judith in particular had been used by 
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political murderers to justify their deeds. Jurieu, though exempting 

assassination in his holy call to arms, had condoned wars of religion, 

believing them not only necessary but on occasion righteous and just. 

Such bellicose declarations were themselves dangerous and Bayle was aware 

of how even more extreme viewpoints than Jurieu's could be found among 

a minority of Protestants and Catholics alike. 

Bayle's most elaborate and concerted effort to discredit Jurieu's 

political theology came in "David." The article addressed the whole 

matter of the king's presumedly saintly and model character. First and 

most importantly, it was crucially important that Bayle show how David 

might be a sinner and still be the legitimate monarch of Israel. Here., 

as in "Abraham" and other articles, Bayle insisted that all individuals— 

even a king "after God's own heart"—must be judged according to the 

criteria of Christian ethics. To employ any cultural relativism in this 

article as he had on occasion elsewhere would have been self-defeating 

and contrary to the polemical spirit of the intended message. Accordingly, 

Bayle argued that those who wrote apologies for David simply harmed the 

eternal laws of justice and their correlative, "vraie religion": 

ne vaut-il pas mieux menager les interets de la morale que 
la gloire d'un particulier? Autrement ne temoignerait-on pas 
que 1'on aime mieux commettre 1'honneur de Dieu que celui d'un 
homme mortel?35 

It was therefore necessary and proper to recognize universal ideas of 

justice and law when evaluating the character of kings or ordinary sub

jects and to avoid making exceptions for particular deeds that might 

in turn be generalized to justify similar actions committed by others. 
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In emphasizing this theme of universal morality, Bayle carefully 

avoided making distinctions "between personal morality and the ethics 

of political and military life: there was a right and just path to follow 

in "both spheres of activity. David's personal misconduct—the adulteries 

with Batlsheba and countless" other women, the deceitful treatment of 

subjects and the many infractions committed while under the influence 

of drink—were all reprehensible just as the far more heinous crimes 

committed under the cloak of political and military expediency (the brutal 

treatment of subjected peoples, the laying waste of entire villages and 

cities, the slaying of Moabite prisoners of war) all represented the 

o r 
darker side of his long reign* 

Some writers had defended David's life and rule by pointing out 

how he was a man of his age and that his actions were in keeping with 

the harsh morality of the Old Testament, and that furthermore, his alleged 

crimes had been absolved by the Lord who had made a covenant with the 

chosen people. Bayle responded to these explanations in two ways: first, 

by referring to scriptural passages and demonstrating how David's crimes 

were committed without divine favor; and secondly, by returning to the 

main theme of the article, viz., that David's many actions were incon

sistent with Christian principles: "mais on ne me prouvera jamais que 

les lois exactes de l'equite et d e la morale severe d'un bon serviteur 

37 
de Dieu puissant approuver cette conduite." 

Bayle's appeal to the truths of Christian morality was made all 

the more pressing by contemporary events and the many dangers posed by 

the French monarch's oppressive policy toward the Huguenot minority. 

It is interesting to point out how the parallel between French kings 
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and the ancient monarchs of Israel must have been an irresistable one 

and we would be surprised indeed had Bayle chosen not to develop it in 

ways that readers could not fail to appreciate. This was why Bayle, 

who could not ignore the popular image of Louis XIV as the Sun King, 

made clever use of light imagery on several occasions by describing David' 

''soleil de saintete" and his religious life as a "lumiere feconde de 

38 
consolation et d e piete. " How easy it must have been for Bayle to 

shift attention from David, the king "after God's own heart," to Louis, 

Europe's "most Christian king." Accordingly, it therefore became neces

sary to reaffirm David's legitimate claims to the throne and to dispel 

all notions that he ruled by a vaguely popular mandate: "Notez que David 

ne pretendait pas que le fils de Saul regnait par usurpation: il 

convenait que c'etait un homme de bien, et par consequent un roi legitime. 

It followed that Absolam's rebellion was lawless and without justification 

because David, in spite of his immoral behavior and violations of rules 

of war and peace, was still the rightful king of Israel and a ruler to 

whom subjects owed allegiance. 

If Bayle, as a Huguenot exile living in Rotterdam, was mainly and 

unavoidably concerned with immediate and pressing issues surrounding 

the duties of monarchical subjects and the whole matter of religious 

tolerance, Fleury, as a Catholic priest living in a more secure political 

environment amidst a privileged few, represented another variant to the 

strong moralistic current of thought common to many leading Protestant 

and Catholic scholars. Fleury's interests as a moral thinker emphatically 

involved manners and ethical conduct within a more general social setting. 

To him and his world we now direc fc our attentions. 



PART TWO. FLEURY AS PRECEPTOR: SCRIPTURE AND MORAL REFORMATION. 

Like his friend and patron Bishop Bossuet, Claude Fleury was more 

than a priest and scholar: he was also active for many years as preceptor 

to the royal household. Thus moral and religious education was a central 

concern of his. In fact, Fleury?s scholarly writings frequently exhibited 

a strong moral-instructional tone that was not unusual by aristocratic 

seventeenth century standards that officially recognized virtue, wisdom 

and breeding as de rigueur. Both in their emphasis on la morale and 

in the method instruction in the vernacular, several of his publications 

made notable contributions to educational theory and practice and resem

bled efforts made by Bossuet, Fenelon and Jansenist pedagogues at Port-

Royal. His studies on the manners of Israelites and early Christians 

touched upon themes also explored by contemporary moralist Jean de La 

Bruyere (I6U5-I696) in the famous Les caracteres (1688-89), a work 

greatly admired by Louis-Ellies Dupin. Moreover, Fleury's historical 

interests and general philosophy of education appear to have influenced 

the younger Charles Rollin (l66l-lT^l), a leading French theorist of 

Uo 
the first half of the eighteenth century. 

Fleury's most original contribution to educational theory was 

Traite du choix et de la methods des etudes (1686), which contained a 

detailed and generally accurate survey of education since antiquity. 

Though largely forgotten today, this important treatise has been commented 

upon by other scholars: Gaquere, Dartigues and most recently, the Amer-

kl 
ican Raymond E. Wanner. It is my intention to approach Fleury less 

from the standpoint of a systematic educational thinker and concentrate 

227 
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instead on his practices of infusing critical writings with instructional 

themes and of authorising and illustrating moral prescriptions through 

a selective and historical use of Scripture. Indeed, what remains most 

striking to the reader of hes moeurs des Israelites (l68l) or Histaire 

ecclesiastique (1691-1720) is the deeply moral perspective of the author. 

As Fleury earnestly remarked in the first tome of the ecclesiastical 

history, a main reason for writing was to preserve "la pratique de la 

1+2 
morale chretienne." 

Essentially, Fleury was a devout clergyman whose many religious 

concerns appear to have been focused on a desire to reassert a traditional 

Christian conception of personal morality and social conduct that was 

in opposition to a perceived decadence among the highest orders of 

French society—noble and ecclesiastic. Born at Paris in 16U0, he was 

the son of an avocat au conseil originally from Normandy. Though Fleury 

was himself an avocat to the parlement of Paris while still in his eight

eenth year, evidence suggests that his real interests were in philosophy 

and history: the young man frequented the salon of M. de Montmor, a 

Paris magistrate who enjoyed the discourse of savants, and was also wel-

1+3 
come at the household of Guillaume de Lamoignon, ' the first president 

of parlement. The reunions held in the salon of Lamoignon were especially 

noteworthy, including as they did Jacques-Benigne Bossuet, Bourdaloue, 

kh 
the brothers Boileau, the Perraults and other distinguished guests. 

Fleury had attended the College de Clermont in the 1650's, pursu-

. 1 + 5  
Ing studies In theology and .Languages under x>he Jesuit Fathers. Im

portant as these years were to the formation of his character and intel

lect, the decade of the l660's appears to have been far more fruitful. 
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During these years preceding his decision to join the priesthood in 1669, 

he fullfilled the duties as avocat while simultaneously cultivating the 

Classics and the Bible and finding time to write two notable treatises 

on drench and ecclesiastical law: L'Histoire du droit franqais and 

U 6 
11Institution au droit ecclesiastique. "" Beginning in l66j, the year 

his father died, he served as tutor to the son of the Ormesson family, 

an employment that lasted only three years but the first in a series 

of such preceptorships that helped to establish the tone of his clerical 

and literary career. Moreover, Fleury's interest in education comple

mented his legal and religious preoccupations. Not long after his ordin

ation at the age of 29 he was named precepteur of the princes of 

Conti who studied alongside the Dauphin at the court of Louis XIV. It 

will be remembered that the Dauphin's tutor was none other than Bossuet, 

bishop of Condom and (after 1680) of Meaux. 

Fleury's contact with Bossuet (along with Bordaloue) was an important 

factor in his becoming a priest. Since their first meetings in the salon 

of Lamoignon they had frequently met and discussed theology and Church 

matters. They continued to do so in the weekly meetings of the petite 

1+7 
concile at Versailles. Importantly, both men shared similar inter

ests in history, the Bible, and the Classics. Also, both were consis-

,, . , . , ^8 Fleury recognized 
tently Gallican in their ecclesiastical politics. 

the oratorical and literary skills of the bishop and Bossuet, for his 

part, reciprocated the younger man's admiration and loyalty by entrusting 

him with tasks and responsibilities such as the Latin translation of 

the Exposition de la foi catholique (1678). In 1680, Bossuet named 
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Fleury preceptor to the comte de Verinandois, the illegitimate son of 

Mile, de La Valliere and Louis XIV. 

It was no accident that Fleury*s most popular and best written 

essays were written with education of young people in mind. Les moeurs 

des Israelites (l68l), Les moeurs des Chretiens (1682), and the Grand 

Gathechisme historique (1683) were lucidly written expositions and exem

plary of the author's aptitude for selecting erudite materials used for 

tg 
the purposes of moral education and religious instruction. In these 

same years he systematized his educational and religious thinking in 

a famous treatise, Le_ Traite du choix et de la methode des etudes (1686), 

which remains his key pedagogical statement and one that continued to 

be read by posterity in the nineteenth century.*'" 

Given Fleury's interest in education, it was perhaps only natural 

that he became involved in missionary activity at the time of the Revo

cation of the Edict of Nantes. During 1687 he was active in Poitou and 

Languedoc where he, along with Fenelon, the future Archbishop of Cambrai, 

took part in official campaigns to instruct the recently converted Pro

testants. Though neither used dragonades to force conversions, both 

Fleury and Fenelon were initially optimistic about the entire program 

to constrain Protestants to enter the Roman Church. Whatever second 

thoughts or doubts Fleury may have entertained about the Revocation in 

later years, his association with the brilliant prelate proved fortu

itous: it was through Fenelon that he was rewarded with the duty of 

instructing the grandsons of the king, the dukes of Bourgogne, Anjou 

and Berry. He served in this capacity as sous-precepteur for sixteen 

years (1689-1705). Importantly, these tutorial duties left him time 
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to pursue belles-lettres and historical writing. The first volume of 

the vast Histoire ecclesiastique appeared in 1691 (the last in 1720) 

and in 1696 he replaced La Bruyere at the Academie frangaise. 

Though once described as Bossuet's first lieutenant, it remains 

less clear if Fleury harbored an ambition to become bishop. Saint-

Simon believed that such a thought was foreign to his temper. Others 

reported that his friendship with Fenelon during the Quietist affair 

nearly ruined him. Let the record speak for itself: Bossuet quickly 

jumped to his old friend's defense and cleared him of all suspicions 

that he might be a Quietist"l more importantly, Fleury continued as 

tutor of Louis' grandsons. Later, in 1706, he received the priory of 

Notre-Dame d'Argenteuil. However, Fleury proved to be a conscientious 

priest who practiced the ethical high-mindedness that he preached: he 

resigned his abbacy at Loc-Dieu, a Cistercian abbey in Brittany that 

52 
he had been head of since l68U, not wanting to accumulate benefices. 

Fleury's excellent reputation endured under the Regency. He served 

as confessor to the child-king Louis XV. According to contemporaries, 

the Regent, though himself indifferent to theological controversies, 

was intent on finding an eminent Churchman who was neither Jansenist, 

Ultramontane nor a Jesuit. Fleury's career was spotless and in the eyes 

of a court not known for its religious fervor (or moral scruples) he 

remained a higly respected clerical figure. Despite his age (76 in 1716), 

he accepted the position as confessor, though it was true he did so 

reluctantly. After six years, Fleury resigned on grounds of poor health. 

53 
He died the following year (1723) of what was reported to be apoplexy. 
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Thus, Fleury lived through fifty years of political and theological 

controversy ranging from the quarrels of Jansenists to the Declaration 

of Gallican liberties (1682), from the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes 

to the Dickering between Bossuet and Fenelon over Christian mysticism 

and ending with the still unresolved Unigenitus affair. Nor was Fleury, 

the former avocat, merely an observer of ecclesiastical politics. As 

early as the l670fs (and perhaps before) he could neither avoid nor 

fully ignore the court's curious mixture of elaborate etiquette and 

vulgarity, the pretensions and hauteur of leading prelates and courtiers, 

and the articiality endemic to salon society. Also, Fleury's natural 

modesty and conservative temperament—both extensions of his Christian 

piety—were bound to estrange him further from the amoral and even hedon

istic proclivities of nobles as well as from growing numbers of bourgeoi

sie who emulated those higher on the elaborately structured social scale 

of the Ancien Regime. As the reader of Saint-Simon knows only too well, 

court civility in the age of Louis XIV was not infrequently a thin veneer 

disguising political intrigues, petty rivalries, coarse manners and sexual 

5I4 
depravity. Once these unsavory aspects of court life are given due 

consideration, the moral thrust behind much of Fleury's scholarship becomes 

clearer to grasp and his motives easier to explain. 

Accordingly, a persistent theme in Fleury's oeuvre was moral im

provement—mainly through the practice of imitating the simple and pious 

people of the Bible. As will become apparent further below, we may 

detect in Fleury a pronounced tendency toward primitivism that mixed 

with his intense Christian piety. Importantly, both characteristics 

derived from reading scripture and from a conscious appear, made to historyj 
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they were in keeping with his opposition to arid scholasticism and 

the excesses of religious enthusiasts.^ Yet his recognition of history's 

moral and even utilitarian relevance was not original: seventeenth cen

tury Europeans had inherited an older set of attitudes that conceived 

of the past as a harmonious body of knowledge offering innumerable 

lessons, insights and guiding principles accessible to all peoples 

at all times. 

Among Fleury's contemporaries within the savant community the newer 

critical understanding of the past frequently involved a more acute aware

ness of historical change and the psychological distance separating 

different ages. As we have already examined in earlier chapters, study 

of the Bible was not unaffected by changing perceptions of history and 

of the complicated nature of language. Though still identified as truth, 

Scripture was increasingly the subject of more sophisticated critical 

researches that endeavored to explain the circumstances and conditions 

behind composition of individual biblical books. 

In a different though by no means unrelated way, the series of lit

erary debates known as the quarrel among ancients and moderns reflected 

the emergence of newer historical perceptions within the realms of 

aesthetics and philosophy. Among men of letters who discussed the 

relative artistic merits of ancients versus moderns, speculations 

on history, civilized development and social morality (la morale) 

S 
were never far removed. Just as importantly, the quarrel ought 

to be regarded as a natural appendage to older Christian understandings 

of the past because both conceived of history as total and continuous, 

universal and teleological. For it must not be forgotten how the 
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traditional Christian view—-both in its erudite and more popular varieties — 

had emphatically embraced the notion of history as involving all people 

and events in a grand historical drama that had God as author. 

So deep-seated*was this view of history that even in the twentieth 

century the popular imagination continues to approach the past with a 

remarkable lack of awareness of the relativistic and particularistic 

features distant epochs and cultures present to modern scholars. In 

yet another way the popular imagination continues to view history as 

past politics and as the story of presidents and kings. In the seven

teenth century these assumptions were by no means restricted to semi-

literate readers or a minority of savants. In fact, the rqgal design 

implicit in historical writing, as in general forms of historical think

ing among the reading public, were nowhere more true than in the rising 

national monarchies of France and England. In both countries the gene

alogies of kings, very much like the narrative account of kings in the 

Old Testament, provided the historian with an obligatory thematic struc

ture. Orest Ranum remarked that the use of miroir in titles of many 

French histories suggested "the perception of history as events already 

recorded and fixed for all time . . .." "What the historian published 

was a reflection of some already preordained series of events; the image 

57 
of the mirror was something which was neither created nor rearranged." 

Moreover, the dynastic histories of the Old Testament (Samuel and Kings), 

the life of Jesus, the lives and works of the apostles, the lives of 

the saints, of Clov.is, Charlemagne, Saint Louis and the later kings of 

France, as well as popes and bishops "constituted an immutable whole 
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of faith and history ... as "well' as a coherent sacred and familiar 
rO 

body of knowledge."' 

Nor did the rhetorical structure in which many historical narratives 

were written detract from the usually moralistic design of authors: 

classical standards of literary excellence were especially well fitted 

to the task of representing the past as high drama where a variety of 

good and evil characters might be depicted in order to transmit moral 

values, religious traditions or civic virtues through agreeable and en

tertaining styles. Nor should we assume that moralistic uses of the 

past were restricted to those who made profession of historiographer: 

French and European education on elementary levels included historical 

information to supplement religious, moral, grammatical and even polit-

59 
ical instruction. It will also be recalled that the classic French 

synthesis of erudition, historical narrative and moral-religious instruc

tion was accomplished by no less a writer than Bos suet whose Discours 

sur 1'histoire universelle (l68l) had been written expressly for the 

Go 
education of the young Dauphin. With this in mind we now direct our 

full attention to Fleury, whose most famous publications coincided with 

Bossuet's—publications which mainly conformed to more general percep

tions and institutionalized practices that were conspicuously dynastic, 

rigidly chronological and oriented toward religious and moral themes. 

Fleury wrote the Histoire ecclesiastique (1691-1720) with the aim 

of covering the history of the Church from the apostolic age down to 

his own century. Seeking a via media between the older annalistic format 

of Cardinal Baronius (1538-1607) ana narrative political histories, 

his Church history was a long and rather unoriginal work that ran to 
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twenty volumes. A far briefer and explicitly interpretive work by 

him was Les moeurs des Israelites (l68l) which was also chronological 

but curiously departed from the regal framework and the traditional di

vision of biblical history into ages and epochs that Bossuet had utilized 

6  3  
in the Discours. Fleury also departed from the practice of taking 

isolated verses and building a sermon-like structure around them in 

order to admonish reprehensible behavior and advocate imitation of desir

able forms of moral conduct. Clearly, he chose this freer approach in 

order to emphasize manners of ordinary biblical peoples and thereby make 

it easier to identify with them. 

In spite of the many obvious differences separating biblical peoples 

from one another as well as from modern Europeans, Fleury defended his 

investigation into the manners of the Israelites as warranted if done 

properly—i.e., "nous admlrerons plutost, ce que nous trouverons con-

6b 
forme.*' A similar sentiment guided his writing of the companion vol

ume, Les moeurs des Chretiens (1682). However, he made it clear that 

the first volume on the Old Testament was explicitly concerned more with 

social living and making the best use of temporal goods (des biens temporels), 

while the second work mainly involved the life of the spirit "qui est 

I'effet de la grace de Jesus-Christ. 

In both studies of manners Fleury was implicitly critical of con

temporaries and particularly la noblesse. In contrast to the life of 

opulence and luxury, he extolled the virtues of pastoral existence and. 

the solid virtues of biblical paysans. He especially admired the en

dearing simplicity of their manners, the directness of their honest 

habits of speech as well as their naivete.^ These humble people of 
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the Old Testament coveted neither riches nor fame and were generally-

content with the necessities of life and simple pleasures of family and 

home. Above all, however, the ancient Jew's life—whether under the 

patriarchs, judges or kings of Israel and Judah—revolved around his 

"boundless faith in the one God. And Fleury, with an eye toward geo

graphic and social conditions, "believed that the seasonal cycle of herds

men and peasant farmers played a crucially important unifying role in 

biblical history; viz,, keeping them close to nature and dependent upon 

the land which in turn helped to maintain a clear-headed outlook on life 

and served as constant reminders of the glories and omnipotence of God. 

An additional consequence of their pastoral life, Fleury surmised, was 

the superior health and longevity enjoyed by most biblical Jews—an 

attitude that was only beginning to be questioned by sceptics in the 

6  7  
seventeenth century.' 

In sharp contrast to Fleury's idealized Jews of the Bible were the 

vain and materialistic nobles at the court of Louis XIV. Living apart 

from the tillers of the soil, these Frenchmen, many descendants of great 

barons, loved neither the honor of God nor of the king, interesting them

selves in les modes nouvelles and expensive ornaments and jewelry 

(ornemens superflus). Frequently these frivolous men and women were 

more concerned about changing styles of fashion (changemens des modes) 

than about the eternal verities of the Christian religion."'^ Nor was 

this love for worldly goods a trivial vice. To Fleury it was sympto

matic of a far greater danger: namely, the general decline of older 

chivalric values that was continually manifested in the lack of respect 

younger generations displayed toward elders and the achievements of the 
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past. An experienced Catholic spokesman, he was not oblivious either 

to the many connections perceived to exist between general decline in 

reverence for older traditions and practices and the threat posed by 

Protestants who rejected the doctrinal traditions and authority of the 

Roman Church. Without hypocrisy Fleury could write about how he hoped 

that by reiterating the manners of Israelites and those of the earliest 

Christians he might make an impression "sur ceux qui sont assez aveuglez 

pour confondre la vraye religion avec les fausses, que l'erreur ou la 

TO 
mauvaise politique a introduites." 

Fleury's interest in personal morality and his worst fears about 

the future of French and European society were not merely conditioned 

by a simple comparison-contrast of contemporary behavior with ancient 

Jews and Christians. He was also influenced by reading universal history. 

Though he never articulated anything like a systematic philosophy of 

history, his writings reveal a view conforming with attitudes toward 

the past that were embraced by contemporary savants and men of letters. 

In this case, world history was understood as cyclical and determined 

by both God and different forces within the fabric of history itself. 

In contrast to extreme sceptics and deists who explained historical events 

and actions in naturalistic terms, Fleury was inclined to approach his

torical explanation in a way that combined traditional Catholic salva-

tional elements with the more critical perspective of Humanist scholars. 

In this scheme, cyclical patterns were observed to be at work in the 

history of nations and empires but they were subordinated to the over

arching teleological plan devised by God. To what degree these cyclical 

currents of change were related to and actually subject to a divine plan 
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remained a matter of speculation "because Fleury was not inclined to accept 

a full-blown determinism that precluded all freedom of choice and will. 

• • 71 Individuals had some freedom to choose as did nations. 

In some respects Fleury's thinking on the inevitability of histor

ical transformation resembled the young Voltaire who also saw cultural 

decline as a natural and expected occurrence after periods of height-

72 
ened artistic and literary achievement. Indeed, both sacred and profane 

history provided considerable evidence to support belief in cyclical 

movement: the decadence of the Jews before and after the sixth century 

Exile, the testimony of the New Testament on the continued lapse from 

the glories of the Davidic kingdom, the gradual fading of Greek artistic 

and philosophical brilliance after the Classical period, and of course 

73 
the popular examples taken from the vicissitudes of Roman history." 

Nor were these disruptions and declines in history confined to ancient 

times. More recent centuries also seemed to attest to similar forces 

at work and to suggest that civilization was a rather fragile, even trans-

7U 
itory experience. Not that Fleury automatically assumed that all re

gressions inevitably led to new barbarisms. In his understanding of 

the past—wherein he mixed Christian teleology with natural historical 

forces that were not directly tied to or dependent upon God's will— 

a conscious effort might be undertaken by individuals to reform morals 

and manners in order to impede or at least mollify the anticipated slide 

into a less refined age. 

Understood against this background of historical thinking, Fleury's 

moralizing may be explained as a necessary component and not merely an 

extension of his polemical program. This was why he emphasized descriptions 
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of manners and acts of piety in Las moeurs des Israelites and Les rnoeurs 

des Chretiens and later in the many tomes of the Histoire ecclesiastiaue.'^ 

For example, in the study of manners of the Israelites he based chapters 

on topical headings: frugality, agricultural occupations, the land, 

on arts et metiers, on dress, houses, food, marriage life, education 

of children, on the forms of etiquette and politeness. The volume on 

Christians was more attuned to the spiritual life of early Churchmen 

but open to discussions of marriage, modesty, liturgies, confessions, 

hospitality, manners of the clergy, charitable works, etc. Importantly, 

this topical and thematic organization that employed examples taken from 

Scripture permitted him a better means to illustrate his project for 

moral reformation. Arid discussions of moral philosophy or the use of 

abstract precepts would have failed to equal the directness and immediacy 

of a descriptive and historical-minded essay. True, Fleury's use of 

Scripture to communicate moral teachings was not in itself original-

conforming as it did to many other seventeenth century pedagogical prac

tices. But the emphatically historical manner and the degree to which 

he lauded Jews of the Old Testament (in some instances, nearly equating 

their spiritual life with Christians) was not typical and deserves add

itional comment. 

With an eye toward ethical and spiritual wholeness, Fleury's advocacy 

of reform of social morality was never confined to good works, daily 

prayer and the regular attendance of Mass. In several discourses on 

literature and history he also prescribed a supplementary form of relig

ious expression—namely, a new Christian religious poetry that would 

be modeled after the ancient Hebrew Psalms in order to preserve the 
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sublimity and directness of the Old Testament within a Christian theo

logical understanding. This new religious poetry, Fleury hoped, would 

accomplish several goals and mainly serve to nourish the soul, praise 

God and encourage la bonne morale. Just as significant though: it 

would also he a French poetry written by Frenchmen in their native tongue 

for the spiritual enlightenment of their countrymen. Importantly, the 

choice of the vernacular was inspired by the same rationale guiding the 

use of examples and even pictures or engravings in more elementary peda

gogical exercises; viz.» the identification between ideas and practices 

was all the more direct and immediate when the words of the objects and/or 

ideas were readily understood (as foreign and especially archaic lan

guages were not). This method of instruction was made more effective 

by the deliberate use of familiar examples—"prend toujours des sujets 

familiers"—because the less learned, the children in particular, might 

grasp the meaning with the least difficulty. It is worth noting how 

Jacques Basnage in Histoire du Yieux et de Nouveau Testament (1705) 

thought it wise to include copper-plate engravings (les tailles-douces) 

of scenes from the Bible in order to supplement his narrative that was 

written expressly for families and the non-scholars. Conforming to a 

wider practice advocated earlier by educational reformers such as J.A. 

Comenius, Basnage"s illustrations were important for their immediate 

religious and emotive power which the author believed facilitated learn-

77 
ing and stimulated many (excitant lenr curiosite) to study scripture. 

An additional and not unimportant concern lay behind Fleury"s advo

cacy of a French religious poetry. It w ould provide a spiritually and 

ethically satisfying alternative to the stylized features of French 
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Classicism "which he frequently criticized as artificial and impregnated 

with unnecessary talk of arms and amours that tended to excite passions 

rjQ 
criminelles. The same basic sentiment influenced his rather harsh 

criticism of French poetry of earlier epochs and medieval literature 

in particular. For instance, the twelfth century Roman de la Rose was 

79 
condemned by him as a pernicious book.' Though a few late seventeenth 

century writers like Fontenelle might express respect for the intrinsic 

merits of medieval poetry, Fleury's severity of judgment was more typical 

of savants and men of letters whose tastes were invariably classical. 

However, Fleury was also generally disappointed by the apparent failure 

of lettres humaines to rehabilitate literature and contribute to anything 

like a regeneration of manners. But then again, Fleury was first and 

last a Christian who relied less on profane literature as a source of 

ethical enlightenment than on other and far more edifying writings. He 

might express extreme admiration for the moral writings of Plato, the 

beauties of Pythagorean verse and the high moral tone of Greek elegies, 

80 
but this admiration was necessarily qualified. Scripture—both Old 

and New Testaments—was divinely inspired and therefore superior to all 

profane literatures. Consequently, the Bible and not Greek verse or 

philosophy, was his guide and it formed the lasting basis for true prin

ciples of morality. 

Though never minimizing the doctrinal significance of the Bible, 

Fleury frequently expressed a sincere admiration for the beauty and 

majestic eloquence of the Hebrew, Greek and Latin versions. In spite 

of a defective knowledge of Hebrew (however, there is reason to believe 

he grasped the fundamentals), he still appreciated the peculiar ethos 
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and power of the language and actually recommended the lyricism of 

certain hooks of Scripture (e.g., Psalms, Job, Baruch and the "Song of 

Q1 
Deborah" in Judges) as worthy of imitation in French vernacular.'"'"" As 

both moralist and savant, Fleury regarded Hebrew Scripture as poetry 

of the highest order. This archetypal status was itself intimately con-

82 
nected to Hebrew's reputation as the oldest known language."'" Moses 

and the other authors of the books of the Old Testament were closer to 

God just as their language was closer to Creation. This kind of thinking 

inevitably led to acceptance of the notion that the poetry contained 

O o 
in the Hebrew Bible was all the more natural and sublime.""'' 

In such a scheme of ideas, Christians might conceivably enrich their 

faith through a more natural religious literary expression. Similarly, 

the future of Christian society might be better served if only doctrinal 

belief and popular religious yearnings converged in an authentic spiritual 

poetry. Obviously, the major and perhaps insurmountable difficulty facing 

a project of the kind Fleury outlined was its realization. He prescribed 

and speculated about these matters but never elaborated his plan for 

a French religious poetry that would return to non-metrical Hebrew forms 

which were deliberately repetitive and metaphorical. Consequently, this 

proposal remained only one fascinating and ultimately unrealizable aspect 

of a larger program to upgrade the moral conduct of the French nation 

and particularly its noble order. In all fairness to Fleury, he does 

not appear to have been oblivious to the self-defeating nature surround-

81+ 
ing a conscious imitation of archaic styles of writing. Such an ambi

tious program for spiritual renewal that involved creation of a new lit

erary genre ultimately ran counter to his otherwise level-headed 
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appreciation of historical process and the subtle relationships existing 

Q 
among peoples, environment and their cultural expression."' 

In so many ways an innovative educational thinker, Fleury remained 

a seventeenth century priest whose moralistic temperament was his chief 

trait. His mixture of Christian piety with a critical-minded, reasonable 

outlook was a major source of his appeal to both philosophically and 

religiously inclined readers in the next century. Fleury's Les moeurs 

were admired by not only Voltaire and d'Alembert, but also John Wesley, 

who translated portions into English for the spiritual enlightenment 

86 
of his countrymen. In fact, Fleury's advocacy of moral reform, in 

spite of his refreshing and distinctly historical use of the Bible that 

departed from the staid practice of reciting scriptural verses in an 

effort to encourage emulation, was rooted in a conviction that was to 

gain momentum in the eighteenth centuryi viz., that only the assumed 

simplicity of pastoral existence was entirely compatible with an authen

tic religious life. But Fleury's thinking, unlike Rousseau's, was conser

vative, backward looking, and above all, still identifiably Christian. 

Looking neither to the future nor to the culture of cities, Fleury's 

gaze remained steadily fixed on Scripture and thence to God and His Revela

tion. 

Yet the moral and moralizing features of scholarship evidently were 

not peculiar to the seventeenth century because moral and religious teach

ings had always been central to European education. Expectedly, issues 

and questions involving both personal morality and more general forms 

of social behavior remained important to those comprising the emerging 

Republic of Letters—Europe's veritable savant culture. What was perhaps 
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different in the second half of the seventeenth century was how European 

scholars were becoming more acutely aware of the historical dimension 

surrounding their use of Scripture in works touching directly on moral

ity. In both Fleury and Bayle, as in the writings of other scholars 

examined in this dissertation, the theological element, like the univer-

salist impulse behind their works, was still pronounced. During the 

century that followed theology and theologizing were to play a far less 

prominent role in leading philosophic circles. Importantly though, dis

cussions of la morale continued to grow in importance and the Bible gen

erally remained in the foreground of debates on social manners and their 

historicity. Even in the century of more secular enlightenment, the 

Bible maintained its special status as a sacred book. What is some

times overlooked or even forgotten is how Scripture, like the Classics 

of Greece and Rome, also continued to perform a crucially important func

tion in European intellectual life; viz., providing a common body of 

knowledge and ideas that made dialogue and debate on literally a multi

tude of directly and laterally related topics not only more coherent 

and practicable but Inevitable. 

We now turn to several of the outstanding newer directions in French 

biblical and ecclesiastical scholarship—most notably, the popularizing 

of erudite knowledge and changing patterns of interpretation of Eastern 

orthodoxy and Judaism. 



NOTES 

The critical and biographical literature on Pierre Bayle is of 
formidable size. The most authoritative study on his life and writings 
is Elisabeth Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, I, Du pays de foix _a la cite 
•d'Erasme; II, Hetercdoxie et rigorisme (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1963-
196^). Labrousse's two volumes and her numerous articles on different 
aspects of Bayle's career have dated many of the older studies: e.g., 
Howard Robinson, Bayle the Sceptic (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1931) and Jean Delvolve, Religion, critique et philosophie positive 
chez Pierre Bayle (Paris: Felix Alcan, 1906). Several critical studies 
that have appeared since the 1950's' are worth mentioning: Craig Brush, 
Montaigne and Bayle, Variations on the Theme of Skepticism (The Hague: 
M. Nijhoff, 1966), Paul Dibon, ed., Pierre Bayle, le philosophe de 
Rotterdam (Paris: Librairie Vrin, 1959), H.T. Mason, Pierre Bayle and 
Voltaire (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), Walter Rex, Essays 
on Pierre Bayle and Religious Controversy (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1965), 
and a study on Bayle'S' influence in the eighteenth century by Pierre 
Retat, Le Dictionnaire de Bayle et la lutte philosophique au XVIIIe 

siecle (Paris: Society d'Edition ftLes Belles Lettres," 1971)• Cf. also 
the articles by Richard Popkin, E.D. James, K.D. Sandberg et al. (cf. 
listings in bibliography of secondary works). A major source of infor
mation on Bayle's- life and career is Pierre Desmaizeaux, La vie de 
Monsieur Bayle (published in the fourth edition of the Dictionnaire, 
Amsterdam 1730, and reprinted in the Beuchot edition, Paris, (1820-182^). 
Cf. also Emile Gigas, ed., Lettres inedites de divers savants de la fin 
du XVIIIe et du commencement du XVIIie siecle. I, Choix de la correspondence 
inedites de Pierre Bayle 1670-1766), publie d'apres les originaux conserves 
a la Bibliotheque royale de Copenhague (Copenhagen, 1890). Cf. Appendix 
A for a discussion of the different scholary opinions on Bayle and for 
a brief summary of his early years. 

o 
"However, I am not contending that Bayle'$• thinking in every detail 

conformed to a pietism that recognized outward forms of faith as necessary 
to inner development of the spirit. 

q 
Cf. Elisabeth Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, II, Heterodoxie et rigorisme 

(The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 196*0, 3^0-3^5, passim. 

**Ibid. 

^"Adonis," Dictionnaire historique et critique (DHC), I (Paris: 

Beuchot edition, 1820), 230-231. 

r 
"Sara," note I, DHC, XIII, 110-112; Bayle also attacked commentators 

who deliberately misrepresented the views of others in order to discredit 
them more easily. Cf. Appendix D for a list of Bayle's Old Testament 
articles in the Beuchot edition of the Dictionnaire. 

2b6 
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T"Aaron," DEC, I, 3. 

8Ibid. 

9 
For Bayle,- scholarly consensus was essential before further inquiry 

could be made. For instance, Bayle never articulated anything like a 
stennnatic theory of manuscripts, but he, like many contemporaries, was 
more than just dimly aware of genealogical relationships even if this 
perception did not extend beyond the formulations of J.J. Scaliger (15UO-
1609). 

"'"'Bayle also read the Catholic scholar J.-B. Thiers (1636-1703) 
who published a Traite des Jeux . . . (Paris, 1686) that discussed differ
ent interpretations of Gen. 26: 8. It is worth mentioning that the pass
age is translated differently in the Revised Standard Version ("fondling 
his wife") and the New English Bible ("laughing together"). The Latin 
Vulgate reads "iocantem cum Rebecca." 

^"Abimelech," note E, DEC, I, 78-79: Bayle thought this interpre
tation more reasonable. Earlier, Bento Pereira rejected the notion that 
the passage suggested copulation. A Spanish Jesuit, Pereira (1535-1610), 
offered his interpretation in Commentaria in Genesim, tomes (1589-
1599). It is interesting to compare Bayle's article on Abimelech with 
Calmet's1 article in Dictionnaire . . . de la Bible (Paris, 1722), I, 
50. Calmet explains the episode in matter-of-fact terms and offers none 
of the perplexity that we find in Bayle. Similar kinds of straight for
ward explication are used to deny difficulties surrounding Cain's alleged 
incestuous marriage east of Eden (Gen. U.17). 

12 * 
'"""Bayle wrote many anonymous works, including Pensees diverses sur 

la comete, Commentaire philosophique and was probably author of the 
controversial Avis aux refugies. Among those discussed in this disser
tation, only Calmet refrained from either practice. The use of pseudo
nyms was most widely practed by Simon and Leclerc. 

13Georges May, "L'Histoire, a-t-elle engendre le roman?" Revue 
•d'histoire de la litterature de France, 55e annee, n. 2 (avril-janvier, 
1955), argued that historical fiction played an important role in liber
ating history from the traditional obligation of providing entertainment 
(usually through anecdotes and witty digressions). 

""'Bayle made such remarks occasionally as did others. For example, 
Simon repeatedly charged Dupin with committing this offense in his lengthy 
Critique de la Bibl. des auteurs ecclesiastique (Paris: Et. Ganeau, 

1730). 

"*'E. Labrousse, op. cit. , 3^5-

J"°¥alter Rex, "Pierre Bayle: The Theology and Politics of the Article 
on David," Bibliotheque d'humanisme et renaissance, XXIV, (1962), n. 
1, 168-189, and continued, XXV, (1963), n. 2, 366-^03. 
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"David," DEC, V, 1+00-1*18. Notes D, E, H, and I -were s uppressed 
for the 1702 edition. Yet many articles were expanded for the second 
edition. Rex, op. cit., thought Bayle modified the article in order 
to veil his criticism of Jurieu in a way that the pastor would "be unab le 
to prove that Bayle was attacking him personally. 

18 
"""Controversy surrounding the article "David" continued well into 

the eighteenth Century. Polemics were written against Bayle and his 
article sixty years after his death in 1706. For example, the Reverend 
Samuel Chandler in his Critical History of the Life of Daivd (1766) 
promised to write a complete refutation of Bayle1s objections to the 
character of the Hebrew king. Other writers, notably Voltaire in his 
article on David in the Dictionnaire philosophique, paid homage to Bayle. 
But the intentions of Bayle differed from Voltaire, revealing that 
philosophes, no less than the religiously orthodox, failed to grasp the 
complexity of his thought. 

™*'V. Re x, "The Theology and Politics . . .." op. cit. , 173. 

20 
Antinomianism (which recognized no connection between grace and 

good works) was a persistent issue within Calvinist theological circles. 
Unlike Calvinist divines, Bayle was intent on recognizing the independent 
moral conscience as valid in itself and not necessarily tied to Christian 
doctrine and the religious truths they are based upon. But he probably 
agreed with Protestant contemporaries that good works were not in them
selves evidence of onefs salvation. At the same time he found the liberal 
views of Remonstrants to be inconsistent and superficial. Cf. Pierre 
Retat, Le Dictionnaire de Bayle et la lutte philosophique au XVIIIe 

siecle "(Paris: Societe d'Edition "Les Belles Lettres," 1971), 17-30. 

2W. Rex, "Calvinist Rationalism in France," Essays on Pierre Bayle 
and Religious Controversy (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1965), 77-120, offers 
one of the best discussions of the justification-sanctification controversy 
as it affected French Protestantism in the seventeenth century. 

pp 
French Protestant political writings are examined in several 

studies: G.H. Dodge, The Political Theory of the Huguenots of the 
Dispersion with Special Reference to Pierre Jurieu (New York: Columbia 
Press, 19l*7), W. Rex, Essays, op. cit., Hartmut Kretzer, Calvinismus 
und franzoesische Monarchie im 17. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Duncker und 
Humblot, 1975), Jean Delvolve, Religion, critique et philosphie chez 
Pierre Bayle (Paris: F. Alcan, 1906), ll*5-217, and also in Rene 
Voeltzel, Vraie et fausse eglise selon les protestantes franqais au 
XVIIe siecle (Paris-Strasbourg: P.U.F., 1955). 

23Gf. Appendix B for biographical-bibliographical information on 

M. Amyraut and J. Claude. 

Jurieu1s revisionism became evident between 1683 and 1686—a 
critical period for Huguenots and years when negotiations between William 
of Orange and the Elector of Brandenburg were held in an effort to form 
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a coalition of Protestant princes against Louis XIV. It appears that 
Jurieu "was kept informed about these negotiations. Cf. Rex, Essays, 
op. clt. , 185-186. One of the earliest works by Jurieu that indicated 
a shift in attitudes was Examen de e. Arnauld (168U). In this publica
tion Jurieu declared that "Kings were made for the people, and not the 
people for kings. There had been people long before kings." As quoted 
in Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, II, 206, note IT- My translation. I have 
used the English translated versions of Jurieu's major works: The 
Pastorial Letters (London, 1689), and The Accomplishment of Scripture 
Prophecies (London, 1687). Cf. Appendix B for more bibliographical 
information on Jurieu. 

25 
'Cf. Ernest Tuveson, Millennium and Utopia: A Study in the Back

ground of the Idea of Progress (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 19^9)7 and the more recent study by H. Schwartz, The trench 
Prophets (Berleley: University of California Press, 1980). • It is worth 
noting that an increasingly popular variety of allegorical interpreta
tion in the seventeenth century was the "historical-prophetic" which 
sought to demonstrate the validity of scripture by pointing out the ways 
biblical prophecies were fulfilled in subsequent history. This kind 
of exegetical activity aimed at proving the validity of scripture itself. 
The Dutch biblical commentator J. Coccieus was especially prone to engage 
in this type of interpretation. Jurieu, however, was working from an 
already accepted belief in scripture's truthfulness when he predicted 
the fall of kingdoms and the return of Christ. Cf. Hans W. Frei, The 
Eclipse of Biblical Narrative. A Study in Eighteenth and nineteenth 
Century Hermeneutics (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
197)+), chapters one and two. 

26 
Jurieu's tracts were circulated secretly throughout France, providing 

beleaguered Huguenots with new millennial hopes. Later, between 1702 
and 1705, an organized Protestant military resistance emerged in the 
Cevennes region; and became known as the revolt of the Camisards. Eventually 
a French army was required to suppress what amounted to a guerrilla war. 
Cf. A. Ducasse, La guerre des Camisards (Paris: Hachette, I9U6). 

1 Jacob Bayle (16I+U-I685) was imprisoned in June, 1685, and later 
transferred to Bordeaux where he died in November. Cf. Labrousse, 
Pierre Bayle, I, Du "pays de foix a la cite d'Erasme (The Hague: M. 

Nijhoff, 1963), 53-59, 199-200. 

2oBayle was professor history and philosophy at Sedan from 1675 
to l68l. Jurieu was professor of Hebrew and theology (l673-l68l). 

2^Jurieu responded to the Avis with Examen d'un libells intitule . 
'Avis aux refugiez• (1691), wherein he explicitly stated his views on 
monarchy and the right of people to change a government when it was not 
in accord with true religion. Huguenot opinion, however, was not agreed 
on the author of the Avis. Some believed that former Protestants like 
Pellisson or Daniel de Larroque wrote the treatise. Others surmised 
Bayle may have written the work with their covert assistance. Cf. Appendix 

B on Larroque. 
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30 
Elie Saurin (1639-1703) was an articulate Huguenot spokesman who 

emigrated to the Dutch Provinces in 1661+. Saurin quarreled with Jurieu 
on doctrinal matters throughout the l670,s. Later, when the political 
situation worsened, Saurin "became an advocate of religious tolerance. 
Among his several theological works was Reflexions sur les droits de 
la conscience (Utrecht, 1697) wherein he argued religious tolerance. 
Cf. Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLIII, 36I+-365. 

31"Esechiel," DEC, VI, 273. 

32 
"Ibid, Bayle's intention here may also have "been to provoke 

scepticism about the liberalizing tendencies of rationalist Calvinists. 

33"Judith," note C, DHC, VIII, 1+36. 

3]+ 
All Frenchmen, Protestant and Catholic, shuddered at the name 

Ravaillac, the assassin of the beloved Henry IV. In Dutch history, 
William the Silent had been murdered (in I58U) by Balthazar Gerard, a 
French Catholic. The agonies of the English civil war and the execution 
of Charles I in 161+9 were living memories for older generations. In 
Bayle's eyes, Judith was rightly deemed apocryphal and deserved to 
"wither away." "Judith," DHC, VIII, 1+35-1+36. Bayle came down hard on 
all political assassins in "Brutus," IV, I86-I9I+, and in "Cesar," V, 
20-1+3. 

3^"David," note I (Variantes), DHC, V, 1+16. 

36 
"""David's military exploits are recounted in II Samuel 8. Bayle 

describes these harsh policies in note H, the most controversial note 
and one that was suppressed for the 1702 edition. 

' 3^"David," note H (Variantes), DHC, V, 1+12. 

oft 
"""'Ibid., 1+09: "C'est un soleil de saintete dans 1*eglise; il y 

repand par ses ouvrages une lumiere feconde de consolation et d e piete, 
que i'on ne saurait assez admirer . . .." This passage appeared in the 

1702 second edition. 

-"9Ibid. , 1+12. 

1 'Fleury' s role as preceptor to the Contis, Vermandois, and as 
assistant preceptor to Louis XIV's grandsons, is discussed in greater 
detail in Appendix A. Cf. also Appendix B for additional information 

on Charles Rollin. 

99"Cf. Frangois Gaquere, La vie et les oeuvres de 1jAbbe Claude 
Fleury (Paris: Gigord, 192k); Gaston Dartiques, Le Traits des etudes 
de 1'Abbe Claude Fleury (Paris: Champion, 1921); and Raymond E. Wanner, 
Claude Fleury as Educational Historiographer and Thinker (The Hague: 

M. Nijhoff, 1975). 

""Fleury, Histoire ecclesiastique I (1691), 70. 
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As avocat Fleury served several notable families, including the 
house of Lamoignon; others included Le Fevre, Pelletier, d'Ormesson and 
Mar-iliac. It was through Lamoignon that he met the Rapins and Pellisons. 
The life of Fleury is fairly veil documented. In addition to the vorks 
of Gaquere, Dartigues and Wanner, op. cit. , consult the brief accounts 
in "Fleury, Claude": Nouv. bio, gen. XVII, 915-913; PTC, VI, 21-2U; 
Dictionnaire de Spiritualite V (196k), Ul3-HlT; Niceron, M^moires VIII 
(1729), 390-399, Moreri, Grand Dictionnaire historique V (175^)» 189-
190. Cf. also L.-E. Rondet, "Notice sur 1'abbe Fleury, St0puscules de 
M. 11 abbe Fleury, I (Nimes: Beaume, 1780), and L.-Aime Martin, "Essai 
sur la vie et les ouvrages de Claude Fleury, 16^-0-1723," Oeuvres de 
1?abbe Fleury (Paris: Desprez, 1837). Scores of letters to and from 
Fleury are collected in Charles Urbain and E. Levesque, eds., 
Correspondance de Bossuet, 15 vols. (Paris: Hachette, 1909-1925). Cf. 
also Appendix A on Fleury. 

kh 
It vas for a meeting of leading Paris intellectuals that Fleury 

•wrote his first literary work, Piscours sur PIaton (1670), which took 
the position that Platonism and the Christian Gospel were compatible. 
Cf. Rondet, ed., Opuscules, III. 

il5 . 
• It will be remembered that both Denis Petau and Jean Sirmond had 

been professors at Clermont when they had contributed to the creation 
of a scholarly atmosphere that was favorable to an emerging positive 
theology. Cf. Appendix B on Petau and Sirmond. 

L6 
'"'Fleury, L'Hastoire du droit franqais, published in 1671 without 

name of author; Ix1Institution an droit eccleslastique, published in 1677 
also without name of author. His name appeared on subsequent editions. 
Both were laater placed on the papal index because of their extreme 
Gallican interpretation. Cf. Rondet, ed., Opuscules, II and IV. 

4 '-The petite concile (cf. Chapter One), also involved erudits, 
linguists and men of belles-lettres such as Galland, D'Herbelot, the 
Boileaus and the young Eusebe Renaudot who was an authority on oriental 
Christian liturgies. Cf. Appendix B on Renaudot and D'Herbelot. 

],q 
Fleury's most elaborate Gallican statement was in Piscours sur 

les libertes.de l'Eglise gallicane, written in 1690 and published 
posthumously in several editions that varied in structure and language 
(e.g., in 1723 and 1763 editions). One version appeared in the 
Opuscules, op. cit., IV, 267-30^. The most exact version is said to 
be in Nouveaux opuscules de Fleury, edited by 1'abbe Emery (Paris: 
Nyon, 1807). Fleury appears to have been more of a parlementary 
Gallican, owing to his legal career and family background. 

4'Fleury, Les moeurs des Israelites (Paris: 1700 edition); Les 
moeurs des Chretiens (Paris: 1688 edition); many editions combined 
these works in a single volume. Catechisme historique, Rondet, ed. , 
Opuscules, I. The catechism involved 29 lessons. 
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^uCf. Dartigues, op. cit,, and Wanner, op. cit» 

''J"'Pleury remained friends with doth Bossuet and Fenelon. Cf. 
Appendix A. 

52 
' Gaquere, op. cit. , 387-390. 

53 
Gazette de France (17 juillet 1723) announced the death of Fleury 

on Ik July: "qu'il n'etait pas moins recommandable par sa piete et par 
sa modestie." Cited in Dartiques, op. cit. 

5I4 
For readers who have neither the time nor the inclination to read 

the seven volume Pleiade edition of the Due de Saint Simon's Memoires, 
there is the highly readable selection, edited and translated by Sanche 
de Gramont, The Age of Magnificence (New York: Capricorn Books, 196*+). 

^Fleury' s opposition to scholastic teaching is detailed in Wanner, 
op. cit., 133-15*+ ; cf. also Gaquere's discussion of Fleury's* education 
at the College de Clermont, op. cit. , 2-2*+. 

56 
Cf. Fontenelle, Oeuvres completes 3 vols. (Geneva: Slatkine 

reprints, 1968; a reimpression of the Paris, l8l8 edition) and particu
larly "Digressions sur les anciens et les modernes,'! "Sur l'histoire," 
"De 1'origine des fables," and the historical essay "Histoire de RomieuV' 
cf. also Ch. Perrault, La Parallels les anciens et des modernes, k tomes 
(Geneva: Slatkins reprints, 1971; based on Paris, 1692-97 edition). 

>> ^ Ore st Ranum, Intro., XX-XXI, Bos suet, Discourse on Universal 
History, Classical European Historians series, edited by Leonard Krieger 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976), translated by Elborg • 

Forster. 

puphiiippe Ari|Sj Le temps de l'histoire (Monaco, 195*+), 19*+-195. 
My translation. It is also true that the materials for writing anything 
like economic history were not readily available to interested scholars 
of the seventeenth century nor were the critical tools used for analysing 
these materials yet devised. 

59Cf. m. Tyvaert, Revue Marseilles, supplement au n. 88 (1973) for 
an original discussion of the teaching of regal history in elementary 
schools; and also "L'Image du roi . . .," Revue Histoire Mpderne (197U). 
Indispensable is Georges Snyders, La pedagogie en France aux XVIIe et 
XVIIIe siecles (Paris: P.U.F., 1965). 

DUIn addition to the English translation by Forster in the Krieger 
series, op. cit., which is based on the Paris third edition (1700), I 
have also made use of the French edition, Discours sur l'histoire 
universelle (Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, 1966). 

olCesare Baronius (1538-1607), Oratorian at Rome and Cardinal by 
1596, served as Librarian of the Vatican (1596). His great work, Annates 
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ecclesiastic!,was- divided into chapters corresponding to years. The 
Annales completed Church history to 1198 (and continued by other 
Oratorians after Baronius's death). First published in 12 folio volumes 
between 1588 and 160?, the Annales was intended in part as a response 
to the Lutheran Centuries of Magdeburg (published in Latin as Historia 
ecclesiae christi, Basel, 1559-157*+)• In addition to this famous work, 
Baronius also published two new and corrected editions of Roman 
martyrology (1586 and 1589). 

""The first seven tomes of the Histoire ecclesiastique (the seventh 
tome appeared in 1700) covered the first six centuries of the Church; 
tomes three, four and five dealt mostly with the fourth century. The 
remaining tomes were published on the average of one every eighteen 
months, the twentieth appearing in 1720. 

63 
Cf. Appendix C on the epochs and ages used by Bossuet in the 

Discours. 

6k 
Fleury, Israelites, 10. 

F1 eury, Chretiens, 382. 

66 
Fleury, Israelites, *+9-70, passim. 

6TIbid., 29-32. 

bGIbid., 110-111, 3^8-350. 

- Ibid., 110-120, passim, cf. Aries, op. cit. , who 
the breakdown of a continuous history among seventeenth 
men; as he sees it, each succeeding generation found it 
difficult to identify with their heritage. 

iUFleury, Chretiens, 380. 

'"This belief was one of the guiding principles behind Fleury's 
Catechisme historiaue (1683) and its petite versions. 

1"Voltaire's cyclical views are described in the old but still 
useful J.B. Black, The Art of History: A Study of Four Great Historians 
in the Eighteenth Century (London, 1926), J.H. Brumfitt, Voltaire, 
Historian (London, 1958) and in Henry Vyverberg, Historical Pessimism 
in the Eighteenth Century (Harvard: University Mongraph series, 1958). 
Voltaire's views are expressed in his own Siecle de Louis XIV (1751) 
and Essai sur les moeurs . . • (175*0 • 

'"Fleury discussed les revolutions which led to renewed ignorance 
and misery in Israelites, 10-12 and 280-282. A reader of Machiavelli, 
he opposed the Italian historian's interpretation of the decline of 
Roman civilization, refusing to accept the notion that Christianity 
contributed to the further erosion of old Roman values. Fleury saw them 
as basically compatible and the reason for Christianity's growing 

speculates on 
century French-
increasingly 
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acceptance among Romans of all classes. He nevertheless perceived steady 
decline and a drift toward barbarism, observing how the Romans became 
barbarized and the Germanic peoples became more Romanized. Cf. "Reflexions 
sur Machiavel," Opuscules (Nimes, 1780), III, and also Chretiens, 312-
325, passim. 

7^ According to Fleury the most conspicuous example of this tragic 
turn of events in modern times was the rebirth of letters and art in 
the fifteenth century being followed by an age of religious warfare. 

75 Fleury also utilized this more topical approach emphasizing 
exemplary modes of conduct in his less well known publications, Devoirs 
des malt res et des domestiques (1688) and La vie de Marguerite d! Arbouze, 
abbes se et reformat rice de 1 'abb aye du Val-de-Grace (1685)-, the latter 
of which was intended to instruct nuns in religious and spiritual matters. 
I have been unable as yet to read these works. 

76 
'""Fleury, Opuscules (Nimes, 1780), II: contains his two discourses 

on Hebrew poetry, "Discours sur la poesie des Hebreux,11 edited by P. 
Desmolets, 660-677, and "Discours sur la poesie, et particuliere sur 
celle des anciens Hebreux,'1 6kb~659- The second discourse probably had 
been written earlier and was later published separately by Dom. A. Calmet 
in the second volume of the Commentaire sur les Pseaumes (1713). 

^Easnage, Histoire du Vieux et du Nouvean Testament (Amsterdam: 
Groenewoudt, 1705), I, 21-22. 

^Fleury, Opuscules, II, 675• 

'^Ibid., 675; however, Fleury did think Villehardouin and Joinville 
were writers of great esprit if perhaps sans art. The simplicity of 
their styles was evidence of a noble and honest character. Opuscules, 

II, 6b0. 
Q PJ 
Ibid., 66-677, passim. It was also believed that the most sublime 

poetry of the Greeks was their oldest extant poetry. 

Hebrew was believed to be the oldest language on the basis of 
not only scripture's testimony but on account of its simple structure— 
a feature that was always assumed to suggest antiquity and the proximity 
of words and writings with the first men (premiers hommes). 

C°Fleury's rejection of direct verbal inspiration is examined in . 

Chapter Five. 

Fleury, Opuscules, II, 658-659. 

°^Fleury's analysis of the pastoral poetry of the Greeks and 

Hebrews is examined in Chapter Five. 



John Wesley, Manners of Ancient Christians (several editions, 
London, 1795, 6th edition). In the nineteenth century, John Henry 
Newman translated portions of the Histoire ecclesiastique (Oxford, 
18U3). ~ 



CHAPTER 8 

NEW DIRECTIONS IN BIBLICAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL SCHOLARSHIP 

PART ONE. POPULARIZING ERUDITE KNOWLEDGE: 

NEW FORMATS, PERSPECTIVES AND EMPHASES 

PART TWO. CHANGING INTERPRETATIONS OF THE EASTERN 

CHURCHES AND JUDAISM 



After examining the systematizing efforts of French biblical scholars, 

the latitudinarian impulses discernable in the writings of Catholics 

Louis-Ellies Dupin and Claude Fleury, as well as the important moral 

and pedagogical considerations, it is perhaps only logical that we now 

direct our full attention to the explicitly novel features of late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth century scholarship. Chapter 8 

explores these newer directions in biblical and ecclesiastical scholar

ship and identifies two general categories of activity which reflected 

the different and sometimes subtle changes in the structure and substance 

of erudite studies. Importantly, both were part of larger and longer • 

term developments in European letters and philosophy that matured only 

at later dates. 

The first category concerns the external trappings or outward appear

ances of scholarly publications and mainly involved the slow emergence 

of literary formats that attempted to shake free from the older and usually 

constraining Latin dissertation with its rigidly formal structure.1 The 

second category involved changes in subject matter and thematic content 

that represented a simultaneous widening and deepening of research in

terests, critical perspectives and interpretation. It is tempting to 

speculate that changes in structural format were tied to shifts in 

emphases and changes in perspective. Indeed, the rise of the critical 

essay perhaps made easier the broadening of interests insofar as this 

more flexible framework was more conducive than the cumbersome disser-

2 
tation to the conveyance of both synthetic and analytic forms of thought. 

257 



PART ONE. POPULARIZING ERUDITE KNOWLEDGE: 
NEW FORMATS, PERSPECTIVES AND EMPHASES. 

More specifically regarded, the first category involved the popu

larizing of erudite knowledge as manifested in the choice of French, 

the adoption of expository writing styles and the use of organizational 

formats that enabled discussion of diverse topics connected by central 

themes. Emphasis was steadily toward interpretive treatments that encap

sulated and summarized without sacrificing erudition and critical anal

ysis. These more flexible means of presentation aimed at readability 

and comprehensibility. Indeed, the combination of the critical essay 

(les discours) with its direct, more flowing style and the earlier tech

niques of collation and annotation was an important and characteristic 

feature of- biblical scholarship in France during the period under study 

and one that conformed with other, more general trends in European 

literature."^ 

The older and newer features inter-mingled somewhat incongruently 

in Simon's critical histories of the Old and New Testaments. It will 

be recalled that his objective was ambitious and all-inclusive: to assem

ble, arrange, and evaluate critically all information relating to texts, 

versions and principal commentators of the Bible and to do so in a chron

ological or sequential order. However, the four published tomes (over 

2500 folio pages) had an encyclopedic character organized by topical 

and thematic subject matters and written not in Latin but in a clear 

and concise French that was both informative and often pleasurable to 

read.*1 Simon's decision to write not only the Histolres critiques but 

most of his works in French was influenced by contemporary trends and 

25 8 
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notably by the observable successes of Jansenist and Calvinist writers 

who deliberately employed the vernacular in order to reach a wider lit

erate audience. Leading Jansenists in Simon's eyes were rather mediocre 

scholars but he did recognize and appreciate their literary eloquence. 

Indeed, it was their clear and easy style that was a major source of 

their appeal.'' Furthermore, he believed that many Protestant authors 

were effective spokesmen for precisely the same reasons. He pointed 

out with more than a touch of irony how superior scholars like Denis 

Patau who wrote in Latin were unable to reach the same wide audience; 

and, worse, they often could not even adequately defend themselves in 

French when on occasion they were compelled to write in their native 

tongue.^ Simon additionally observed that practicality was more impor

tant than veneration of things ancient. The Latin Fathers, he pointed 

out, wrote in Latin in order to reach their readers in the western, 

Latinized regions of the empire. The Greek metropolitan Gabriel Severo, 

even after his flight to Venice in the late sixteenth century, continued 

to write his theological works in Greek in order that he might be read 

by the sizable body of Greek emigres in the Venetian Republic and through-

7 
out the Italian peninsula. The practical imperatives of religious con

troversy, shaped as they were by the slowly growing body of educated 

readers (whose Latin was mediocre at best), served as constant reminders 

g 
of how potentially important was writing in the vernacular." 

Similar concerns were undoubtedly on the minds of both Dom Mabillon 

and abbot Duguet when they persuaded young Augustin Calmet in 1706 to 

write his Commentaire litteral sur tous les livres de 1'Anden et du 

Nouveau Testament. An additional influence on Calmet was no doubt 
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Claude Fleury "whom he also met that same year in Paris/"' Indeed, Calmet 

wrote the Histoire de 11 And.en et du Nouveau Testament (1717) to serve 

as a prolegomena to Fleury's popular Histoire ecclesiastique (already 

by then in its eighteenth volume)'. . A brief review of their publications 

reveals the unanimous preference for French as the medium of discourse. 

For example, of twenty-five major publications by Calmet, only two were 

written in Latin and both were limited in scope: a chronicle Inspired by 

Petau, Erevis chronoTgia (173^), and a memoire of a journey through 

10 
Switzerland, Diarium helveticum (1756)." Of a dozen major works by 

Dupin, only a single treatise.was composed in Latin, De antiqua 

ecclesiae disciplina (1687), though it w as true he produced several impor

tant critical editions of Opera by Saint Optatus and the Gallican theo-

11 
logian Gerson. Fleury, the best stylist of the seven scholars examined 

here, wrote all his treatises, histories, and critical essays in French. 

The same was true of Pierre Bayle whose influence in subsequent years 

out-distanced even Fleury. Jacques Basnage, like his brother Henri, 

the sieur de Beauval, wrote all his major works, including his famous 

Histoire et la religion des Juifs (1707-1708), in the vernacular, though 

several of his minor theological critical treatises (all written before 

12 
1690) were composed in Latin. ' Simon's publishing record exhibits a 

13 
similar respect for the practical uses of French. Only Leclerc , in 

many respects the most progressive philosophically, presents difficulties. 

His theological and philosophical writings were mostly written in French: 

Sentimens de quelques theologiens de Hollande (1685), Defense de senti-

mens (1686), Traite de 1'Incredul.ite (1696), the collection of essays 

published under the title Parrhasiana, ou pensees diverses sur des 
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matieres de critique, dfhistoire, de morale et de politique (1699)• The 

commentaries affixed to his Latin translations of the hooks of the Bible 

(produced over many years) were composed in Latin. However, of his pro

fane historical and biographical studies which numbered seven major works 

in all, three were written in French: La vie du Cardinal Richelieu (169L), 

Kistoire des Provinces-Unies des Pays-Bas (1723-1728), and Avertissement 

sur 1'origine du droit de la nature . . . (1725)• 

Importantly, the choice made by these scholars to write in French 

conformed to wider trends evident in society. For instance, a survey 

of Paris editions of Bibles published after 16^0 indicates the rise in 

popularity of French translated versions. Between l6Hl and 16^5 or from 

1655 to 1660, 30 out of UO Bibles published in the city were in ancient 

languages. Of 60 editions appearing between 1695 and 1700, 50 were in 

French."1"' The 1660's and 1670' s were conspicuous for translating activ

ities. Sacy published the Port-Royal Hew Testament in 1667 (and completed 

the Bible in subsequent years); Desmarets' version appeared in 1669 and 

the Charenton version was elaborated though never completed in the fol

lowing decade. Protestants in Geneva under the direction of Turretini 

produced a new French version that superseded the early Olivetan trans

it 
lation of the sixteenth century. 

The style and manner of writing, whether in French or Latin, was 

a subject of equal importance since readability was a major concern of 

our authors. As scholar-controversialists they were compelled by cir

cumstances to consider their readership. Importantly though, they recog

nized the utility of different literary formats and within the general 

field of historical writing identified two basic genres: the long 
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dissertation that used annalistic styles (of the type Baronius wrote) 

and the more* uniform style that had a flowing narrative and allowed for 

interpretation and disgressive critical reflections.17 Both Basnage 

and Fleury deemed the latter variety to "be more agreeable to readers. 

Indeed, the Histoire ecclesiastique, like the earlier Les moeurs des 

Israelites (l68l) and Les moers des Chretiens (1682), was designed to 

inform and to instruct. In the preface to Les moeurs des Israelites 

Fleury forthrightly stated his intention: 

Au reste je ne pretends point ici faire un panegyrique, mais 
un relation tres-simple; comme celles des voyageurs, qui ont 
veu des pais eloignez. Je pretends donner bon, ce qui est 
bon; pour mauvais, ce qui est mauvais; pour indifferent ce 
qui est indifferent. 

At the same time it was still important to go beyond exterior facts by 

explaining design, motives, circumstances, etc., since histoires 

, / , 1 9 
raisonnees were expected by sophisticated readers (gens senses). There

fore it was very important to discuss what was considered essential and 

to do so in clear, precise and direct language. 

Obviously neither Fleury nor Calmet (and certainly not Simon) wrote 

for people who had meager educations. However, many of their publica

tions, including those by Simon, were intended for readers who were not 

savants or even men of belles-lettres. Though still elitist, there is 

evidence that the reading audience was widening to include nobles of 

both sexes, bourgeois gentilshommes and their families, as well as educa-

pn 
ted priests. Indeed, the last group represented a numerous and always 

potentially influential sector of society since the pulpit had long played 

a role in the shaping of public opinion on religious and related political 
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issues. Fleury's "words in the preface of the Histoire ecclesiastiaue 

are instructive and have much in common, with sentiments shared by his 

religious confreres as well as by Protestants: 

J?ecris pour les Chretiens qui aiment leur religion, qui veulent 
s!sn instruire de plus en plus, et la reduire en pratique. 
Je n'ecris pas toutefois pour les theologiens et les gens 
de lettres: ils apprendront mieux l'histoire ecclesiastique 
dans les auteurs originaux dont je I'ai tiree . . . J'ecris 
principalement pour ceux, de quelques conditions qu'ils soient, 
qui n'ont ni les connaissances necessaires, ni le loisir, ni 
la commodite de lire tant de livres, mais qui ont de la foi, 
du bon sens, de 1'amour pour la verite; qui disent pour apprendre 
des verites utiles et en devenir meilleurs; qui veulent connaitre 
le Christianisme grand et solide comme il est; et en separer 
tout ce que 1'ignorance et la superstition y ont voulu meler 
de temps en temps.22 

The very fact that the majority of these publications were written 

in French made them more accessible to greater numbers of people. Not 

that French was necessarily an easier medium to work in at every instance 

as Calmet was quick to point out in his Commentaire 1literal: "Le public 

comprendra sans doute la difficult^ qu'il y a traiter en Francois un 

sujet de la nature de celui-ci, et d'en traiter les premiers: et il 

23 
aura quelque indulgence pour quelques expressions nouvelles." However, 

the manifold problems posed by translating Greek, Latin or Hebrew into 

French were greatly compensated by writing in lucid expository French 

that frequently permitted more general discussions of laterally related 

religious and scholarly issues. Nor were the advantages of writing more 

popularly oriented discourses recognized by small coteries of European 

savants. The authors and editors of nascent journalistic endeavors like 

the Journal des Savants or the Jesuit Memoires de Trevoux were similarly 

interested in providing comprehensive discussions of publications that 
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contributed to science, scholarship and the arts. Not coincident.ally, 

the three Protestant scholars examined in this dissertation were pioneers 

in the publishing of literary reviews: Bayle with Les Nouvelles de la 

-» 2b 
Republique des Lettres (168U-1687), Leclerc and the various Bibliotheques, 

and the Basnage brothers with the Histoire des ouvrages des savants (1687-

1T09). All the aforementioned were conspicuous for the keen attention 

they gave to problems of scholarship and criticism. Just as importantly, 

this same critical practice was mirrored in many of the book publications 

by the same authors and their religious confreres. This was emphatically 

so in Dupin's chapters on ecclesiastical authors in his Nouvelle 

bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques, in Calmet's dissertations within 

the Commentaire litteral and in Fleury's many discourses within the lengthy 

Histoire ecclesiastique. Even many of Simon's chapters in the Histoire 

critique du Vieux Testament et du Nouveau Testament provided informa

tive essay-like discussions of a host of scholarly matters. This approach, 

which paid attention to bibliographical criticism, was more emphatic 

in his shorter publications like the Histoire critique de la creance 

et des coutumes des Nations du Levant (168U) and in the collection of 

writings published as the Bibliotheque critique, k v ols. (1708-1710). 

Also Leclerc's Sentimens de quelques theologiens de Hollande, though 

intended primarily as a response to Simon's Histoire critique, was actually 

a collection of twenty critical essays disguised as letters (purportedly 

by different authors) that touched on diverse topics in scholarship and 

theology.2^ In fact, both the Sent linens and the later Parrhasiana: ou 

pensees divers (1697) resembled Bayle's articles in the Dictionnaire 
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historique et critique in one very important respect: in the scrupulous 

attention given to critical sources and the views of other scholars. 

However else Bayle may have differed from his contemporaries, his 

dictionary articles conformed with other savant publications because 

of their synthetic and popular emphases. He gathered, scrutinised and 

reported in a lively and stimulating manner diverse opinions on a wide 

variety of subjects, the majority of which concerned scholars and scholar-

p6 
ship. Some modern scholars have suggested that Bayle deliberately 

sought to amuse, confuse and perhaps even mock his readers. Though this 

observation cannot be proven with any certitude, Bayle nevertheless com

pelled his readers to meditate on issues, to examine different viewpoints, 

and also to read other articles in the Dictionnaire. In some cases, 

readers must have drawn conclusions of their own fulfilling yet another 

aim of Bayles s. 

As author of Les Nouvelles de la Republique des Lettres Bayle was 

particularly well informed about diverse publications on the Bible and 

the controversies they either generated or were tied with initially; 

e.g., Simon's Histoire critique, Leclerc's Sentimens, Fleury's Les moeurs 

des Israelites as well as the contributions of P.-D. Huet, John Spencer, 

Louis Cappel and many others. Captivated by the subject, he originally 

intended to write articles on all major personages of the Bible but was 

discouraged from doing so after the publication in 1693 of the Dieti_onnuire 

de la Bible by Richard Simon, the Lyon priest and not the exegete who 

pQ 
produced the Histoire critique.""" By the time this dictionary appeared 

Bayle had already written a number of articles on biblical personages 

and these were later incorporated in the first edition of the Dictionnaire 
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historique et critique (1697) • The Dictionnaire contained twenty-three 

articles on the Bible (and dozens more on theological and scholarly 

29 
topics), comprising about one percent of the entire dictionary. ' Only 

two of them, "Saint Jean l'Evangile'1 and "Saduceens,f! concerned the New 

Testament while the rest had to do with the Old Testament, of which more 

, 30 
than half were personages found in the Pentateuch. 

In the Old Testament articles Bayle often bypassed the recitation 

of basic information he presumed already to be known by his readers and 

referred them instead to Moreri's Grand Dictionnaire historique (first 

edition, 167*0 and the publications of the Oratorian Richard Simon, a 

31 
scholar whom Bayle recognized to be of the first rank. This practice 

of skipping over the commonplace enabled him (like many of his contem

poraries) to proceed with the important business: writing lengthy and 

yell researched essays-—really expositions—on the traditions fausse 

et incertaines"32 involving Scripture. Accordingly, the targets of his 

criticism were almost always biblical commentators, critics, editors, 

abbreviators, translators, etc., rather than the scriptural writings 

themselves. 

In doing all this Bayle to a greater degree than Fleury or Leclerc 

anticipated eighteenth century philosophes who excelled at writing crit

ical essays that concentrated on essentials without necessarily sacri

ficing erudition and exactitude. Nor must we ever forget that Bayle"s 

intentions varied with each article and were never the same. In this 

way each different article, while providing much information on a par

ticular person, sect, or controversy, could also become the vehicle by 

which Bayle examined specific sets of ethical, theological or critical 
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problems (either individually or simultaneously)—hence, the reason behind 

the complex footnotes. 

Finally, we must not forget that the central objective shared by 

all these scholar-controversialists was to persuade minds and not merely 

to sell books. Where capitalist incentives failed or were simply non-

existant, the still very important imperatives of religious and polit

ical disputation sufficed. As we shall observe in Part Two, religious 

controversies of the period continued to serve as vital catalytic agents; 

viz., in focusing attention on specific and general issues and questions 

in ways (and with results) that purely disinterested scholarship would 

never have produced. 

PART TWO. CHANGING INTERPRETATIONS OF THE 
EASTERN CHURCHES AND JUDAISM 

Of the seven French scholars whose writings form the heart of this 

dissertation, Richard Simon and Louis-Ellies Dupin in particular dis

played keen interest in the history of peoples and religions of the 

eastern Mediterranean and Near East. Importantly, religious controversy 

was neither an incidental nor unimportant factor behind their research 

proclivities since both actively sought to help shape a climate of opinion 

conducive to mutual understanding and reconciliation between eastern 

and Latin Christendom. In spite of their several noteworthy contributions, 

the different approaches of Simon and Dupin to this peculiarly religious 

"eastern question" may be placed within a wider tradition of Catholic 

scholarship and ecclesiastical diplomacy that conspicuously dates from 

the fifteenth century when Greek letters and philosophy began to intrude 

33 
upon the cultural life of Italy. Arguably, the double impact of 
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Greek language and Hellenism, like the early age of discovery and intro

duction of printing which co-incided with it, was an additional, longer 

term factor behind the revived interest of western European savants in 

the peoples and customs of the east. 

Nor ought we assume that the Reformation detracted from these curi

osities. If anything, the spirit of Reform accelerated interest in Chris

tians living outside the Roman Communion and frequently invited more 

regular contacts with them. Not satisfied with simple, straight-forward 

denunciations of Rome, many sixteenth century Reformers had welcomed 

their Greek and Slavonic brethren in the hope of formulating a doctrinal 

union against the papacy. Lutherans like Philip Melancthon and several 

theologians associated with Tubingen perceived the practical and political 

advantages of such a union and displayed serious interest in developing 

3I1 
closer ties with eastern Christians. In spite of repeated failures 

to reach separate understandings, many Protestants during the seventeenth 

century, including notable Anglican divines, advocated a similar policy. 

Thus, an additional and frequently overlooked by-product of the Reform 

appears to have been how it put to test the official position of the 

Roman Church on the ancient Greek and Syriac Fathers as well as the modern 

Eastern Churches, compelling several leading spokesmen under the pressure 

of changing circumstances to re-evaluate Church positions on eastern 

Christianity, on the nature of their relationship to Rome, on their Eucha-

ristic theology, liturgies, divergent rites and temporal practices. Though 

of course not intended, Reform controversialists appear to have provided 

that additional, perhaps necessary stimulus behind renewed attempts among 

Catholics to define or at least to re-state possible working avenues 

toward reunion between east and west. 
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In general terms, the position of the Church throughout the seventeenth 

century emphasized the schismatic character of the Eastern Churches while 

simultaneously declaring them closer to Roman rite and doctrine than 

to those of either Calvinists or Lutherans, both officially identified 

35 
as heretical. However, some Catholic spokesmen easily dismissed both 

as heretical while other apologists, usually men of classical education 

and irenic temperament, preferred to see the Greeks and other eastern 

Christians establish union with Rome. They favored a policy of rapproche

ment that would continue to build upon the notable achievements of the 

1^39 Council of Florence—the most frutiful encounter between Latins 

and Greeks since the disastrous Fourth Crusade (120U) that had left Con

stantinople in ruins and in temporary control by westerners and which 

generated hate and mistrust that had not entirely dissipated between 

the two halves of Christendom in the middle and late seventeenth century. 

Indeed, in the immediate aftermath of the Council of Florence several 

important unions had been promulgated: with the Armenians (1^-39)» t he 

Coptic Egyptians (1^0), certain Syrians (lU40 and with Chaldeans and 

Maronites of Cyprus in 1UU5. Communications continued with eastern repre

sentatives but no minor agreements were again concluded until the eight

eenth century."""' 

A review of some of the principal names associated with a program 

of ecclesiastical reconcilation will serve to clarify the nature and 

extent of an important strand of opinion existing within leading Catho-

lie circles during the seventeenth century. In France leading Jesuit 

scholars Jacques Sirmond (d. 1651) and Denis Petau (d. 1652) had inheri

ted many of the sentiments articulated earlier in the fifteenth century 
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by Cardinal Bessarion (d. lV72), himself of Greek extraction, and in 

the sixteenth century, by personages no less important than Cardinal 

Jacopo Sadoleto (d. 15^7) and Cardinal Gasparo Contarini (d. 15^2)."'' 

Like many other Catholic thinkers in France, Petau was especially concerned 

not only about the unity of the Church in face of Protestant opposition 

but became seriously disturbed in his last years by the presence of Jan-

senist theologians and their excessive reliance on Augustine as final 

arbiter of doctrinal disputes. He wrote not only a response to Arnauld's 

popular De la frequente communion (l6^3) but conceived a plan to publish 

the Greek patristics in original and Latin editions that would serve 

as a more ecumenically-minded counter-weight to rigid Augustinianism 

and also popularize ideas of union between Rome and the remaining Eastern 

n O 
Churches. Petau in fact personally contributed to modern patristic 

study by printing outstanding critical editions in Latin of the Opera 

of Saint Epiphanius and Synesius as well as works by Themistius and 

39 Nicephorus. Nor were Oratorians Jean Morin and Louis Thomassin very 

far removed from the thinking of their older contemporary Petau. Indeed, 

Morin's familiarity with Greek and also Semitic languages made him almost 

naturally inclined to empathize with Christians of the Near East; as 

a former Calvinist, he too observed the potential political advantages 

of maintaining and establishing closer ties with these ancient churches. 

Morinfs Italian contemporaries, some of whom he knew personally, 

pursued similar ends in publications that explicitly addressed the pro

blems of reconciliation by emphasizing common historicity and shared 

beliefs. Leo Allatius (15S6-I669), of Greek parentage but a member of 

the Roman Church, ranked as a leading proponent of union. In 16U8 
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appeared his De_ eeclesiae occidentalis atque orientalis uerpetua 

consensione, a treatise devoted to demonstrating the essential unity 

hi 
of doctrine between Latin and Greek Churches. = A scholar employed for 

many years in the Vatican Library, Allatius was on good terms with Pope 

Urban VIII (Maffeo Barberini) and other members of the Barberini family. 

He was also close to Cardinal Pallavicino, another patron who shared 

many of his views. It was of course no accident that Richard Simon, 

a translator of Gabriel Severo, the Greek metropolitan, read and admired 

the publications of Allatius since he continued many of his arguments 

in several writings, including the celebrated Hisiaire critique du Nouveau 

k2 
Testament. Similarly, Simon, Like Pallavicino, observed the utility 

of the Greek Fathers in combating the views of Jansenists. In fact, 

Simon's consistent practice of employing ancient and modern Greek the

ology simultaneously against Jansenist and Protestant was derived mainly 

though not exclusively from Allatius and Pallavicino. Moreover, his 

polemical strategem was most certainly enhanced by the Jesuit scholar

ship of Petau, Sirmond and Juan Maldonado (d. 1583) who had shared a 

similar belief that the authority of the Church was constrained and even 

compromised by a too profound adherence to Augustinian writings on Grace 

Us 
and Salvation. However, it was the debate between the Calvinist pastor 

Claude and Antoine Arnauld on the legitimacy of the Church and Eucha-

ristic theology that formed the essential background to Simon's inter

est in establishing better relations between Roman and Eastern Churches. 

In fact it will be recalled that the first three volumes of the Per-

petuite de la foi de 1'Eglise Catholique stemmed largely from Claude's 

assertions about the proximity of Protestant and Greek beliefs as they 
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pertained to transubstantiation. Simon's earliest publications were 

immediately influenced by this debate since he presented a viewpoint 

that closely resembled that of Allatius and Pallavicino while implicitly 

criticizing the Jansenist and Protestant interpretations of the Greek 

Church, its Eucharistic theology and practices. 

It also will be remembered that Simon opposed Port-Royal for several 

reasons and not only because he thought their scholarship was frequently 

inaccurate. On both theological and more practical grounds he opposed 

Jansenists because he found their theology indistinguishable at times 

k5 
from Calvinism. In his eyes, this latter fault simply made the Church 

more vulnerable to Protestant criticism. Dupin, on the other hand, was 

not an enemy of Port-Royal but his own interpretation of the Greek and 

Eastern Churches was actually quite close to Simon's views since both 

believed them to be in fundamental unity with Rome. In simpler terms, 

if Simon wrote primarily against Port-Royal, Dupin wrote against Rome 

and the partisans of strong papal authority. Owing in large part to 

his membership on the Faculty of Theology where Gallican sentiments were 

sharply pronounced, Dupin was consistently and vocally committed to a 

Gallican politique that wished to limit Roman interference in the temporal 

affairs of the French Church. Not that Simon was unaware of how the 

Eastern Churches and their traditions were potentially useful to the 

French Church when it sought to assert its own ecclesiastical liberties 

(real or imagined) in the face of encroaching papal authority. In Dupin's 

case, however, the political applications of historical knowledge about 

Eastern orthodoxy proved irresistable during the l680!s when French and 

papal relations reached a new low. Just as importantly though, he 
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continued to "be acute ly aware of the usefulness of such scholarly infor

mation in subsequent years when the parlements and universities took 

the lead in opposing the Bull Unigenitus (1713) that attacked in an indis

criminate manner articles of belief cherished by Jansenist and Gallican 

k6 
alike. In Dupinfs last years it was the idea of common historicity 

of Gallican and Anglican Churches that impressed him most in his discussions 

hi with William Wake on formulating doctrinal unity between the two Churches. 

In spite of the many differences of opinion, Dupin and Simon agreed 

on several contentions covering broad categories of debate: (l) that 

Greek interpretations of the Eucharist were basically the same as the 

Roman since both accepted the Real Presence; (2) that Greek attitudes 

toward the pope were still compatible with Roman traditions since the 

Greeks still venerated the symbolic primacy of the pontiff; (3) that 

Greeks believed the Holy Spirit proceeded from the Father and the Son 

in spite of the omission of filioque in their liturgical creed; (U) that 

practical-disciplinary differences were minor and not grounds for any 

real schism. Perhaps just as important from a twentieth century per

spective was the practice of both Dupin and Simon to defend their views 

by a common appeal to the historical record and by tracing the thought 

and practices of the Greek (as well as other Eastern) Churches from 

antiquity to the seventeenth century. 

Dupin did this more conspicuously In his Nouvelle bibliotheque des 

auteurs ecclesiastiques wherein he consulted and evaluated the original 

literary sources without first imposing a rigid ex post facto theological 

framework as Arnauld and Nicole (the actual author of the Perpetuite) 

were prone to do when they gave Augustine preferential treatment. In 
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this way he could approach the Church Fathers in a chronological, orderly, 

and more systematic fashion without, however, losing sight of all polemical 

considerations. Nor ought we overlook how immediate ecclesiastical and 

political turmoil of the l680fs and 1690's added an air of Immediacy 

to Dupin's scholarly tasks: French controversialist writings of all 

kinds were reinvigorated "by inte rnal and external religious "battles between 

Gallicans and Rome and between Gallicans and Protestants. Dupin was 

perhaps unavoidably involved in these intermittent quarrels as a member 

of the Faculty of Theology and a professor at the College Royal. Unfor

tunately for him, his outspoken Gallicanism had fallen out of fashion 

by the 1690's. The rift between Rome and France, stemming as it did 

from the tumultuous events of the prior decade, was evolving slowly toward 

rapprochement. Such a politique found little encouragement from a Sor-

boone historian who provided an interpretation of early Church history 

that repeatedly emphasized conciliarist practices and found only praise 

1+8 
for the Greek Fathers. 

The most serious setback to Dupin's career came in the early 1700's 

1+9 
during the Cas de conscience affair. Though not a Jansenist, he was 

sympathetic to several of their doctrinal interpretations. Consequently, 

he pronounced himself in favor of the allegedly Jansenist document sub

mitted in IJOl to the Sorbonne for review. Compromised by his action, 

two years later he was forced to resign his professorship at the College 

Royal and retire to Chatellerault, losing his position as an official 

censor of books that same year. Though he issued a mild retraction and 

returned to Paris in 170b, he never regained the prestigious professorial 

chair. Dupin's chances of ever entering the Academie frangaise were 
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similarly dashed. But Dupin's Gallican fervor and commitment to schol

arly research never abated in the years remaining to him. Nor did he 

discontinue communications with Jansenist spokesmen. Anonymously published 

writings like the Traite de la puissance ecclesiastique et temporelle 

(1707) reveal intense activity on his part.""' Promulgation of the bull 

Unigenitus (1713)—a slap in the face to Gallicans and Jansenists alike— 

had the unintended effect of intensifying latent Gallican sentiment among 

leading clerical figures who perceived Dupin to be a reliable ally. Ex-

pectedly, he was one of the authors of the controversial Memoires et 

reflexions sur le constitution Unigenitus (Paris, 1717).yJ* 

Two additional developments marked Dupin's troubled years and both 

stemmed from the Cas de conscience affair and the entire Unigenitus con

troversy. On one level, Dupin became increasingly isolated from his 

confreres at the Sorbonne and yet maintained close friendships with writers 

like Charles Rollin who represented a more secular movement within the 

world of philosophy, educational theory and belles-lettres, On another 

level, one that was Church related, Dupin continued to drift toward lati-

tudinarianism that de-emphasized doctrine and promoted projects of union 

52 
with the Church of England and closer ties with Eastern orthodoxy. 

The first may have been partially a consequence of the second and yet 

the latter was not an aberration but an important part of his Gallicanism. 

Dupin's interest was foremostly in the preservation of the French Church, 

its traditions and separate identity—even if this required abandoning 

doctrines that most French Catholics still embraced. So strong was this 

commitment that he personally made diplomatic initiatives to high clergy

men in England about the possibilities of establishing an informal union 
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(i.e., similar to a doctrinal entente) between French and English Churches 

that would preserve their separate administrative structures in tem-

53 
poral affairs. 

Obviously, Dupin's primarily scholarly productions like the Bibli-

otheque were never very far removed from polemical considerations since 

an additional and complementary reason for writing the lengthy series 

of volumes had been to provide needed ammunition when defending the tra

ditions and temporal claims of the Gallican Church. Nor was Rome obliv

ious to Dupin's intentions: both the Bibliotheque des auteurs eccles-

iastiques and the treatise on temporal and ecclesiastical powers had 

5b 
been censured and later placed on the papal index of prohibited books. 

While Simon's critical histories were generally directed toward 

textual matters and touching upon laterally related matters only when 

further clarification was deemed necessary, Dupin's emphasis was more 

centrally focused on early ecclesiastical history and patristic liter

ature. In part this was because Dupin's linguistic talents were inferior 

to Simon's. Yet another reason derived from his appreciation of the 

more direct relevance that Church history and the Fathers had when con

structing Gallican arguments. This was why he offered favorable interpre

tations of Greek attitudes toward the pope: he believed them to be closer 

to the primitive Church but at the same time he might use them to give 

support, credibility and legitimacy to the Gallican position that pre

ferred to view the Roman pontiff as a symbolic head of the universal 

Church and not as an active monarchical ruler guiding ecclesiastical 

affairs.^ For similar reasons Dupin wrote favorable analyses of the 

African Church and the early conciliar movement since both furnished 
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many historical parallels with the conciliarist sentiment endemic to 

56 
seventeenth century Gallicanism. 

Obviously, Dupin "broke no new ground insofar as ecclesiastical his

tory or patristic study were concerned. Nor was his general practice 

of rooting religious polemics in erudite materials original since it 

conformed with the main direction of religious controversial writings 

in the century. But Dupin was on the whole consistent in the manner 

"by whic h he collected, displayed and interpreted diverse literary sources 

within a conceptual framework attuned to Gallican viewpoints. In con

trast, Simon's objectives appear to have been greater in number. Yet 

among several of his publications we may observe newer directions in 

the critical treatment of subject matters. 

It will be remembered that Simon exhibited strong interest in the 

Eastern Churches as early as the l660's. His first major publication, 

Fides ecclesiae orientalis (1671), "was a Latin translation of portions 

of the writings of Gabriel Severo. Four years later he published a French 

translation of papal nuncio Girolamo Dandini's memoir on the Maronite 

Christians who had been tied to the Roman Communion since the middle 

fifteenth century. In fact, the notes and preface affixed to the Voyage 

au Mont Liban (l675) afforded many opportunities to describe the differ

ent congregations and churches of the eastern Mediterranean without 

neglecting the Jews or Moslems of the Near East. Seven years after this 

translation appeared he published a collection of Latin letters by Morin, 

Allatius and Cardinal Barberini under the title Antiquitates ecclesiae 

57 
orientalis (l682). However, a far more complete statement on the East

ern Churches, incorporating as they did elements of these earlier 
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translations and smaller pieces composed over many years, was his treatise, 

Histoire critique de la creance et des coutumes des nations du Levant 

(168U). This was not his last word on the peoples and customs of the 

Levantine region either since he reiterated and sometimes elaborated 

many of the same themes in his critical histories of the New Testament, 

in his Bibliotheque critique, his Lettres choisies, and in his rejoinders 

rO 

to English savant Thomas Smith and the better known Isaac Vossius. 

The most striking features of Simon's Histoire critique . . . du 

Levant (published under the pseudonym Sieur de Moni) were the topical 

structure and the easy discourseful style that aimed at providing com

prehensive descriptions of the peoples of the Levant as they lived and 

worshipped in the seventeenth century. From the very first page Simon 

made clear his concern for contemporary affairs. At the same time he 

understood the practical scholarly exigencies of using historical evi

dence to illuminate his interpretations of the present states of eastern 

Christendom and Islam. Nor were his opening statements timid: declaring 

in quite explicit terms that Roman treatment of the Greeks had been gen

erally disrespectful of the historical record. The reason for Simon's 

opinion was unmistakeably clear: "les grecs sont moins eloignes de 

59 
1'Antiquite, que n'ont fait les Latins.'5 To get a fair idea of what 

Simon was up against we must recall that a considerable amount of seven

teenth century Catholic literature on the Greeks—even those works pre

tending to be more scholarly or impartial in their treatments—contained 

exaggerations, half-truths as well as patent lies that were intended 

to reinforce popular attitudes toward eastern Christians as schismatics. 

Simon was especially irritated by Catholic authors who wrote defamatory 
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tracts that were less the result of malicious intent than from the result 

of automatically applying Latin theological standards and terms to the 

Greeks. He made an effort to refute several works cited by name in 

Histoire critique . . . du Levant. One such work, Hist or ia de Graecae 

recentorium Haeresibus by Antonius Caucus, the Catholic Archbishop of 

Corfu (1560-1563), was perhaps typical of Catholic practices.^ 

Not satisfied with making simple rebukes of contemporary opinion, 

Simon usually delineated in an orderly manner the main controversies 

dividing the Churches: the issues of papal primacy, the Eucharistic 

mass, the Greek practice of venerating the sacraments, and of liturgical 

peculiarities. As to the last two matters, Simon reiterated Allatius' 

argument that the cult exterior was not always essential to the life 

62 
of the Church and certainly no basis for declaring one party schismatic. 

Here, he could return to the testimony, albeit not always unanimous, 

of the Church Fathers, but more original from the perspective of seven

teenth century savants, was his direct appeal to the actual words of 

modern Greek and Eastern Churchmen. French Protestants like the pastor 

Claude had earlier engaged in this practice, seeking to give greater 

credibility to their assertions about the proximity of their own beliefs 

on such matters as transubstantiation with the thinking of Greek theo-

logians. But Simon's appeal to eastern opinion was more extensive 

and his analysis more cogent since his linguistic abilities permitted 

first-hand familiarization with writings—Greek, Syriac, Coptic, Armenian. 

Furthermore, it was entirely to his advantage as scholar and contro

versialist to present his views in a readable style that was closer to 

the persuasive critical essay than to a lengthy, meticulously detailed 
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dissertation, in fact, it would "be fair t o characterize the Histoire 

critique . • . du Levant as a collection of several essays describing 

not only the Greek Church and its practices but the less well known Chris

tian Churches of Syria, Armenia, India, of the Melchites and the Ethi-

64 
opians. 

Simon's younger contemporary and occasional critic, Eusebe Renaudot 

(1648-1720), wrote additions to the Perpetuite de la foi (between 1708 

and 1713) that amounted to annotated texts on eastern liturgy and sacre-

mental theology. But like Simon, Renaudot's treatment of orthodoxy dis

played a high degree of tolerance and respect for liturgical and ritual 

65 
variations. Though he and Simon frequently disagreed on minor points 

of scholarship, they similarly tackled specific charges of heresy and 

error made by popes and generations of Catholic spokesmen and also sought 

to answer reckless assertions made by Protestant theologians about the 

Greek and Eastern Churches. Specifically, Simon dismissed the presumed 

Nestorian character of the Syrian Church as a spurious accusation—a 

66 
heresy in name only. Monophysitism was described as a heresy peculiar 

to the sixth and seventh centuries and not endemic to eastern Christian

ity. At the same time Simon challenged many of the beliefs articulated 

in the Confession of Faith of Cyril Lucaris (1572-1638), the controver

sial patriarch of Constantinople who cultivated ties with leading Protes

tant divines.^ In opposing Lucaris it was possible to undermine the 

position of Claude and other Protestants who had used Lucaris' testimony 

when defending their own views on papal authority and when denying the 

legitimacy of belief in transubstantiation. In many ways, Renaudot con

tinued Simon's attack on Protestant controversialist writings in spite 
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of their differences of opinion and emphasis and of course the more obvious 

intention behind his publications; viz. , to continue the Perpetuite series 

begun by Arnauld and Nicole. 

From a polemical standpoint, by far the most innovative feature 

of Simon's treatise on the Levant was his curious (though perhaps scholarly 

deficient) treatment of Islam. Here as elsewhere, Simon's interpretation 

had been shaped more by the imperatives of religious controversy than 

by a newly found belief in the principle of religious tolerance. By 

the same token, it was Simon's intention to promote the ecumenical ideal 

among Roman and Eastern Churches by favorably comparing the fundamental 

doctrinal unity of Moslems (in spite of considerable diversity within 

the Islamic world) with the seemingly interminable dissensions and feuds 

besetting Christian society. 

This is not to say that Simon was intent on impartially analyzing 

the Islamic faith. For instance, he could not resist attacking the mirac

ulous foundations of Islam (and implicitly, all religions) in a manner 

befitting philosophes of the next century: 

Ceux qui introduisent une nouvelle Religion doivent faire 
paroistre quelques miracles, afin qu'on ajoute plus de foi 
a leurs paroles. C'est pourquoi les Mahometans en 
attribuient quelques-uns a leur Legislateur. 

These lateral jabs were most likely aimed at both Catholic and Protestant 

enthusiasts who continually emphasized the revelatory aspects of their 

respective faiths. But to reiterate once again, the main purpose behind 

his foray into Islamic religion was to construct an implicit parallel 

with the Christian world—namely that beneath the diversity of sects 
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and theologies lay essential agreement on articles of faith. Furthermore, 

the differences in ceremonies and la morale among the millions of followers 

of Mohammed, he contended, were neither contrary to nor detrimental to 

the observance and perpetuation of basic articles of faith.By simpli

fying realities to a considerable degree (though his readers were not 

in a position to respond adequately), Simon could thereby reassert a 

related thesis: that no danger of schism existed "car les articles 

fondamentaux du Mahometisme consistent seulement a faire profession qu'ii 

TO y qu'un Dieu, et que Mahomet est son Envoye . . .. Also, it was neces

sary to make daily prayers, to fast, to pay the Zakat tax, and to make 

a pilgrimage to Mecca. He illustrated this major point by referring 

to the Moslem sect of Abu Hanifa'—les Abuhanifes—who studied the law 

and scripture and adherred to a very tolerant stance vis-a-vis other 

Moslems since they accepted all Moslems as true believers if they prac-

71 ticed the five "pillars" of obligatory duties mentioned above. Broadly 

speaking, the Abu Hanifaites were perhaps justly described as tolerant 

and more reasonable than the majority of their fellow Moslems. However, 

whether or not Simon was using their example to criticize the increasingly 

harsh French policy toward Protestants remains uncertain though such 

a deduction would not be unrealistic considering his personal friend

ship with Fremont d'Ablancourt and Henri Justel, the former secretaire 

du roi who had recently emigrated to England. 

In the case of Judaism, Simon's analogies were more direct insofar 

as they pertained to Catholic-Protestant relations. Here, he might make 

use of the Karaites, the small sect of Eastern European Jews who rejected 

post-biblical legal and critical traditions (both Talmud and Masorah 
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in their entirity) and accepted as authoritative only the Hebrew Bible. l £™ 

In this curious respect, they loosely resembled Jewish reformers. However, 

Simon still considered them Jews in spite of what Rabbinical orthodoxy 

might say about them (which was mostly negative). Frequently in his 

correspondance to Fremont d'Ablancourt, he referred to the Protestant 

73 
savant as cher Caraite, signing the letters le_ Rabbiniste. But we 

must recall that in making use of such an analogy Simon was not advoca

ting compromise on both sides. On the contrary, he tried to impress 

upon Fremont the idea of how Scripture alone was insufficient to form 

the basis of Christian belief. This was why the main thrust of Simon's 

scholarship involved textual and even literary criticism of Old and New 

Testaments. Yet his interest in post-biblical Jewry was extreme as already 

has been made clear in Chapter 2 : he defended the Jews of Metz in 

his Factum (1670), translated Leone Modena, devised a Hebrew-French lex

icon, and for a while toyed with a project designed to translate portions 

7U 
of the Talmud into Latin. Nor was Simon working in a scholarly vacuum: 

all over Europe savants, mostly linguists interested in collating and 

analyzing texts of diverse types, increasingly turned to Rabbinical 

scholars for assistance and for the insights made possible by their 

expertise in grammatical, historical and theological matters that only a 

few Christian readers were aware existed. Of the scholars examined in 

this dissertation, however, it was not Richard Simon who made the most 

impressive scholarly inroads into the still nascent field of modern 

Judaic studies. 

Obviously Simon belonged to the kinder Catholic tradition that Fleury 

and Calmet also represented. Unlike them, however, he was more sceptical 
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about the prospects of converting Jews to Christianity and assimilating 

them into Christian European society. Simon's intellectual posture toward 

75 Jews was one of toleration, not respect. Besides, the usefulness of 

the Jews1 literary and critical traditions to Christian exegetes and 

controversialists was a fact not easily denied. French Protestants of 

the period frequently made similar appreciations. Yet among them, because 

of the steady and eventually relentless persecution of the Huguenot min

ority after 1678, greater empathy if not outright sympathy with European 

Jewry was possible. On occasion this propensity found expression in 

controversialist writings of leading Protestant divines and historians 

who had always been prone to seek parallels with ancient Israel and the 

chosen few. Bayle's articles in the Dictionnaire historique et critique 
•T/T 

offered considerable information on Judaic scholars like Isaac Abravanel.' 

But Bayle had been mainly interested in European scholarship and philos

ophy and in no way intended to emphasize Jewish contributions which he 

could not study first-hand because of his inability to read Semitic lan

guages. Leclerc, a Hebraist, was in a far better position to appreciate 

the Hebrew Bible and post-biblical writings. However, his eclecticism 

seems to have precluded extensive studies of the kind Cambridge scholar 

John Spencer (d. 1693) produced or of the more ambitious textual and 

literary criticism engaged in by Simon. It fell instead to Jacques Basnage, 

a Calvinist living in exile in Holland, to become the first Christian 

historian of European Jewry. Indeed, the remarkable degree of sympathy 

detectable in Basnage's Histoire et la religion des Juifs (1707) was 

more the result of contemporary events—namely the persecution of Hug

uenots—than a strong attachment to any well defined principle of relig

ious tolerance. It is understandable that whatever general principles 
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he might hare entertained were certainly giren new and deeper significance 

by the tragic history of French Protestantism in the late seventeenth 

century. We must therefore never lose sight of these painful religious 

and political realities when discussing the works of Leclerc, Bayle or 

Basnage. 

Both Jacques and his younger brother Henri (sieur de Beauval) had 

been born at Rouen (1653 and 1657, respectively), descended as they were 

from a notable Robe family of Normandy that included Protestant pastors, 

77 scholars and lawyers. Henri served as avocat to the parlement of Rouen 

until his emigration to Holland in 1687. Jacques, who entered the min

istry, also emigrated to the Dutch Refuge in the aftermath of the Revo

cation of the Edict of Nantes and eventually became minister in the Walloon 

Consistory at Rotterdam (1691) and later served as pastor at The Hague. 

Like the Leclerc and Cappel families, the Basnages were influential spokes

men of French Protestantism. They were also conspicuous for their im

pressive education, travels, and important contacts throughout France 

and Europe. Jacques had studied at both Saumur and Geneva. At the acad

emy of Saumur his teachers were Pierre Jurieu and Le Blanc de Beaulieu; 

at the University of Geneva he studied under the well known Frangois 

j Q  
Turrettini, Mestrezat and Louis Tronchin.!" When made pastor at Rouen 

(1676) Jacques replaced the celebrated Etienne Le Moine. Eight years 

later he married the granddaughter of Pierre Du Moulin, the leading French 

Calvinist spokesman of the first half of the seventeenth century. After 

his transfer to the Dutch Provinces he became a friend of the influential 

grand-pensioner Heinsius who played no small role in directing his min

isterial career. At the same time Jacques assisted his brother in publishing 
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the literary journal Histoire des ouvrages des savants (2k vols., 1687-

1709)5 and both men continued Bayle's Nouvelles de la Republique des 

Lettres after 1687 when their friend and .associate could no longer continue 

as editor and author. 

Theologically, the brothers Basnage remained closer to Bayle. Though 

79 they lacked Bayle's rigorous scepticism and critical genius, the brothers 

were consistent opponents of Socinians, Freethinkers, and the Arminian 

theology of Leclerc and others in the Remonstrant Church. Much like 

the author of the Dictlonnaira, they recoiled from the rationalist ideal

ism of the Protestant left-wing who often believed in the full compat

ibility of faith and human reason. However, neither Jacques nor Henri 

were oblivious or hostile to all latitudinarian impulses. Henri Basnage 

wrote the important treatise De la Tolerance des religions (168U), an 

elegant plea for tolerance of religious dissenters. In many cases both 

brothers' writings manifested, albeit to a lesser degree, the newer 

philosophical currents affecting French and Dutch Calvinism. Importantly, 

they united with Bayle in opposing the bellicose Pierre Jurieu who jus

tified resistance and rebellion to the French monarchy on theological 

grounds. Nor did the Basnages ignore or avoid quarrels with major Cath

olic spokesmen. Jacques published several treatises and polemical histories 

80 
directed abainst Bossuet and specifically the bishop's most famous 

and hard-hitting study—1'Histoire des variations de les eglises protes-

tantes (1687). The Histoire de 1 'eglise depuis Jesus-Christ jusqu'a 

present (Rotterdam, lo99), in two folio volumes, was Basnage's defini

tive response to Bossuet's Variations and it contained four parts: on 

the government of the Church in diocese; on the history of dogmas and 
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doctrines I particularly those pertaining to justification and grace) 

during the first eight centuries of the Church; on the adoration of the 

sacraments, the cult of angels, of the Virgin and saints; and on the 

Reformed Churches. The last section was an expanded and corrected version 
Q -j 

of an earlier reply to the Variations.x 

As a leading Hebraist, Jacques Basnage applied his scholarly inter

ests and abilities to researching and writing about Judaism, ancient 

and modern. In fact, the Histoire et la religion des Juifs was part 

of a more ambitious though never completed historical series investigating 

Judaism, Christianity and Islam. This much Basnage wished to make known 

82 
from the very outset. Nor was he oblivious to the polemical overtones 

usually attached to such historical accounts. He was certainly not reluc

tant to inject controversialist themes and arguments when the occasion 

arose. Since the first generation of Reformers, biblical and ecclesiastical 

history had been an especially fertile ground in which to root polemical 

points of view. However, the history of post-biblical Jewry had not 

been exploited in such a way as to further the cause of Christian Reform 

or for that matter, to undermine it. This owed in large part to the 

Jews still being regarded as social and religious pariahs—having rejected 

the Messiah and thereby losing all claims to the title of chosen people. 

And yet Basnage, living at an especially sensitive juncture in French 

history when the future of French Protestantism was in doubt, appears 

to have observed how Jewish history afforded many opportunities to com

ment upon Catholic-Protestant relations and at the same time make more 

general statements regarding religious persecution, the need for toler

ance and greater dialogue among all parties concerned. For instance, 
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the diversity of Jewish customs and beliefs was discussed and attributed 

to an over-weening devotion to tradition: "II est difficile de faire 

un systeme exact de leur Religion parce que les Traditions qu'ils preferent 
O Q 

a 1!Ecriture se multiplient a infinie." This was an obvious blast 

at Catholics and their respect for Church traditions. But at the same 

time he could emphasize the theme of fundamental unity in the Judaic 

world in face of dissension and inner resentment. Moreover, the Jews 

had survived ("subsiste encore en tous lieux") in spite of the long cen

turies of Christian persecution—-a persecution Basnage decried as unnec

essary and generally barbaric.u~" 

On one level, Basnage's statements and others like them were in

tended as a plea for religious co-existence between Christian and Jew; 

but the duality of intention running throughout the Histoire et la religion 

des Juifs points to a more immediate concern for French Catholic and 

Protestant relations. True, the worst days of dragonades were mostly 

over, but the violence and misery that the Revocation of the Edict of 

Nantes unleashed and later came to symbolize in the collective Huguenot 

memory were not easily erased. Besides, both spurious and organized 

forms of mob violence continually threatened to erupt in the last troubled 

years of Louis' reign that was notably preoccupied with yet another long 

war with the allied powers. Adding to the confused state of affairs 

was the Camisard Rebellion which raged in lower Languedoc during the 

first decade of the eighteenth century. This bloody affair eventually 

required an entire French army to crush Protestant guerrilla fighters 

in the south of France and contributed further to social unrest and the 

bitter divisions afflicting French Protestants within and without the 
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kingdom. The question now facing Protestants was how to react to mon

archical policies."'"" 

Quite obviously, it is against this volatile background that the 

writing and publishing of the Histoire et la religion des Juifs must 

be reviewed. Basnage's history of the Jews was neither primarily nor 

exclusively an impartial study of European Jewry designed to promote 

respect and toleration of Judaism nor mainly an overtly polemical history 

intended to alter the thinking of Catholic and Protestant readers in 

such a way so as to cool passions conditioned by long-standing grievances, 

mistrust and fear and complicated by more recent events. Rather, Basnage's 

Histoire et la religion des Juifs was designed to do both while also 

providing much erudite information and scholarly interpretations on a 

host of lesser topics that were in many cases laterally applicable to 

religious controversy. For example, by discussing the internecine strife 

within Judea of the first century he could suggest the counter-productive

ness of such conflicts and the debilitating affects they had upon the 

86 
overall religious and social life of a people. Similarly, the despo

tism of Herod and his family was examined in detail in the first tome 

in order to illustrate how religious belief and institutions might be 
O r-r 

abused and manipulated by the politically powerful and ambitious. Just 

as important, though, Basnage could address his fellow Calvinists on 

the issue of resistance and rebellion to monarchs by pointing to the 

utter futility of rebellions in Judea under the reigns of Hero and Ves-

/ \ 8 8 
pasion (and later under Hadrian j. 

Obediance to kings and emperors, even those of another faith, was 

therefore implicitly argued. In doing so, Basnage offered a critique 
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of Pierre Jurieu^s dangerous prescriptions that amounted to a zealous 

call to arms in L1 Accomplissement des propheties (l686). His brother 

Henri had done this earlier in a more direct way in his several pamphlets 

and articles in the periodical Histoire des ouvrages des savants. ̂  In 

fact Jacques1 treatment of religious enthusiasm of all kinds in the Histoire 

et religion des Juifs was consistently and cogently negative: he denounced 

ancient Gnostics, mystics, visionaries and religious zealotry as manifes

tations of a same moral and spiritual decadence that threatened the very 

90 foundations of civilized existence." 

While it is not to be denied that Basnage wrote the history of European 

Jewry with the intention of enlightening Christians about the world of 

Judaism, a pervasive concern of his was simultaneously to help the cause 

of Christian unity by demonstrating to Protestant and Catholic how very 

much alike they were through an implicit and larger contrast of their 

respective faiths with Judaism. Not that his interest in the Jews was 

secondary nor incidental; rather, the subject matters discussed in the 

five tomes provided a virtual arsenal of controversialist arguments and 

commentaries applicable to immediate as well as to longer term religious 

disputes in France and Europe. This was why he devoted the entire first 

volume to politics and religion under the Roman empire. In doing so, 

he could comment upon the twin evils of institutionalized oppression 

and the religious enthusiasm of fanatical individuals and sects and there

by address the many difficult problems facing contemporary Frenchmen 

and make a plea (that used lessons of history) for restraint on both 

sides. 
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Patience, common-sense and the fruits of intellectual understanding 

were all implicit themes in Basnage1s Histoire et la religion des Juifs. 

using an historical framework he was able to promote the general idea 

of a scholarly enlightenment that recognized knowledge and learning as 

necessary complements to philosophy and wisdom and not as ends in themselves. 

Perhaps here we may detect in Basnage, "but also in Leclerc and Bayle, 

a connection, albeit not always apparent, between the cosmopolitan spirit 

of an emerging Republic of Letters and a vague religious sentiment that 

91 resembled something akin to an as yet undefined Christian ecumenicism. 

Even the headstrong Jurieu had recognized the existence of an internal 

92 and external communion among Christians. In Basnage, however, it was 

further enhanced by political moderation and the search for a juste milieu 

in secular affairs. 

In the writings of Jacques Basnage were of course additional and 

related considerations. Indeed, his own example served as a constant 

reminder to readers of the central duties and responsibilities of scholar

ship; viz., to consult original sources, to interpret them accurately 

and to do so without excessively imposing later standards and values. 

The concept of an entirely scientific scholarship, though now realized 

to be virtually impossible, was nevertheless gaining ground throughout 

the seventeenth century inasmuch as it was part and product of wider 

and predominant trends in speculative and systematic thought. Impor

tantly, though, religious controversy contributed no small measure to 

this development even if it be true that the thirst for objective standards 

was mainly a reaction to religious bigotry and intolerant policies of 

sovereigns and church bodies. In yet other, more subtle, ways religious 
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controversialists like Basnage or Lec ierc became advocates of impartial 

study without feeling that they were denying the fundamentals of their 

laith since they were convinced that critical researches into the past 

and the Bible strengthened attachment-to articles of faith still per

ceived as universally identifiable and applicable insofar as Christian 

doctrines were bound eternally to explanations of this world and the 

next. 

In the case of the Jews and their history, it was possible to be 

fair without betraying Christianity. This was why Basnage in the Histoire 

et la religion des Juifs informed his readers of how important it was 

to know first-hand Jewish literature, manners and even their collec-

93 tive genie. Only then could a scholar comprehend the Judaic ways of 

life. For instance, the hyperbolic writing style as evidenced by the 

frequent bold mataphors was not condoned by Basnage—only explained as 

part of Rabbinical practices and manners peculiar to the Jews and their 

historical environment. Similarly, the mysticism of Kabbalists, he explained, 

owed just as much to the rampant superstitions of the ancient Greeks 

(specifically, the Pythagoreans) as it did to the Jewish mind. 

Accordingly, the perceptive scholar of the late seventeenth century 

increasingly heeded the advice of Seneca to read philosophers of all 

schools in order to attain an accurate understanding of their beliefs. 

Such an ideal formed that essential core of any scholarly endeavor. In 

fact, the careers of all the French scholars examined in this disserta

tion were built upon the great researches and writings of countless pre

decessors and many contemporaries--including one another. Basnage's 

achievement in writing the first narrative history of Judaism —"en la 
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langue vulgaire et plus etandues"--was greatly facilitated by the huge 

body of secondary works that had accumulated by the late seventeenth 

century. A cursory glance at his lengthy "Table des Auteurs" (29 pages!) 

reveals the breadth and depth of his familiarity with the critical second-

95 ary literature of his age. Conspicuous in this bibliographical section 

are the names Spinoza, Simon, Bayle and Leclerc. Fleury's name does 

not appear—perhaps because Basnage did not want readers to make com

parisons between the Histoire et la religion des Juifs and Les moeurs 

des Israelites which did resemble each other in their discussion of social 

and religious mores. On the other hand, as far as I can detect, every 

major scholar and relevant publication made in the seventeenth century 

was cited by Basnage. The great names in English scholarship were accounted 

for: John Selden, Brian Walton, James Ussher, Thomas Hyde (the Persian 

scholar), John Spencer, Marsham, Stillingfleet (author of Origines sacrae), 

even the Cambridge Platonist Ralph Cudworth. French Catholic scholars 

were mentioned and in some cases preferred: the Benedictine giants 

Mabillon and Montfaucon, Jesuits like Petau, Oratorians Morin and Thomassin, 

and the brilliant Jansenist historian Le Nain de Tillemont. Similarly, 

the Dutch received due notice: Grotius, Van Dale, Van Til and Isaac 

and Gerhard Vossius. Nor were Germans or Italians overlooked. In fact, 

he especially acknowledged indebtedness to Giulio Bartolocci, whose 

Bibliotheca Rabbinica (Rome, 1675) in five volumes, was an outstanding 

example of seventeenth century editing, translating and annotation. 

Bartolocci, who died in 1687, ranked as one of the great Hebraists of 

the century and his collection of rabbinical writings was an indispen-

96 
sable reference to savants like Bayle, Basnage, Simon and Leclerc. 
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Another source was of course provided by Jews themselves. In the seven

teenth century the career of Samuel Manasseh ben Israel (d. 1657) epito

mized the prestige and influence that a few Jewish savants might actually 

attain with Christian readers. Manasseh was long dead when Basnage en

tered the Dutch Refuge. But the example of Manasseh and the receptivity 

of Catholic and Protestant Hebraists to ideas and insights made avail

able by other Jewish scholars living in the Dutch Provinces continued 

97 in spite of mutual mistrust and suspicion. Through them and others, 

Basnage sought to merge diverse erudite materials with an interpretive 

narrative account. His achievement was one of synthesis and served as 

a forerunner to the several historical accounts on modern Jewry written 

in the eighteenth century. Along with Simon's critical history of the 

peoples and customs of the Levant and Fleury's Les moeurs des Israelites 

and Les moeurs des Chretiens (1680-1682), Basnage's Histoire et la religion 

des Juifs also exemplified the growing interest in researching manners 

98 
and customs among different peoples of the world. 

Ironically, the tragic circumstances under which Basnage wrote and 

the reasons behind the type of analysis he offered were generally for

gotten in subsequent decades. Much like Pierre Bayle and his reputation 

during the siecle des lumjjres, Basnage's religious motives were often 

overlooked or minimi zed beyond recognition and his historical produc

tions were applauded and damned (depending on one's perspective) by per

sons who lived in later periods when other kinds of religious enthusiasm 

and political ideology had come to pass. At the same time, Basnagefs 

committment to a more disinterested scholarship, like many of the other 

scholars discussed in this dissertation, derived from a common 
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latitudinarian assumption; viz., that more critical (i.e., impartial) 

si.uci.ies ol scripture and history could only lead to the establishment 

of a consensus of learned opinion which in turn would necessarily lend 

support to belief in basic articles of Christian faith.^ Moreover, 

because these articles had been progressively streamlined by the spirit 

of rationalism—to be validated by an appeal to observable evidence and 

common-sense—description of them as natural and self-evident truths 

appeared in some secular minds as all the more logical. But these lit

erary and philosophical avenues, though related to developments in scholar

ship and religious controversy, lie outside the parameters of this disser

tation and belong instead to the realm of a more fully articulated phil

osophical deism. 

Importantly though, both the negative—which is to say, repellant — 

aspects of religious controversy and the more positive features intro

duced or at least conditioned by theological disputation played central 

roles in not only guiding biblical and ecclesiastical scholarship but 

in shaping a set of values that many savants in late seventeenth century 

France and elsewhere already began to identify as reasonable and enlight

ened. Modern historians have long observed that among the European 

intelligentsia (which included many social and political elites) the 

long term direction of movement, if not yet the depth, was slowly and 

simultaneously toward intellectual cosmopolitanism, universal understand

ing and religious latitudinarianism. But the motives, like the emphases, 

varied and sometimes noticeably on account of the existence of so many 

different theological, scholarly and overtly political factors. Among 

French Catholics like Dupin and Simon this drift conformed to a larger 
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pattern of changing theological and. historical perceptions that were 

manifested in their individual treatments of the Eastern Churches. Among 

Protestant scholars, it was Judaism—both its biblical and post-biblical 

components—that frequently offered new scholarly and polemical mater

ials which abounded in political and religious applications. In both 

cases, the end result was more often than not an affirmation of ideas 

that latex generations identified as latitudinarian or liberal. 

In the case of Jacques Basnage, unlike the other French scholars 

discussed in this chapter, he was actually in a position to practice 

what he preached; viz., that restraint and moderation were not merely 

realistic paths to follow—they were the wisest. The Regency's de facto 

policy of toleration toward the Huguenots (after 1715) owed in no small 

measure to Basnage's skill as diplomat and intermediary for the French 

monarchy during the final years of the War of Spanish Succession. At 

a time when civil insurrection also raged in southern France, he demon

strated to many that he was a responsible countryman whose loyalty was 

, *  1 0 0  
highly valued by the Due d'Orleans. 

The ninth and final chapter that follows summarizes the most impor

tant observations made thus far and also attempts to draw some solid 

conclusions about religious controversy and French scholarship in the 

age of Louis XIV. 



NOTES 

Cf. Ernst Cassirer, The Platonic Renaissance in England, translated 
"by J. Pettegrove (Austin, Texas: University of Texas, 1953), **0-50, 
discusses the inability of Cambridge platonists of the middle seventeenth 
century to break out of inherited scholastic forms of thought and writing: 
,?the form of their thought,.as such, their characteristic type of thinking, 
which did not prove equal to the new problems of the time . . ." (p. 
*+*+). On the other hand, many less brilliant authors, because of their 
having adopted the critical essay format, were in a much better position 
to spread their ideas among readers. Yet it was true that the older 
dissertation style was not entirely static. Donald Kelley examines 
several of the curious changes in the structure and use of the disser
tation during the sixteenth century in The Beginning of Ideology: 
Consciousness and Society in the French Reformation (New York, London: 
Cambridge Universtiy Press, 1981), 136-167, passim. In a nutshell, Kelley 
writes that verbal strategy was increasingly given priority over 
rationality in polemical treatises written in Latin. The replacement 
of scholastic categories by rhetorical topics was in keeping with the 
requirement of propaganda. 

2 This theme is explored at length in Cassirer, The Philosophy of 
the Enlightenment, translated by F. Koelln and J. Pettegrove (Princeton: 
University Press, 1951). The adoption of the dialogue (lfe-ntretien) 
format was another way of popularizing philosophical ideas and even 
scientific knowledge. Cf. Peter France, Rhetoric and Truth in France, 
Descartes Diderot (Oxford: Clarenden Press, 1972), 68-11. 

"'This was particularly the case in narrative political histories 
of the late seventeenth century. The writings of Daniel, Mezeray, 
Boulainvilliers and others are discussed in two articles by Phyllis 
Lefler, "The ̂ istoire Raisonnee', 1660-1720: A Pre-Enlightenment 
Genre," Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. XXXVII (April-June 1976) 
and "From Humanist to Enlightenment Historiography: A Study of Mezeray," 
French Historical Studies (Spring 1978), Ul6-**38. 

^Dupin's1 Nouvelle bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques(hereafter 
cited as Nouv. bibl.) was structured along similar encyclopedic lines 
and written in French in order to reach a wider audience. A conscious 
effort appears to have been made to strike a balance or find a middle 
way that avoided the minutiae and tedium of the dissertation and yet 
also tr y to avoid the overly simplistic style of essa,y s. Jacques 
Basnage, writing in the preface to Histoire et la religion des Juifs, 
I (1707) stated in explicit terms how he desired to use an analytical 
style emphasizing essential matters: "Nous avons evite la longueur 
enmieuse des Docteurs, qui font Scrupules et des Decisions sur quantites 
de minuties et la brievete de lrautre qui n'entre pas dans assez grand 
detail." 
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Simon, Lettres choisies (LC), IV, n. 1 (1672), to Comte Mazio 
Dandini, 5-7• use of the vernacular was ,he believed, a reason for French 
and German Protestant success; French Protestants wrote in appealing 
French style just as German Lutherans wrote in bon allemand. 

6Ibid. 

*7 
Ibid., IV, n. 3 (1675Is 25: discussed Gabriel Severo's publica

tions in Greek and Severo's polemical debates with Bellarmine. Severo 
is discussed at length in Histoire critique de la creance et des cofitumes 
des nations du Levant (168U), chapter 2. 

8 
Cf. Peter Burke, ITA Survey of the Popularity of Ancient Historians, 

1^-50-1700," History ana Theory, V (1966), no. 2, 135-151- On the basis 
of a statistical analysis of the listings found in F.L.A. Schweiger, 
Handbuch der classischen Bibliographie, 3 vols. (Leipzig, 1830-183U), 
Burke determined that French and Italian translations of ancient 
historians predominated during both sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—• 
French emerging as the most popular vernacular in the seventeenth 
century. However, ancient language editions still outnumbered trans
lated editions—except for lengthy Latin works like Tacitus and for 
Greek histories. 

9 Cf. Appendix A on Calmet. 

1 n 
Calmet's Diarium helveticum (I.E. Kalin, 1756) was an account 

of his travels through Switzerland. 

*1 "1 

Gerson, Opera (Amsterdam, 1706), in 5 vols. Optatus (Uth century) 
was a conciliarist and his writings were compatible with many Galiican 
claims vis-a-vis the papacy. Dupin published a critical edition, S. 
Optati opera omnia, (1700). 

*1 9 

Basnage, Dissertations historicae-theologicae (Rotterdam: Van 
der Slaart, 169b). This was a collection of four tracts written before 
1690, including the critique of Simon's study of the Old Testament. 

"^Aside from the Latin translation of portions of the writings of 
Gabriel Severo, Simon published his project for a new polyglot in Latin, 
Novorum Bibliorum polyglottorum synopsis (168U), a response to Isaac 
Vossius, Disquisitiones criticae de variis per diversa loca et tempora 
Bibliorum editionibus . . . (London: J. Heptinstall, 168V), portions 
of which were republished in London, Edinburgh and Amsterdam (l68U and 
1685). and a Latin life of Jean Morin that accompanied a collection of 
letters by Morin, Allatius and Cardinal Barberini, intitled Antiquitates 
ecclesiae orientalis • . . (London, George Wells, 1682). Counting only 
published works (not editions), Simon's oeuvre totals 36 major and minor 
publications, some of which are collections of smaller pieces (e.g., 
Bibliotheque critique, b tomes, 1708-1710). 
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However, several of his biographies, such as Salustii Vita, were 
published as part of the critical editions of these authors. It may 
be that living in the Dutch Provinces Leclerc was more conscious of the 
need to reach a wider, largely non-French reading audience at a time 
when French was emerging but not yet established as the common language 
of the European intelligensia. At the same time, his major works (in 
French and Latin) were almost immediately translated into English. Cf. 
bibliography of primary sources. 

15 "Michel de Certeau, "La traduction de la Bible au XVIIe siecle," 
Recherches de science religieuse, LXVI (1973), 80. 

17 Fleury, Discours sur jVhistoire ecclesiastique (Paris, 172k), 
57. Basnage observed in the preface to Histoire de l'Eglise (1699) that 
"l1esprit se divertit par la connoissance des evenemens considerables 
qui sont arrivez dans lfEglise, a meme terns qu'il s'instruit de la verite, 
et cette sorte de la lecture le fatigue beaucoup moins." (p. vii). In 
the Histoire et la religion des Jnifs (HRJ) he wished it to be known 
that he deliberately avoided les minuties which bored readers. See 
"Plan de cette oeuvre," "HRJ, I. 

18 Fleury, Les moeurs des Israelites (Paris, 1700 edition), 7-8. 

Fleury, Discours sur lfhistoire ecclesiastique, 22-23. 

20 Cf. also Chapter Seven, Part Two. The works of Fleury and 
Basnage and specifically the prefaces of several of their works allude 
to their reading audience. Both were interested in catechistic, and 
even illustrated, kinds of history designed to reach families. Peter 
Burke, op. cit., 135-151, surmised the reading audience of modern 
editions of ancient historians on the basis of references made in 
prefaces and notes written by translators and editors. His conclusions 
parallel my own. However, Burke found many translators of ancient works 
to be military men who had an interest in histories of wars. 

'"""Cf. Donald Kelley, op. cit. 

""Fleury, Histoire ecclesiastique, I (Paris: 1691). One is tempted 
to cite this as an early example of haut-vulgarisation. 

2^Calmet, Commentaire litteral, I (Paris, 172k), 11. 

oh ^ 
Leclerc1s periodicals included: Bibliotheque universelle et 

historique (Amsterdam, 1686-1693), Bibliotheque choisie (Amsterdam, 
1703-1713) and the Bibliotheque ancienne et moderne (Amsterdam, 17lU-
1726). 
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25 Of. Chapter Four for information pertaining to Leclerc and the 
Sentimens des quelques theologiens de Hollande . . . (1685). 

26 More than 60% of the Dictionnaire concerned sixteenth and 
seventeenth century subject matters; more than one-third of the entire 
dictionary was devoted to sixteenth century topics, while the seventeenth 
century covered about one-fourth. Of those articles written on seven
teenth century topics, more than half were French, while the remainder 
covered mostly Italian, German and Dutch subjects. Numerically 
speaking, articles on seventeenth century French topics were 237, 
followed by 73 articles on German topics, and 55 each on Italy and the 
Dutch Provinces. Of 237 French articles, the categories were as 
follows: writers, 7*+j Church matters, 30; Jesuits, 15; Jansenists, 5; 
professors, 9, savants, 6; judiciary, 8; ministers, 30; geography, 10; 
doctors, 9; nobles, 15; the remainder were on a wide variety of subjects 
(artistes, families, voyageurs, etc.). A similar bias for writers, 
poets and philosophers of ancient Greece and Rome was exhibited by 
Bayle: of 2U9 articles on ancient Rome, Ul dealt with the writers, 8 
were on philosophers, 3 were on savants and 3 on jurisconsultes. Cf. 
the statistifcal analysis made by Jacques Sole, "Religion et vision 
historiographique dans le Dictionnaire de Bayle," Religion, erudition 
ef critique (Strasbourg: P.U.F., 1968), 120-127. 

"^Nouvelles de la Republique des Letres (NRL) (Geneva: Slatkine 
Reprints, 1966), II (1686-I687), 136U: Bayle described Fleury as a 
talented writer and "on ne scauroit douter de sa capacite et de ses 
lumieres." But he added rather sarcastically: "Mais il y a deja long-
temps que le public en a viie des preuves dans les Ouvrages qu'il lui 
a donnez." Bayle reported the debate between Simon and Leclerc in I, 
Article VII (juillet 1685), Article VIII (novembre 1685). 

p O  
"Craig Brush, Montaigne and Bayle, Variations on the Theme of 

Skepticism (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1966) , 293. Richard Simon, cure 
de Saint-Uze, was an erudit who lived in Lyon where he died in 1693. 
He published a Grand Dictionnaire de la Bible in-folio (1693) that went 
through two successive editions (Lyon, 1713 and 1717, 2 vols.). He was 
no relation of Richard Simon, the Oratorian and famous exegete. Nouv. 
bio, gen., XLIV, 11. 

""Jacques Sole, op. cit., 120-121. 

"°Cf. Appendix D for a list of the Old Testament articles in the 
Beuchot edition (1820-182U) of the Dictionnaire. Several of the more 
important articles are found in vol. I because the French spelling of 
Hebrew names begins with the letter "A" in many cases: Aaron, Abimelech, 
Abraham, Adam, Abel, Agar (Hagar), et al. 

: iCf. Bayle, NRL, Article VI (avril 1685), 390-395, Article VII 
(juillet 1683) 367-378, Article VIII (novembre 1685), 1263-1267. Geneva: 
Slatkine Repints edition, 1966. 
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32 
Bayle, "Abraham," DEC, I, 86. 

33 Cf. Deno John Geanakoplos, Greek. Scholars in Venice: Studies 
in the Dissemination of Greek Learning from Byzantium to Western Europe. 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962). Consult also S. 
Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity (Cambridge, University Press, 
1968). " 

3U 
Cf. S. Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity, chapter 5 on 

Lutheran relations. Melanchthon, Loci communes theologici in Library 
of Christian Classics, J. Bailler, J. McNeill, H.P. Van Dusen, eds. , 
Melanchthon and Bucer, vol. XIX, "Human Laws," 65: "The Greeks are not 
heretics and they differ in very many things from the rites and tradi
tions of the Roman Church." 

35 Antipathy between East and West was, of course, a two-way street; 
the Greek and other eastern patriarchs repeatedly rebuffed papal initia
tives. As early as l*+8*l, the acts of the council of Florence were 
delcared invalid by all four orthodox patriarchs. Runciman, The Great 
Church in Captivity, 228. 

For information on the Council of Florence, consult J. Gill, The 
Council of Florence (Cambridge, England: University Press, 1959) and 
Personalities of the Council of Florence (New York, 196*0 . Papal efforts 
to establish closer ties with the Armenian Church failed during the 
middle seventeenth century. In the early years of the eighteenth 
century several minor agreements were concluded. 

37 Sadoleto was especially receptive to the new currents of Humanism 
and Greek scholarship. Both Cardinals Sadoleto and Contarini also called 
for compromises vis-a-vis Protestants. Richard Simon read the published 
correspondance of both men. Lettres choisies, I, n. l6 (*+ novembre 1683) 
Cf. Chapter Two. 

4®Petaurs refutation of Arnauld was titled De la Penitence publique 
lOL Preparation a la communion (Paris, 16UU). 

xT)pera of Synesius appeared in 1612 (followed by 1631 and 1651 
editions); Epiphanius, Opera, 2 vols. (1622); Themistius, Orationes 
(l6l8); Nicephorus (9th century), Breviarium historicum (16U8). Leo 
Allatius thought highly of Petau and published a Latin elegy: De 
laudibus D. Petavii (Rome, 1653). 

4'JCf. Appendix B on Morin who served on a special commission 
discussing projects of reunion In 16U0. 

^Particularly in the third tome, Histoire critique des principaux 
commentateurs du Nouveau Testament (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 1693). 
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Cf. also Chapter Two. It will "be recalled that Simon was impressed 
by the arguments of the minor controversialist and Humanist scholar Flaminio 
Nobili (1532-1590) who also sought to move away from Augustinian theology. 

kk 
A petite Perpetuite appeared in 166b, followed five years later 

by the grande or more complete Perpetuite. The second and third tomes 
appeared in 1672 and X6"jb. The author, however, was Nicole and not 
Arnauld. Jean Claude (1619-1687) published his response to the first 
Perpetuite in 1665 under the title Reponse aux deux traites (Charenton; 
also at Saumur, 1666 edition). A two-volume response to the longer 
Perpetuite was published in 1671. Jesuit scholar Jacques Nouet (1605-
1680) combated the views of both Claude and the Jansenists on the 
Eucharist. Claude responded to his works in 1668. Cf. Appendix B on 
Claude. 

^''Simon, LC, IV, n. 26 (Janvier 1692), to P. de Bordes, 189: he 
related the anecdote of when he presented a young scholar with two 
treatises by different authors; without revealing their names, Simon 
asked the young scholar to read them and compare their ideas. This the 
young man did, coming to the conclusion that both were Calvinist tracts. 
Simon then corrected the younger priest by informing him of the 
authorship: one by a sixteenth century Calvinist, the other by a Port-
Royalist . 

L6 "Many of the 101 articles (notably the ninety-first) condemned 
by Clement IV s papal bull were identifiably Gallican since they 
repudiated beliefs pertaining to the structure and administration of 
the Church in France. 

Cf. note 52 for more discussion. 

4°Cf. Pierre Blet, hes assemblies du clerge et Louis XIV de 1670 
a 1693 (Rome: Gregoriana Editrice, 1972), which may be the best study 
of its kind. Blet emphasizes how Louis and his papal ambassadors sought 
to convince Innocent XII and later Alexander VIII that the promulgation 
of the Gallican Four Articles (1682) had been the work of Jansenists 
(pp. 55Uff). By the early l690's the regale was no longer spoken of— 
though the articles were never officially retracted. The strategy was 
designed to placate Rome. Jansenists and outspoken Gallicans (whether 
inclined to royal or episcopal interpretations) who refused to moderate 
their views (at least publically) were destined to become whipping-boys 
and scapegoats. Cf. also Ste.—Beuve, Foro—Royal III (Paris. Pleiade 
edition',. 1955), 562, 575, 613, who offers similar insights. Unfortun
ately, Dupin's personal correspondance has not survived. 

4^The author of the tract Cas de conscience had asked the doctors 
of the Faculty of Theology to decide on whether a dying priest who 
condemned the five propositions attributed to Jansenist theologians but 
who refrained from condemning Jansenius ought to be absolved? The 
theologians were divided. Noailles, archbishop of Paris since 1695 (cf. 
Appendix B), was indecisive. Eventually, forty theologians signed in 
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the affirmative ( July, 1701). Dupin "was one of the professors at the 
College Royal who did so. The decision remained unknown to the public 
until July, 1702 when several Jesuit Fathers made the signatures known 
to Rome. Six months later a condemnation was issued from the papal 
court. No one defended the signatures. After much embarrassment and 
haggling, the faculty agreed to censure the Cas de conscience (summer, 
1703). Of those who signed the 1701 document, only Petitpied (not to 
be confused with M. Petitdidier) refused to make some kind of retrac
tion. Petitpied was eventually excluded from the Sorbonne as Arnauld 
had been nearly fifty years earlier; and like Arnauld, Petitpied fled 
to the Low Countries. Sainte-Beuve, III, 6l3-6l5» observed that Dupin's 
exile to Chatelleraut was done by the high clergy in order to please 
Clement XI who had earlier complained to the king about the author of 
the Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques. Cf. Feret, op. cit. , VII, 
19. 

'""'Dupin had been a strong critic of Jesuit missionary activities 
in China, writing a tract defining the Faculty of Theology's censure 
(October, 1700) of Le Gobien's Nouveaux Memoires sur 1'etat present de 
la Chine. Dupin's encounters and disagreements with Jesuits did not 
stop during the Cas de conscience affair. In 1712, the Jesuit 
theologian Jean-Noel Gaillande published Eclaircissements sur quelques 
ouvrages de theologie, which criticized those who were sympathetic to 
Jansenist beliefs or who were extreme Gallicans (and invariably opposed 
to the Company of Jesus). Dupin responded to this work in Observa-
tions . . . (1712). The polemical battles continued during the last 
seven years of his life. Among his most explicitly controversialist 
writings were Lettre addresee a 1'Auteur de la nouvelle relation de ce 
qui s'est passe dans les Assemblees, de Sorbonne au su,jet de 1'enregistrement 
de la Bulle Unigenitus (Paris, 1716), Memoires , . . pour servir a 
1'histoire des Inquisitions (1716), Traite historique des excommunica
tions (1715), and Traite philosophique et theologique sur 1'amour de 
Dieu (Paris, 1717)• 

^1 have been unable as yet to read the anonymous Memoires (1717). 
Earlier Dupin also published a treatise on excommunications,op. cit. 
(1715) which had examined the limits of papal power. His tract on 
political and ecclesiastical power (1707) also served as a commentary 
on the Four Articles of 1682. In 1703 he published another Gallican 
tract, though less extreme in its tone, Traite de la doctrine chretienne 
et orthodoxe which was divided into five parts (dogmas, sacraments, 
disciplines, rites and les moeurs)1 Dupin's latitudinarianism was 
evident in his simple definition of the Church: (i.e., "Une societe 
de personnes qui font profession de la doctrine de Jesus-Christ"). 
Implicit was the idea that priests were not essential to the Church 
(only for governing and administrative purposes). It may be that he 
was interested in weakening the apostolic underpinnings of the priestly 
hierarchy. 
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52 
In his communications "with William Wake, Archbishop of Canterbury 

(from 1716), Dupin may have gone so far as to express a willingness to 
abolish oral confessions and to speak no longer about transubstantiation. 
Both men favored a continued separation of confessions and liturgies. 
Dupin examined the Anglican 39 Articles and found most of them (23) 
acceptable, rejecting only five and making no judgment about eleven. 
A published selection of their correspondance exists: D'un projet d'union 
entre les Eglises Gallicane et Anglicane (1864). However, most of the 
letters are Wake's. Lafitau, bishop of Sisteron,wrote a libellous account, 
Histoire de la constitution Unigenitus (Paris, 1737-1738), which contains 
much gossip. Cf. two modern descriptions of the correspondance: Friedrich 
Heyer, The Catholic Church from 16U8 to 1870, translated by D.W.D. Shaw 
(London: Black, 1989? German edition, 1963), and Norman Sykes, William 
Wake (Cambridge, 1957), I, 252-31)+, II, 1-88. Wake appears to have made 
use of the English embassy's chaplain at Paris. He had served in that 
capacity himself in 1686 when his interest in the Gallican question was 
first awakened. 

ibid.; Dupin also approached Peter the Great during the monarch's 
travels in France and western Europe in 1717 and discussed the possibility 
of greater cooperation and closer doctrinal ties between Gallican and 
Eastern Churches. 

54 
Dupin's Nouv. bibl. was placed on the papal index of prohibited 

books in July, 1693 after first being censured in April, 1693 by the 
cautious and calculating Frangois de Harlay, Archbishop of Paris. 

55 
Dupin, Nouv. bibl., I, 1U9-I8O, passim., and II and III, which 

discuss Eusebius and Church councils. 

56 
Ibid. , I, 1)49-180; Dupin discussed conciliarist ideas in a fav

orable light. At the time of the Cas de Conscience affair (cf. note I49) 
Pope Clement XI in a letter to Louis XIV described Dupin as "un homme 
de mauvaise doctrine et d'ennemi de Siege apostolique." As quoted In 
Feret, La Faculte de Theologie , VII (Paris, 1910), 19- It may be that 
Clement was aware of an extreme Gallican tract written by Dupin (and now 
at the Bibliotheque Mazarine, MS 2205) when he wrote the letter. This 
particular tract was never published to my knowledge. Cf. notes 50 and 
51. 

57 ' / Cf. Chapter Two and Appendix B on Morin, Allatius (Allacci) , 
and Barberini. Simon's interest in other peoples may have been stimulated 
further by his reading Edward Brerewood's Inquiries touching the Diversity 
of Languages and Religions (London, l6lU; French editions, 161+cTand 1662) 
during the 1670's. Simon compiled pages of notes that were intended to 
be published in a new critical edition of Brerewood. This work never appeared. 
Simon then later incorporated these notes into his Histoire critique. . 
du Levant. Cf. Leclerc, Defense des Sentimens (1686), 53-5^. 
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Simon's rpsponse to Smith centered mostly on Greek views of 
transubstantiation: La creanee de 1'Eglise orlentale sur la transub-
stantiation, avec une reponse aux nouvelles objections de M. Smith 
(Paris: Th. Moette, 1687), which included an appendix, Supplement ou 
i1 on repond aux objections des journalistes dfAmsterdam. Smith was a 
leading English authority on Greek'Christianity. Cf. Appendix B. Like 
many English, Dutch and French Protestants of the seventeenth century 
he used the writings of Cyril Lucaris (1572-1638), the controversial 
patriarch of Constantinople who favored reform along Calvinist lines. 
By making use of Lucaris' writings, Smith and others (e.g., Claude) 
sought to support their contention that Protestant and Greek thinking 
was basically the same on the subject of the Eucharist. Smith in fact 
wrote a life of Lucaris which remains a major source of information on 
that unusual patriarch. 

59 .<• Simon, Histoire critique de la creance et des ceremonies des 
N&tions du Levant, (hereafter cited as HCCCL), k. 

£0 
Ibid., 10-lU. 

"""Ibid. m, Corfu belonged to the Roman Communion. 

62 Ibid., 17-19• Simon described Allatius as a great savant. 

Simon naturally contested the authenticity of a letter Claude 
reported to have in his possession—specifically, a letter purported 
to have been written by the former metropolitan of Ephesus, Meletios 
Pantagalos (a follower of Cyril Lucaris who was exiled by the Greek 
hierarchy and died in 166U). The letter was addressed to the Protestant 
theologians of Leyden. An extract of the letter was reproduced in one 
of the appendices of the critical history of the Levant. On the 
matter of transubstantiation and Greek attitudes to the Real Presence. 
Simon examined the Greek word for transubstantiation (.n * f * a ~ 1 s , 
metousiosis), the different word choices of Greek Fathers, and the 
interpretations of both Fathers and modern Greek theologians (e.g. , 
Gabriel Severo). Simon concluded that the Greek ru-fur(^c^vas an 
equivalent term and that French Protestants "attribuaient a l'Eglise 
grecque leurs propres erreurs,5? Accommodation of Protestant and Greek 
ideas was therefore nearly impossible. Cf. Simon, 38-50, passim. 

dL'HCCCL, chapters U-12, 68-.1U5. 

^Renaudot was a friend of both Bossuet and Fleury. Many of his 
letters to and from the Bishop of Meaux are contained in Correspondance 
de Bossuet, edited by Ch. Urbain et H. Levesque (Paris: Hachette, 1909-
192U). Along with Simon and the Maronite scholar Abraham Ecchellensis 
(d. 16140 , Renaudot ranked as a leading western European authority on 
Eastern orthodoxy during the seventeenth century. 

°°HCCCL, 89. In his treatment of the Armenian Church Simon 
specifically refuted the misinformation spread by the missionary 
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Clemente Galani (d. 1666) in his publication, Conciliationis ecclesiae 
armenae cum Romano ex ipsis armenorum patrum, et doctorum testimoniis, 
3 vols. (Rome, 165O-I65I). Perhaps in response to Simon's publication, 
another version of Galani's work appeared under the title Historia 
Armena, ecclesiastica et politica (Cologne, 1686). 

Both Simon and Arnauld valued the ideas of Marcus Syrigos 
Meletius (d. 1662) as found in his refutation of Cyril Lucaris' Confession 
de 11Eglise Orientale, a work sympathetic to Protestant opinion and one 
used by them as evidence of the proximity of their beliefs to Eastern 
Orthodoxy. 

88Ibid., 167. 

^m, 182. 

^°Ibid. 

71 The pillars of obligatory duties were distinct from the creed 
which involved five articles of faith: belief in one God, in Angels, 
in the revealed books, in the prophets and in the Day of Judgment. The 
school associated with the name of Abu. Hanifa (d. 767) centered in Iraq 
and was characterized by the exercise of free opinion. Indeed, the 
Hanifa school emphasized study of fiqh which covered the whole range 
of religious thought—belief, practice, dogma and the law. My ignorance 
of Islam has been lessened by reading Fazlur Rahman, Islam. (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966). 

' ""Simon, LC, I, nos. 6, 30, 31, 32; II, nos. 21, 22, 23; III, nos. 
Ik, 17, 18: to Fremont d'Ablancourt. 

T3Ibid. 

7k 
Cf. Chapter Two. 

';iSimon, LC, II, n. 8 (1705 edition) Simon described the Jews as 
"cette miserable nation qui nous hais mortellement." I, n. 25 (1702 
edition), 220, to J.H.: Simon discusses the crypto-Jews and argues that 
Jews converted to Christianity are for the most part still Jews who do 
not sincerely accept the Church and its teachings. Only Sixtus of 
Sienna, in Simon's opinion, was sincere among leading converts. His 
four letters to Isaac de La Peyrere in tome II (all written in 1670) 
suggest that he doubted Peyrere's commitment to the Church and at one 
point chides him by alluding to his Marrano past. 

^Bayle, "Isaac Abravanel," DEC, I, 78-86. Bayle made extensive 
use in this article of Bartolocci's Babllotheca ralbinica, III. 

!'7Jacques and Henri Basnage were the sons of Henri, sieur de 
Franquesnay, jurist, born at Ste.-Mere-Eglise in 1615; he died at Rouen 
in 1695. Henri was the second son of Benjamin Basnage (1580-1652), 
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pastor, who received lettres d1 aeoblisseatent posthumously at the request 
of his fainij.y in 1653. Benjamin published several works on theological 
topics; Henri, sieur de Franquesnay, also published legal works. Henri 
retired at the time of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes and because 
of his distinguished reputation as avocat was not persecuted by repre
sentatives oi the king. In addition to Jacques and Henri Basnage who 
emigrated to Holland, there was another son, Pierre, who was involved 
in diplomatic negotiation at the close of the War of Spanish Succession. 
A cousin, Samuel Basnage (1638-1721), also a pastor, was the son of 
Antoine (l6l0-l692), brother of Henri. Samuel was exiled to the Dutch 
Provinces, along with his father. He also opposed Jurieu during the 
1690fs and was an author of Church related tracts as well as a study 
of Judaism, Antiquites judaiques, ou remarques critiques sur la 
republique des Hebreux, 2 vols. (1713~]I Samuel, who lived until 1721, 
also recovered his Normand properties under the Regency. Cf. Emile et 
Eugene Haag, eds., La France Protestante, II (18U7), 3-16; Dictionnaire 
de biographie franqaise, I, 73^-736; Nouv. bio, gen. , IV (1859), 689-
690; Die Religion in Geschichte unci Gegnwart, I. Band (Tubingin, 1957), 
916-917; Real-Encyklopadie fur protestantische Theologie und Kirche, 
II (Leipzig, 1900ff.), 440. I have been able to read the older (and 
rare) study by A. Mailhet, Jacques Basnage, theologien, controversiste 
et historien (Geneva, l88l). However, much useful information is found 
in E. Labrousse, Pierre Bayle, 2 vols. (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 196U), 
Annie Barnes, Jean Leclerc (Paris: Droz, 1938), and in Emile Gigas, 
ed., Choix de la correspondance inedite de Pierre Bayle (Copenhagen, 
1890). 

7 Pi 
Cf. Appendix B on Turrettini for information on that family. 

79 Jacques Basnage quarreled with Bayle on occasion. Both Henri 
and Jacques found Bayle1s sceptical method too extreme and feared that 
it was destructive to religious doctrine and belief. Jacques1 Traite 
de la conscience, 2 vols. (Amsterdam: P. Brunei, 1696) was a reply to 
some of the contentions Bayle made about the possibility of virtuous 
atheists in the Comment a. ire philosophique. 

Rn 
'" 'Jacques Basnage' w first response to Bossuet was Reponse a M. 

I'eveque de Meaux sur la "Lettre pastorale" (1686). s. 1. 

O-J 
'"""The preface to the 1699 edition was little more than a diatribe 

against Bossuet and the Histoire des Variations (1687). 

""Basnage, HRJ, I (1706), 8. 

83Ibid., 7-

'"LjThe Camisard Rebellion's psychological and political impact on 
French Protestants residing in the Dutch Provinces has not been fully 
explored. 
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^ ^ This is particularly so in tome I, chapters 2, 3 and b. Chapter 
k discusses the decadence of the kingdom of Judea in the final decades 
of its existence. 

Q j  
Ibid^, chapters 2 and 3; in discussing Judea's political life, 

Basnage tried to integrate an historical narrative with various digres
sion,;.} on disputed points about Jewish history. For this reason the 
Histoire et ia religion des uuifs is not always successful from 'a purely 
literary standpoint suffering frequently from stylistic problems (namely, 
a lack of • flowing narrative which contemporaries valued highly). 

88 
The last rebellion (Bar-Kochbar) led to the dispersion, of the 

Jews and was discussed by Basnage in tome III, book 6. This subject, 
of course, offered many parallels with Huguenot exiles of the late 
seventeenth century as did the expulsion of Jews from Spain and Portugal 
in the 1 9̂0(discussed in tome V). 

89̂  
For more on Henri Basnage, consult Appendix A. 

00 
Basnage, HEJ, I, 108l-lll6, passim. 

91 
The most famous Instance of a project of union came from Leibniz 

who made his proposals to Bishop Bossuet. Cf. Correspondance de Bossuet, 
V, nos. 688, 69b, 701. More sceptical Vriters like J.-B. Dubos, though 
himself a latitudinarian, found talk of reconciliation to be futile. 
In a letter to Bayle (b juin 1706), abbe Dubos sarcastically observed: 
"J'ai bien ferme resolution de ne point mourir sans fonder aux Mathurins 
une Messe du Saint Esprit, pour prier Dieu touts les ans, quTil daigne 
rendre la raison aux gens de lettres qui travaillent a la conciliation 
des Religions. . . Consult the colleetuon, Emile Gigas, ed., Pierre 
Bayle. Choix du correspondance (Copenhagen, 1890), 3lk. ~~ 

92 
"'%JurieuTs views about internal (i.e., true Christians) and exter

nal communion (i.e., nominal) allowed for the possibility of true 
Christians among the Roman Church and other Protestant denominations. 
Cf. Appendix B. 

93 Basnage, HEJ, I. 

Ibid.; the mysticism of the Kabbala was discussed at length in 
tome II, book 3-

9?Ibid., I. 
Q/T 
Giulio BartoloccI (l6l3-l687), Italian Hebraist and bibliographer 

who was also Professor of Hebrew at the Collegium Neophytorum (for Jewish 
converts) in Rome, served as scrintor hebraicus in the Vatican Library. 
He is remembered for his Bibliotheca Rabbinica (or Kiryat Sefer), in 
^ vols. (Rome, 1675-1693), a comprehensive collection of Jewish writings. 
Bartolocci's work was the first systematic, all-inclusive collection 
of Jewish literature and served as the basis for Wolf's- Bibliotheca Hebrea. 
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Not unlike the polyglot Bibles published during the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries, Bartolocci's collection presents the Hebrew or Aramaic 
original alongside a Latin translation. Occasionally he gave biograph
ical information. Many of his biographies on biblical commentators were 
collected and published by A. Reland, Analecta Rabbinica (Utrecht, 1702). 

97 Consult Richard Popkin, ''Spinoza and Isaac de La Peyrere," New 
Perspectives on Spinoza (Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 
1978), 180-195 j and "The Historical Significance of Sephardic Judaism 
in 17th Century Amsterdam," The American Sephardi, V (1971), 18-27. 
This field has yet to be explored in a satisfying way. Among Christian 
scholars of post-biblical Judaism was the earliest critic of Basnage, 
Jean Liron, whose Dissertation sur le temps de l'etablissement des Juifs 
en France, ou on examine ce que M, Basnage a ecrit sur cette matiere 
(Paris, 1708) offered a Catholic response to Basnage's negative por
trayals of several Church Fathers (notably Ambrose). Basnage's Histoire 
et la religion des Juifs was continued with a supplement written decades 
later by Louis Michel de Boissi, Dissertations critiques pour servir 
a. A1 eclaircissemens a QFhistoire des Juifs . . . , 2 vols. (Paris, 1785). 
Other eighteenth century French authors intrigued by Jewish history 
(ancient and contemporary) included the Jansenist Duguet, L.-E. Rondet, 
abbes Henri Gregoire and Joseph de Mably. Cf. Appendix B on Duguet and 
Rondet. 

98 Leading French contemporaries who either wrote or expressed 
interest in the history of manners and customs included Fontenelle, 
Perrault, Lafitau, Dubos, Banier, to name only the better known. The 
interest was connected to a fascination with religion and myth and 
has been described at length in Frank Manuel's The Eighteenth Century 
Confronts the Gods (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959). 
Philosophic efforts to provide theoretical-systematic frameworks are 
described in M. Duchet, Anthropologic et histoire an siecle des lumieres 
(Paris: Maspero, 1971). 

^Basnage, Histoire du Vieux et du Nouveau Testament, I (Amsterdam: 
J. Groenewoudt, 1705), 22, observed that the field of scriptural study 
was so vast that "on peut prendre des routes differentes." The multi
plication of critical studies on the Bible, he added, far from harming 
religion, contributed to our understanding: "on trouve par tout quelques 
epis a moissonner." 

100Cf. Appendix A on Basnage for additional information. 



CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY CONCLUSION 



The circumstances of an author's life affect and, in some instances, 

dominate his work. This was especially true about biblical and eccles

iastical scholars who lived in an age of religious controversy. This 

final chapter will emphasize several unifying characteristics of French 

scholarship in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Sev

eral outstanding features were common to all of the scholars whose careers 

and writings form the nucleus of this dissertation. Discussing these 

important common denominators without, however, ignoring individual traits 

will help us grasp the critical and thematic parameters of French biblical-

ecclesiastical scholarship as they existed during the period under study. 

This chapter's summary analysis covers six fundamental categories 

of discussion. First and foremost, it is now clear that Simon, Dupin, 

Fleury and the others were all sincere in their religious beliefs. None 

of them may be described as hypocrites or authors who were lukewarm to 

theological doctrines. Nor were they simply indifferent, because, sec

ond, they were Protestant or Catholic controversialists whose polemici-

zing was a natural extension of their careers as scholars. Their po-

lemicizing took many different directions and was never guided by a single 

motivation, fear or driving- force. With each author was a multiple strat

egy. Third, as savants they were all far more indebted to an older tra

dition of Humanist scholarship and criticism than to systematic philosophy, 

the influence of changing cosmologies, or the impact of scientific discov

ery. At the same time, they built upon the older scholarly tradition, 

adapting it to their polemical and educational designs. This practice 

was not new. But the degree to which they viewed critical and historical 
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studies as an aid and even a pre-requisite to theologizing appears to 

have been more intense than among earlier generations of French and Eur

opean controversialists. A few of them—notably Simon—regarded criticism 

as a determining factor behind the clarification and validation of theo

logical doctrines. Fourth, and related to this close identification 

of theology with criticism and history, were a profound intellectual 

commitment to Christianity and a preoccupation with moral instruction— 

even though it was true that they, like other contemporaries, tended 

to minimize the role of subjectivism in critical judgments in favor of 

a universally agreed upon reason. At the same time they were all opposed 

and even hostile to the many varieties of religious enthusiasm. Indeed, 

this hostility reinforced a willingness to intellectualize matters of 

faith and to explain in reasonable terms Christian mysteries which involved 

revelation and inspiration. Fifth, these scholars became advocates of 

religious tolerance or at least were inclined in varying degrees to favor 

peaceful co-existence among established Churches. Significantly, the 

degree of sympathy felt toward either of these positions was usually 

dependent upon personal experiences with ecclesiastical and civil author

ities. Sixth and last, Simon, Leclerc, Calmet and the others must not 

be viewed as having laid the foundations of modern biblical and eccles

iastical scholarship. Rather, their writings, individually and collec

tively, were symptomatic of wider trends at work in European culture. 

As such, they were part and product of a growing community of erudits, 

scientists, philosophers, men of letters and savants who together helped 

to shape and articulate the cosmopolitan values, latitudinarian perspec

tives and refined critical sensibilities commonly and perhaps invariably 

associated with an emerging Republic of Letters. 
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1. Religious Sincerity 

Returning to the first category, we must not overlook the religiosity 

of these scholars. This was true even for the Deistic-minded Jean Leclerc, 

whose rationalism remained tempered by acceptance of fundamental Christian 

dogmas such as the divinity and ressurection of Christ and the inspired 

and inerrant character of both Old and New Testaments. Only Pierre Bayle, 

whose reputation as a biblical scholar may be hardest to defend, remains 

somewhat enigmatic to modern scholars. However, my own assessment con

forms with the most recent scholarship that places Bayle within the Fideist 

1 branch of Calvinism. Abbot Claude Fleury, friend and associate of the 

powerful Bishop Bossuet, remained somewhat typical of centrist-minded 

French Catholics since he shared many Gallican views of contemporaries 

(i.e., a mixture of parlementary and episcopal sentiments) but steered 

a course away from the Jansenist theology of Port-Royal without rejecting 

Augustinian interpretations of Church doctrine. Indeed, there was much 

in Augustine and writings of earlier African Fathers that supported the 

conciliarist 'views of both parlementary and episcopal Gallicans. Louis-

Ellies Dupin, a doctor of theology at the Sorbonne, represented a more 

explicitly articulated Gallicanism. As we observed in Chapters 5 

and 8, Dupin's career often suffered from lack of restraint but he 

remained virtually orthodox on essential articles of faith; viz., in 

his belief in original sin and the divinity and mission of Christ. In 

spite of his rather acrimonious personality, Simon also remained a Catholic 

and never appears to have entertained the idea of emigrating to Holland 

or England and switching faiths. Dom Calmet, abbot of Senones (1728-

1757) and protege of Mabillon, was a remarkable Benedictine scholar 
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whose life and career will be discussed in greater detail below. If 

a centrist-minded Protestant may be identified within our select group, 

Jacques Basnage perhaps conformed best to this description. Theologically, 

Basnage was much closer to the original Calvinist faith than either Bayle, 

. . .  2  a sceptical Fideist, or Leclerc, a Remonstrant minister; however, we 

must not overlook his relative broadmindedness, his pleas for restraint, 

and his truly inquisitive spirit that was also characteristic of intell

ectual life in the Dutch Provinces during, the late seventeenth century. 

2. Polemical Character 

One must remember that at all times these Christian scholars were 

involved in religious disputations. Accordingly, two dominant features 

ran throughout their public and private writings. Both features, once 

isolated and defined, do much in the way of illustrating the pervasive 

duality of purpose behind scholarly productions in the period under study. 

First, these writings are conspicuous for their continued adherence to 

earlier polemical themes and forms of argumentation—namely, the nature 

of the Eucharist and the authority of the Church. Second, the writings 

of these controversialists reveal complementary impulses at work; viz., 

a desire to share and deepen erudite forms of knowledge with a wider 

audience. As we observed in Chapter 8, Part One, the ability to 

reach a wider literate audience was facilitated by adoption of the ver

nacular as the linguistic medium and by the new emphasis on topical organ

ization and interpretation. 

Significantly, polemical and popular considerations frequently re

inforced the additional interest in maintaining high scholarly standards 
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since critical treatments of source materials were often central to religious 

disputes and therefore open to scrutiny by all readers. This was why 

polemical writings were often scholarly and why biblical and eccles

iastical scholarship was unavoidably controversial in nature even if 

it were true that not all scholarship was of equally high value as the 

3 comparison of Simon's publications with those of Dupin will attest. 

Nor did the writings on scholarly topics always exhibit a strong or pre

dominantly polemical character. Simon's Histoire critique du Vieux Testament 

and his volumes on the New Testament, Dupin' s Bibliotheque des auteurs 

ecclesiastiques, Calmet's Comment-airs litteral, Fleury's Histoire 

ecclesiastique, and Basnage's Histoire et la religion des Juifs, were 

not primarily polemical or even apologetical writings. They were mainly 

works of scholarship. As the preceding chapters have demonstrated, all 

scholarly works of this period contained important controversialist ele

ments insofar as they were unavoidably tied to both organizational struc

ture and interpretation. For instance, Simon and Dupin directed their 

research toward Eastern orthodoxy. But the reasons behind their examin

ations of the Eastern Churches were shaped by different though related 

interests. Simon was more interested in refuting the contentions made 

by French Calvinists and Anglicans about the proximity of their Eucharistic 

theologies with those of the Greeks.^ Dupin was aware of this type of 

application but as a convinced Gallican Catholic he was more intent on 

using his knowledge about Eastern Christianity and its independent status 

vis-a-vis Rome to support the claims of Gallican liberties at a time 

when French and papal relations were at a lowpoint. 
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Importantly though, whenever these authors engaged in polemicizing 

they often directed attacks at several groups and/or individuals simul

taneously. Generally speaking, "brief tracts that were overtly polemical 

were reserved for more narrowly focused asides."' On the other hand, 

predominantly scholarly writings, because of their length and the wide 

range of topics covered, invariably afforded greater opportunities to 

develop multiple strategies. They rarely struck only in a single dire c

tion. Consequently, the controversialist dimension of lengthy, well 

researched works of scholarship was necessarily twisted, appearing like 

a tangled web to twentieth century scholars. For instance, Catholics 

wrote against fellow Catholics but could not avoid criticizing Protes

tants, sceptics, Freethinkers or Jews. Gallicans might attack Ultramon-

tanes while simultaneously wooing moderate Protestants. Orthodox Calvin-

ists attacked Remonstrant Churchmen and the pope while playing on the 

sentiments of episcopal or parlementary Gallicans who were sensitive 

to issues involving ecclesiastical jurisdictions, papal censorship, Jan-
g 

senism and the authority of the king in Church affairs. 

In Chapters .2 and 3 we observed how Simon wrote against Jan-

senists and their sympathizers and was at the same time critical of lead

ing Church spokesmen whom he believed gave too much credence to Augustin-

ian theology or who held Jerome and the Vulgate in too high esteem. But 

Simon frequently and more succinctly challenged Protestant positions 

on Scripture and tradition. In a similar though far less belligerent 

way, Fleury wrote lengthy essays on the manners of ancient Jews and early 

Christians that utilized source materials—mostly the Bible—in such 

a fashion as to defend the legitimacy and authority of the Church against 
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objections made by Protestants while simultaneously defending particular 

Gallican traditions at a time when relations between France and Rome 

7 
were widening to dangerous proportions. 

Similarly, Protestant authors were adept at exploiting and crafting 

works of scholarship in ways that permitted adoption of sharp responses. 

Bayle was the master polemicist. In his brilliant articles in the 

Dictionnaire historique et critique (1697)5 criticism and erudition 

were placed in the vigorous service of controversy. Bayle's words 

were directed against numerous thinkers, sects, factions and philosophies. 

Indeed, his steady isolation from fellow Calvinists in the Dutch Refuge 

was the result of his polemical disquisitions which were usually multi-

edged. Basnage, though less able than Bayle at infusing his critical 

and historical studies with thought-provoking digressions, conformed 

with practices that were already established by the late seventeenth 

century. In fact, Basnage occasionally appears all the more subtle, 

resembling in some ways Bernard Fontenelle who left the most important 

Q 
(and radical) ideas and conclusions unspoken. 

3. Historical Preoccupations and Critical Methods 

If the publications of Simon, Leclerc, Bayle et al. remained polemical, 

perpetuating as they did many controversial themes that originated earlier 

during the Reformation and Counter-Reformation, the critical principles 

accepted by them all were similarly part of an older tradition of Humanist 

scholarship that involved philology, textual criticism and annotative-

collative exercises. It was from within this tradition that both Simon 

and Leclerc but also Dupin and Fleury tried to break into the still 
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undefined disciplines of literary and historical criticism of Scripture, 

Indeed, their interests in the circumstances of Scripture's composition 

(and not merely in the transmission of texts-) was predicated upon an 

already deep fascination for languages and their study. These savants 

were far less interested in commenting on scriptural verses than on re

searching probable meanings of words within particular historical settings. 

In doing so, they foreshadowed biblical semantics but were unable to 

make any solid contributions to the science because of their limited 

knowledge and adherence to a simplistic theory of language and signifi

cation. However, they were on the right track and the many problems 

encountered in translation and interpretation suggested much about language 

as part and product of a people's culture and historical experience. 

This was another reason behind a growing consensus of opinion that re

garded translation of the sense of Hebrew Scripture as more important 

than exact literal renderings which were frequently unsatisfying, given 

the enormous differences between Semitic languages and French, English 

or German. 

The failure of Simon, Leclerc or Fleury to go beyond all but the 

most rudimentary understandings of language as a form of cultural expression 

ought not really surprise us. Their limitations were mainly those of 

the age in which they lived and made all the more difficult by the ab

sence of modern archeology, comparative linguistics and necessary conceptual 

tools such as documentary theories and form-criticism. Nor did these 

scholars fully appreciate the roles played by oral traditions, primitive 

mentalities, mythology, superstition and magic. Not until the nineteenth 

century did a truly modern scholarship emerge that was conceptually 
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equipped to begin answering questions that seventeenth century men were 

able to formulate only in the vaguest terms. 

unquestionably, then, the years between the l680's and the death 

of Louis XIV did not constitute a period when modern, which is to say 

disinterested biblical criticism or ecclesiastical scholarship emerged. 

Certain advances were made. But there is no evidence of a turning point 

having taken place. An accurate description identifies the period's 

scholarship as one of cumulation, culmination and of continued refinement 

of critical methods inherited from the past. Importantly, textual criti

cism remained the most specialized brand of scholarship and it was over 

two centuries in existence by the late seventeenth century. Thus, it 

is within the realm of criticism and letters and not to the scientific 

revolution we must direct our attention if we are to grasp accurately 

the nature of their orientation to scholarship and theology. 

Fundamentally, the Bible, the writings of the Church Fathers as 

well as the Classics, nourished the thoughts of these seven French schol

ars, while religious controversies continued to direct their scholarly 

interests, color their perceptions, and channel their critical energies 

into already established categories of debate. In spite of the many 

different possibilities of interpretation and emphases, the controversies 

tended to shape and maintain the broader thematic categories of seven

teenth century scholarship. However, these categories were never rigidly 

defined just as the base of source materials continued to expand and 

to include the study of post-biblical Judaism and non-European languages. 

Moreover, the critical interests reflected and conformed with changing 

literary and historical tastes. They were not confined to savants. 
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Numerous examinations have "been made by twentieth century scholars on 

the steadily increasing demand for writings on geography, travel and 

manners. What is generally overlooked are the contributions made by 

authors like Simon, Basnage or Fleury who were primarily motivated by 

the imperatives of religious controversy. In practical terms of research, 

travel literature and explicitly controversialist writings that dealt 

with manners and problems of comparative religion were highly comple

mentary enterprises. These remarks are not intended to minimize the 

powerful stimulus provided by discovery and exploration. Rather, the 

publications of biblical-ecclesiastical scholars must not be dismissed 

as unimportant when discussing eighteenth century philosophic studies 

of manners, myths and religion. Indeed, several of Simon's works and 

especially Basnage's Histoire des Juifs and Fleuryfs Les moeurs des 

Israelites and Les moeurs des Chretiens were read and recommended by 

Voltaire, Diderot, D'Alembert and other authors of the Encyclopedie. 

Curiously enough, it appears that late seventeenth century religious 

scholars ultimately contributed less to modern study of the Bible and 

early Church history than (inadvertently) to the shaping of a learned, 

cosmopolitan atmosphere that was favorable to more and deeper studies 

of languages, manners and what later generations would label cultural 

anthropology. 

Just as revealing is how Protestant and Catholic scholars alike 

were unanimous in their rejection of all scholastic categories of thought 

and argumentation. They wanted nothing to do with logical explanation 

9 
that was independent of historical sources." This may have been due 

in part to Jesuit influences during their formal education. Except for 
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Basnage and Leclerc, all were exposed to Jesuit instructors during their 

formative years. Among the Catholics, only Calmet, a Benedictine, was 

not at one time a student at the University of Paris. Protestants Bayle, 

Basnage and Leclerc had ties at one time or another with the famous aca

demies of either Saumur or the more conservative Sedan. Furthermore, 

Bayle was exposed to Jesuit teachings (1669-1670) at Toulouse and later 

an instructor at Sedan (l673-l68l). One cannot contend that formal edu

cation was a determining or even a major factor in their intellectual 

development and opposition to scholasticism. Rather, it is worth empha

sizing once again how none of these scholars represented radical departures 

from either Catholic or Protestant mainstreams. 

None of them were really "bold thinkers either. None constructed 

elaborate rational systems of philosophy nor adhered to mystical con

ceptions of reality. In fact, only Bayle and Leclerc were enthusiastic 

readers of systematic philosophy. But neither Bayle nor Leclerc may 

be described as a brilliant systematic thinker of the type Hobbes or 

Spinoza may be said to have been. However, at the same time none were 

representative of a Catholic or Protestant fringe as was the eccentric 

Isaac de La Peyrere or the clever but erratic Charles Du Veil.10 

What these seven savants shared in common, not only with one another 

but with much that was characteristic of the age in which they lived, 

was a thirst for knowledge and explanation and a concomitant desire to 

share and deepen knowledge. As we have observed on many previous occasions, 

religious controversy was less an obstacle to the realization of these 

goals than a stimulus and guide. Conforming to the critical-empirical 

tenets of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, they 
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viewed the study of man, the world and the history of both as complemen-

tary to the examination of spiritual truths originating with God. Truths 

were inevitably recognized to be of two types: divine or revealed truths 

and those factual, observable truths of the natural world. Because God 

was assumed to be Cue creator of both it became easier to adhere to a 

popular wot king assumpsion, viz., that elucidation of the operations 

of the phenomenal world in many instances helped to clarify truths of 

religion. This assumption, of course, rested on a belief that both realms 

of knowledge and truth were harmonious and essentially unified. Within 

the context of scriptural study and history—end the two were increasingly 

viewed as inseparable—this belief encouraged examinations of original 

sources and the establishment of consensual interpretations that in tur n 

11 could be utilized to clarify doctrinal matters. 

Fundamentally, then, our constellation of biblical-ecclesiastical 

scholars tended to identify theology with philological criticism applied 

to the Bible and the writings of the Fathers and with more accurate his

torical understandings of both Judaic and early Christian peoples. In 

their eyes, a good theologian was a conscientious scholar who paid close 

attention to historical details. This conspicuous drift toward positive 

theology originated earlier and remained far from complete in the period 

under study. But the historical-minded thrust behind these works is 

undeniable. As delineated in Chapter 2, Richard Simon was heavily 

influenced by Jesuits Maldonado and Petau who are almost unanimously 

credited by modern scholars as having been fathers of historical the-

12 ology. So optimistic was Simon about the prospects of historical the

ology that he believed during the l6T0's and l680's that scholarship 
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would provide a common ground for dialogue that would eventually reunite 

moderate rrotestants like Henri Justel and Fremont d'Ablancourt with 

13 
the Church. For similar reasons he tried to clarify the Eucharistic 

controversy by scrutinizing Greek and Latin Fathers' writings and compar

ing their interpretations of the Real Presence with those of later com

mentators. Dupin, though inferior in ability as a critic, resorted to 

arguments based on history and tradition when he proposed to William 

Wake a union of Gallican and Anglican Churches. And not unlike Gerson, 

Sirmond or Petau before him, Fleury appealed to Church history, patristic 

writings and canon law when he articulated his conciliarist opinions. 

Protestants were not, of course, doctrinally obligated to respect 

Church Fathers' writings as authoritative. The degree to which French 

Protestants continued to be authorities on patristic works is there

fore all the more instructive, suggesting that the pressing imperatives 

of religious controversy as well as conscientious regard for source 

materials necessitated such rigorous familiarity. Interesting, too, 

was how Protestants as well as Catholics were inclined to see themselves 

and their seventeenth century contemporaries as critics who were superior 

to the Fathers in ability and technique (though perhaps not in knowledge 

of spiritual matters)."*"^ 

It almost goes without saying that the subjectivism inherent in 

all critical judgments—which was complicated further by conscious efforts 

to defend specific theological doctrines—precluded anything like open 

or consensual agreement. Nor could these men really agree on fundamentals. 

To do so would have amounted to a wholesale denial of the very foundations 

on which their doctrinal beliefs stood. Matters of faith were still 

involved here. Even so, the problem of subjectivism was never squarely 
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faced "because it was never fully acknowledged. Instead, the prevailing 

assumption persisted that careful examination of S-cripture and history, 

combined with reason—that was virtually acknowledged to be universal— 

could only serve to explain religious beliefs that were in turn acceptable 

to all those of rational temperament. 

In practice, consensual agreements between Catholics and Protes

tants came only when scholarly minutiae were involved. In other words, 

agreement was possible when sensitive doctrinal areas were not directly 

connected. Furthermore, improvements in textual readings, clarifica

tions on points of chronology or bits of information relating to biblical 

history were generally welcomed by all savants, regardless of organized 

religious affiliation. Indeed, Simon, Dupin, Bayle and Leclerc castigated 

contemporaries who did not read a scholarly work simply because it was 

written by a member of a rival church. 

Such an attitude indicated how the prestige of the critic was growing. 

Protestant and Catholic scholars read one another. This recognition 

is in itself not new. "What is most important, though, was why they in 

fact did so. They were not simply curious as to what the other party 

was writing——though this too was always a consideration. More important 

was the sincere desire to learn and benefit from others' erudition, insights 

and judgments on diverse topics and points of interest that were poten

tially applicable to all scholarly researches. It will be recalled how 

even the Jansenist scholars of Port-Royal wanted to translate the valuable 

Prolegomena of Walton's Polyglot Bible (1657)—a work of Anglican divines. 

Simon could laud Spinoza's critical principles—namely, his philological 

approach in the Tractatus theoi-ogico—peliticus——but still reject the 
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philosopher's conclusions. Similar was the manner in which Simon, no 

less than Dupin, Fleury, Basnage or Leclerc, made selective use of the 

Masorah and its critical notations without adopting a peculiar Judaic 

viewpoint. Simon in fact went so far as to write on several occasions 

that no responsible critic of the Old Testament would proceed without 

a knowledge of the Masorah and the great Rabbinical commentators from 

Maimonides to Issac Abravanel. The more conservative Calmet was far 

less convinced of the usefulness of Judaic literature to the Christian 

15 scholar but even he could not deny its value. 

Additional considerations served to shape the critical and thematic 

parameters of late seventeenth century scholarship and produced what 

amounted to a curious unity of purpose behind their individual analyses 

of sensitive matters such as prophecy, miracles and inspiration. Let 

us now direct our attention toward these considerations. 

1*. Intellectual Orientation to Christianity and 
Opposition to Enthusiasm 

One very important common ground was the unmistakably unanimous 

opposition to religious enthusiasm. However, a class interpretation 

that emphasizes an almost natural rift between aristocratic(-bourgeois) 

intellectuals and the emotionalism of the plebeian masses does not appear 

to offer any satisfactory explanation. Yet there is no strong reason 

to doubt that a learned minority—regardless of its members' social origins— 

embraced values and viewpoints which were increasingly conditioned by 

belief in an orderly universe and by daily contact with books and ideas. 

As such, highly intellectualized viewpoints inevitably clashed with emo

tional and explicitly anti-intellectual varieties of religious experience. 
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Space does not permit a detailed reconstruction of the different 

forms of enthusiastic "behavior. Suffice to say, the reappearance of 

large numbers of hysterical visionaries and apocalyptic doomsayers in 

the l680's and the threat of large-scale religious warfare in the south 

of France served to reinforce a shared revulsion among our constellation 

of scholars toward those who favored the primacy of religious experience 

l6 over rational belief and reflection."1" But the fear of and dislike for 

enthusiasts of all faiths was not due exclusively to immediate circum

stances. Older critical traditions continued to influence those who 

attacked fanatisme» 

On one level, Simon, no less than Leclerc, disliked enthusiasts 

because they were hostile to ideas and learning. This shared aversion 

to enthusiasm may in fact be said to have been part of a wider suspicion 

of all manifestation of the irrational in life and religion. Simon went 

so far as to perceive Jansenists and Calvinists to be dangerous enthu

siasts because they left no room for free will in their salvational the

ologies. His was an extreme position but one that indicates the general 

frame of mind. Leclerc, who left the Reformed Church to become a minister 

in the Remonstrant body, asserted again and again throughout his adult 

life that reason and religion were entirely compatible. Bayle, of course, 

was a fierce critic of Arminian theology and Socinian rationalism, but 

even the author of the Dictionnaire was consistent in his abhorrence 

for emotional excesses and blind dogmatism. Furthermore, Bayle was adament 

in his belief that moral reason, if not dependent upon religious faith, 

was valuable and authoritative in its own right. This was a major- dif

ference between Bayle, a Fidelst, and Leclerc, who was a Christian 
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rationalist. But readers of the Dictionnalre, though sometimes confused 

and estranged by Bayle ' s combined use of logic and scepticism, could 

not avoid spotting a powerful commitment to moral choice and reasonable

ness in human affairs. From their perspective, intellect and will were 

understood not as separate categories of human activity but as different 

manifestations of moral conscience. 

On another, but related level, opposition to different displays 

of enthusiasm was conditioned by immediate, practical considerations. 

The Protestants were especially sensitive to the many dangers facing 

the Huguenot minority still residing in France after the revocation of 

1685. Self-appointed prophets in Dauphine and the Cevennes preached 

insurrection and actually supported and led organized military campaigns 

against the persecuting monarchy. What appears most remarkable from 

the perspective of the twentieth century is how sporadic and violent 

rebellions as well as the far more serious guerre des Camisards (1702-

1?05) did not lead to a bloodier persecution. Nevertheless, lives and 

livelihoods were endangered and the political position of Huguenots living 

abroad was complicated further by the long and terrible wars fought by 

the European powers against Louis XIV between 1689 and 1713. 

As we observed in preceding chapters, the moderate party in the 

Dutch Refuge adopted a polemical strategy aimed at weakening the authority 

of all Protestant spokesmen who called for resistance. In spite of many 

theological differences, Leclerc, Bayle and Basnage were in agreement 

when it came to extolling the virtues of reason, restraint and respect 

for existing laws and civil authorities. They were not alone in their 

efforts but the moderates probably accounted for the minority faction 
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within French Protestant circles living in the Refuge. Their minority-

status was no doubt a factor behind the keen interest in persuading fellow 

Protestants as well as Catholic clergymen to soften their views. In 

order to give full weight to their convictions, they naturally turned 

to the one source that was recognized by all Christians as authoritative— 

the Bible. Furthermore, Bayle and also Basnage eagerly interpreted Scrip

ture in ways that repeatedly emphasized the moral and pacific obligations 

of all Christians—both subjects and kings. Given the low level of lit

eracy and the necessarily restricted audience of readers, it appears 

at first glance that Protestant writers were expending an enormous amount 

of energy for nought. Yet their readers were most certainly pastors 

like themselves. Accordingly, clergymen, Protestant and Catholic, had 

access to the pulpit and were thereby men of influence who performed 

duties that were simultaneously spiritual, political and journalistic. 

Catholics, of course, were not directly affected by monarchical 

edicts restricting and eventually abolishing Protestant privileges. On 

the other hand, the struggle over Galilean liberities had complicated 

clerical and scholarly life in ways that were laterally connected to 

Protestantism. It would be fair to write that Simon, Dupin and especially 

Fleury were concerned about the spiritual and moral health of the kingdom 

at a time when both internal and external forces were working to weaken 

that health. And in their critical examinations of prophecy and inspir

ation we detect a similar opposition to enthusiasm. 

In these Catholic interpretive systems—no less than in moderate 

Protestant interpretations—Old Testament prophets were never described 

as simply passive agents who served as mouthpieces of the Lord. Generally, 
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extraordinary biblical personages were recognized to have been active 

participants in the prophetic mysteries and not people who fell into 

trance-like states. Similarly, they were perceived to be educators, 

moral theologians and defenders of the divine truth and therefore men 

and women who were necessarily conscious of their words and deeds—even 

IT when both appeared unduly enthusiastic, incomprehensible or repulsive. 

Dupin and Fleury, much like the Protestant Basnage, additionally supported 

their analyses by repeatedly pointing out how prophets were masters of 

language—as the Hebrew and Greek versions attested. Accordingly, the 

prophets' word choices suggested not wild, irrational declamations encour

aging bizarre behavior but a calculated use of metaphors and vivid descrip

tive imagery intended to capture the attention of the ignorant and unruly 

populace in order to communicate sublime beliefs and ideas that they 

otherwise would have been unable to grasp. Indeed, some authors like 

Leclerc stated that Christ's use of parables served a similar purpose— 

namely, to instruct the unlearned in matters of faith, morality and good 

sense. If late seventeenth century scholars exaggerated the philosophical 

and moral character of Old Testament prophecies in an effort to de-

emphasize the oracular and ecstatic qualities, at. least we are in a posi

tion to understand why this was so. 

Unquestionably, the treatment of prophecy was closely related to 

the larger problem of direct verbal inspiration and its bearing on scrip

tural composition. Once again, acknowledgement of the strong anti—enthusiasm 

current of opinion provides additional insights into the general direction 

of approach to these manifold controversies. It is significant that 

all three of the Protestant scholars examined in this dissertation 
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rejected direct inspiration. In fact, their opinions are all the more 

interesting "when we recall that a majority of seventeenth century pastors 

undoubtedly retained firm belief in the Bible as literally the word of 

God. Earlier in the century leading Calvinists Johann Buxtorf, father 

and son, and Friedrich Spanheim had opposed Louis Cappel's theories 

about the novelty of Hebrew vowel points because such views conflicted 

in their eyes at least with the special, divine nature of the Hebrew 

language. However, from the perspective of Basnage, who was doctrinally 

rather conservative, or Leclerc, who was a follower of Grotius, the un

critical acceptance of direct verbal inspiration was tantamount to be

lieving that biblical authors were merely passive recorders of words 

originating with the Almighty. Such a belief obviously failed to explain 

the many errors in dates, proper names and the difficulties in chronology 

or, for that matter, account for the continued changing character of 

the Hebrew language itself. But the overriding reason behind the objec

tion to belief in direct verbal inspiration was similar to the rejection 

of the notion that prophets were mere agents of the Lord. Communications 

with God that involved no intellectual participation were accordingly 

repugnant to late seventeenth century savants who valued reasonable dis

course and clear thinking. To condone or merely ignore the hysterical 

aspects of Old Testament writings was also impractical at a time when 

contemporary ranters and visionaries encouraged belief in an imminent 

Second Coming or advocated acts of political rebellion that were in turn 

asserted to be justified by scriptural authority. 

Practical and theological considerations together, then, guided 

the interpretations of inspiration as well cts o f miracles* Importantly , 
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a scholar's orientation to these baffling matters "was not simply determined 

by adherence to officially recognized doctrines. Even among those who 

called themselves Christian, there existed a rather vide range of inter

pretation. However, traditionally accepted notions continued to influence 

the direction of their perceptions and therefore prevented a complete 

rejection of all extraordinary and miraculous events. For instance, 

Leclerc and Simon adopted a middle-of-the-road position that viewed mirac

ulous happenings in the Bible as highly probable. But they were adamant 

in their doubts about such occurences having taking place in later times. 

Such a view was a compromise of sorts and invited criticism from Free

thinkers as well as from orthodox thinkers. Indeed, consistency was 

taken to be a sign of accuracy in judgment. On the other hand, Fleury, 

Calmet, Dupin and Bayle could not bring themselves to dismiss all instances 

of post-biblical miracles even though they regarded the Bible and partic

ularly the New Testament as having constituted the central and supreme 

revelation of God to mankind. 

At the same time sentiment was unanimous when it came to disapproval 

of authors who sank into mystical reveries or who engaged in excessive 

allegorizing. To ignore or inadvertently to minimize the importance 

of moral choice was also and perhaps inevitably regarded as a kind of 

betrayal to good sense and to the values of a community of savants whose 

livelihood was based on intellectual pursuits. Dupin, no less than Bayle, 

expressed a wider sentiment when he wrote: 

il faut qu'un homme qui veut sgavoir a fonds la theologie, 
lise les Ecrivains de toutes les sectes indifferement 

soit pour profiter de leurs lumieres dans ce qu'ils 
ont de bon, soit pour connoitre leur foible, et se mettre 
en etat de les combattre.18 
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Importantly, these scholars, Catholics, no less than Protestants, resorted 

to figurative interpretations of the Bible only when literal readings 

19 of scriptural verses made no sense or were perceived to be immoral. 

Indeed, the determination of probable symbolic or spiritual interpre

tations almost always led to an explication of moral aspects. Figurative 

interpretations that did not give due attention to moral messages were 

generally avoided and in fact criticized as having little value. 

5. Religious Tolerance and Co-existence 

Already committed to religion's intellectual and moral imperatives, 

these scholars were similarly inclined to accept persuasion and not force 

as their credo. None of them ever became advocates of persecution. However, 

this is not to argue that all were somehow inevitably drawn to well defined 

principles of religious tolerance. For instance, the young abbot Fleury 

appears to have been quite anxious during the l680's to constrain Protes-

20 tants to enter the Church. "" Although this dissertation has not endeavored 

to research in detail the complicated issues surrounding religious toler

ance, several patterns of thinking on this relevant matter are detectable 

and worth reviewing because they too were part of the critical and relig

ious perceptions of the age. 

As might be expected, opinion was sharply divided along denomin

ational lines. The commitments of Bayle, Leclerc and Basnage to different 

forms of religious tolerance do not need to be reiterated in detail. 

Suffice to say, Bayle and Leclerc were strong in their insistence on 

extending tolerance to other established Churches, to Anabaptists, 

Socinians, Quakers as well as to sceptics and Freethinkers. The more 
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conservative Basnage was reluctant to go as far "because he doubted the 

wisdom of permitting all groups the privilege to practice their faiths 

publically. lie also opposed granting atheists and general scoffers of 

religion freedom to speak out or to publish what they pleased. But even 

Basnage—author of the celebrated Bistoire et la religion des Juifs— 

favored co-existence with Catholics, most Protestant denominations and 

Jews. 

Moreover, changing ecclesiological perceptions among Protestants 

also served to strengthen belief in co-existence and even tolerance. 

No longer seeing their churches as merely purified representatives of 

a universal church, Protestant intellectuals increasingly acknowledged 

their belief in the various religious denominations as constituting new 

ecclesiastical creations that nevertheless involved many common articles 

of faith. Consequently, their advocacy of wider forms of religious tol

erance was due less to philosophical reflection than to practical con

siderations arising from immediate circumstances within the Dutch Refuge 

and made all the more pressing by the persecution instituted by the French 

monarchy. Apparently, whatever abstract principles they may have been 

attracted to were undoubtedly strengthened by personal experiences as 

well. This was true for Leclerc, a disciple of Arminius and Grotius, 

and also Basnage, a son of an avocat of the parlement of Rouen. It was 

especially the case with Bayle whose family suffered terribly at the 

hands of Catholic authorities in his native Languedoc. Bayle himself 

suffered additional humiliations when his character was vilified by the 

hostile followers of Pierre Jurieu during the l690Ts. 
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The Catholic savants pose more difficult problems on account of 

their remaining in France where they continued to be members of the only 

officially recognized religious body.. Obviously, similar kinds of gener

alizations are not applicable. Although not victimized by oppressive 

laws, they witnessed intolerant acts from above and, in some cases, were 

themselves victims of deliberate, coercive measures designed to influ

ence the direction of their thought or simply to punish them for supporting 

unpopular causes and points of view. As we observed among Protestants, 

there existed a connection between the degree to which they sympathized 

with principles of religious tolerance or at least with notions of co

existence and their personal experiences as priests and scholars. 

Simon was consistently a proponent of persuasion when dealing with 

Protestants and continued to do so after his disgrace and expulsion from 

the Oratory in 1678. Perhaps because of his own treatment in the brother

hood, he continued to correspond sympathetically with Henri Justel and 

Fremont d'Ablancourt. His published letters indicate only a mild ques

tioning of the wisdom of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. But 

22 
such evidence suggests greater disenchantment. In an age when patronage 

was a determining factor in literary and scholarly publications, Simon's 

thinking was also conditioned by practical and even monetary consider

ations. His main publishers were the Protestant Leers family of Rotterdam. 

In many respects, it was perhaps just good business to maintain a some

what tolerant perspective toward Protestants inside and outside France. 

Simon's attitude toward censorship was more typical of later philosophes: 

he perceived it as dangerous and detrimental to the livelihood of savants 

23 
and men of letters whose affairs involved reading all that was available. 
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Like them too, he did not view ideas as innocuous. What ultimately mattered 

to him were the critical judgments of responsible persons. As such, 

Simon regarded savants as members of an elite group who were privileged 

to read what they so desired. Simon's thinking on the issue of tolerance 

for religious dissenters remained a highly qualified one that fell short 

of even Basnage ' s liberality. But at least he was a man of latitude. 

Dupin's acceptance of limited forms of religious tolerance came 

late in life and derived from experiences that frustrated his career 

as a doctor of theology at the Sorbonne. His last fifteen years were 

also conspicuous for his gradual deviation from the Gallican mainstream. 

Like Simon, he too was deprived of a cherished position—in this instance, 

a chair in philosophy at the College Royal.. Dupin was also censured 

by clerical authorities on several occasions. Indeed, his addiction 

to controversy was a major source of difficulty. But temperamentally 

he was far removed from Simon just as he differed from the austere and 

anti-intellectual Archbishop of Paris, Frangois de Harlay, or the watch

ful Bossuet, who was always ready to strike down anyone who challenged 

the authority of the Church. In contrast to them, Dupin was something 

of a bon vivant who enjoyed the bourgeois comforts of home and the lively 

2k 
conversation of salon society. Once he was deprived of his prestigious 

position at the College Royal and became further estranged by his col

leagues' submissive behavior during the struggle against Unigenitus, 

25 
he moved further to the latitudinarian perspective he admired in England. 

However, these developments in themselves did not produce a strong believer 

in tolerance of all churches. He mainly favored creation of a national 

church that would be attractive enough to moderate Reformed Churchmen 
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so that many might wish to return to the fold after the more offensive 

Roman elements (e.g., the confession, declared belief in transubstanti-

ation, acceptance of papal primacy) had been successively purged. Dupin 

may have also hoped that a loose doctrinal union with the Church of England 

which aimed at preserving their independence vis-a-vis Rome might encourage 

26 similar ententes with Eastern Churches." 

On the question of tolerance for religious dissenters, Fleury, who 

was personally the most successful of clerics examined in this disserta

tion, appears to have been least disturbed by knowledge of persecution. 

He remained the most conventional in his attitudes. Unlike the younger 

Dupin who was continually involved in controversies of Church and state, 

Fleury went to great lengths to avoid them—especially when they were 

highly personal affairs like the Quietist storm between Bossuet and Fenelon. 

It appears that Bossuet®s bullying of the Archbishop of Cambrai greatly 

27 offended the self-effacing preceptor. In later years, Fleury may have 

become doubtful of the wisdom of revoking the Edict of Nantes—an act 

he warmly greeted in 1685. The evidence for such an observation is ad

mittedly weak. However, there is no indication that he ever questioned 

the Regency's de facto policy of toleration toward the Protestants. Nor 

does Fleury as confessor to Louis XV appear to have attempted to sway 

the young king in favor of a tougher policy. This is not to argue that 

Fleury—Bossuet's first lieutenant for so many years—became a believer 

in tolerance for the Huguenot minority. He remained their critic and 

a foe of the religion oretendue reformee all his life. Indeed, those 

Protestants like Bayle and Leclerc who favored something like an across-

the-board tolerance for all faiths must have been advocating a policy 
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that was incomprehensible to a priest like Fleury. The kingdom was Catholic 

as it was meant, to be tor all time. The Church's authority and safety, 

allied as they were to the well-being of the monarchy, required constant 

vigilance, stamina and good sense. 

If not believers in religious tolerance, Simon, Dupin as well as 

Fleury accepted the idea of peaceful co-existence with established 

Protestant churches. In Dupin's case, this was emphatically so; Fleury, 

however, remained the most traditional in this respect. Simon died three 

years before Louis XIV and therefore his reaction to the Regency's liber

ality toward the Huguenot minority remains open to speculation. But 

his earlier advocacy of co-existence and moderation suggests that he 

no doubt would have approved. 

6. Contributions to a Savant Culture 

But what of Dom Calmet and his attitudes? In many respects, this 

Benedictine abbot was the most fascinating. The youngest of our scholars, 

he was also the longest lived (d. 1757). He survived into the years 

of what has been variously described as the mature Enlightenment and 

the Age of Reason. By then the handful of Freethinkers and Unbelievers 

who irritated Bossuet in the age of Louis XIV had emerged as a larger 

and more visibly identifiable body of opinion that challenged not merely 

the authority of the Church but of the entire legitimacy of Christianity. 

Indeed, the differences detectable in Calmet's writings before the 1720 's 

and the publications of the older Calmet indicate changing patterns of 

concern. Most noticeable was how Calmet's early and most famous works 

of scholarship were written mainly for a clerical audience. Above all, 
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they were intended for Christian readers—Catholic and Protestant. Toward 

the end of his life, the main thrust of his writings was still to defend 

the Church, the sacraments and the integrity of the Bible; but the space 

given to defending these traditionally received beliefs against the objec

tions made by non-Christian critics had increased. In fact, the tone 

of Calmet's later writings has an unmistakable ring of defensiveness 

p  o  
that was largely absent from the early productions."" 

At the same time, the career of this remarkable priest and scholar 

illustrates not only changing attitudes of Catholics toward the world 

and toward each other, but conveys a sense of just how and under what 

circumstances people like himself contributed to what has been an important 

theme of this dissertation—namely, the shaping of a savant culture— 

a veritable Republic of Letters—that pervaded French and European society 

at the highest levels and increasingly transcended political and religious 

barriers. 

Along with other Catholic and Protestant scholars of the Bible and 

early Church history, Calmet's long career lends additional support to 

the contention made a half century ago by the great Paul Hazard that 

the Enlightenment was a broad cultural and intellectual phenomenon that 

rested mainly on accumulated knowledge and heightened awareness and not 

on a specific philosophy or ideology. We must not forget how the century 

of Montesquieu, Voltaire and Diderot was also the century of Raynal, 

Gregoire and Dom Calmet. 

Moreover > Calmet was not spoiled by extreme egotism nor was his 

success thwarted by adoption of theologicax positions that deviated sharply 

(as Dupin's eventually did) from mainstream Catholic opinion. He was 
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neither a committed Jansenist, though he might respect Quesnel and 

Petitdidier, nor a Galilean, though he admired the writingsof Fleury. 

Calmet was 'first and last a traditional-minded Catholic who was loyal 

to his Benedictine congregation. But he was also a firm believer in 

the utility of historical studies and criticism. His ambitions—if he 

may be said to have had them—were to promote intellectual discourse, 

maintain the juste milieu and to defend the Church against attacks made 

by Protestants, Freethinkers and Unbelievers. This Calmet did in his 

later years as well when he wrote a strange though well researched work 

on apparitions which amounted to a strong defense of God and the super-

29 natural. 

At the same time, Calmet's clerical and scholarly achievements made 

him one of the most respected Catholic clergyman of the early and middle 

30 eighteenth century. His reputation as biblical scholar was so great 

in his own lifetime that Voltaire, who was then collecting books on bib

lical criticism and commentary, visited the aging Dom Calmet at his abbey 

in 175^. Voltaire had intended to stay only four days. He remained 

at Senones for nearly a month, enjoying the Benedictines' excellent food 

and wine, browsing through rare collections, and enjoying long talks 

with the learned monks who graciously received him. Although the great 

author's subsequent publications disappointed and no doubt angered Calmet 

and his associates, we must not overlook how his critical tasks were 

31 
simplified by the scholarship ox 8 . devout Catholic monk. 

In addition to Voltaire, Diderot also exploited Calmet's publications 

when he developed his own secular critique of Scripture and early Chris

tianity. J2 Not unlike other encyclopedic enterprises of the eighteenth 
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century, Calmet's writings—and those of Simon, Dupin, Fleury, Leclerc , 

basnage and Bayle—were also aimed at snythetic ends through careful 

and selective uses of other scholars' writings, past and present, Catholic, 

Protestant, even Judaic. True, Calmet did not pursue the study of Semitic 

languages with the same intensity as did Simon or Basnage. Nor could 

he fully appreciate the potential of Rabbinic literature in the study 

of the Bible and the early Church. But he did devote his scholarly career 

to the study of the Bible. After Simon, Calmet most deserves the appelation 

of biblical scholar. 

However, unlike the Oratorian, Calmet remained a man of diverse 

interests. In fact, his eclecticism closely resembled the phenomenal 

Jean Leclerc. Calmet's most original contributions were least publicized 

during his lifetime. He was interested in ancient artifacts, medallions, 

coins and particularly medieval ruins. Through his efforts to sketch, 

describe and in many instances, excavate them, he helped to give birth 

to modern archeological sciences. In his native Lorraine and in Alsace 

he unearthed many ruins and artifacts from Merovingian and Carolingian 

times.J"*! But this was only one of many pursuits. "Calmet was also a 

pioneer in the writing of local ecclesiastical histories as evidenced 

by his several accounts of Benedictine houses—including the Histoire 
J 

de 1'abbaye de Senones —and in the encouragement he gave to making 

inventories of monastic libraries and to the development of archival 

holdings at individual houses. Biblical critic, historian, biographer 

and archeologist, Dom Calmet was also priest and abbot who tended his 

flock with the devoted care we might expect from a scholarly though 

spiritually conscientious Benedictine. 
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In the life of Augustin Calmet, no less than in the careers 

of Basnage, •eury, Simon or the others, we are able to observe how 

religious faith and a pastoral care were not in themselves inimical 

no a srowly maturing Enlightenment. As this dissertation has endeavored 

to demonstrate, religious preoccupations were often important catalytic 

agents behind the drive to acquire greater knowledge of the world. 

Their different faiths did not preclude a fascination with history 

nor deter efforts to construct a more accurate picture of the Bible 

and the cultural milieu which produced it. Furthermore, in spite of 

the many and notable differences of opinion on a multitude of subjects, 

the high value they placed on knowledge, awareness and a critical-

empirical perspective was a potent common denominator that was in

creasingly characteristic of the age in which they lived. But unlike 

secular-minded philosophes of the middle eighteenth century, these 

religious scholars remained Christians who assiduously cultivated 

an older Humanist critical tradition. In this respect, they were 

perhaps less modern than philosophic writers who were more obviously 

influenced by the main currents of scientific thought. Nevertheless, 

biblical and ecclesiastical scholars, by working within the Humanist 

framework that emphasized study of languages and texts, perpetuated 

highly specialized disciplines inherited fay later generations of 

thinkers who were no longer obsessed with religious controversies and 

who refused to believe in immutable laws of reason. 



NOTES 

Cf, Appendix A for a discussion of the historiography. 

2 
Cf. Basnage's theological writings, Entretiens sur la Religion 

(Rotterdam: Abraham Acher, ljll) and La Communion sainte (Rotterdam: 
Abraham Archer, 1728). Both publications are summaries of Calvinist 
theology. 

3 Cf. Appendix A for a discussion of the critical reception of 
Lupin's< writings. 

Simon was also interested in rectifying several statements of 
Nicole and Arnauld in the first volumes of the Perpetuite de la foi 
catholique (l669-l67^). 

"''For instance, Simon found time to answer individual critics: 
Reponse a, la lettre de M. Spanheim . . . (Amsterdam: Elzevier, 1680), 
Opuscula critics adversus Isaacum Vossium . . . (Rotterdam: R. Leers, 
1685), Lettre des Rabbins de deux synagogues. dfAmsterdam & Jurieu 
(Bruxelles, published 1685; reprinted in Lettres choisies, I, 318-338), 
Lettre de quelques nouveaux convertis de France a_ Jh Jurieu sur ses 
lettres pastorales (1687; reprinted in Lettres choisies, II, 229-257 )• 
Simon's responses to Leclerc and also to the Anglican Thomas Smith were 
much longer writings that covered a variety of critical and theological 
topics. Cf. Appendix B on Smith. 

°For instance, even Pierre Jurieu wrote several anonymous tracts 
in which he pretended to be a French prelate defending Gallican liberties. 
Jurieu's strategy was to divide the French clerics from Rome. Cf. G.H. 
Dodge, The Political Theory of the Huguenots of the Dispersion (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 19^-7). 

1 Fleury wrote Les moeurs des Israelites and Les moeurs des Chretiens 
during the late l670's when the regale affair was creating friction 
between Louis and Rome. It will be remembered that the regale involved 
the king's right to control revenues of vacant sees until a successor 
was appointed. In 1673 Louis extended the right to the south of France 
where it had not been used. Not all bishops acquiesced in the policy. 
Two bishops (both Jansenists) refused to comply and appealed to the 
pope. The regale controversy raged on and thereby formed the immediate 
background to the clerical assembly's- famous declaration of the four 
Gallican Articles in 1682. 

dFor example, Fontenelle indirectly questioned the Immaculate 
Conception in his'essay De l'crigine des fables (172U) when he discussed 
ancient attitudes toward heroes and demigods and the extraordinary 

3^2 
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circumstances of their "births (i.e., usually the result of the gods 
copulating with mere mortals). Fontenelle wrote that the popularity 
of these notions grew to such an extent that soon peasant girls 
throughout the Mediterranean world claimed to have children who were 
conceived from such unions. The eighteenth century reader would have 
smiled at the passage and then (perhaps unavoidably) paused, remembering 
the Virgin Mary and the Gospels. 

9 
This is not to suggest that a non-scholastic orientation meant 

that they were oblivious or totally unreceptive to scholastic influences. 
Bayle admired one of the last great Spanish scholastics, Roderic Arriaga 
(1592-1667). He described Arriaga in a brief article in the Dictionnaire 
as similar to "a great many authors who admirably discover the weakness 
in a theory but who are never able to bring out its strength." Bayle, 
Historical and Critical Dictionary. Selections, edited and translated 
by Richard Popkin (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), 27, note B. It may 
be that Bayle was describing Arriaga in terms that were also applicable 
to himself. 

^Charles Du Veil (d. 1690) was a native of Metz and a Jewish 
convert to Catholicism. He emigrated to Holland and later to England 
where he became a member of the Church of England. He later became an 
Anabaptist minister. 

"'"""'"Among our constellation of scholars there was also a detectable 
mingling of critical empiricism with a priorism. In other words, they 
believed that certain principles or truths could be discovered within 
the fabric of nature and history; at the same time, these principles 
were believed to exist independently of experience because they 
originated with God who created everything. 

1 P 
Cf. Appendix B on Maldonado and Petau. 

lj3imon tried to convert d'Ablancourt and informed Harlay of his 
objective. Lettres choisies, III (169*0, supplement, n. 1, to Harlay. 

Jean Daille argued that not only were seventeenth century scholars 
superior critics but that the Fathers' utility was limited because of 
their deficiencies as informed, methodical thinkers. Cf. De usu patrum 
(1632), translated into English as A Treatise concerning the Right Use 
of the *Fathers (London, 1675). Cf. also Appendix B on Daille. 

*L'Christian scholars who did not know Hebrew were greatly assisted 
by Giulio Bartolocci's Bibliotheca rabbinica (Rome, 1675-1693) in four 
volumes, which provided Latin translations and interpretations to major 
selections of the writings of Rabbinic commentators. Calmet made use 
of this valuable collection. However, Calmet was generally critical 
of Jews and their very different approach to the Bible. Etienne Fourmont, 
a Jewish convert to Catholicism and a leading orientalist, was one of 
the few contemporaries to attack Calmet in print. Fourmont was offended 
by Calmet's apparent lack of respect for Rabbis and their opinions. 
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Fourmont was subsequently reprimanded by Cardinal Noailles, Archbishop 
of Paris (1695-1728). Cf. Appendix A on Calmet. 

16 
H.R. Trevor-Roper has pointed out that France did not witness 

the re-emergence of a witch-craze in the l68:0's;. The European Witch-
Craze . , . and other Essays (New York: Harper, 1969 edition), 190-
192. Nor were witches and witch trials issues that Simon, Fleury, 
Basnage et al. became concerned about. 

17 
Emphasizing the rational, i.e., controlled, characteristics of 

Old Testament prophets meant minimizing the ecstatic behavior described 
in scripture (e.g., Isaiah 58.7 or I Samuel 19.24). Importantly, wild 
behavior was not ascribed to all the prophets (e.g., Elijah and Elisha). 
When ecstatic words or deeds were acknowledged by say, Fleury or Basnage, 
this was part of an effort to persuade readers that such actions or 
words were done or said for effect. In others words, the prophets were 
seeking to draw attention, to frighten unbelievers, or simply, to 
emphasize a law of faith or morality. 

18 
Dupin, Metnode pour etudier la Theologie (Paris: Antoine-Urbain 

Coustelier, 1716), 204. One of Dupin's last works Traite philosophiaue 
et thologique sur 11 amour de Disn (1717), attacked mystics and casuists 
Escobar, Antoine Sirmond, and Le Roux of Reims. Earlier, he had been 
one of the doctors approving the censure of Fenelon's Maximes des saints 
in 1698. Cf. Dictionnaire de Spiritualite, III (1954), 1825-1827. 

19 There was also difficulty in accepting extraordinary occurrences 
as miracles. Accordingly, some "miracles'1 were rationalized as much 
as possible. Simon and Leclerc were both inclined to provide naturalistic 
explanations when they were perceived as warranted. In Chapters Three 
and Four we observed their interpretations of the Tower of Babel episode. 
It was also possible to dismiss some occurrences as not having literally 
taken place. For instance, Lob's wife did not actually turn into a pillar 
of salt but became like a pillar. This interpretation was based on an 
understanding of the uses of metaphors in biblical Hebrew. Cf. Simon, 
Lettres choisies, IV, n. 38 (fevrier, 1703). 

Of) 
Cf. Appendix A on Fleury. 

~"Cf. J. Courvoisier, De la Re forme au Protestantisme. Essai 
d'ecclesiologie refomee, Theologie Historique, n. 45 (Paris: 
Beauche sne, 1977)• 

22Simon defended his correspondance with leading Protestants as 
beneficial to the Church and the cause of reunion. Cf. Lettres choisies, 
III, supplement, n. 2 (1,69.9) a a Mr. D.H. 

23Ibid.; Simon's letters to d'Ablancourt immediately following 
the revocation have a strong business as usual tone. The revocation 
is not mentioned in tome IV, nos. 20 and 21 (1686). However, letters 
f. Ju-stel who had emigrated to England in l68l, a. e full of complaints 
about Catholic policies. In tome IV, n. 22 (Janvier, 1686), Simon 
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expresses his opinion that suppression of Protestant publications is 
not good for Catholics either; in fact, he defends his right to read 
Grotius or whomever because they might have something to say. He was 
no doubt sincere when he additionally complained that France had no need 
of an inquisition supervised by zealous Augustinians. 

2k 
Cf. Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, III (Paris: Pleiades, 1955), 613-

61^. Sainte-Beuve quotes Et. Jordan, Recueil de litt. de Phil", et d'Rist. 
(Amsterdam, 1730), wherein Dupin was described as "un abbe fort coquet" 
and not a rigoriste; rather, he was Gallican. 

25 
Dupin accepted most of the 39 Anglican articles of faith and 

expressed a willingness to end confessions and no longer talk of 
transubtantiation. Cf. Appendix A. 

26 
Dupin also approached Peter the Great when he made his second 

visit to western Europe in 1717* 

27 ^ Fleury's reaction to the Bossuet-Fenelon dispute is discussed 
in Appendix A. 

28 I base my observations on a careful reading of Calmet's strange 
though fascinating Dissertation sur les apparitions des esprits et sur 
les vampires ou les revenants de Hongrie, de Moravie, etc. (17^9 edition, 
first published at Paris, 17^6). Many lengthy passages (e.g., 338-35*0 
are basically diatribes against the views of Freethinkers who dismissed 
stories of apparitions as fables and who identified religious beliefs 
as superstitions. This interesting work is discussed in greater detail 
in Appendix A. 

^Cf. Appendix A. 

",0Pope Bendict XIII wanted to give him the title bishop in partibus 
not long after his election to the abbacy of Senones. Calmet declined 
the privileged title. The death of the pope in 1730 spoiled Calmet's 
plans to visit Rome. 

^Voltaire's use of Calmet's writings and his meeting with the abbot 
at Senones receives fuller treatment In A. Ages, "Voltaire, Calmet and 
the Old Testament," Studies on Voltaire XLI (1966), 87ff; cf. also David 
Levy, "Voltaire et son exegese du Pentateuch" Studies on Voltaire, CXXX 
(1975), 187-199. 

"^Herman Sanger, Juden und Altes Testament bei Diderot (Werthelm 
am Main, 1933), llU-128, passim. Diderot also relied heavily on the 
writings of Jacques Basnage and particularly the Histoire et la religion 
des Juifs (1707). 

dozen of Calmet's sketches of medieval excavations in the 
Alsace—Lorraine region are on permanent display at the Musee archeo— 
logique (Palais du Rohan), Strasbourg. They are well drawn profile 
sketches and maps, drawn during the 1730's and 17^0's. Probably 
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influenced by architects and engineers of the century. Calmet paid 
close attention to details, exact measurements and dimensions. Calmet's-
reputation as an authority on medieval artifacts, medallions and coins 
was such that he frequently was consulted "by priests and scholars who 
wished to ascertain probable dates of origin for objects in their care. 

Saint-Die. Bibliotheque municipals. MS 1*3 "Histoire de l'abbaye 
de Senones," chapters I-XLVIII (to 1726); MS 271, "Histoire de l'abbaye 
de Senones," chapters XLIX-LXXVII (to 1781), completed by Dom A. Fange. 
A limited edition was made of the Histoire de Senones at Epinal (1878-
1879). I have not examined the published version. Cf. Appendix A for 
additional information. 
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APPENDIX A 

ADDITIONAL BIOGRAPHICAL-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION ON JACQUES BASNAGE; 

PIERRE BAYLE, AUGUSTIN CALMET, L.-E. DUPIN, 

JEAN LECLERC AND RICHARD SIMON. 

1. Jacques Basnage (1653-1723), Scholar and Diplomat. 

Voltaire once remarked that Jacques Basnage was more worthy to "be 

.  .  . 1  minister of state than of a parish,™ Basnagefs temperament was well 

suited to diplomacy. In this capacity he secured genuine successes not 

only for himself "but for France and the entire French Protestant commun

ity. Notable were his activities during the conference of Gertrudenberg 

(1710) which helped prepare the way for the peace of Utrecht in 1713. 

At Gertrudenberg Basnage acted as an intermediary between allied negotiators 

and the French plenipotentiaries who were the Marquis de Torcy, Marshal 

2 d'Huxelles and Cardinal Bouillon.™ His talks with the French represen-

ta t ives were fruitful and helped to pave the way for French Protestants 

obtaining at least a de facto freedom of conscience under the Regency. 

In fact, the Regent1s- gratitude to Basnage for his diplomatic services 

during the final years of the War of the Spanish Succession was so great 

he requested that the Basnage family be reimbursed for all property 

losses incurred after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. Basnage 

expressed his loyalty to the monarchy by later publishing Instructions 

nastorales aux Reformez de France sur l!obeissance au sovereign (1720). 

This tract—one of the last he wrote—was written against Protestants 

who despised the Bourbons and called for continued resistance in spite 

of the Regency's more tolerant posture vis-a-vis the Reformed Church. 

At the same time Basnage sought to find favor with Catholic clergymen 
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and others who were resisting the "bull Unigenitus "by writing L'Etat 

present de l!Eglise gallicane (Amsterdam, 1719), a work that was very 

critical of Pope Clement XI and French U1tramontanes. 

Importantly, Basnage's last publications were consistent with his 

earlier writings. He and his brother Henri had been moderates and seekers 

of the juste milieu in political affairs as in many theological quarrels. 

Their approach to religious controversy was both pacific and legalistic— 

a product perhaps of their Robe background in their native Rouen. As 

we observed in Chapter Eight, both brothers called for restraint on both 

sides throughout the difficult l680's and 1690's>. Indeed, their legalistic 

thinking and predominately intellectual commitment to Christian belief 

served them .well in their polemical battles with Pierre Jurieu who had 

3 urged widespread Protestant resistance to the hated monarchy. Arguably, 

the position of the Basnage brothers, on the one hand, and that of Jurieu, 

on the other hand, mirrored the greater division within the French Pro

testant community in the Dutch Provinces—namely, whether to fight back 

or to perservere. Both Henri and Jacques agreed with Bayle that continued 

loyalty to the monarchy—in spite of the despicable politique—was the 

only realistic option. In the long run, the Basnages' moderaton, if 

not courageous, was at least a practical alternative. Given the small 

numbers of French Protestants inhabiting the kingdom (probably not quite 

a million), a reaction of the type Jurieu favored would have amounted 

to a bloody and suicidal gesture. 

Voltaire, quoted in Haag, eds., La France Protestante, II (18U7), 
8. 
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Cf• Memo ires du Marquis de Torcy. Collection des memoires 
relatifs a 1{Histoire de France, A: Petitot et Mo rimerque, eds., LXVII-
LXVIII (Paris: Foucault, 1828), 352-428, 1-227. De Torcy provides a 
straightforward description of the long negotiations. He makes no mention, 
however, of Basnage and his role. Basnage's diplomacy is described in 
the B.S.H.P ,F., tome V (1856-1857), 54ff, tome VII, 509ff, tome XII, 546ff. 

3 
Henri Basnage wrote several tracts against Jurieu's political 

theology. Most noteworthy was Lett re des f ideles de France _a M^ Jurieu, 
touchant sa 22e lettre pastorale [signed LeFevre] published at Paris in 
1694* Earlier had appeared a Reponse de 1'auteur de 1'Histoire des 
ouvrages des scavans * a_ 1fAvis de M. Jurieu, auteur des 'Lettres pastorales' 
(Rotterdam: Leers, 1690). Henri Basnage's most famous work was his celebrated 
De_ la 'Tolerance des religions (Rotterdam., 1684), a treatise admired 
by Bayle and Leclerc. Unfortunately, I have only been able to examine 
an English translation of this work. Cf. Appendix B on Jurieu. 

2. Pierre Bayle (1647-1706), A Protestant-Fideist. 

Pierre Bayle's important position in European thought and letters 

has been described by dozens of twentieth century scholars. Yet Bayle 

poses innumerable difficulties to the historian examining his oeuvre. 

The enormous scope and undeniable richness of his writings—the bulk 

1 formed by the celebrated Dietionnaire historique et critique —present 

a formidable challenge to any reader. One may easily become lost in 

Bayle's impressive and imposing erudition, his curibus and at times 

baffling style, or in his elaborate exercises in logic and reasoning. 

The Dietionnaire's footnotes [cf. Chapter 6] alone constitute a series 

of often lengthy digressive essays on diverse theological, philosophical, 

ethical and historical topics. 

Not surprisingly, Bayle, much like the Dictionary, cuts a compli

cated figure, often confusing, but always stimulating. So too must 

Bayle have seemed to contemporaries as well as to those reading his 

works in the years following his death in 1706. Feared, hated, praised 



and admired, both in his lifetime and after, he was one of the most 

widely read authors of the eighteenth century. Bayle's influence ranked 

p 
with Locke, Newton and Montesquieu. To the philosophes of the mature 

Enlightenment, who were strongly attached to his sceptical mind and his 

astounding reasoning abilities, and his rigorously applied critical 

methods, it was especially tempting to extract from his writings what 

best suited their own irreligious purposes. Consequently, many of the 

critical thinkers of the middle and later eighteenth century were often 

guilty of ignoring or minimizing the religious implications of Bayle }s 

publications and of misrepresenting the author1s intentions. Often readers 

of later generations were simply oblivious to this imposing theological 

side. 

Twentieth century scholars have offered different interpretations 

of Bayle and his place in the history of ideas. Not all of these interpre

tations have been accurate. For example, some have assumed that Bayle'e 

chief importance lay in his being a precursor to the siecle des lumieres 

and in his being mainly a destructive critic who attacked with equal 

vehemence superstition, religious dogma, stupidity and the impractical 

alike.^ Similarly, it has been long assumed that Bayle differed from 

Voltaire only by degree and not in substance. Or worse, he has been 

k • . 
described as essentially a transitional figure. .Since the 1950' S', how

ever French and English historians have tended to follow the pioneering 

interpretation of Cornelia Serrurier in Pierre Bayle en Holland, etude 

historique et critique (Lausanne, 1912). Serrurier argued that Bayle's-

Protestantism was sincere ("Un Calviniste froide, mais sincere"). The 

majority of leading Baylean scholars, notably Elisabeth Labrousse, but 
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also Walter Hex, E.D. James, K.C. Sandberg, tend to view him as a Fideist. 

But there remains disagreement among them over the meaning of the term 

and its relationship to scepticism and Calvinism. Lahrousse, and also 

Richard Popkin, hesitate to define it as a Christian Fideism because 

they think Baylefs writings were too ambiguous with regard to Christian 

doctrine to qualify as authentically Christian. James, Sandberg and 

Rex contend that Bayle's religious beliefs were sincere and representa

tive of several trends in Protestant theology and polemics. Craig Brush 

in Montaigne and Bayle (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1966) adopted the rather 

confusing label "semi-fideist" to describe Bayle's theology and philosophy. 

Interestingly, Sandberg thought Bayle's Fideism most closely resembled 

contemporaries Sir Thomas Brown and John Dryden. James was more specific 

when he observed how Bayle eluded description of Fideist in several 

theological areas (e.g., he believed that the scriptures were rationally 

demonstrable); not did James believe that Bayle's views on natural law 

and the existence of God were those of a Fideist. However, on questions 

concerning proofs of the immortality of the soul, of free will, and of 

"the controlling activity of a benevolent providene, Bayle may be said 

to have been a Fideist." An additional point made by James was that 

Bayle never felt compelled to affirm his faith since he could not look 

to the future and see just how far scepticism would go. Common to the. 

researches of James, Rex and Labrousse, is the effort to understand 

Bayle against the background of the incessant religious and political 

turmoil of the late seventeenth century. Several facts, circumstances 

and features surrounding his life and career are worth reviewing. 
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Bayle was "born in the small village of Carla-le Comte near Pamiers 
. c 
(now Carla-Bayle) in southwestern France. Bayle was the son of a 

Reformed minister and mainly tutored by his father during the formative 

years. However, Bayle was briefly exposed to Jesuit teachings in Toulouse 

in the late l660fs>. Perhaps because of this contact the young Bayle 

converted to Catholicism but soon became disenchanted with the Church 

and returned to the faith of his family (1669-1670)—an act that was 

declared illegal by the monarchy. Eventually, Bayle left for Lorraine 

and assumed duties in 1675 as professor of philosophy at the Protestant 

academy at Sedan. When the academy was suppressed by the monarchy in 

l68l Bayle followed in the footsteps of many other French Protestants 

by emigrating to the Dutch Refuge where he resided at Rotterdam, having 

been appointed professor of philosophy and history at the Ecole Illustre— 

a position he held until 1693 ilcf. Chapter Seven, Part One]. In the 

years that followed it became evident to those in the Refuge that he 

was neither a champion of rationalism nor an enemy of neo-orthodoxy. 

However, he frequently clashed with both. 

As we have observed on several occasions, by the 1690's Bayle had 

gained wider literary prominence. His first major publicaion—the con

's 7 troversial Pensees diverses sur la comete—was published in 1682. In 

that same year appeared the Critique generate, a reply to the harshly 

polemical Histoire du Calvinisme by Louis Maimbourg (d. 1686), a writer 

who was little more than a court propagandist. Between 16Qb and 1687 

Bayle devoted most of his energies to Les Nouvelles de la Republique 

des Lettres, one of the first modern literary journals (and one of the 

best) that offered a powerful and stimulating forum to authors and their 
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ideas. But the outstanding testament to his genius as critic and 

sceptical thinker "was the Dietionnaire historique et critique, first 

published in four folio-volumes in 1697. 

In spite of and perhaps "because of the personal tragedies and 

campaigns of vilification which hounded Bayle during the last twenty-

years of his life, Bayle remained a member of the Walloon Consistory 

of which Pierre Jurieu was also a member. He never broke with the 

Reformed Church. Other brilliant French Calvinists like Jean Leclerc 

joined the Armininian Remonstrant Church. Still others emigrated to 

England and became members of the Anglican Church. Bayle was perhaps 

an atypical Calvinist, but he remained loyal—even when under pressure 

to revise his religious opinions or go elsewhere. This continued 

membership in the Reformed Church testifies to the sincerity of his 

Calvinist faith. 

1 "Baylefs Dietionnaire went through various editions in French and 
English. A two volume Dietionnaire was published in 1692, intitled 
Projets et fragments d!im Dietionnaire; critique. A four volume diction
ary appeared in 1697• The second edition, in three volumes, was pub
lished in 1702. The 1702 edition contained revisions made to controversial 
articles (cf. Chapter Seven, Part One). A third edition, expanded once 
again to four volumes, appeared in 1720. The first three French editions 
were all published at Rotterdam. A fourth edition appeared at Rotterdam 
in 1730 under Desmaizeaux's supervision. Two complete English transla
tions were made, notably the five volume Dictionary, Historical and 
Critical (London, 173^-1738). I am using the last complete French edition, 
edited by A.J.Q. Beuchot (Paris: Desoer, 1820-182U), in 16 volumes. 

2 Cf. the study by Pierre Retat, Le Dietionnaire de Bayle et la lutte 
philosophique au XVIIIe siecle (Paris: "Les Belles Lettres" edition, 
1971). 

O 
Paul Hazard, La crise de la conscience europeerme (Paris: Fayard, 

1961; first edition, 1935)7 viewed Bayle as a destructive critic who 
made possible the newer philosophical orientation—critical empiricism. 
In arguing this point Hazard was echoing the older interpretation of 
Jean Delvolve in Religion, critique et philosophie positive chez Pierre 
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— ( P ^ r i s :  F .  A l c a n ,  1 9 0 6 ) .  A l t h o u g h  t h e s e  o l d e r  s t u d i e s  h a v e  b e e n  
superseded, both remain of immense value. 

k 
Peter Gay, Tlie Enlightenment, I, The Rise of Modern Paganism (New 

York: A. Knopf, 1966), 290-295.. 

5 
E.D. James, "Scepticism and Fideism in Bayle's Dictionnaire,i!  

French Studies, XVI (1962), 307-324. Cf. Bibliography of secondary 
works for complete listings of the books and articles by Rex, Sandberg, 
Labrousse and others. 

^Like Leclerc, Bayle was the son of a Calvinist pastor. Unlike 
the other scholars examined in this dissertation, Bayle was not from 
Paris or northern France. 

7 Of the many editions of the Pensees diverses sur la comete, I have 
chosen the useful critical edition by A. Prat (Paris: Droz, 1939). 

8 
I have used the Geneva, Slatkine edition (1966) of Les Nouvelles 

de la Republique des Lettres, in three volumes. 

3. Augustin Calmet (1672-1757)5 A Representative of the Catholic 
Enlightenment. 

Dom Augustin Calmet, celebrated author of the Commentaire litteral 

sur tous les livres de I'Ancien Testament et du Nouveau Testament (Paris, 

1707-1716), was, like Richard Simon, the son of a village smith.^ Born 

2 
at Menil-la-Horgne, near Commercy, in 1672, Calmet studied at the priory 

of Breuil, a small college founded by the Benedictine congregation of 

Saint Maur. Though he later pursued rhetoric at the university of Pont-

a-Mousson (1687-88) where the Jesuits sought to enlist him into their 

"5 

company, the prospective scholar found the Benedictines, who were active 

in Lorraine and Alsace, more to his personal liking—perhaps on account 

of his already deep interest in biblical and historical studies. However, 

it was the congregation of Saint-Vannes and not Saint-Maur that he joined, 

making profession in 1689 at the abbey of Saint-Mansay in the faubourg 

of Toul.'+ In subsequent years Calmet became one of the most illustrative 
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and respected members of the Saint—vannes congregation. His reputation 

as scholar and. critic spread "beyond the Benedictine houses of central 

Europe and "will "be dealt with further below. First a descriptive sum

mary of his travels and congregational duties is in order to clarify 

his career as priest and savant. 

Between 1689 and 1728 Calmet moved from one house to another in 

the Alsace-Lorraine region. Rarely attached to a house for more than 

four to six years, his most important and most fruitful associations 

appear to have been at Munster, Moyenmoutier and Nancy. In 1689 Calmet's 

advanced studies took him first to Saint-Epvre where he was exposed to 

philosophy and Cartesian principles. A year later he arrived at Munster 

to study theology. It was at Munster that something of a turning point 

in his biblical studies occurred. Only eighteen years of age in 1690, 

he came across Buxtorfs Hebrew grammar in the study room at the mona

stery. Examination of the book wetted his apetite for more and rein

forced his already deepening involvement in scriptural interpretation 

that was to remain fundamentally philological and historical rather than 

scholastic or philosophical. Already proficient in Latin (having com

pleted the rigorous Benedictine preliminary study course in three years— 

five short of the usual time necessary), he pursued Greek and Hebrew 

together and became familiar at least with the rudiments of Semitic lan

guages although his ability to read Hebrew was never good. As a result, 

Calmet as a linguist remained inferior to Simon and Leclerc and even 

the far less meticulous Dupin. But his commitment to biblical studies 

and history in general never lagged as may be demonstrated by even a' 

casual persusal of his lengthy bibliography. We may presume that Calmet's 
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devotion to studies of diverse types was in many respects and on many 

occasions strengthened by his sincere Catholic faith. Curiously enough, 

his main instructor in Hebrew .was the Lutheran Hebraist Carolus Faber, 

a Munster pastor who enthusiastically loaned Calmet a lexicon and many 

other useful works in Latin and Greek."' 

Entering the priesthood in March, 1696, Calmet left Munster two 

years later and went to the nearby abbey of Moyenmoutier and remained 

6 
there until 170*1. At Moyenmoutier he was maitre de philosophie et the-

ologie. But this abbey was important in another way: while there Calmet 

began to compile and interpret notes that formed the basis for the 

Commentaire litterai, a monumental work that ultimately extended to 22 

volumes (in-*0. Both Munster and Moyenmoutier represent a fruitful dec

ade in Calmet's scholarly and clerical career. Indeed, the strategic 

geographic importance of the two towns should not be overlooked: the 

location afforded good lines of communication and transportation among 

the many other abbeys in the Alsacre-Lorraine region. Here too, Calmet 

cemented ties with his loyal and dutiful collaborators and assistants 

on the Commentaire litterai project. He and his three most important 

assistants, Doms Henri Fauque, Placide Oudeont and Ildefonse Catelinot, 

made use of the precious holding of the Benedictine libraries at Munster, 

Moyenmoutier and Saint-Die, later traveling as far as Normandy (1712) 

and to Artois and Picardy (171*0 to examine and acquire needed copies 

and rare manuscripts that pertained to biblical commentary and criticism. 

By the time of Calmet's later excursions he had ceased to be asso

ciated with Moyenmoutier. Between 170U and 1709 he was sous-prieur at 

Munster, serving also as director of the academy there. In 1709 he was 
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at Saint-Mihiei in Lorraine where his confreres dreamed of making him 

abbot, but the election did not take place. He received the priory of 

Laye-St.—Christophe instead and he maintained close relations with Moyen-
o 

moutier on account of the library's outstanding holdings/"'' In 1718 he 

was named temporary abbot of St. Leopold at Nancy and received from the 

chapter general the office of visiteur de la congregation—a post that 

perfectly suited his scholarly interests since it enabled him to travel 

in an official capacity to the Benedictine houses in not only Lorraine 

but Champagne and Franche-Comte as well and to inspect their holdings 

of scholarly publications, manuscripts and miscellaneous documents. 

The administrative career of Calmet seemed insured by his election 

in 1727 as both abbot of the St. Leopold monastery and superior general 

of the congregation. But an unfortunate incident erupted over the publi

cation of his Histoire de Lorraine the following year. In fact, he 

suffered one of the very few set-backs of his entire career. Calmet's 

friendship with patron and protector Leopold, duke of Lorraine, momentar

ily soured after the duke reacted unfavorably to the frank treatment 

his family received at the hands of historian Calmet. The Histoire was 

9 suppressed and Calmet left St. Leopold. Already well known among the 

Benedictines in eastern France, his abrupt departure from Lorraine was 

almost immediately followed by his election to the abbacy of Senones 

in the small principality of Salm, only a few kilometers north of Saint-

Die and near richly endowed libraries at Moyenmoutier and Munster. 

Calmet remained at Senones—amidst the pleasant surroundings of the Vosges 

mountains—until his death in 1757, accomplishing much as energetic and 

conscientious abbot and as enterprising scholar. He enriched the library, 
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enlarged the abbey, built a hospital and schools for the poor and did 

much to elevate the living and cultural standards of the region. These 

"works endeared him to fellow Benedictines and the general populace. 

Long before Calmet entertained the author of Candide Ccf. Chapter 

9 J, his reputation was assured by association with leading savants 

of the Paris intellectual community. He first met Mabillon in 1706 

while visiting Paris in search of a publisher for the Commentaire 

litteral• Mabillon and the Oratorian scholar Duguet, another friend, 

encouraged Calmet in his biblical studies and persuaded him to write 

his commentaries in French in order to reach a wider audience."^"1 Earlier 

Calmet had established contact with M. Petitdidier, himself a scholar 

of strong Jansenist convictions. Petitdidier was also an Ultramontanist 

and one of the fiercest critics of Dupin's Bibliotheque des auteurs 

12 ecclesiastiques.""" Petitdidier was also Calmetfs immediate predecessor 

at Senones and a strong supporter of his scholarship. Another acquain

tance was Denis de Sainte-Marthe, a friend of Abbot Fleury. It was 

through Sainte-Marthe that Calmet established ties (loose as they were) 

with Fleury, author of the Histoire ecclesiastique, the multi-volumed 

history that Calmet admired and actually supplemented with a preliminary 

Histoire de 1 'Ancien et du Nouveau Testament et des Juifs » . 2 vols, 

(Paris, 1718)." However, Calmet, a native of Lorraine, does not appear 

to have shared Fleury's Gallicanism. Indeed, a curious feature of 

Calmet's personality and his career was his moderation and good-natured 

relations with others of diverse theological and ecclesiological 

opinions. They reciprocated his respect by defending his publications 
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"when they came under attack. Indeed, Benedictines were well known "bo 

defend one another; an attack on a "brother was frequently considered 

an attack on the entire order. 

Calmet's first and most serious encounter came from orientalist 

Etienne Fourmont, who oojected to Calmet's sometimes disparaging remarks 

toward Rabbinical scholars and traditions in the Commentaire litteral. 

Fourmont, a Jewish convert to Catholicism, was understandably sensitive 

to Calmet's derogatory remarks about Judaic literature and the Talmud 

in particular. Fourmont's criticism of the Commentaire litteral and 

its treatment of Genesis was quickly silenced by Cardinal de Noailles, 

the Archbishop of Paris (1695-1728). The motives behind Noailles' actions 

to put pressure on Fourmont were probably several and must be viewed 

v ill 
against the backdrop of the probleme ecclesiastique. 

Toward the end of his life, Calmet produced a work of minor contro

versy. Indeed, his Dissertation sur les apparitions is one of those 

publications that on first glance suggests the author's deviation from 

the critical postulates of Enlightenment culture. On closer inspection, 

this writing in particular supports the contrary conclusion. Signifi

cantly, Calmet employed the same critical principles in this study of 

supernatural phenomena that he used earlier in biblical and ecclesias

tical researches. It was his expressed concern to make a "juste discerne-

ment des faits et des exemples." In the preface he wrote: "Comme 

historien je tacherai de decouvrir la verite des faits; comme philosophe, 

j'en examenrai les causes et les circonstances; enfin les lumieres de 

la theologie m'en feront tirer les consequences par rapport a la 

IS Religion .... The work, far from being a dry reiteration of bizarre 
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stories involving ghosts, was an ambitious and well written defense of 

belief in the supernatural and its basic compatibility with reason and 

good sense. True to his critical methods, he scrutinized the testimonies 

relative to apparitions and sought to discriminate between probable and 

improbable occurrences. His sources from modern times were compared 

with the testimony of classical authors, the Church Fathers and the Bible. 

This criteria, when taken together, led him to generalize that different 

kinds of supernatural phenomena had existed over the centuries. He could 

not dismiss them in toto. However, a similar comparative approach to 

the questions surrounding tales of vampires in Hungary led him to conclude 

that a similar case could not be made for believing in these occurrences. 

Comparatisme, original sources and the scholarly consensus of opinion, 

then, served as Calmet's guides. Throughout this long work—which was 

ridiculed by many contemporaries—his goal had been to research these 

mysteries without fomenting superstitions or to support the vaine curiasite 

of visionaries. In this respect, Calmet's final years were not an aberr

ation but consistent with his long career as both scholar and priest. 

"'"Brief accounts of Calmet's life are in the articles "Calmet": 
Dictionnaire de biographie frangaise, VII, 913-915? Nouvelle biographie 
generate, VIII, 237-242, Biographie universelle, ' , 421; Dictionnaire 
historique et geographique ecclgsiastique, XI (1949), 450ff; 
Bibliotheque des Benedictines de la Congregation de St.-Vannes et St,-
Hydulphe (1925); J. Godfroy, Archives de la France Monastique, XXIX, 
(1925), 33ff; Die Religion in Geschichte una Gegenwart, I (1957), 1587; 
Biographisch-bibliographlsches Kirchenlexicon (1973), 864-866. Longer 
accounts are contained in L. Maggiolo, Eloge historique (Nancy: Grimblot, 
1839) and A. Digot, Notice biographique et litteraire sur Pom A. Calmet 
(Nancy, i860). Information pertaining to Calmet's pastoral duties at 
Senones may be found in the biographical portrait written by his nephew, 
Dom Augustin Fange, Vie du tres-Reverend P. Pom Augustin Calmet, abbe 
de Senones, avec un catalogue raisonne de tous ses ouvrages (Senones, 
J. Pariset, 1762), and in Calmet's several unpublished letters, MS 94, 
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and also his Histoire de Senones MS 43, Bibliotheque municipale de 
Saint Die, Saint-Die, France. 

2 
Calmet was the son of Barthelemy and Anne Frangoise. He was 

baptised Antoine but later renamed Augustin. 

3 
At Breuil Calmet's prior had been J.—B. Picart, the former secre

tary co the Cardinal de Retz. At Pont-a-Mousson, his teacher of rhetoric 
had been Ignace de I'Aubrussel. 

U 
A detailed account of Calmet's early years is by Gerard Bobenrieter, 

"Dom Calmet a Minister. Les etudes de Dom Augustin Calmet a l'abbaye 
de Munster," Annuaire de la Societe d'Histoire du Val et de la Ville 
de Minister, XXIX (1975)» 76-90. I am indebted to Bobenrieter's detailed 
reconstruction of the chronological picture. 

"^Carolus Faber (1628-1708) was a Lutheran pastor at Munster from 
1678 to 1706. Calmet'5 teachers within the order were rather undistin
guished. His professor of philosophy at Munster during 1690-91 was P. 
Borain, who was not even mentioned in Calmet's Bibliotheque Lorraine 
(Nancy: Leseure, 1751). After Borain's departure from Munster in 1691, 
Calmet studied without a master. Dom Emile Maugras, professor of phil
osophy at Munster from. 1694 and also sous-preceptuer from 1700 to 1703, 
is mentioned in the Bibliotheque. 

g 
"Calmet briefly served as instructor at Toul. 
•7 

Calmet visited Paris in 1706-in order to find a publisher for the 
first volumes of the Commeirtaire iliteral. While in Paris he met with 
Mabillon and Duguet (of the Oratory) who encouraged him to write in French 
in order to reach a wider audience. Calmet visited Paris in 1708 and 
consulted with his publisher Emery—who later published other works by 
him, notably the Dietiormaire . . » de la Bible (1720-21). Cf. Bibliotheque 
Lorraine, 210. For a more complete list of Calmet's publications and 
manuscript holdings, see bibliography of primary sources. 

g 
"Calmet did not neglect the priory, writing Histoire du prieure 

de Lay (though not published until 1863 at Nancy by Henri Lepage). 

9 1 Histoire de Lorraine, b vols., published in 1729—minus several 
pages that offended Duke Leopold. A new and revised edition in 7 vols. 
(Nancy: Leseure, 1745-57) later appeared under the title Histoire de 
Lorraine . . . depuis .11 entree de Jules Cesar dans les Gaules jusqu'a 
la cession de la Lorraine, arrrvee en 1737, inclusivement, avec les 
pieces justificatives • . . avec les portraits des dues et duchesses 
de Lorraine . . .. 

"^Abbe E. Roussel, "Dom Calmet, Abbe de Senones, son action 
pastorale, 1728-57," Bulletin de la Societe Philomatique Yosgienne, 
52eme annee (1926), 3ff, and "Un correspondant de Dom Calmet, Dom Paul 
Seger, Abbe de Gengenbach," Revue Mabillon, l8eme annee (1928), 192-
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ar^c~e sile<ls light on Calmet's reputation as a scholar 
among enedictmes in the Rhine Valley and in southern Germany. His 
popularity as scholar and teacher was so great that many houses requested 
that young monks be permitted to visit Senones and receive studies from 
u f ?aS f h^mself* Xt w°uld not he an exaggeration to state that Calmet 
a deve!oped as early as the 1730's something of a network of Benedic
tine scholars who shared ideas, communicated information and used each 
other's library holdings. 

11 . s 
Calmet' Bib^iotheque Lorraine (Nancy, 1751), 210. For more on 

Duguet, see Appendix of* biographical portraits. 

12 
^ Mathieu Petitdidier (1659-1728) served as abbot of Senones from 
1715 until his death in 1728. On good relations with leading Jansenists 
such as Quesnel (Correspondance de Quesnel, II, Paris, 1900, letter 
12 fevrier 1717 from Quesnel), he was also an outspoken defender of papal 
authority. 

13 
"Etienne Fourmont (l683-17**5) published Lettres a Monsieur sur 

1^ msrj,taire du P.« h airnet sur la Gendse . Premiere lettre, sur 
1:auteur du Pentateuque et 1'autorite "das' rabbin's^ Seconde, sur la" 
maniere de prouver la creation par la Genese (Paris, 1709-10). Cf. Bio. 
univa_, XV, 37^-378. Calmet responded in Lettres de 1'auteur du 
Commentaire litteral sur la Genese pour servir de reponse a la critique 
de M. Fourmont contre cet ouvrage (Paris, 1710). Cf. Appendix A on 
Calmet. 

iJf 
Noailles' actions against Fourmont may have been part of an 

effort to improve his relations with leading Benedictines who had 
Jansenist sympathies and who were disappointed by his denunciation of 
Quesnel's Reflexions morales. In his efforts to please Gallicans, 
Jansenists and those who leaned toward ultramontanism, Noailles isolated 
himself further. Cf. Appendix B. 

""'Calmet, preface, Dissertation sur les apparitions, op. cit. 

4. Louis-Ellies Dupin (1657-1719), A "Sparrow" in the Clutches of an 
Eagle? 

The critical reception of Dupin's writings was mixed. Simon re

sented Dupin's Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques (1688-1711) mainly 

because it contained factual errors."5* Others, notably Bishop Bossuet 

and the Benedictine abbot Matthieu Petitdidier (cf. Appendix B), objected 

2 
to Dupinfs publications on theological grounds. Jesuit readers also 
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found much in the Bibliotheque as well as other writings to complain 

about. Unquestionably, Dupin?s Gallicanism lay at the root of his diffi

cult t-ies after 1690. The rift between France and Rome, stemming as it 

did from the complicated regale affair and the sensational declaration 

of the Four Articles of Gallican Liberties (1682), was evolving slowly 

toward rapprochement by the early l6901s. In the meantime, Dupin1s first 

series of volumes in the ecclesiastical Bibliotheque was placed on the 

papal index of prohibited books (July, 1693) after first censured by 

Bossuet and by the Archbishop of Paris, Frangois de Harlay (April, 1693). 

The reasons for Bossuet1s and Harlay's censures were political. Though 

defenders of Gallican liberties, both were close to the king. Indeed, 

Harlay was Louis XIV's closest advisor on ecclesiastical affairs. Their 

behavior in the early l690fs, as before, had been conditioned by changing 

circumstances and the new politique seeking reconciliation with the papal 

court. As a result, extreme Gallicans like Dupin who refused to heed 

the newer line (that often looked to Jansenists as convenient scape

goats) found little support—at least overtly—from the king's min

isters and high clergymen. 

However, Dupin's relations with powerful ecclesiastics or with fellow 

members of the Faculty of Theology were not always strained. For instance, 

Bossuet, himself a sincere episcopal Gallican, was careful to avoid prick

ing Roman ears and on occasion put pressure on Dupin to revise his opin

ions in order that they might not offend Ultramontanes like Petitdidier 

who strongly opposed his questioning of papal authority in temporal and 

spiritual affairs. But even the bishop found much in Dupin's books that 

were objectionable. Like Pierre La Broue, Bossuet thought Dupin was 
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too favorable to the Greek Fathers and not critical enough of heretics 

and schismatics wno called into question orthodox understandings of the 

Trinity and the nature 01 Christ. Some members of the Sorbonne also 

thought that Dupin was insufficiently concerned about Christological 

matters. On still other occasions, however, Bossuet might be concilia

tory toward Dupin and actually make use of his services as an erudite 

scholar. Obviously, the image of a weak sparrow (epervier) always in 

the clutches of the !taigle de Meaux,fl simplifies the complex nature 

of their clerical and scholarly relationship. 

A close reading of their correspondance suggests that Bossuet was 

an adept director of what might be described as a network of Gallican 

apologists. Not unlike other patrons and protectors, the bishop was 

able to admonish those beneath him without completely losing sight of 

their potential usefulness. Similarly, Dupin, who was never a powerful 

and influential man, knew that his future was dependent upon his good 

relations with ecclesiastical leaders. Indeed, Dupin appears to have 

been almost like a client to the Bishop of Meaux. In 1692 when the 

Bibliotheque was threatened with censure and condemnation, Dupin wrote 

submissively to Bossuet and requested a helpful critical memoire. It 

will be remembered that Richard Simon actually met with Bossuet on two 

different occasions in an effort to clear up what the latter perceived 

as scandalous passages in the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament (1678). 

Simon refused to bend and shortly afterwards found himself in the village 

of Bolleville. Dupin, in contrast, was not only far less controversial 

a figure—he was more flexible. This was true during the 1690's at least. 

Nine years after the censure of his ecclesiastical Bibliotheque, he was 
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on much better terms with the bishop. In fact Bossuet let it be known 
Q 

xn a letter to Charles Brisacier that he wanted both Dupin and Noel 

Alexandre to provide him with materials that could be used in a written 

refutation of the Judicium unius (1700-1701), a deistic tract on natural 

religion which Bossuet found especially offensive. Specifically, Bossuet 

wanted Dupin and Alexandre, both of the Sorbonne, to help expose the 

false reasonings and citations of Pierre Coulau, author of the Judicium 

unius. In the same letter Bossuet encouraged Brisacier to do the same, 

suggesting to him some possible arguments and various scriptural passages 

(mainly from the prophetic books) that might be of use. 

Such was the nature of Bossuet's- association of erudits and the

ologians toward the end of his life. No doubt several factors worked in 

Dupin's favor to make him more acceptable to the bishop. First, Dupin 

became a critic of Fenelon and participated in the Faculty's- censure of 

Quietist proposition. Secondly, Dupin had recently distinguished him

self in defending the Faculty's- censure of Jesuit missionary activities 

9 in China. Thirdly, Dupin published a new edition of Arnauld' s- De la 

necessite de la foi de Jesus-Christ, a treatise which Bossuet heartily 

approved. 

But circumstances did not remain in Dupin's- favor for long. In 

contrast to Fleury who avoided controversy and tried to maintain cordial 

relations with many groups, Dupin appears to have been almost addicted 

to controversy—particularly as they affected his beloved Gallican Church. 

As we have observed in Chapters "5' and . 8 the double censure of 

his popular Bibliotheque made him all the more determined to complete 

the encyclopedic collection and to pursue other goals. He simply 
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retracted portions Bossuet and Harlay found objectionable and continued 

the study under new and changing titles.^ A similar single-mindedness 

was displayed after 1700 when Dupin opposed Ultramontane opinions and 

their allies among the Jesuit order. But once his prestigious chair 

in philosophy was taken away and his membership to the Faculty of The

ology denied, Dupin pursued an erratic course. 

Dupin's last years were characterized by eccentric behavior. His 

provocative projects of union with the Church of England and open dislike 

for the papacy [^discussed in Chapter 8, Part TwoJ are indicators 

of his deviation from the Gallican mainstream. His pirated edition of 

Basnage's pioneering Histoire et la religion des Juifs in 1710 is perhaps 

11 another indication of an increasingly reckless spirit. During the 

long Unigenitus affair, his Gallicanism intensified and perhaps meta

morphosed into a caricature of its former self. We know that he made 

many enemies in the last years—even among those clerics who had con

sidered themselves defenders of the French Church. Not long before his 

death in 1719, Dupin's papers were confiscated by Cardinal Dubois and 

12 
we may presume destroyed. Much like his old critic and foe, Richard 

Simon, many questions surrounding this savant's life remain unanswered. 

^'Simon's first critique of the Bibliotheque appeared in 1688 under 
the title, Dissertation critique sur la Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesias-
tiques. A four volume Critique . . . was published at Paris in 1730. 
Basnage was never openly a critic of Dupin's but wrote a bitter rejoinder 
to the pirated edition of the Histoire et la religion des Juifs in 1710. 
Cf. Note 11. 

2 Petitdidier was a member of the Benedictine congregation of Saint-
Vannes and abbot of Senones (1715-1728). He was an early critic of Dupin, 
writing Remarques sur la Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques de 
Dupin, 3 vols. (Paris, 1691-1692). His criticisms also appeared in the 
Journal des savants (28 juin 1693), 29-32; (19-26 janvier 1693), 22-
33; (11 fevrier 1697), 63-65. 
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3 
^ Cf. Pierre Blet, Les_ Assemblies du clerge et Louis XIV de 1670 

a 1693 (Rome: Gregoriana Editrice, 1972), 55i+ff. 

Bossuet, Correspondance, Urbain et Levesque, eds., V, n. 712 (19 
Mars 1692), 72ff; n. 715 (23 mars 1692), 8l; n. 729 (12 avril 1692); 
VI, n. 953 (29 nov. 1693), 85. 

5 
' P.. Feret, La Faculte de Theologie de Paris. Epoque moderne, VII 

(Paris, 1910j, 5-20. Dupin also appears to have believed that the cult 
of the Virgin was a medieval creation. 

The description of Dupin as a weak sparrow (epervier) in the claws 
of an eagle (aigle) came from Fenelon in a letter (3 mars 1692) to Bossuet. 
He thought Bossuet's censure of the Bibliotheque was much ado about nothing. 
Correspondance de Bossuet, V, n. 703, 57ff. In another letter (23 mars 
1692), n. 715, Fenelon spoke of Dupin's cousin, the poet and tragedian 
Jean Racine, who had offered to mediate the dispute between the bishop 
and Dupin. 

7 'Bossuet, Correspondance, V, n. 5 (avril 1692). 
Q 

Ibid., XIII, n. 2088 (30 aout 1701), lUUff. 

9 Dupin, Defense de la censure de la Faculte de theologie du 18 octobre 
1700 contre les propositions des livres intitules 'Nouveaux memoires 
sur 1!etat present de la Chine' (by Charles Le Gobien). Dupin used many 
of the ideas contained in Bossuet's Discours sur 1 'histoire universelle 
to refute the contentions made by the Jesuit authors. This too, may 
have been part of an effort to appease the bishop. Cf. Feret, op. cit. 

"^But the original edition remained untouched. The exact number 
of copies made of the first edition remains unknown. Perhaps as many • 
as three thousand copies were made of each volume appearing between 1688 
and 1691. For a listing of the entire series and the changing titles, 
see the bibliography of primary sources. 

"^asnage probably knew of Dupin's role in the bastardized version 
of the Histoire et la religion des Juifs. However, in his corrected 
and revised edition, published in 1711, the Protestant author made no 
mention of Dupin and instead referred to doctors of Paris responsible 
for the outrage. The pirated edition was most certainly a collective 
effort. Dupin kept close contact with other members of the Sorbonne. 

12 Cf. Feret, op. cit.; Lafitau's Histoire de la constitution Unigenitus 
(Paris, 1737-1738), a work I have as yet been unable to read, contains 
much information on the factionalism and struggles within the Sorbonne, 
the parlements and the high clergy during the period of resistance to 

Unigenitus brief issued in 1713. Though Lafitau's reliability as 
a reporter is often questionable, there is much in this work that is 
potentially valuable. 
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5. Claude Fleury (lc^O-1723), A Catholic Philosophe of Good Sense. 

Described by Gaston Dartiques as Bossuet's "premier lieutenant modeste,""^" 

Claude Fleury shared the great "bishop's conservatism in theology. However, 

he shared neither the combative temper nor the vindictiveness of the 

bishop. A quiet, self-effacing man who joined the priesthood at age 

29, Fleury found his calling through study, reflection and a concomitant 

belief in the utility of both in the cause of the Catholic faith in general 

and the Gallican Church in particular. Writing nearly a century and 

a half ago, Aime-Martin contrasted him with Bossuet and Fenelon: Bossuet 

was the man of the Church and a figure of authority; Fenelon was "l'ange 

de l'£cole, 1'apotre de 1'evangile;" Fleury was above all 

1'interprete de la raison, l'apologiste des beaux jours du 
christianisme, le philosophe du bon sens. Aussi eloigne de 
la rigidite superbe de Bossuet que de mysticisme celeste de 
Fenelon, il fgale quelquefois 1'eloquence des ses deux maitres 
et se place a cote d'eux par ses vertus.2 

Indeed, Fleury remained on good terms with both Bossuet and Fenelon 

during and after the embarrassing Quietist affair of the middle l690's. 

His ability to remain on friendly terms with both prelates is a testa

ment to his moderation and diplomatic skills. There is also evidence 

that Fleury privately sympathized with the archbishop of Cambrai, telling 

him in confidence that he never suspected that his beliefs were heterodox. 

3 According to M. de Sainte-Fonds, a contemporary observer and friend 

of Fleury, the abbot once presented Bossuet with a list of propositions 

in order to ascertain the bishop's opinion as to their orthodoxy; he 

did not tell Bossuet that earlier Fenelon had approved them, finding 

them conformable to his own beliefs. Bossuet, as it turned out, found 
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no error and gave full approval • This incident appears to have disillu

sioned Fleury a bit, leading him to question the wisdom of the bishop's 

campaign against Fenelon. Frustrated by the whole affair, Fleury report

edly commented that Bossuet had evidently "seduit lui-meme par sa propre 

passion." Fleury's offer to mediate the dispute was rejected by Bossuet. 

Fleury was wise to remove himself from the Quietist controversy 

because of his proximity to the royal family. Since 1689, owing to Fenelon's 

recommendation, he had served as assistant preceptor to Louis XIV's grandsons: 

Louis, due de Bourgogne (1682-1712), Philippe, due de Anjou (1683-17^5), 

and Charles, due de Berri (1686-171^). He retained this important post 

until 1705. Earlier Fleury was preceptor to the Ormesson family (1667-

1670) whom he also served as avocaf prior to his becoming a priest in 

1669. ' He subsequently served two young princes of the blood: Louis-

Armand I de Bourbon (166I-I685), prince of Conti, and Frangois-Louis, 

the younger brother (166U-1709) who succeeded as prince of Conti after 

Louis-Armand's death from smallpox." Both boys were the sons of Armand 

de Bourbon (d. 1672), younger brother of the great Conde, and Anne-Marie 

Martinozzi (d. 1666), a niece of Mazarin. Fleury was entrusted with 

the two orphan's moral and academic education between the years 1672 

and 1680. Shortly afterwards and for nearly three years, he served as 

preceptor to Louis, the comte de Vermandois (1667-1683), the illegitimate 

son of Louis XIV and the Duchess de la Valliere (16^-1710)."' It is 

worth noting how both Frangois-Louis (later called the Grand Conti) and 

the adolescent Vermandois were rather troublesome youths, disliked by 

the king and known for the ambivalent sexuality. It may be that the 

intensely moralistic abbot Fleury was entrusted with especially difficult 

cases. 
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Gaston Dartiques, La Traite des etudes de 1'abbe F1eury (Paris: 
Champion, 1921), introduction 

2 
Mime-Martin, Avertissement, Oeuvres de I'abbe Fleury (Paris, 1837). 

3 
MS of Saint-Fonds examined in Ph. Tamizey de Larroque, "Un temoignage 

inedit de l'abbe Fleury dans la querelle de Bossuet-Fenelon," Revue d'Histoire 
et la litteratuce de France. (l897), annee, k5h-k55. 

k 
As avocat Fleury also served several notable families, including 

the houses of Lamoignon, Le Fevre, Pelletier, Marillac. 

^Both brothers defied Louis XIV and served emperor Leopold during 
the great war against the Turks. It was on their return to France that 
Louis-Armand contracted the disease that killed him. Frangois-Louis 
was eventually pardoned but remained outside the king's favor. In fact, 
Louis tried to get rid of the youth on several occasions. Perhaps most 
ingenious was the attempt to have him elected king of Poland (in 1697) — 
an election that went instead to Augustus II of Saxony. 

^Vermandois was eventually legitimatized and named an admiral when 
only sixteen years of age. He died of a childhood disease. 

6. Lean Leclerc (1657-1736), A Christian Homme des Lettres 

Leclerc's reputation in his lifetime was far-reaching and assured 

after publication of his most famous work, Sentimens de quelques theologiens 

de Hollande (l685), the penetrating criticism of Simon's Histoire critique 

du Vieux Testament. A man of wide interests, Leclerc may be described 

as one of the grand citizens of the Republic of Letters.1 In fact his 

eclecticism set him apart from many of the other biblical and ecclesiastical' 

scholars who devoted their careers to the study of scripture and Church 

history. If not a man of genius, he was a writer of clear and precise 

thoughts who interested himself in criticism, languages, political history, 

biography and in editing singlehandedly informative periodicals that 

resembled Bayle's Les NouvelXes: the Bibliotheque universelle et 
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historique, 26 vols. (1686-1693), the Bihliotheque choisie, 28 vols. 

(1T03-1713)and the Bihliotheque ancienne et moderne, 29 vols. (17lU-

1726). 

In addition to the Herculean labors- involved in putting out periodicals 

like the tsibliotheques listed above, Leclerc wrote an history (reported 

to be unoriginal) of the Dutch Provinces and a biography of Richelieu 

(169^)« He also provided corrections to Moreri's Grand dictionnaire 

historique (169^, 1698 and 1702 editions) and edited the works of many 

famous authors—notably of Erasmus, Grotius and several of Denis Petau's 

chronological studies. He also edited a Latin edition of Livy (1710) 

that was well received. Nor could Leclerc avoid controversy and debate 

on numerous subjects—not all of them religious or philosophical. But 

religion played a central role in his approach to almost everything. 

He debated Guillaume Cave on the authority of the Church Fathers and 

discussed the merits of Jerome as critic and translator with Martianay. 

He quarreled with the Jesuit Baltus (also a critic of Simon) on Platonism 

of the Fathers. Leclerc and Bayle naturally differed on their views 

of reason and faith. But Leclerc also opposed other Protestant critics 

2 
like Jurieu and Van der Way en. 

It is important to remember that Leclerc was a minister in the Remon

strant Church (declared schismatic by Calvinist orthodoxy since the 1618 

Synod Of Dort). There were, however, certain rationalistic features 

of his thought that resembled English deism. Indeed, he corresponded 

with Shaftsbury, Middleton, Collins and others. Unlike them, Leclerc 

remained, perhaps because of his linguistic training, considerably less 

abstract and logical in his explanations of scriptural and historical 
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problems, in fact, his emphatically historical perspective tended to 

divorce him in other important ways from those who adhered to a more 

extreme and necessarily secular-minded deism. In Chapter '• we 

observed how Leclerc ?s major criticism of Simon's Histoire critique was 

that it did not go far enough in explaining historical circumstances 

behind composition and authorship of biblical books. As a result, 

Leclerc 5 s own writings on the Bible were many and mainly philological. 

In addition to the Sentimens and its Defense, he published numerous 

studies and translations of varying length and quality. The most impor

tant included Harmonia evangelica (Amsterdam, 1699), Parrhasiana, ou 

pensees divers (Amsterdam, 1699), commentaries on the Pentateuch (1693 

and 1696), on the historical books (1708) and much later, on the pro

phetic books (1731). The writings on the Bible were done in Latin but 

3 quickly translated into French and English. His Latin translation of 

the New Testament appeared in 1698 and a French translation appeared 

(with notes) only in 1735 but probably completed years earlier. Like 

his contemporary Simon, Leclerc was far less successful in these under

takings than he was in others: they were considered dull and uninspir

ing. Biblical translations involved additional hazards: among learned 

readers, the standard Latin version as well as popular vernacular trans

lations, were already known and in many cases respected as closely 

corresponding to the divinely inspired Hebrew and Greek. Tampering with 

God's words was necessarily a serious affair. Furthermore, the liberties 

Leclerc took in rendering many passages angered conservative Calvinists 

who were already ill-disposed to Remonstrants, Socinians and Freethinkers 

alike. It appears that in Leclerc's renderings (both into newer Latin 
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and French versions), a conscious effort was made to downplay and obscure 

miraculous events by drawing out the metaphorical and similic thrusts 

of figurative passages. This meant eradicating the literal significance 

and emphasizing a more purely symbolic interpretation. Calvinists were 

not. iooled. A petition was circulated by them requesting the Dutch govern

ment to intervene and suppress Leclerc's version of the New Testament. 

However, times had changed and in Holland—always lenient in matters 

of doctrinal belief—these changes were all the more remarkable when 

one considers the high degree of intolerance and divisiveness elsewhere. 

The Dutch civil authorities refused to take any action. 

"'"This is, of course, Annie Barnes' thesis in her informative biog
raphy , Jean Leclerc et la Republique des Lettres (Paris: Droz, 1938 ). 

2 
Dupin and Calmet countered his views on inspiration and his rather 

naturalistic interpretation of miracles in the Old Testament. However, 
Bentley attacked him on purely literary matters as did Boileau-Despreaux. 

3 Cf. bibliography of primary sources for additional titles. 

7. Richard Simon (1638-1712), A Brilliant Solitaire 

Among scholars discussed in this dissertation, Simon must rank as 

an undisputed master of languages and dialects."" His critical methods 

were meticulous and appreciated by Bayle in Les Nouvelles de la Republique 

O 
des Lettres. Indeed, Simon's biblical criticism was rooted, as Erasmus' 

had been, in philology and history. Like his sixteenth century prede

cessors, Simon also contributed to the establishment of what would later 

be identified as positive theology, emphasizing as it did historical 

explanation. Simon represents, then, a late seventeenth century upholder 

of a much older tradition in scholarship and textual criticism. Perhaps 
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he was the last and greatest humanist textual critic and something 

of a culminator at that. However, he was also a good representative 

of many of the newer directions in scholarship [cf. Chapter 8, Parts 

One and Two] that involved style, format, writing in the vernacular, 

and in the choice and interpretation of topics. 

As a translator, Simon was far less successful. In this effort 

he resembled Leclerc. In fact, Simon's version of the New Testament 

in French (Version de Trevoux, 1702) met with stiff criticism from Bossuet 

and Cardinal Noailles who found his dry and too precise rendering of 

the Latin text to be dull and uninspiring. The controversy over the 

French version also revealed the great critic's vindictiveness and the 

lengths to which he would resort, in order to answer and even embarrass 

his persecutors—real or imagined. In the aftermath of Noailles' censure, 

Simon published an angry Remonstrance a_ le_ Cardinal de Noailles . . . 

(1702) and included in the Lettres choisies, II (1730). Bossuet's denun

ciation of the Trevoux version was answered in a most indirect way; viz, , 

Simon published in 1703 a new edition of a l6H0 Gallican treatise by 

Camus, bishop of Du Belley, in order to suggest that Bossuet had borrowed 

and even plagiarised the writings of the former when composing his own 

Exposition de la doctrine catholique (16 J1). 

Simon remains an author and critic who, if not an unusual Catholic 

mind, cuts a complicated figure and cannot really be described as orthodox. 

More information pertaining to his private life and work habits would 

0 welcome and might help to illuminate some of the more remote aspects 

of his personality. This new light does not appear to be forthcoming. 

Regrettably, Simon did not live in isolation of the vicissitudes of 
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the outside world. In 169^ during the destructive War of the League 

of Augsburg, combined English and Dutch fleets shelled his native Dieppe 

where he was then residing. A fire consumed his family's home and destroyed 

many (perhaps the greater bulk) of his personal papers, books and valu

able manuscripts that he was wont to collect and study. Consequently, 

k the four tomes of Lettrejs choisies, valuable as they are, represent 

only a fraction (sizable perhaps) of what was a much larger collection.' 

To add self-injury to injury, Simon, in a moment of weakness prompted 

by fear of posthumous vilification, burned some manuscripts and letters 

as his life drew to an end. The rest he siphoned off in secret to a 

£ few trustworthy clerics. Though respected by several Protestant and 

Catholic scholars, Simon had failed to establish anything like a following 

7 or a school of criticism. Nor had he remained a member of the Oratory 

where under the proper circumstances he might have influenced a growing 

community of scholars and even established a loyal entourage in a manner 

resembling the incomparable Dom Mabillon whose influence ran wide and 

deep in the eighteenth century. Then again, Simon, though a priest, 

was not given to tactful, much less sociable, forms of behavior; he studied 

and wrote alone. However, he was always interested in sharing his find

ings with others even if the motives were largely polemical insofar as 

they were bound to the imperatives of religious controversy as he under

stood them. An additional tragedy surrounding his scholarship, however, 

was the inability and reluctance of Frenchmen to follow in his foot

steps. Few were equipped to pursue the highly specialized studies in 

which he excelled. Only in the nineteenth century were' there French 

scholars to be found who were equal to the tasks left uncompleted by 
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Simon. By then, the major and. most original impulses came not from France 

hut Germany. It would he easy to "blame the Church with its orthodox 

viewpoints as chiefly responsible for the unspectacular course of hihlical 

criticism in France during the course of the siecle des lumieres. But 

the Church was only one factor. Just as important were the scholars 

themselves and their immediate preoccupations, polemical interests and 

ohvious limitations. As has heen observed in the summary conclusion, 

Simon, Fleury, Bayle, Leclerc et al. were less important to the long 

term development of modern hihlical criticism than they were to the estab

lishment of a scholarly and philosophic atmosphere conducive to newer 

and different types of historical research, criticism and the popularization 

of both. 

To reiterate information in Chapter 2 Simon read the modern 
Romance languages, German, English (probably Dutch), Greek, Latin, Hebrew, 
Aramaic (Chaldean), Samaritan, Arabic, Persian, Syriac, Coptic and 
Ethiopian. He does not appear to have learned Slavic languages. 

2 
Bayle, Les Nouvell.es, article VII (July 1685), article VIII (Nov. 

1685), 396-^01, 1258-1267 (Geneva: Slatkine Reprints, 1966), I. Bayle 
thought Simon's principles of criticism were applicable to all texts, 
ancient and modern. 

3 Moiens de reunir les protestans avec 1'Eglise romaine, publiez 
par M. Camus, evesque de Belley, sous le titre de L'Avoisinement des 
protestans vers 1'Eglise remaine. Nouv. edition, corr. et aug. de remaraues 
pour servir de supplement, par M.LSimonJ (Paris: L. Coignard et 
G. Vandive, 1603 tl703j ) • 

h 
The first edition published at Amsterdam by L. de Lorme in 1700. 

A second edition, corrected and augmented with new letters, was published 
by Leers (who published the Histcdres critiques) at Rotterdam, 1702. 
Leers also published the second and third tomes, 170U and 1705, respectively. 
Another, more complete edition, based on the first three tomes, plus 
a fourth tome (a reproduction of the fourth tome of the Biblio.theque 
critique, 1710), was published at Amsterdam by Pierre Mortier in 1730 
and contained Bruzen de La Martiniere's "Eloge hist.,H I. 
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'Letters, it will be remembered, Simon personally selected for publi
cation. Even if he did not mail some of them, as a few contemporaries 
suggested, this fact need not detract from their importance. There is 
no doubt about their authenticity. They were written by Simon. Furthermore, 
the letters reveal his opinions on a myriad of subjects, people and sit
uations. Moreover, Simon's observations about controversies which did 
not directly involve him became all the more interesting and serve as 
a source of information about the Gallican Church during the last three 
decades of the seventeenth century. 

Cf. Paul Auvray, Richard Simon (Paris: P.U.F., 197*0, document 
n. 5 ,fMemoire sur la distribution des livres de feu Mr. Simon," 205-
209- Among those few trusted friends and associates were Zepherin Sanson, 
a canon at Rouen. Many of Simon's rare volumes and manuscripts were 
handed over to the Rouen chapter library. Later, during the revolution, 
these books and documents were merged with the Bibliotheque de la ville 
de Rouen. According to Auvray, who conducted searches in Rouen and Dieppe, 
few books have turned up that once belonged to Simon. In fact, very 
little in the way of manuscript material has survived. Except for a 
few catalogues, notes and 12 letters written to J.-A. Turretini (reproduced 
in Auvray's edition), non-printed sources are practically non-existant. 

7 > For example, the Jesuit erud.it Etienne Souciet (1671-17*+*+), a li
brarian at the College Louis-le-Grand (formerly Clermont) and a contri
butor to the Memoires de Trevoux, undertook publication of Simon's lengthy 
Critique de la Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques d?Ellies Pupin 
(Trevoux: Ganeau, 1730). The complete critique totaled *+ volumes. But 
Souciet also interpolated many of his own comments. He had earlier written 
and published his own study of scripture, intitled Recueil de dissertations 
critiques sur les endroits plus dificiles de 1'Ecriture, et sur des matieres 
qui ont rapport a 1'Ecriture (Paris, 1716). Knowledgeable of Hebrew, 
Souciet was interested in maintaining the direction, although not the 
substance, of Simon's biblical scholarship. In contrast to the Oratorian, 
he was noticeably more traditional in his thinking. Souciet was also 
a contributor to the Acta Sanctorum. Cf. Houv. Bio,, Gen., XLIV, 225-
226. Interestingly enough, the one original contribution made to biblical 
studies by a Frenchman in the eighteenth century came from Jean Astruc 
(l68*+-1766), a medical doctor who dabbled in biblical criticism. He 
was one of the first to suggest that the Pentateuch was the product of 
multiple narratives interwoven by later generations. Remarkable too 
is how Astruc was unable to prove his conjecture. However, his theory 
was known to German scholars J.S. Semler, J.G. Eichhorn, J.D. Michaelis, 
J.F.G. Jerusalem. Cf. Adolphe Lods, Jean Astruc et la critique biblique 
au XVIIIe siecle (Paris, Strasbourg: Librairie Istra, 192*+). 



APPENDIX B 

BIOGRAPHICAL-BIBLIOGRAPHICAL PORTRAITS 

(Alphabetized; capitalized names denote 
individual portraits) 

ABEN EZRA (IBN EZRA), ABRAHAM (1089-116U) 

Born in Tudela, Spain, but traveling -widely during his adult life, 

Aben Ezra was poet, philosopher, astronomer and medical doctor. As bib

lical commentator, Aben Ezra wrote on most of the books of the Hebrew 

Bible. However, his writings on the early prophets, Chronicles, Proverbs, 

Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Ezra and Nehemiah are not extant. His exegesis 

aimed at establishing the literal meaning of scriptural texts without 

relying too heavily on tradition (and namely the Midrash). Yet Aben 

Ezra followed the explanations offered by Talmudic masters when they 

were deemed worthy of application (usually when they were considered 

reasonable explanations). Aben Ezra also wrote several Hebrew grammars. 

Expectedly, his biblical commentaries included much etymological and 

grammatical information that Christian exegetes valued highly in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Another reason for later Christian 

exegetes attraction to the writings of Aben Ezra had to do with the Jew

ish scholar's provocative speculations on scriptural authorship and the 

circumstances surrounding events. Though he never explicitly challenged 

the belief in the Mosaic authorship of the first five books, several 

of his commentaries suggested as much. Similarly, Aben Ezra's treatment 

of the prophets and their use of metaphors was compatible with later 

naturalistic interpretations that rejected literal renderings of 

hOl 
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scripture. The first Hebrew publications of Aben Ezra's works appeared 

in the fifteenth century and Latin editions were made of selections during 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. [Cf. Encyclopedia Judaica II 

(NY, 1971), 1163-1169] 

ABLANCOURT, JEAN DE FREMONT D* (162I-I696) 

Protestant historian and diplomat who corresponded with Richard 

Simon. Fremont d'Ablancourt was the nephew of the historian Nicolas 

Perrot d'Ablancourt (1606-I66U). D'Ablancourt was basically a man of 

letters but served Turenne in capacity as diplomat to Portugal (1663-

1665). His mission to Portugal was less fruitful than was the informa

tion he received about Portuguese colonial activities in Africa—infor

mation he incorporated into Memoires concernant 1'histoire de Portugal, 

depuis le traite des Pyrenees . . . (Paris, 1701). Ten years after the 

mission d'Ablancourt was named resident (1675) to Strasbourg where he 

was charged with the difficult task of maintaining official relations 

between that city and France. His mission faced many difficulties and was 

further complicated by the sudden death of Turenne, his old patron. Unable 

to secure the neutrality of the Strasbourgeois, d'Ablancourt asked to 

be relieved of all residential duties in the Alsatian capital (February, 

1676). Almost immediately after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes 

(1685), d'Ablancourt emigrated (with permission of the king) to the Dutch 

Provinces. He eventually resided at The Hague where he was named official 

historiographer of the Prince of Orange. The exile embittered him and 

efforts were made to reach an agreement with royal and ecclesiastical 

authorities that would enable him to return to France. However, these 
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discussions came to no satisfactory conclusions. D'Allancourt died at 

The uague, without family or heir. D5Ablancourt was a man of wide inter

ests and on friendly terms with leading savants in France and Europe. 

His own writings were few in number. However, he did try his hand at 

"biblical criticism (specifically, translations and commentary on the 

"books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of Songs). These 

writings were never published but exist in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. 

A theological work, Traite de la verite de la religion chretienne, was 

published at Amsterdam in 1715• Another writing, also never published, 

was his'Vie de Turenne" which was utilized by eighteenth century scholars, 

but which no longer exists. A memoir attributed to d'Ablancourt and 

published at Amsterdam in 1701 does not appear to be authentic (though 

they may be based on notes left by him). He also wrote a "Catechisme" 

intended for Protestants. DfAblancourt was a moderate in religious affairs 

and a seeker of the juste milieu. dCf. Dictionnaire de biographie franqaise, 

I, 1U8-152; Haag, La France? protestante, V (1855)J 

ABRAVANEL (ABRABANEL), ISAAC (1^37-1508) 

Born in Lisbon of a notable Sephardic family, Abravanel was learned 

in Judaic as well as Christian and Classical traditions. He was also 

one of the first Jewish scholars to be familiar with Humanists and the 

Renaissance culture of Italy. Abravanel served as treasurer to King 

Alfonso V as his father had done earlier. After the expulsion of Jews 

from Portugal, Abravanel and his family emigrated to Spain, only to be 

expelled from the kingdom in 1^92. His last years were spent in Italy 

where several of his more important exegetical works were produced 
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(i.e.,, commentaries on the Pentateuch and the major and minor prophets). 

Many of these commentaries were translated into Latin during the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries. His commentaries suggest that he was influ

enced "by Maimonides and ABEN-EZRA as well as more recent commentators 

Isaac Arama and Levi "ben Gershom. Working in a Medieval Rabbinical frame

work, Abravanel1s scriptural interpretations were lengthy expositions 

on content and subject matter and they borrowed from earlier philological 

and grammatical commentaries written by David KIMCHI. Consequently, 

his writings tended to be repetitive and at times superficial. Neither 

Kabbalist nor rationalist, Abravanel borrowed from different schools 

and even conceded the utility in knowing several of the more important 

Christian commentators. The Encyclopedia Judaica, cites three notable 

features of the commentaries: (l) the comparison of the social structure 

of society in biblical times with European society in his century; (2) 

the preoccupation with Christian exegesis (though he disputed the Christo-

logical interpretations of the Hebrew Scriptures); (3) the treatment 

of the prophets was more comprehensive because he used comparative tech

niques when discussing style and content. CCf. Encyclopedia Judaica, 

vol. II (NY, 1971), 102-109] 

ALEXANDRE, NOEL (1639-172*0 

Born in Rouen, Alexandre entered the Dominican order and later became 

Professor of theology and philosophy at the College de Saint-Jacques 

in Paris. His Jansenist convictions led to his disgrace in 1709 when 

he was briefly exiled to Chatellerault. However, he remained quite active 

and steadfastly opposed the bull Unigenitus (1713) which indiscriminately 
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condemned Jansenist and Galilean Doctrines found in Quesnel's Reflexions 

morales. Alexandre never lost interest in scholarship in spite of blind

ness in old age. Controversy surrounded his career. The Selectae historiae 

ecclesiasticae (1686), a Galilean Church history, was placed on the Papal 

Index "by Innocent XI. A staunch critic of Jesuit missionaries in the 

Far East, Alexandre published Conformite des ceremonies avec 11 idolatrie 

grecque et romaine (Cologne, 1700) and seven Lettres sur les ceremonies 

de la Chine (Cologne, 1700). Among contemporaries with whom he quarreled 

were Pierre-Daniel HUET and Jean de LAUNOI. Huet accused Alexandre of 

plagiarism, while Launoi argued that Alexandre and others were incorrect 

in attributing all of the Summa to Saint Thomas Acquinas. [Cf. Dupin, 

Bibliotheque (XVIIe siecle), Niceron, Memoires, III and XX, Huet, MemoiresD 

ALLACCI (ALLATIUS), LEO (1586-1669) 

Born on the island of Chios, Allatius emigrated with his family 

to Calabria in Italy where he began his studies. Though he became a 

member of the Roman Church, Allatius remained loyal to his Greek heritage, 

believing in the possibility of a union of Latin and Greek Churches. 

By 1600 he was in Rome where he established a reputation as a savant. 

Later, (1622) Pope Gregory XV" appointed him to a commission overseeing 

in the transporation of valuable book collections of Heidelberg to Rome 

(the books were gifts from the Palatine elector). Cardinal Francesco 

BARBERINI, a patron of letters and sympathetic to reunion of Churches, 

appointed Allatius his personal librarian. In l66l, Allatius assumed 

duties as librarian of the Vatican. Always a strong advocate of Greek 

and Roman reconciliation, he wrote Be ecclesiae occidentalis et orlentalls 
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perpetua consensione (Cologne, 16U8), and another such work, intitled 

Concordia nationum Christianorum Asiae, Africae et Europae, in fide catholica 

(1652/. In addition to ecclesiastical history and the Church Fathers, 

Allatius interested himself in Greek, Latin and Italian poetry. (He 

composed several works of poetry.) [Cf. Nouv. Bio. Gen., II 136-138; 

Simon, ed. , Ant, ecclesiae orientalis (London, 1682); S. Runciman, The 

Great Church in Captivity (Cambridge, 1968)] 

AMYRAUT, MOISE (1596-1661+) 

Amyraut was a major French Calvinist theologian who taught at the 

Academy of Saumur (1626-I66I+). Influenced by the more liberal theology 

of John Cameron (d. 1625), the Scottish theologian and polemicist, Amyraut 

articulated positions on free will and grace that departed somewhat from 

the rigid predestinarian views of orthodoxy. Amyraut always contended 

that his Calvinist contemporaries—not he—misinterpreted Calvin's writings 

on justification and sanctification. Amyraut made many enemies within 

the French Reformed Church. So strong was opinion among more conserva

tive divines in Geneva, a confessional formulaire condemning Amyraut's 

revisionist views on universal grace was circulated (167!+) and signed 

by doctors and pastors in Geneva and the Swiss cantons during the l650's-. 

This same formulaire was directed against the scholarship of Louis CAPPEL 

who had argued the novelty of Hebrew vowel points. Amyraut's political 

views were staunchly monarchical. He was one of the first French Protes

tant leaders to condemn the execution of Charles I in I6U9. • dCf. Brian 

G. Armstrong, Calvinism and the Amyraut Controversy (Madison, Wise.: 

University of Wisconsin Press, 1969); J. Courvoisier, De la Beforme au 
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Proi-estantisme. Essai d'ecclesiologie reformee. Theologie historique, 

n. 45 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1977), 169-174J 

BARBERINI 

The name of a celebrated Tuscan family that produced one pope and 

several cardinals in the seventeenth century. Maffeo (1568-1644) was 

elected pope in 1623 and took the name Urban VIII. Through his patron-

ship a brother, Antonio, il Vecchio (1569-1646), and two nephews were 

made cardinals. Antonio (1608-1671), the nephew of Maffeo, was elevated 

to the cardinalate in 1628. Francesco, also a cardinal, was the patron 

of Leo ALLATIUS who served as librarian to the Barberini private collec

tions. Francesco and Antonio, cultured prelates interested in art, 

letters as well as lucrative enterprises that involved the misuse of 

ecclesiastical revenues, were forced to leave Italy (in the l640's) and 

reside for a time at the French court after the death of Urban. Their 

later return to Italy where they reclaimed their enormous landed properties 

and artistic treasures was greatly facilitated by the generous mediation 

of Mazarin. The Barberini family has been immortalized in that famous 

(and derogatory) description Quod non Barbara fecemni, Barberini feeere 

(which referred to the ambitious building projects in Rome that used 

stones from ancient monuments and basilicas). 

BIGNON, JEAN-PAUL (1662-1743) 

Grandson of the celebrated magistrate Jerome Bignon and nephew of 

the chancellor Pontchartrain, Bignon entered the Congregation of the 

Oratory at a young age but left (in 1691) after only a few years. He 
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served as director of the royal litrairie,as predicateur du roi and was 

eventually named tilliothecaire du roi (1718). Though Bignon produced 

only a few minor works of erudition, he was member of both the prestigious 

Academie franqaise and Academie des inscriptions et belles-lettres. As 

nephew of Pontchartrain and later, as royal librarian, Bignon was able 

to protect authors who would have otherwise found it difficult if not 

impossible to publish in France. Simon was on good terms with Bignon 

during the 1690's and early 1700's and benefited from Bignon1s generosity. 

For instance, Bignon defended Simon's' translation of the New Testament 

(Version de Trevoux) and undermined efforts of Bossuet to have the work 

banned. Bignon also contributed to the editing of Journal des Sqavans 

during the early 1700's<. ECf. Nouv, Bio. Gen., VI, Bossuet, Corres-

pondance, XIII, 1+23-^26; Batterel, Memoires domestiques, IVE 

BIGOT, EMERY (1626-1689) 

Born at Rouen of an illustrious family, Bigot had no desire to make 

profession in the judiciary or assume an ecclesiastical career. Instead 

he pursued the study of belles-lettres, having inherited from his father, 

Jean Bigot, sieur de Sommenil, a huge private library of 6,000 volumes 

and over five hundred manuscripts. Bigot increased the size and diversity 

of the collections. He traveled widely and was acquainted with leading 

savants and political figures in England, France, Italy, Germany and 

the Dutch Provinces. Bigot was especially interested in establishing 

accurate critical editions of classical writings and in popularizing 

these definitive editions among the European savant community. In some 

instances, his discoveries and efforts to publish them were met with 
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disxavor from Church officials (as in the case of the letter from Chrys-

ostom to Cesarius 'which could "be used to weaken belief in t ran substantia

tion). Bigot's correspondence has been collected and published. LCf. 

Bio, univ. IV, 311-312; WBGeri. VI, 59-60; and Simon, Lettres choisiesJ 

CAPPEL, LOUIS (1585-1658) 

Of a bourgeois family originally from Paris, Cappel was the son 

of Jacques Cappel (d. 1586), pastor ordinaire and Professor of Theology 

at the Protestant academy of Sedan. Louis, because of his father's death, 

was raised by his elder brother Jacques (1570-162*0, also a scholar who 

wrote several works of scriptural exegesis. After pursuing his studies 

at Sedan, he briefly served as preceptor to the daughter of the due de 

Bourbon (1605) before embarking on a tour of English, Dutch and German 

academies and universities. In l6l3 Cappel was installed as Professor 

of Hebrew at the academy of Saumur. In 162*+ he published Arcanum punc-

tationis revelatum sive de punctorum vocalium et accentum apud Hebraeos 

diatriba which demonstrated how Hebrew vowel points were innovations 

made by Jewish grammarians of the early middle ages (6th c.). Accepting 

the chair in theology (163*+) and participating in administrative duties 

at Saumur prevented Cappel from pursuing philological studies of the 

Bible with the same intensity as in earlier years. His major work, Critica 

sacra, appeared in 1650. This work was in many ways an elaboration of 

the Arcanum punctationis (cf. Chapter Two on Cappel1s influence). Conser

vative Catholics and Protestants alike opposed publication of the Critica 

sacra. Interestingly enough, the controversial study was approved by 

royal and ecclesiastical censors only after the decisive intervention 
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made by Jean Mersenne, Jean MORIN, Denis PETAU and Capped's son, Jean, 

a convert to Catholicism. Not unlike Simon's Histoire critique du Vieux 

Testament (1678), the Critica sacra examined problems of textual formation 

and transmission. As such, Cappel's biblical scholarship was pioneering 

though offensive to Protestant orthodoxy who believed that efforts bent 

on demonstrating the historical changes affecting Hebrew were bound to 

undermine scripture's authority in settling theological disputes. LCf. 

Haag, La France Protestant; Nouv. Bio. Gen, VIII, 6ll-6l8; Bio. Univ., 

VI, 622-62*0 

CLAUDE, JEAN (l6l9-l687) 

By the l660's Claude had emerged as the most influential French 

Protestant spokesman. His first major quarrel involved the issue of 

proximity of Protestant and Greek orthodox views on transubstantiation 

(namely that both adhered to a symbolic interpretation). During the 

l66b's< and 1670Ts Claude's most vocal critics were Jansenists Antoine 

Arnauld and Pierre Nicole who wrote three tomes of the Perp£tuite de 

la foi Catholique touchant sur IjEuchari (l66k; expanded first tome, 

1669) to combat his opinions. In 1678 Claude and Bossuet met in a private 

conference held in Paris to discuss matters of Church authority and the 

role of tradition in Christian life. Both men subsequently wrote and 

published different accounts of this famous conference. Though active 

in Nimes where he served as moderator of the provincial synod in l66l, 

Claude had never been an official member of the academy there. His impor

tance in the French Protestant community is perhaps attested by his forced 

exile at the time of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685): on 
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orders of the king he was escorted to the Dutch border. Claude lived 

the last two years of his life at The Hague, receiving a pension from 

the Prince of Orange, [of. Haag, La France Protestante, III (Paris, 

1852), U73-U81] 

DAILLE, JEM (159^-1670) 

Daille, like AMYRAUT, had been a student of John Cameron (d. 1625) 

and a member of the Calvinist left-wing. As a scholar, he had few peers 

among either French Protestants or Catholics. Daille emphasized essential 

articles of faith and developed what appears to be an ecumenical concep

tion of Christian Churches that in many respects foreshadowed the opin

ions of Pierre JURIEU on internal and external communion. Daille's crit

icism of Catholic traditions was relentless. In fact, his treatment 

of the patristic s (De Usu pat rum, 1632) was so harsh that even many fellow 

Protestants reacted unfavorably to his otherwise brilliant critical anal

ysis of the Church Fathers and their questionable authority as critics 

and commentators of Scripture and Christian doctrine. Daille used Catholic 

scholars like Denis PETAU to weaken the authority of the Fathers as histor

ians and critics. Furthermore, he argued that contemporary scholars 

were superior critics because they consulted original sources and were 

more methodical in their analyses. (jCf. Haag, La France Prot., III, 

182-186; and Walter Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle and Religious Controversy 

(The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1965)11 
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DANDINI, GIROLAMI (155^-163*0 

Dandini was an Italian Jesuit who taught philosophy at Paris and 

later theology at Padua. He performed various functions at other colleges 

(Ferrara, Forli, Bologna, Parma, Milan). In 1596 he served as papal 

nuncio to Clement VIII on a mission to the Maronite monastery of Can oh in 

at Mount Lebanon. After consulting with notable members of this order, 

including the patriarch, Dandini visited Jerusalem and then returned 

to Italy (159T)» He described his travels to the eastern Mediterranean 

in Missione apostolica al patriarca e_ Maroniti del monte Libano (Cesena, 

1656). Richard Simon translated the work into French: Voyage au Mont 

Liban (Paris, 1675). Dandini also wrote Ethiea sacra, sive de virtutibus 

et vitiis, published posthumously (1651)• As one of the IJniate Churches 

(tied officially to Rome since 1^5) the Maronite Christians were well 

established in Rome itself where a college had been established in I58U 

by Gregory XIII and placed under the care of the Jesuit Fathers. This 

institution played an important role in fostering eastern studies. Lead

ing Maronite scholars of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries included 

Gabriel Sionita (1577-16*0), Abraham Ecchellensis (d. 16*0) and Joseph 

Simon Assemani (1687-1768). Simon made extensive use of the writings 

of the first two when researching the Maronite order. ECf. Bayle, DHC; 

PTC: X.l: lU2ff] 

D1HERBELOT, BARTHELEMY (l625-1695) 

Born in Paris, D'Herbelot mastered Semitic languages at an early 

age. He traveled to Italy where he became friend and associate of both 

L. Holstenius and Leo ALLATIUS and was held in high esteem by Cardinals 
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Barberini and Grimaldi as veil as Queen Christina of Sveden. Though 

receiving a pension of 1,500 livres from Fouquet, D'Herbelot vas not 

endangered vhen that minister fell from pover in l66l. Later Colbert 

became his patron and protector. Even Louis XIV vas impressed by his 

erudition and named him professor of Syriac at the College de France 

after the death of Jacques d'Auvergne in 1692. D'Herbelot is best remem

bered for his Bibliotheque orientale, ou dictionnaire universal contenant 

tout ce qui fait commit re les peuples de 1 * Orient vhich vas published 

posthumously by Antoine GALLAND in 1697j several editions of this inter

esting vork appeared during the eighteenth century. The Bibliotheque 

dealt mainly vith Arabs, Turks and Persians and not all Near Eastern 

peoples. Hovever, it also contained much historical, geographic theolog

ical and biographical information. D'Herbelot also catalogued oriental 

manuscripts from private libraries in Florence and those found in the 

collections of the Palatine elector. Many of these vere later augmented 

by Eusebe RENAUDOT. D'Herbelot also vrote an "Anthologie orientale" 

and a "Dictionnaire Arabe-Persan-Turc" (vith Latin explanations) vhich 

remained in manuscript. LCf. Houv. Bio, Gen., XXIV, 283-^1 

DIROYS (DIROIS), FRANCOIS (l620-l690) 

Dpctor of Theology at Paris and canon of Avranches, Diroys opposed 

many Jansenist ideas vithout becoming a fierce critic of Antoine Arnauld. 

Richard Simon corresponded vith him Icf. Chapter Tvo on Simon's memoire 

concerning the Perpetuite de la foil. Diroys did, hovever, declare him

self partisan of the formulaire (166M condemning Port-Royal. His con

demnation of the five propositions attributed to Jansenius vas published 
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much later in 1705s Elucidatio augustiana de divina gratia. Diroys ' most 

popular work in his lifetime was Preuves et prejuges pour la religion 

chretienne et catholique contre les fausses religions et 1'atheisme (Paris, 

1683j subsequent editions). He was also a friend of the royal histori

ographer Mezeray and may have contributed to the latter's Histoire de 

France avant Cloyis (namely the fourth book on the early Church in Gaul). 

It is now believed that Mezeray used Diroys' memoirs (as well as those 

of Jean de LAUHOl) to write Sommaires de 1'Histoire ecclesiastique which 

was placed at the end of the Abrege chronologique. Diroys made one trip 

to Rome when he accompanied the king's ambassador (Cardinal d'Estrees) 

to the city in 1672. ECf. Bio. univ., XI, U20; Nouv. Bio. Gen., XIY, 

320-321; Moreri, Grand Dictiorinaire Historique; Simon, Lettres choisiesD 

DUGUET, JACQUES-JOSEPH (16U9-1733) 

Duguet was an Oratorian scholar who taught philosophy and theology 

at Troyes and then at Paris. Duguet was a Jansenist sympathizer who 

refused to sign the formulaire denouncing Jansenist theology. He even

tually left the Oratory in 1685 to live in Brussels where Arnauld resided. 

In 1690 Duguet returned to Paris where he was protected by the president 

Menars. In the years that followed Duguet enjoyed close contact with 

the Benedictines at Saint-Maur. His scholarly interests were invariably 

tied to Church controversies. Opposition to the bull Unigenitus (1713) 

and defense of Quesnel led to his exile in Holland. However, Duguet 

remained a man of moderation as evidenced by his strong criticism of 

enthusiasts and convulsionnaires. His many writings included biblical 

commentary: 13 vols, on the historical books, 22 vols, on Job, Psalms, 
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Wisdom, Isaiah, Habakuk and others; and ik vols, on the Gospels. Notable 

vere his six volumes on Genesis (Paris, 1732) and a primer on Regies 

pour 11Intelligence des Saintes Ecrxtures (Paris, 1716) and several treatises 

on morality (published between 1732 and 1775). Duguet was friend and 

associate of Dom Calmet and influenced his younger colleague to write 

the Commentaire littoral (1707) in French. [Cf. PTC, IV, 1858-1859; 

Nouv. Bio. Gen. (1856), XV, 97-98; Sainte-Beuve, Port-Royal, III 

(pleiade edition); Moreri, Grand Dictionnaire historiquel 

GAUIMIN, GILBERT (1585-1665) 

Born at Moulins, Gilbert was a leading orientalist in the first 

half of the seventeenth century. He served as indendant of the Nivernais, 

srd maitre des requetes et conseiller -d1 Stat. His career was further 

insured by his strong support of Mazarin and the crown during the Fronde 

rebellion. Gaulmin's obscurity today derives mainly from his having 

published very little. He wrote a life of Moses based on the Hebrew 

Bible, De Vita et morte Mosis (Paris, 1629), and published notes to a 

translation by Pierre Morel of Psellus' De oneratione daemonum. He left 

quite a few works in manuscript that Simon and others may have read: 

notably "Notes sur le Commentaire de David Kimchi sur les Psaumes"; and 

"Sur les questions hebraiques de J. Drusius." Gaulmin's most interesting 

contribution to French life and letters appears to have been with regard 

to marriage: clandestine marriages in mid-seventeenth century France 

were euphemistically called marriages a la Gaulmin because of Gaulmin's 

own experience with a stubborn priest who refused to marry him to a very 

young woman- Gaulmin subsequently declared himself legally married. 
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[Cf. Bio, univ., XVI (1856), 29-30; Nouv. Bio, gen., XIX (l85T), 665-

6; Simon, lettres choisiesj 

GOUJET, CLAUDE-PIERRE (1697-176?) 

Educated By Jesuits "but' a member of the Oratory, Goujet was member 

of several academies and sympathetic to Jansenist ideas. He wrote a 

life of DUGUET and also translated Grotius' De Veritatis de Religione 

Christianis into French (1724 edition). Goujet also assisted P. Fabre 

in the continuation of Fleury's Histoire ecclesiastique (vols. 21ff). 

He wrote on diverse subjects in science, theology, discipline and morality. 

[Cf. Querard, La France litt., III, 423; PTC, VI, I516-I518; and Moreri, 

Dictionnaire V (Paris, 1759 edition), 300H 

HUET, PIERRE-DANIEL (1630-1721) 

Friend and associate of Bossuet, Huet was a leading Classical scholar 

who discovered a lost manuscript of Origen and became one of the earliest 

advocates of comparative studies of religion and myth (cf. STILLINGFLEET 

and VOSSIUS). He ranks as one of the leading diffusionist theorists 

of the late seventeenth century. His Demonstratio Evangelica (l6?9) 

tried to establish religious truths by showing common elements in all 

ancient and modern religions. Not unlike many contemporaries and notably 

the English savant Edward Stillingfleet whose writings resembled Huet's, 

he saw the Jews as the repository and source of almost all philosophical 

wisdom and scientific knowledge. Consequently, other ancient Near Eastern 

cultures merely borrowed from ancient Israel or were unconsciously influ

enced by an outward diffusion of Jewish beliefs and laws. Huet's ideas 
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•were repudiated in the century that followed but his methods were metic

ulous and pioneering. It was perhaps inevitable that subsequent authors 

would invert his conclusions in order to show how the ancient Jews were 

part and product of the ancient world. Huet, in spite of his strong 

convictions about lineal religious and historical development, remained 

something of a sceptic and was a consistent critic of Cartesian philos

ophy (he wrote Censura Philosophiae Cartesianae, published in 1689, and 

louveaux memoires pour servir jl 17histaire du Cartesianisme, appearing 

in 1692). Perhaps Huet's most interesting theological work was the 

posthumously published Traite philosophique de la foiblesse hurnain (1723)• 

This last work established Huet as a major Catholic Fideist. His moder

ation and generally latitudinarian stance vis-a-vis Catholics and Pro

testants were evident in his career as bishop of Avranches. His memoirs 

(Huetiana) are a major source of information about the careers and per

sonalities of leading savants and men of letters in France and Europe 

in the second half of the seventeenth century. [Cf. A. Dupront, P.-D. 

Huet et I'exegese comparatiste au XVIIe siecle (Paris, 1930); Richard 

Popkin, "The High Road to Pyrrhonism," American Philosophical Quarterly, 

II (1965)] 

HARLAY (-CHAMVALLON), FRANQOIS de (1625-1695) 

As the powerful Archbishop of Paris (1671-1695), Harlay was Louis 

XlV's chief advisor on ecclesiastical affairs. The ambition of his life 

was to succeed Mazarin as prime minister. Though he failed to attain 

this goal, his achievements were notable. A strong defender of royal 

and ecclesiastical Gallican ideas, he was a relentless enemy of Jansenism, 
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Protestantism and Cartesianism. Accordingly, Harlay played conspicuous 

roles in "both, the Declaration of Gallican Liberties (1682) and in the 

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685). Though an able administrator 

(first at Rouen where he was archbishop from 1651 to 1671), he was neither 

an orator nor a writer. Harlay should not be confused with his uncle, 

Francois de Harlay (1586-1653), who preceded him as Archbishop of Rouen 

(assuming the high office in l6l6). The Harlay family, possibly origi

nating in the Franche-Comte region, produced several distinguished pre

lates and magistrates in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Earlier, 

Achille (1536-1619) had been president of the Parlement de Paris and 

one of the leading jurists of his era. After the assassination of Henri 

de Guise (1588), Achille de Harlay became a strong supporter of Henry 

IV and later one of the king's closest advisors, Achille de Harlay, 

Baron Sancy (158I-I6U6), led a colorful life of ecclesiastical, military 

and literary fullness. He joined the Oratory in later life but continued 

to serve the French court (also serving as confessor to Queen Henrietta 

of England). Sancy became bishop of Saint-Malo in 1631. The baron was 

also an orientalist who collected a large private library (his Hebrew 

Bibles are now in the Bibliotheque nationale at Paris). Sancy's fame 

rests on his editorship of Richelieu's Memoires. [Cf. P. Feret. Fac. 

de Theol. de Paris, IV, 292-296H 

JAQUELOT, ISAAC (16U7-1708) 

A leading French theologian and controversialist, Jacquelot, like 

the Arminian scholar and journalist Jean Leclerc, was a spokesman of 

French Protestantism's- left-wing. Unlike Leclerc, Jacquelot remained 
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a member of the Reformed Church. Forced to leave France after the Rev

ocation of the Edict of Nantes, he first traveled to Heidelberg and then 

to The Hague (l686) where he continued his ministerial duties to the 

French exiles living in the city. During the 1690*s Jaquelot became 

embroiled in several disputes with the fiery Pierre JURIEU. Jacquelot 

wrote Avis sur le Tableau du Socinianisme (1690) which was a reply to 

JurieuJs Tableau. A rationalist, Jacquelot also attacked Bayle's scepti

cism in La conformite de la foi avec la raison (1705), Examen de la 

theologie de M, Bayle (1706), and Reponse aux Entretiens composes par 

M. Bayle contre la conformite (1707)• In 1702 Jacquelot was invited 

by Frederick I to come to Berlin and assume the duties of pastor to the 

French community there. He died of apoplexy in Berlin six years later. 

[Cf. Niceron, Memoires, VI; Haag, La France Protestant, Nouy. Bio. Gen. , 

xxvi, 367-369] 

JURIEU, PIERRE (1637-1713) 

Calvinist theologian who descended from a distinguished family of 

pastors and scholars. Jurieu studied at both the academies of Saumur 

and Sedan and joined the ministry, preaching in his native Mer (near 

Tours). In I67U he was named to the chair of Hebrew and theology at 

Sedan where he remained until l68l when that school was suppressed on 

orders of the king. Before assuming these duties Jurieu had traveled 

widely in spite of poor health. It appears that he may have considered 

residing permanently in England and joining the Anglican Church. Not 

long after the termination of the academy at Sedan, Jurieu left for Rouen 

and remained there for several months. Already a Protestant writer of 
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considerable fame, he found the pressures of remaining in France too 

much to bear and emigrated to the Dutch Refuge (along with his wife who 

was the grandaughter of controversialist Charles Du Moulin). Living 

in Rotterdam, Jurieu assumed the duties of professor of theology at the 

Ecole Illustre (where Bayle later taught) and became pastor in the Walloon 

Consistory. Jurieu*s controversialist writings of the 1680's were mainly 

directed against leading Gallicans and Jansenists (both Arnauld and Nicole) 

who had defended the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes and the forced 

conversions of Protestants. Although contemporary opinion was divided 

both on his abilities as a polemicist and on his interpretation of theo

logical doctrines, Jurieu boasted a large following in the Walloon Consis

tory and his words were read with great interest among literat.e Huguenots 

remaining in France. Jurieu was a man given to extreme emotional displays. 

Accused by many as having an exalted image of himself, it was probably 

true that he convinced himself that he had been entrusted with a mission 

by God. The violence and confusion in the late 1680*s served as the 

necessary background to his more hysterical pronouncements in Lettres 

pastorales (1686-88) and LtAccomplissement des propheties (1686) (cf. 

Chapter 7, Part One). A critic of Bayle and others of a sceptical 

bent of mind, Jurieu was a tireless foe of the Protestant left-wing as 

well: Leclerc, SAURIN, JACQUELOT et al. However, Jurieu was also an 

original theologian and at times a capable and penetrating observer of 

Catholic ecclesiastical politics. His La politique du clerge de France 

(l680) examined the factionalism and internecine struggles in. the Gallican 

Church on the eve of the Declaration of the Four Articles (1682). Simi

larly, La vrai systeme de l'Eglise, (1686) written against Nicole, but 
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containing interesting speculations on the nature of true Christians 

who lived, in an internal and unbreakable communion with each other, is 

evidence that even Jurieu was in the forefront of a dynamic Calvinist 

theological and philosophical life. His last years were spent anticipating 

the apocalypse and the Second Coming of Christ. Later generations in 

the eighteenth century dismissed him as a fanatic and remembered him 

(when at all) as a chief persecutor of Bayle. ECf. Chapter 7, Part 

One, for a discussion of Bayle and his opposition to Jurieu; studies 

on Jurieu include those by G.H. Dodge, Rene Voeltzel, Haag, La France 

Prot., VI (1856), 10U-113U 

JUSTEL, HENRI (1620-1693) 

Son of Christophe Justel, secretary to the king, and himself secretary 

to the king until l68l when he left for England. Though inferior in 

education and reputation to his father, Henri Justel established corres-

pondance with leading scholars (notably Leibniz) in France and Europe. 

Like Mersenne before him, he used his influence to have many scholarly 

works published. Justel1s private library was reported by contemporaries 

to be one of the largest and richest in all Europe. After his immigra

tion to England Justel was named Librarian to the king (Charles II). 

A man of wide interests, Justel has been described by some as a deist 

and by others as a sceptic. Richard Simon, his friend, thought Justel 

an enlightened Protestant who was reasonable in his religious opinions. 

It was through Justel 's influence that a partial English translated edition 

(1682) was made of Simon's Histoire Critique du Vieux Testament soon 

after the French edition was suppressed in 1678. Among his other 
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correspondents "were Bayle and Pierre JURIEU. Justel was strongly opposed 

to the apocalyptic writings of the latter. In l66l he published a two 

volume Bibliotheca Juris Canonici (with Guillaume Voet). [Cf. Haag, 

La France Protestante, VI, (1856) llU-118] 

KIMCHI (KIMHI), DAVID (d. 12U0) 

Distinguished Rabbinic scholar who wrote several important commen

taries on the Bible that were read and held in high esteem by Renaissance 

scholars and Christian religious authors of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. A native of southern France, he was the son of Joseph and 

the brother of Moses, both Rabbis. Kimchi became involved in efforts 

to resolve disputes between Maimonides and other (more orthodox) Rabbis, 

notably R. Salomon of Montpellier. Kimchi's- importance to modern biblical 

cricitism can be traced to modern publications and translations of several 

of his works; viz. , the Michlal ("perfection11) which was a Hebrew grammar 

(printed at Venice, 15^5 and Leiden, 1631) that served as a model for 

all subsequent Hebrew grammars. Kimchi's Sepher Scorasain ("Book of 

Roots") was a Hebrew lexicon (it too was published, first in Naples, 

lU90 and Venice, 1529); Johann Reuchlin is said to have nearly made a 

copy of this lexicon. Kimchi's Commentaries (written in Hebrew) went 

through several editions and portions were translated in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries. Kimchi followed ABEN EZRA and his method 

of interpreting the Bible by researching with exactitude the meaning 

of each word and emphasizing the literal sense. Richard Simon read Kimchi 

but found many of his detailed explorations of grammar tiresome (though 

potentially valuable). Moses Kimchi wrote a Commentary on the Life 
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oi n;sdras (published in venice, 15^9) and a grammar (though inferior 

to the one his brother produced). [Cf. Bio, univ., XXII, (l8ll edition), 

Ul8-l*21; Encyc. Jud., XI, 1001-100*+U 

IAMET (LAMETH), ADRIEN-AUGUSTIN DE BUSSY DE (1621-1691) 

Doctor of the Sorbonne (from 1650) who was tied to Cardinal de Retz. 

Lamet followed the Cardinal into exile but returned to Paris and the 

Sorbonne when circumstances permitted. In these years he performed good 

works, directed several monastic houses and encouraged and directed the 

studies and ministries of younger priests whose talents were deemed useful 

to the Church. His income from private and ecclesiastical sources per

mitted him to engage in charitable works and assist poorer members of 

the clergy. His only major writing was published posthumously as Reso

lutions de plusieurs cas de conscience (Paris, 172*0, and in a more com

plete version, edited by Abbot Goujet in 2 vols. (Paris, 1733). [Cf. 

Bio, univ., XXIII, (185*+ edition), 82; Simon, Lettres ChoisiesH 

LAMY, BERNARD (l6*+5-1715) 

Lamy was one of the more versatile Oratorian scholars of the seven

teenth century. He was equally at home in philosophy, theology, mathe

matics and criticism. A native of Mans, he entered the Oratory about 

1660 and later studied theology at Saumur where Catholic instructors 

were on unusually good terms with the liberal Protestant pastors and 

scholars connected with the academy in that city. Lamy himself was a 

devotee of Cartesian philosophy and physics. During his brief tenure 

as instructor at the Oratorian college in Angers, he became a figure 
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of some controversy when he tried to explain transubstantiation in terms 

of Cartesian extension. Condemned by theologians at both Angers and 

Paris, Lamy was subsequently sent to Grenoble in an effort (on part of 

the Oratory) to silence him. However, he soon distinguished himself 

in another way: by converting in 168U a Protestant minister (by the 

name of Vignes) to the Catholic faith. His superiors recalled him to 

Paris in 1686 where he taught at the famed seminary of Saint-Magloire. 

But within three years another controversy broke out with the publica

tion of Harmonie evangelique which offered a Cartesian (i.e., rationalist) 

interpretation of Scripture. This book offended conservative clerics 

like the powerful Archbishop of Paris, Frangois de HARLAY. Again Lamy 

went into a form of exile—this time to Rouen where he divided his time 

between prayer and study. He spent the remainder of his life in the 

city. Lamy wrote several interesting studies on the Bible which resembled 

primers and reference guides: Apparatus ad Bxblia sacra (Grenoble, 1687); 

an expanded version appeared at Lyon in 1696 as Apparatus Biblieus sive 

manductio ad sacram Scripturam. The Apparatus contained charts and tables 

on factual and chronological materials as well as rules for studying 

the Bible. Lamy1s- Harmonia sive Concordia quatuor evangelistarum or 

in French, the Harmonie evangelique, was a controversial examination 

of the Gospels wherein he argued that Christ had no last supper with 

the apostles, that Saint John was imprisoned on two separate occasions 

and that the three women called Mary were actually the same woman. Lamy 

defended his views and sought to supplement his research by utilizing 

Rabbinic sources in Commentarias in harmonium sive concordiam quatuor 

evangelistarum and Apparatus chronologicus et geographicus ad harmonium 
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(Paris, 1699). By far Lamy's most popular work was De lfArt de parler 

(Paris, 1670) which went through many editions and ranked with Nicole's 

1'Art de penser (with which it was compared). [Cf. L. Batterel, Memoires 

domestiques, IV, 365ff; Nouv, Bio. Gen., XXIX, 29^-298; Bio, univu, XXIII, 

91-92; Dupin, Bibl, des auteurs eccles. (XVIIe s.); Ste. Beuve, Port-Royal 

(Pleiade edition), II, 5^6, 575, 599] 

LA PEYRERE, ISAAC de (l596?-l676) 

Born in Bordeaux of a notable Marrano family, La Peyrere served 

the Prince de Conde (the Great Conde, 1621-1686) and followed that Prince 

into exile after the Fronde. La Peyrere remained officially a Protestant 

until 1656 when he was arrested at Brussels for writing the controversial 

Prae-Adamitae (1655). Freed on the condition that he render himself 

to Rome, La Peyrere traveled to the eternal city where he not only signed 

a retraction in the presence of Pope Alexander VII but converted to 

Catholicism. He then returned to Paris, having been named librarian 

to the Conde family. He spent his last years as a member of the Oratory. 

La Peyrere'a life has an undeniably picaresque character. His true inten

tions, like his religious beliefs, remain unclear. However, he was a 

consistent advocate of Jewish conversion to Christianity if only to see 

the re-establishment of the kingdom of Israel (under the auspices of 

the Pope and the Kings of France). La Peyrere outlined his scheme in 

Traite du Rappel des Juifs (Paris, 161*3). La Peyrere was also an advocate 

of union of all Christian Churches by universal recognition of the aposto

lic formula of faith in Jesus Christ as sole test of one's' allegiance 

to Christianity. His scandalous works, the Prae-Adamitae and the related 
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treatise, Systema theologicum ex Praeadamitarum hypothesi, argued that 

people existed prior to the creation of Adam. In this system, Adam was 

only the first Hebrew and the product of a second creation. As might 

"be expected, both writings met with nearly universal condemnation. La 

Peyrere produced several minor works of a geographic nature: e.g., 

Relation de Groenland (1677). CCf. Haag, La Prance Prot.; Niceron, Memoires, 

XII and XX; David Rice McKee, "Isaac de La Peyrere, A Precursor of Eigh

teenth Century Critical Deists," P.M.L.A. (Modern Language Assoc.), LIX 

(June, 19^*0, n. 2, U56-U85i Richard Popkin, "Spinoza and Isaac de La 

Peyrere" New Perspectives on Spinoza (Norman, Okla. : Univ. of Okla. Press, 

1978)1 

LARROQUE, DANIEL (l660-173l) 

Son of Matthieu Larroque, Daniel studied theology and traveled ex

tensively after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. He briefly edited 

the Nouvelles in 1687 when Bayle was ill. Larroque returned to France 

and converted to Catholicism in 1690 but his new faith did not lead to 

literary success. A critic of the government, Larroque was interned at 

a chateau in Saumur. After five years he was released but only after 

the intercession of the Abbesse Fontevrault. He devoted the remainder 

of his life to translation and study. Less erudite than his father, 

Daniel Larroque was a knowledgeable and literary-minded gentleman. HCf. 

Nouv. Bio. Gen., XXIX 697-6981 

LARROQUE, MATTHIEU (1619-168U) 

Protestant theologian who produced several notable works on the 

history of the Eucharist (e.g;, Kistoire de 1 'Euchaxistie, 1*669) 
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his appointment as pastor to Charenton consistory was blocked by the 

crown. He taught at Saumur instead and became a defender of Daille's 

opinions on the Fathers. He also responded to Bossuet's De la communion 

sous les deux especes in 1683. Like many clever Protestant controversi

alists Larroque sought to play upon Gallican sentiments (by supporting 

many of their claims vis-a-vis Rome) in order to promote concord between 

Gallicans and Reformed Churchmen: e.g., Nouveau Traite de la Regale 

(Rotterdam, 1685). dCf. Bayle, DHC g Niceron, Memoires, XXI; Haag, La 

France Prot.1 

LAUNOI (LAUNOY), Jean de (1603-1678) 

Canonist, ecclesiastical historian and Doctor of Theology at Paris 

(from 163b), Launoi was a savant who befriended Leo ALLATIUS and L. 

Holstenius. Mainly interested in scholarship and charitable works, he 

repeatedly turned down ecclesiastical appointments and benefices offered 

to him. A man of independent mind, Launoi was inclined toward Gallicanism 

and defended the French Church's liberties against the arguments made 

to the contrary by Ultramontanes. However, he was also sympathetic to 

some of the Jansenist spokesman (though never one himself) and wrote 

against the formulaire of the assembly of the clergy (1656) that indicted 

propositions allegedly adhered to by Arnauld and his supporters. This 

rather courageous act led to his exclusion from the Faculty of Theology. 

Launoi's writings (almost entirely in Latin) covered diverse topics in 

Church history, the lives of saints and theology. His historical minded-

ness indicated that he was influenced by positive theologians SIRMOND 

and PETAU. Above all, Launoi endeavered to reconstruct the historical 
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dimension behind a particular theological controversy in order to ascer

tain the validity or invalidity of different propositions. For instance, 

he was especially interested in the issues of penance and absolution 

and researched scripture and early Church history for clarifications 

on both. Richard Simon respected his scholarship. Launoi's works were 

published by l'abbe Granet in 10 volumes in-folio (Geneva, 1731). [Cf. 

Bayle, DHC; R. Simon, Lettres choisies; Niceron, Memoires, XXXII; Nouv. 

Bio. Gen., XXIX, 911-915; Ste.-Beuve, Port-Royal, IIj 

LE VASSOR, MICHEL (16U8-1718) 

Critic of Jansenists and author of De la veritable religion (Paris, 

1688) which was dedicated to archbishop Franqois de HARLAY, Le Vassor 

led an erratic career as Oratorian scholar turned Protestant controversi

alist. In his first major work, De la veritable religion, Le Vassor 

sought to demonstrate the reasonableness of the Catholic faith in its 

cult and its dogmas. In the work he also attacked the biblical criticism 

of Richard Simon.(Simon replied in Apologie pour I'auteur de "L'Histoire 

critique du Vieux Testament," 1689). Le Vassor challenged Simon's opin

ions on the Gospels in Paraphrase sur I'Evangile de Saint Matthieu (Paris, 

1689),parphrases on St. Jean (1689) and on Paul (1689). Le Vassor re

mained a member of the Oratory until 1690. Five years later he departed 

for Holland and then went to England where he eventually joined the Ang

lican Church. From England he continued to write and became a critic 

of the religious and political policies of Louis XIV. Le Vassor was 

a native of Orleans but received his theological training at Saumur (1671-

72). [Cf. Batterel, Memoires domestiques, IV, 1+09-^23; PTC; IX, U60-H61J 
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LIRON, DOM JEM (1665-17^9) 

As a member of the Benedictine congregation of Saint-Maur, Liron 

assisted in the compilation of the Apparatus ad Bibliothecam SS Patrum 

(Paris, 1703-1715). After spending a few years at the abbey of Marmoutier 

in Alsace where he helped organize the precious archival collection there 

he later went to Mans and served as librarian at St. Vincent's' abbey. 

Liron took an interest in ancient Jewry and wrote an early critique of 

Basnage's Histoire et la religion des Juifs (1707): Dissertation sur 

le temp de 11 etabli.ssem.ent des Juifs en France (1708). Basnage responded 

in the second edition of Histoire des Juifs (1716), tomes I and VII. 

Liron challenged Basnage's comments in Singularity, II, *+51-^99, published 

in 1738. In this last work Singularites historiques et llttlraires (Paris: 

Didot, 173^+-17^0 in 4 volumes), he corrected a number of well known erudits 

and historians: Calmet, Leclerc, Basnage, SIRMOND, Dom Martenne (also 

of Saint-Maur) and others. This interesting work also contained infor

mation on little known authors of the middle ages. Liron also wrote 

a special volume rectifying Tillemont's errors in the latter's detailed 

ecclesiastical history: Memoires pour servir a 1'histoire ecclesiastique: 

Les Amsnites de la critique (1717), in 2 volumes. [_Cf. Nouv. Bio. Gen., 

XXXI, 3U3-3UI+; Bio, univ. , XXIV, 595] 

MALDONADO (MALDONATUS, MALDONAT), JUAN de (1533-1583) 

Born in Salamanca, Maldonado emerged as a leading Jesuit biblical 

scholar who taught at both the College de Clermont (156*4-157*0 and at 

the College de Bourges (1576-1578). Maldonado's most controversial years 

were spent at Clermont where he became embroiled in controversy with 
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the scholastic-minded theologians of the Sorhonne on the question of 

Mary5s hirth in original sin. Maldonado argued that because sin was 

universal even the mother of the savior was not unaffected by the conse

quences of Adam's- fall. His opinions were subsequently condemned by 

the Faculty of Theology. However, the Bishop of Paris, a friend and 

supporter, exonerated Maldonado. Though a figure of controversy, he 

went on to serve on the papal commission established to revise the Vulgate 

(the Sixto-Clementine) and Septuagint versions which appeared posthumously. 

In fact all of Maldonado's most famous works of scholarship appeared 

after his death: Disputationes ac controversiae decisiae circa septem 

sacramenta, 2 vols. (Lyon, l6lH), Opera varia theologica (including a 

superior text of the Disputationes), 3 vols. (Paris, I67T), Commentaril 

in quatuor prophetas Iermian, Baruch, Ezechielem et Danielem (Paris, 

l6l0), Commentarii in praecipuos libros 'Ceteris Testamenti (Paris, 16^+3), 

and Commentarii in quatuor evangelistas, 2 vols. (Pont-a-Mousson, 1596-

1597), which went through some thirty editions (most recently in Madrid, 

1950-1951). Richard Simon thought highly of Maldonado as scholar and 

exegete (cf. Chapter Two) and wrote "Discours apologetique pour J. Maldonat," 

Bibliotheque critique, I (Amsterdam, 1708) 378—UU8. Simon also defended 

Maldonado on many occasions in the Lettres choisies, k tomes (Amsterdam, 

1730). [Cf. E. Amann, PTC, IX: 1772-1776; J.M. Prat, Maldonat et 

I'Universite de Paris au XVIe siecle (Paris, 3.856); Dictionnaire de Spirit

ual it e, X (Paris, 1980), 163-165; C. Sommervogel, Bibliotheque de la 

Compagnie de Jesus, V (189^)» ^03-^1^, and IX (1900), uplj 
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MALLET, CHARLES (l608-l680) 

.Doctor and theologian of the Sorbonne (from 16^2), Mallet was preceptor 

at Rouen under Archbishop Francois de HARLAY, later Archbishop of Paris. 

Harlay later chose him as grand vicar and then archdeacon of Vexin. Mallet 

used his benefices to establish a seminary at Rouen where he was first 

superior. Mallet, like Harlay, was a fierce critic of Port-Royal and 

wrote a tract denouncing the Jansensist translation by de Sacy into French 

of the New Testament: Examen de la traduction du Nouveau Testament, 

imprimee a Moris (Rouen, 1667). Mallet did not believe that biblical 

books should be translated so that common people with only rudimentary 

education could read them. However, he did not oppose all translations 

(only those unauthorized by the Church). Mallet also published Traite 

de la lecture de lfBcriture Sainte en langue vulgaire (Rouen, 1679), 

a work to which Arnauld responded. ECf. Bio, univ., XXVI (l8ll), 383; 

Ste-Beuve, Port-Royal, V, 1878 edition (ill, 1955 edition); and Simon, 

Lettres choisiesj 

MANASSEH BEN ISRAEL, SAMUEL (l60^-l657) 

Jewish theologian and leading scholar in the Dutch Provinces, Samuel 

Manasseh ben Israel was born in Lisbon of Marrano parents. He emigrated 

to Amsterdam with his family. Manasseh is chiefly remembered as a Rab

binical scholar and for having been Spinous Talmudic instructor. But 

he was also the first to establish a Hebrew printing shop in Amsterdam 

(1627). His friends included Hugo Grotius and Isaac Vossius and he was 

acquainted with countless other lumieres such as P.-D. Huet. Manasseh 

was remarkable for two reasons 1 he read, and. cultivated Christian and 
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Classical literature and made a grand effort to "be read and heard (he 

preached in the Amsterdam synagogue) "by non-Jews. Consequently, most 

of his major writings were in either Latin or Spanish. Always involved 

in improving relations between Jew and gentile, Manasseh distinguished 

himself in the 1650*s when he helped to influence Cromwell's decision 

to allow Jews to return to England (it was his treatise, Esperanqa de 

Israel, 1650, that came to the notice of Cromwell). His last major work 

was a defense of the Jews, Vindiciae Judaeorum (1656). Manasseh*s- theology 

and philosophy was in many ways a Judaic variant of the latitudinarianism 

found in middle and late seventeenth century Protestantism. Importantly, 

he was also an advocate of moderate assimilation in gentile society. 

His portrait was done by Rembrandt and survives today. £Cf. Encyc. Judaica, 

XI (NY, 1971), 855-858] 

MODEKA, LEONE (LEON OF MODENA, LEON de MODENA*) (1571-0.6U8) 

Leone Modena was a Venetian Jew who distinguished himself in poetry, 

criticism, history and languages. His contribution to Hebrew letters 

was considerable and original: he wrote the first intimate autobiography 

in Hebrew. Modena also defended Talmudic literature against the attacks 

of Christians and freethinking Jews like Uriel de Costa. However, he 

was not inclined to Kabbalism and wrote polemics against such beliefs. 

If anything, Modena was influenced by rationalist philosophy and Humanist 

scholarship. For example, his writings on the Bible and Judaism were 

mainly directed against traditional Christian interpretations that had 

disregarded the larger historical dimensions surrounding scripture's 

composition. Modena's Historla degli riti Foraici was written at the 
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request of the English ambassador in Venice for presentation to King 

James I (first Paris edition, 1637). Richard Simon translated and pub

lished this work in French (cf. Chapter Two) in 167^ (many subsequent 

editions). Modena's personal and family life was troubled and he exhibited 

contradictory behavior that crept into his literary and religious pro

ductions. His life and writings have received considerable scholarly 

treatment in this century. (jCf. Encyc. Judaica, XII, 202-20^. (NY, 

1971)] 

*after JUDA ARYEH, meaning lion in Hebrew 

MORIN, JEM (1591-1659) 

Born to a Protestant family, Morin converted to Catholicism and 

joined the congregation of the Oratory in l6l8. He pursued the study 

of Semitic languages and particularly Samaritan, becoming one of the 

first French authorities on the language. Near the end of his life a 

Samaritan grammar and lexicon, Qpuscula Hebraeo-Samaritica (Paris, 1657), 

was published. Earlier, Morin had been involved in the LeJay Polyglot 

edition of the Old Testament, assisting on the Samaritan text and provid

ing the Latin translation (which was not always accurate). Morin'S' 

scholarship became known in Rome where Urban VIII (Maffeo BARBERINI) 

called him to the city to participate on a special commission looking 

into the reunion of Greek and Roman Churches. During the discussions 

on eastern practices of ordination, Morin stubbornly resisted Roman con

demnation of them. Dissenting from the majority of those on the commis

sion, he defended the practices (i.e., the imposition of hands) as suffi

cient and not contrary to ancient forms. Years later he published his 
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opinion in Conmientarius historico-dogmaticus de sacr.is Ecclesiae ordin

ation ibus secundum antiquos et recentlore3 latinos, graecos, syros, et 

babylonicusx . . • (Paris, 1655)- While in Rome during the l6H0's, Morin 

"befriended Leo ALLATIUS, the Greek-born scholar who advocated reunion 

of Churches. Of Morin1s publications, two in particular were controver

sial because they argued the superiority of the Samaritan and Greek 

Septuagint versions to the Hebrew Bible: Exercitationes ecclesiasticae 

in utrumque Samaritanorum Pentateuchum (Paris, 1631) and Exercitationes 

Biblicae de hebraici graecique textns sinceritate, de germana LXX inter-

pretnTn translatione dignoscenda (Paris, 1633). Both works were combined 

as Exercitationes ecclesiasticae et Biblicae, 2 vols. (Paris, 3.686). 

Morin's unorthodox opinions were contested not only by Catholics (notably 

Richard Simon) but Protestants such as J.H. Hottinger. Morin frequently 

expressed his dislike for Jansenists and Jesuits alike and attacked both 

in a 1651 treatise on penance: he found the former too rigid in their 

beliefs and the latter too lax. Simon believed Morin's linguistic talents 

to be inferior to contemporaries, including both Louis CAPPEL and Johann 

Buxtorf of Basel. Consult Simon's sarcastic Vita Morini which appeared 

in Antiquitates ecclesiae orientalis (London, 1682), which also contained 

seven letters from Morin to Allatius. CCf. Nouv. Bio. Gen., XXXVI, 591-

59U; Bio, univ., XXIX, 327-9; and Simon, Lettres Choisies; Niceron, Memoires, 

IX] 

NOAILLES, LOUIS-ANTOINE (1651-1729) 

Member of the Sorbonne and bishop of Chalons (from 1680), Noailles 

succeeded HARLAY as Archbishop of Paris in 1695. During the Quietist 
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affair Noailles allied himself with Bossuet in opposition to Fenelon, 

publishing an Instruction pastorale (1697*) Reponse aux quatre lettres 

de M. 1'archeveque de Cambrai (l69T). Owing to the influence of Madame 

de Maintenon Noailles was named Cardinal in 1700. Though never a Jansen-

ist he "believed in toleration and was initially favorable to Quesnel's 

Reflexions morales. However, his behavior was marked by an apparent 

desire to please the court. When the persecution of Jansenists was renewed 

in the last years of Louis' reign Noailles sought to disassociate himself 

from Quesnel and his earlier approval of the latter's Reflexions while 

bishop of Chalons. It may be that Noailles' condemnation of Simon's 

translation of the New Testament (Version of Trevoux) in 1702 was one 

attempt to demonstrate his orthodoxy at a time when it was questioned 

by critics such as the anonymous author of the controversial Probleme 

ecclesiastique (1698) which charged the Archbishop with duplicity and 

weakness of character. Noailles' difficulties were compounded by the 

bull Unigenitus (1713) which he and other Gallicans opposed during the 

decade and a half that followed. Noailles' career, particularly after 

1713, reveals the continued evolution of Gallican and Jansenist senti

ments under the Regency and the early reign of Louis XV. [,Cf. PTC: XI, 

678-679; E. Preclin and E. Jarry, Les luttes politiques et doctrinales 

aux: 17e et l8e siecles (Paris: Bloud et Gay, 1955)? 210£fj P. Feret, 

Fac. de Theologie de Paris; and J.M.A. Vacant, "Renseignements inedits 

sur 1'auteur du Probleme ecclesiastique publie en 1698," Extraits de 

la Revue des sciences ecclesiastique (Paris-Lyon, 1890)j 
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PALLAVICIEO, SFORZA (l607-l66T) 

Jesuit historian best known for his hisgory of the Tridentine council, 

published in 2 vols, as Istoria del concilio di Trento (1656-57), The

ologian and instructor at the Roman College, in 1651 he was appointed 

by Pope Innocent X to the commission on Jansenism that recommended con

demnation of the five propositions of the cum occasione bull (1653). 

Elevated to cardinalate in 1657» Pallavicino was favorable to Greek Fathers 

and interested in establishing closer ties with the Eastern Churches. 

His history of Trent was a response to Paolo Sarpi's antipapal version 

(published 1623). Sarpi was Venetian state theologian whom Henry Wotton 

described as "a true Protestant in a monk's habit". £Cf. C. Sommervogel, 

Bibl.de la Co. de Jesus, VI (1895), 120-1^3. Pallavicino's works (still 

incomplete) were published in 33 vols. (18̂ -1+8) J 

PETAU, DENIS (1583-1652) 

Along with Juan MALD0NAD0, Jean SIRMOND and others, Petau ranks 

as one of the major contributors to positive theology. The son of a 

merchant from Orleans, Petau entered the Jesuit order after studying 

theology at the Sorbonne and pursued study of sacred and profane history 

and the Greek and Latin Fathers. His most important works of chronology 

included Doctrina temporum (2 vols., 1627) and Rationarium temporum (2 

vols., 1633-163^). He taught successively at the Jesuit colleges at 

Reims, La Fleche and later (from 1621 to 16UU) at the College de Clermont 

in Paris. Petau's most important contributions to theology was Dogmata 

theologica (k vols., 16 -̂1650), wherein he followed the historical 

approach of Maldonado and Melchior Cano (d. 1560). Ten books were planned. 
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Each book was to cover a major topic. However, only five appeared: on 

God, the Trinity, Angels, on the Creation and the Incarnation. In each 

"book Patau provided exhaustive commentary and accompanying erudition 

to support his interpretation. Jansenists and scholastic-minded doctors 

alike opposed Petau's methods and interpretation. Others, notably Simon, 

Dupin, Fleury and Louis THOMASSIN, not only approved of his methods hut 

imitated them. For instance, on the matters of frequent communion and 

confession, Patau defended them on mainly historical grounds. Similarly, 

Petau sought to demonstrate the ultimate compatibility between Greek 

and Latin Fathers and to show the greater authority of the former on 

most controversial issues dividing the Church and Christendom. Accord

ingly, he devoted a considerable portion of his scholarly energies to 

the establishment of critical editions of several Greek Fathers: viz. , 

works of Synesius (l6l2), St. Epiphanius of Constantia (1622), Themistius1  

Qrationes (l6l8), Nicephorus* Breviarum historians (162+8) and three ora

tions attributed to Julian the Apostate (l6lU). An 8 vol. edition of 

the Dogmata theologica was published in Paris (1865-1867). LCf. Nouv. 

Bio. Gen. , XXXIX, 689-691; DTC , XV".2 , 1851-52+ (article by A. Michel); 

Owen Chadwick, From Bossuet to Newman (1957); Niceron, Memoires, XXXVII, 

8lff.; Bayle, DHOJ 

PETITDIDIER, MATTHIEU (1659-1728) 

Petitdidier was a Benedictine scholar of the Congregation of Saint-

Vannes who became abbot of Senones in 1715• His successox'* at Ssnones 

was Dom Calmet. On good relations with Jansenists, Petitdidier received 

Quesnel at the abbey on at least one occasion and privately defended 
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the controversial author of the Reflexions morales. A native of Lorraine, 

Petitdidier "was a strong Ultramontanist and wrote a Traite theologique 

Pour I'autorite et 1'infallibility du pape (Luxembourg, 172*0, which 

was dedicated to Innocent XIII. Both the Parlements of Paris and Metz 

supressed this treatise. Petitdidier1s Dissertation historique et critique 

sur le sentiment du Conelie de Constance (Luxembourg, 172*0 offered a 

similar defense of papal power. Perhaps Petitdidier's best known work 

was his three volume critique of Dupin's Bibliotheque: Remarques sur 

le Bibliotheque ecclesiastique (Paris, 1691-92). His own contribution 

to biblical scholarship was Dissertationes historicae, criticae, chron-

ologicae in Sacram Scripturam Yeteris Testamenti (Paris: P. Emery, 1699), 

a collection of several dissertations that sought to provide summary 

analysis of the major controversies surrounding the Old Testament. The 

structure and content of the Dissertationes suggest that they were intended 

for readers who were not specialists (and therefore a more popular form 

of priestly literature). Petitdidier left many dissertations unfinished 

in manuscript. CCf. Bio, univ., XXXII, 601; PTC: 12.1: 13^6-^3; Ron v. 

Bio, gen., XXXIX, 718; Calmet, Bibl, Lorraine (Nancy, 1751), 72*^-73*+; 

Dupin, Bibl. des auteurs eccles., XVIIe siecle, ^8-52j 

PIROT, EDME (1635-1713) 

Pirot was Syndic of the Faculty of Theology at Paris and official 

censor of religious books. Pirot was also confidant and friend of Frangois 

de HARLAY, Archbishop of Paris. His Gallicanism and dislike for Jansenist 

ideas may be deduced on basis of his associations and from correspondance 

with Simon- Pirot actually approved publication of the first edition 
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of the Histoire critique du Vieux Testament in 1678 but did not challenge 

Bos suet's subsequent condemnation of the -work. However, he did act as 

an intermediary between the Bishop (then of Condom) and Simon. [Cf. 

DTC, XII: 2127; Simon, Lettres choisies; Bossuet, Correspondance; P. 

Feret, La Faculte de Theology de Paris1 

RENAUDOT, EUSEBE (161*8-1720) 

Educated by Jesuits at the college de Harcourt and briefly a member 

of the Oratory, Renaudot distinguished himself in the study of Semitic 

languages and Coptic. The philological emphasis and attraction to positive 

theology were not dissimilar from Richard Simon. However, unlike Simon, 

Renaudot, and probably because of his religious conservatism, never antag

onized powerful clergymen as Bossuet or Cardinal NOAILLES with whom he 

accompanied to Rome in 1700 to elect as pope Clement XI. He had entered 

the Academie frangaise earlier in 1689 and the Academie des Inscriptions 

two years later. In 1680 he inherited the editorship of the Gazette 

de France from his father, one of the pioneers in journalism. His scholarly 

interests were mainly liturgical: the two volume Ligurgiarum orientalium 

collectio (Paris, 1715-1716) provided western Europeans for the first 

time with a large body of liturgical texts of various eastern rites in 

Latin translation. Importantly, these valuable volumes supplemented 

Renaudot's additions to the Perpetuite de la foi catholique of Nicole 

and Arnauld: Defense de la foi contre les calomnies et les faussetes' 

des "Monuments authentiques de la religion des grecs par Jean. Aymon 

(Paris, 1708), Perpetuite de la foi de I'Eglise catholique touchant 

1' Eucharist ie (Paris, 17115» an-d Perpetuite de ia foi ue 1 'Eglise . . . 
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Pour pretexte de leur schisme, prouvee' par le consentement des eglises 

orientales (Paris, 1713). Renaudot also wrote an ecclesiastical history 

01 the Egyptian Church hased on Arabic sources: Historia patriarcharum 

alexandrinorum jacobitarum, a Marco usque ad finem saeculi XIII (Paris, 

1713). His most famous work may have been a French translation of the 

ninth century Arabic account of India and China: Anciennes relations 

des Indes et de Chine de deux voyageurs Mohamet an s qui allerent dans 

la neuvieme siecle (Paris, 1J18). Though not attracted to controversy, 

Renaudot was a critic of Simon (in spite of their similar views on the 

Eastern Churches) and served on a commission that reviewed Bayl-e's 

Dictionnaire. Renaudot's denunciation of the dictionary led to polemical 

battle with the French Protestant. Protestants and conservative Catholics 

were mainly critical of Renaudot's efforts to reconcile Greek and Roman 

Churches. CCf. A. Villien, Id Abbe Eusebe Renaudot (Paris, 190U); PTC: 

XIII.2, 2381-83; Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLI (1862), 998-9991! 

RONDET, LAURENT-ETIENNE (1717-1785) 

Descended from a family of Parisian booksellers, Rondet was a 

litterateur, biblical scholar and Hebraist. He was responsible for several 

important reimpressions and editions: 20 volumes of Fleury's Histoire 

ecclesiastique (17^0), Fleury's Opuscules, 5 tomes (Rimes, I78O-I78I), 

the French Bible of Yence, the translated version by Sacy, a five volume 

edition of Bossuet's Opuscules (1751) and J. Boudot's Dictionnaire latin 

(six editions from 1727 to 1760). Rondet also wrote several works of 

history and theology: Histoire de 11Andan et du Nouveau Testament (Paris, 

1771), Dictionnaire historique et critique de la Bible (Paris, 1776-1 rob), 
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(Paris, 1778-1780), in 2 volumes. In the last work, Rondet contended 

that the Jews would return to Palestine in the nineteenth century when 

the Antichrist would make his appearance. Rondet, like the more famous 

abbe Gregoire, represented a kinder erudite Catholic tradition vis-5-

vis the Jews. l,0f. Nouv. Bio. Gen,, XLII, 601-602; Arthur Hertzberg, 

The Enlightenment and the Jews (New York: Columbia University Press, 

1968)] 

ROLLIN, CHARLES (1661-17*11) 

Professor of Rhetoric (1687) and later of Eloquence (beginning in 

1688) and finally rector (169*0 at the College Royal, Rollin left his 

imprint by promoting the study of Greek, introducing literary exercises 

and the reading of established French Classics of poetry and prose. He 

pursued similar educational reforms at the College de Beauvais (1699). 

While at Beauvais Rollin composed his four volume Traite des etudes which 

appeared much later (1726-1731). Rollin lost his position as coad.juteur 

at Beauvais in 1715 after Jesuit opposition mounted during the bull 

Unigentus controversy. (Rollin was a declared Gallican and a Jansenist 

sympathizer.) His defense of Jansenists was a factor behind his never 

being admitted to the Academie frangaise (though he entered the Academie 

des Inscriptions in 1701). Rollin's< friends and associates included 

D'Aguesseau, the Peletier family, Nain de Tillemont, Boileau, Racine 

and Claude Fleury. Voltaire, Montesquieu and Chateaubriand thought highly 

of his writings. Among his several historical works were the popular 

Histoire ancienne, 12 volumes (1730-1738) and the Histoire romaine, 5 
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volumes (1738). A two volume Opuscules was published in Paris in 1771. 

LCf. Nquv, Bio. Gen,, XLII, 569-571; Niceron, Memoires, XLIII; R. Wanner, 

Fleury as Educational Thinker (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1975)J 

SAINTE-MARTHE, ABEL de (1620-1697) 

Descended from a distinguished family of historians and poets orig

inally from Loudun, Sainte-Marthe was active in the law before entering 

the Oratory in 161+2. In 1672, after the death of Jean-Frangois Senault 

(1601-1672), he was elected superior general of the congregation (the 

fifth) after Frangois de HARLAY, Archbishop of Paris, successively blocked 

the election of Father Du Brieul, the friend and associate of Arnauld 

and Nicole. Sainte-Marthe did not escape Harlay's wrath: he was accused 

of favoring Port-Royal and continually harassed by the prelate. So severe 

was the pressure on Saint-Marthe that he was compelled to leave Paris 

on three different occasions. Cardinal NOAILLES, who replaced Harlay 

as Archbishop of Paris in 1695, ended the persecution of Sainte-Marthe. 

[Cf. L. Batterel, Memoires domestiques, IV, 1-63; Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLIII, 

152-153; Niceron, Memoires, VIII; Bossuet, CorrespondenceJ 

SAURIN, ELIE (1639-1703) 

Saurin was a Protestant theologian descended from an Old Provengale 

family. The son of a pastor, he studied in Geneva. Exiled from France 

in 166H, he fled to Holland where he became minister of the Walloon Church 

of Delft the following year. By 1691 Saurin was residing at Utrecht 

where he combated the opinions of Pierre JURIEU. His major publications 

include: Examen de la theologie de Jurieu (The Hague, 169^), in two 



volumes, and Reflexions siir les droits de la conscience (Utrecht, 1697) 

which advocated religious tolerance (and echoed many of the arguments 

put forward earlier "by Henri Basnage in his l68U treatise De la tolerance») 

tCf- Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLIII, 36U-365; G.H. Dodge, The Political Theory 

of the Huguenots of the Dispersion (New York, 19^7)U 

SEVERO (SEVERUS), GABRIEL, Metropolitan of Philadelphia (l5Ul-l6l6) 

Gabriel Severo emigrated to Venice in order to join the Greek commun

ity established there during and after the Turking conquests. The see 

of Philadelphia, which Gabriel held in abstentia, had become occupied 

by the Turks in 1577 (now Ala-Shehr). At Venice, which long harbored 

leading Venetian prelates and scholars, Gabriel Severo became one of 

the outstanding spokesmen of Greek orthodoxy at a time when the Counter-

Reformation was in full swing. Importantly, his writings on theological 

and controversial topics were composed in modern Greek for the benefit 

of his countrymen, making them some of the earliest Greek theological 

works written in the vernacular. During these years and perhaps unavoid

ably, Severo became a strong defender of Greek practices and beliefs 

(e.g., in defending the Greek veneration of the eucharistic elements 

at the Great Entrance). One of his major polemical opponents was none 

other than Cardinal Bellarmine. Cf. Chapter 2 for information on Simon 

and his Latin translation of portions of Gabriel Severo's theological 

writings (as Fides ecclesiae orientalis, 1671). CCf. M. Jugie, PTC: VI, 

977-983; S. Runciman, The Great Church i n. Captivity (Cambridge, 1968); 

D. Geanakoplos, Greek Scholars in Venice (Cambridge, Mass., 1962)j 
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SIRMOND, JACQUES (1559-1651) 

Jesuit scholar "best known for his collection, Concilia antiqua 

Galliae (Paris, 1629). Earlier (1591-1607) Sirmond had lived in Rome 

where he served as secretary to Acquaviva, president of the Company of 

Jesus. During these important years he became an acquaintance of many 

of the leading Catholic Irudit s: Tolet, Bellarmine, Du Perron and Baronius. 

The last was assisted by Sirmond when writing the Annals. Sirmond was 

widely respected as a savant. Among those he disputed theology and schol

arly matters included Godefroy, Saumaise, Tristan de Saint-Amant and 

Saint-Cyran. His writings were many and on ecclesiastical and Classical 

topics. Sirmond'si works were collected and published by Jacques de La 

Baune, Opera Varia, 5 vols. (Paris, 1696). Sirmond was consistently 

involved in editing and annotating ancient and medieval texts, among 

them: works of Sidonus Appolinaris (l6lij), Eugene of Toledo (1619), 

the Chronicles of Idatius (1619) and of Marcellinus (1619), the Capit-

ulaires of Charles the Bald and his successors (1623), writings by Saint 

Avitius (16U3), the Onuscula of Eusebius Pamphilus (16U3), writings of 

Theodulfus of Orleans (16U6), Rufinius' Liber de Fide (1650), Flodoard's* 

Ecclesiae remensis lib. IV (l6ll), Pierre de Celles' Epistolai, Oeuvres 

of P. Radbertus (l6l8), ^ vols, of Theodoret's writings and two volumes 

of Hincmar's works (l6b2). Sirmond's editions remain valuable to schol

ars. LCf. Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLIV, Ul-U3j Bio, univ. XXXIX, Ul5-Hl8; David 

Knowles, Great Historical Enterprises (London, 1963)] 

SMITH, THOMAS (1638-1710) 

Greek scholar and leading Anglican authority on Eastern Churches. 

Smith served in 1668 as chaplain to Sir Daniel Harvey, ambassador at 
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Constantinople. Three years later Smith returned to England with a sizeable 

collection of Greek manuscripts (three of which he turned over to the 

Bodleian Library)# During the l6f0!s and l680's he became an advocate 

of establishing closer ties with Greek orthodoxy though declined oppor

tunities to return to Constantinople. However, he did travel throughout 

western and southern France in 1676 in search of rare manuscripts. Smith's 

career as a minister of the Church of England was frustrated on more 

than one occasion. His refusal to subscribe to the oaths of William 

ana Mary in the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution jeopardized his 

future. He eventually found refuge within the household of Sir John 

Cotton, the grandson of the scholar of that name, and served Cotton and 

his son in the capacity of librarian and secretary. Smith never acquired 

the fame of either Thomas Hyde or Edward Pococke, but he enjoyed fruitful 

correspondance with erudits and men of letters in western and southern 

Europe. Many of Smith's manuscripts are presently in the Bodleian. He 

appears to have influenced the 1716 project for a reunion with the Greek 

Church (that Jeremy Collier advocated). In addition to his important 

studies on the Eastern Churches (in spite of his Anglican biases), was 

his De Graecae Ecclesiae Hodlerno Statu Epistola (Oxford, 1676) and 

Collectanae de Cyrillo Lucario, major sources of information relating 

to that controversial patriarch. Smith wrote on diverse topics in eccle

siastical and biblical history, but was also one of the earliest English 

writers to publish accounts of Turkish government, religion and manners 

(Remarks upon the Manners, Religion, and Government of the Turks . . ., 

Latin edition, 1672; expanded English edition, 1678). QCf. DNB, XVIII 

(1921-1922), 539-5^1; S. Runciman, The Great Church in Captivity (Oxford 

University Press, 1968), chapter sevenj 
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SPANHEIM, FRIEDRICH (1632-1701) 

Friedrich Spanheim was born in Geneva and studied at Leyden where 

his famous father, Friedrich (1600-161+9), was Professor of Theology. 

Friedrich the younger later taught theology at Heidelberg (1655-1670) 

and at Leyden. He also wrote many treatises on theological matters but 

never acquired the reputation of his father. A collection of his writings 

was published at Leyden in 1701-1703 in three volumes. His more famous 

works included Vindiciarium biblicarum sive examinis iocorum controversorum 

Novi Testament! (1663-61+), Historia Jobi (1670), Introductio ad Geographi'am 

sacram (1679) and Selectiorum de Heligione controversiarum (1687). He 

also wrote a work on the legendary Pope Joan (1691). Spanheim is impor

tant to this dissertation because he wrote the first Protestant response 

to Richard Simon's Histoire critique de Vieux Testament (1678): Lettre 

a un ami , . . (1679)• EZfikiel (1629-1710), his older brother, was 

the more famous of the two sons of Friedrich Spanheim the Elder. Ezekiel's 

interests were in languages and eloquence. He distinguished himself 

as a diplomat (first in the service of the Palatine elector and later 

to the elector of Brandenburg-Prussia). It was in the service of the 

latter that Ezekiel was ambassador to France (for nine years) and then 

later to England. He was also a leading numismatist and erud.it: Disser-

tationes de praestantia et usu numismatum antiquorum (Rome, 1661+). One 

of his earliest publications was a response to Capped1s analysis of the 

novelty of Hebrew vowel points. However, in later years he conceded 

that he had erred in supporting the older view. In these early years 

and still under his conservative father's influence, he wrote against 

the revisionist Protestant theology of Moise AMYRAUT and likewise lived 
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to repudiate many of his own opinions. Unlike his brother, Ezekiel became 

rather secular in his thinking. [Cf. Niceron, Memoires, II and XXIX; 

Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLIV, 290-293; Bio, univ., XL, l^-l6I] 

SPENCER, JOHN (1630-1693) 

Spencer was one of the outstanding Hebraists of the seventeenth 

century who wrote several pioneering dissertations on Hebrew and Near 

Eastern rites and religious beliefs. He was one of the pioneers in com

parative techniques. Though the archeological sciences were still in 

their infancy, Spencer, using mainly literary sources, wrote two origi

nal treatises: Dissertationes de Urim et Thummin (1669) which examined 

the mystical emblems that he traced to Egyptian origins, and the longer 

and more ambitious De Legibus Hebraeorum Ritualibus (1685). Both repre

sented the most important studies of their kind until the nineteenth 

century. They may also represent the limits of comparative religious 

studies (that used deductive reasoning) before the advent of modern arche

ology. Spencer's- whole interpretation of ancient Semitic religious rites 

and beliefs ran counter to traditional religious opinion: viz,, that 

philosophical wisdom and scientific technique known in the ancient world 

originated with the Hebrews (cf. HUET). In contrast to leading English 

savants Thomas Hyde, J. Lightfoot and Edward STILLINGFLEET who argued 

along lines similar to Huet in the Demonstratio evangelica (l679)» 

Spencer was receptive to notions of cross-cultural influences working 

in several directions among Near Eastern peoples. Though an Anglican 

Churchman (he was Dean of Ely from 1677), Spencer minimized dogmatic 

considerations and constructed an interpretation (presented in dialogue 
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form) that diverged from literal renderings of Genesis: specifically, 

that the ancient Hebrews had borrowed not only the oracular paraphernalia 

of Urim and Thuunnin (meaning "light" and "perfection") from the Egyptians 

but also circumcision. In Spencer's system, the Hebrews might be a chosen 

people, but they were not the originators of all ancient practices or 

religious wisdom. Many Protestants challenged his views (e.g. , Herman 

Witsius in Aegyptica, 1683) but a few like Warburton defended them. 

LCf. DNB, LIII (1898), 359-360; Realen. fur Prot, Theologie und Kirche, 

18. Band (Leipzig, 1906), 607-609] 

STILLINGFLEET, EDWARD (1635-1699) 

English theologian and Bishop of Worcester (from 1689), Stilling-

fleet was educated at Cambridge where he developed interests in history, 

scripture and antiquities. Stillingfleet's Origines sacrae (London, 

1662) was a diffusionist work that resembled P.-D. HUET'S later Demon-

stratio Evangelica (l6?9). He wearied of factionalism in the Church 

of England and veered toward latitudinarianism: his first major publi

cation, Jrenicum (l659)» "was also a plea for moderation between Presby

terians and Episcopalians. In 1680 he published the treatise The 

unreasonableness of Separation. However, his last years were consumed 

by polemical struggles with Nonconformists, Deists, Socinians and Roman 

Catholics. One of his last controversies -involved John Locke: Stilling

fleet accused the philosopher of having denied the doctrine of the 

Trinity. . A collected edition of his works, with a life by Richard 

Bentley, was published in 6 volumes (London, 1710). CCf. DNB, XVIII, 

1262-1265; Nouv. Bio. Gen., XLIV, 508-509] 
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THOMASSIN, LOUIS (1619-1695) 

Thomassin was an Oratorian priest and scholar who published many 

studies of theological and historical importance. Much like the older 

Denis PETAU and the contemporary Richard Simon, Thomassin contributed 

to the development of a Catholic positive theology. He joined the Oratory 

at the age of thirteen after attending the college de Marseilles. Be

tween 165U and 1666 he was instructor at the seminary of Saint-Magloire 

in Paris where he developed a reputation as a priest sympathetic to Port-

Royal and also favorable to papal authority. Though he sought to dis

associate himself from Jansenism he never became a critic and actually 

sought on many occasions to mediate disputes. He was not a Gallican 

and his writings on ecclesiastical councils provoked resentment among 

those who were opposed to the Papacy. Specifically, Thomassin contended 

that only popes had the authority to call general councils and that papal 

authority was always superior to councils and their proclamations (includ

ing those that pertained to disciplinary matters). He expressed these 

opinions in his three volume study Ancienne et nouvelle discipline de 

j'Eglise. However, Thomassin never argued that papal authority was in

fallible as many at the time construed. Nor was he a Jansenist. In 

matters of salvational theology, he appears to have been a moderate: 

his Memoires sur la grace (Louvain, 1688/ sought to conciliate Molinists 

and Augustinians. Unfortunately, the result was to awaken old contro

versies dividing the Church, satisfying neither side and angering both. 

During the last fifteen years of his life he produced several notable 

books: Dogmes theologicues, 3 volumes (l680, l68^+ ana 1689) which examined 

fundamental Christian mysteries !xas the incarnation) and continued 
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PETAU'S Dogmata Theologica; though never a Hebraist, he was fascinated 

by the language and produced (with the assistance of P. Bordes and M. 

Barat) a Glossarium universale hebraicum (l69T). Thomassin's major polemi

cal work, Traite dogmatique et historique (1686-1688), defended the Rev

ocation of the Edict of Nantes (1685)• CCf. Nouv. Bio, Gen., XLV, 235-

236; Ste.-Beuve, Port-Royal II, 103, III, 306-307, 382; L. Batterel, 

Memoires domestiques, 2V j 

TOINARD (THOYNARD), NICOLAS (1629-1706) 

Born of a distinguished family from Orleans (his father was president 

et lieutenant general du bailliage), Toinard emerged as one of the leading 

French antiquarians in the second half of the seventeenth century. Also 

a student of languages, he wrote two Latin dissertations on ancient Roman 

medallions and a critical edition of Lactantius' De mortibus persecutorum 

(1690). Toinard also published Discussion des remarques du P. Bonhonrs 

sur la langue frangaise (under the pseudonym abbe Albigeois). He later 

publically declared that he was the author. Friendly to Port-Royal, 

he played a small but not insignificant role in the suppression of the 

first edition of the Histoire critique by Richard Simon [cf. Chapter 

TwoU. Toinard also attacked Simon's controversial translation of the 

New Testament (Version de Trevoux) in Cahiers de corrections (1702). 

He left in manuscript many works on diverse topics. HCf. Bio, univ., 

XLI, 636-637 and Ste.-Beuve, Port-Royal, III] 

TURRETINI (TURRETTINI) 

Family of Protestant theologians at Geneva. Benoit Turretini (1588-

1631), professor of theology, represented the Genevan Calvinists at the 
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Synod of Alais when the decrees of the Synod of Dort were received in 

France (l6ll). His son, Frangois (1623-1687), was also a dogmatic Cal-

vinist professor at the University of Geneva. His influence extended 

to the Dutch Provinces which he visited in l66l. Frangois was a major 

critic of Moise AMYRAUT and of the "biblical criticism of Louis CAPPEL. 

Expectedly, he was a strong supporter of the Formula Consensus Helveticum 

(167I+) which condemned their writings. Frangois1 major work was Insti-

tutiones theologiae elencticae, 3 vols. (1679-1685). Jean-Alphonse (1671-

173̂ ), a son of Frangois,was also a professor of theology (from 1705) 

but inclined to more liberal interpretations of Calvinist doctrine. His 

writings indicate subtle Cartesian influences. Importantly, he was instru

mental in having the rule requiring Swiss pastors to adhere to the con

fessional document, Formula Consensus, abolished in 1706. Jean-Alphonse 

Turretini corresponded with leading figures in European letters and phil

osophy: Leclerc, Bayle, Fontenelle, Ezekiel Spanheim, Gilbert Burnet, 

Newton, and Bossuet. His older brother, Michel (16^6-1721), was also 

a pastor and a professor of oriental languages at Geneva. CCf. Haag, 

La France Protest ante •, W. Rex, Essays on Pierre Bayle and Religious Con

troversy The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1965),] 

VOSS (VOSSIUS), ISAAC (l6l8-l689) 

Voss was the son of the famous Dutch savant Gerhard Voss (1577-

16^9) who ranks as a pioneer in the study of comparative myth and relig

ion. Isaac Voss spent his early years in the Dutch Provinces where he 

eventually served as official historiographer and librarian of the city 

of Amsterdam- After a visit to the Swedish court of Christina, Voss 
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made his permanent home in England (from 1670) where he "became a canon 

of Windsor and received a pension from "both Charles II and Louis XIV. 

In his lifetime he was known for having amassed one of the largest pri

vate libraries in all of Europe. Toward the end of his life Voss had 

become something of a Freethinker and his opinion on the Septuagint in 

De LXX Interpretibus (The Hague, l66l)—namely,that it was superior to 

the Hebrew text—indicated the drift of his thinking on scholarly and 

religious matters. Such bold opinions were contested by Protestants 

and Catholics alike. Voss' interests were eclectic and he dabbled in 

ancient demography. One of his more provocative (and erroneous) conjec

tures concerned the population of ancient Rome: he placed the number 

at about lU million—a figure that contemporaries found ridiculous. More 

valuable were his critical editions of P. Mela (1658), M. Junius Justinus 

(166*0, Catullus (168*0 and his defense of St. Ignatius' Epistles as 

genuine. [Cf. Nouv. Bio, Gen., XLVI, U6I-U67; J.E. Sandys, A History 

of Classical Scholarship (1908), 307-309, 322ff; MB, XX (1921-22), 392-

395] 
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THE AGES AND EPOCHS IDENTIFIED BY BOSSUET IN 
DISCOURS SUR L1HTSTOIRE UNIVERSELLE (l68l) 

First Age Epoch of Adam., or The Creation 

Second Age Epoch of Noah, or The Flood 

Third Age Epoch of Abraham and the Covenant 

Fourth Age Fourth Epoch: Moses, The Written Lav 

Fifth Epoch: The Fall of Troy 

Fifth Age Sixth Epoch: Solomon, The Temple 

Seventh Epoch: Romulus and Remus 

Sixth Age Eighth Epoch: Cyrus and the 
Re-establishment of the Jews 

Ninth Epoch: Scipio and Carthage 

Seventh Age Tenth Epoch: Birth of Christ 

Eleventh Epoch: Constantine 

Twelfth Epoch: Charlemagne 

Bossuet defended the traditional chronology by attempting to dem

onstrate the compatibility of profane sources. As a result, his sweep

ing vision vas both temporal and geographic because he came forward in 

time while simultaneously covering the entire ancient world from east 

to west and back again, over and over, showing the dramatic rise and 

fall of kingdoms and empires. In a world not quite six thousand years 

old, the bishop identified no less than seven ages and twelve epochs 

(of which five are profane in character). 

5̂3 
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According to Bossuet, mankind had entered the seventh and last age 

with the coming of Christ and had lived in the twelfth and final epoch 

since the reign of Charlemagne. In using these historical divisions 

Bossuet was less original than had "been his sweeping narrative with its 

universal vision (directly inspired "by Augustine's City of God). Take 

for instance the six divisions or ages from Adam to the birth of Christ. 

This scheme had been employed earlier by Protestant pastor Jean d'Espagne 

U591-1659) who had emigrated to England where he became a leading spokes

man of exiled French Protestants and the author of numerous tracts and 

sermons: viz., Traitte des anciennes ceremonies (l629), Les erreurs 

populaires . . . es poincts generaux qui eoncernant I1intelligence de 

la religion (l639)« Bossuet * s Idea of basing his apology on the perpet

uation of faith under the rule of nature, the law and grace, recalled 

the work of P. Beurrier which appeared in 1666: Speculum Christianae 

Religionis in triplice lege . . . (A l6j2 edition was published under 

the title Perpetuitas fidei ab origene mundi ad haec usque tempora, and 

a French translation appeared in 1680.) The chronological discussions, 

the interpretations of the "seventy weeks'5 of the Prophet Daniel, the 

conflict between scripture and profane history concerning the second 

Assyrian Empire and Cyrus the Great, were borrowed from Louis Ferrand, 

Reflexions sur la religion chretienne, contenant des propheties de Jacob 

et de Daniel sur la venue du Messie . . . (1679, republished 1701). dCf. 

Albert Monod, De Pascal _a Chateaubriand, les defenseurs franqais du 

Christianisme de 1670 a 1802 (Paris: Alcan, 1916). Monod includes add

itional biographical and bibliographical information on d'Espagne, Beurrier 

and FerrandU 
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BAYLE'S ARTICLES ON THE OLD TESTAMENT IN THE DICTIONNAJRE HISTORIQUE 
ET CRITIQUE (PARIS: BEUCHOT EDITION, 1820-1827) 

Aaron Vol. I pp. 1-3 

Abel I 77-79 

Abimeleeh I 73-79 

Abraham I 86-92 

Adam I 199-207 

Agar (Hagar) I 272-278 

Anne II 120-121 

Azote II 600-602 

Cain l'V 299-307 

Cham (Ham) V 32-36 

David V 7oo-718 

Eve VI 327-372 

Es^chiel (Ezekiel) VI 270-277 

Job VIII 378-380 

Jonas VIII 385-391 

Judith VIII 735-737 

Lamech (issue of Cainj IX 33-37 

Lantech (father of Noah) IX 37 

Marie (Miriam) X 275-279 

Sampson XIII 75-76 

Sara XIII 99-117 



APPENDIX E 

LITERAL AND FIGURATIVE INTERPRETATIONS OF SCRIPTURE 

During the Latin .Middle Ages the standard approach to the interpre

tation of the Bible "was subordinated to scholastic theology "which had 

transformed the subject matter of Christian religion "into a topically ' 

arranged and logically coherent system."1 Scholastic methods varied 

but usually involved three and sometimes four interrelated approaches 

to scriptural interpretation. The first "was the literal reading of the 

Bible. Three other approaches, while not always dependent on the literal 

meaning, represented explicitly theological renderings that generally 

took three forms: allegorical, anagogical (spiritual or mystical), and 

the tropological (moral). Gregory of Nyssa, the fourth century Church 

Father, employed a four-fold interpretive system that in many ways fore

shadowed the kinds of exegesis popular in the later middle ages. In 

Gregory's' system the name Jerusalem was literally or historically ident

ified as the city of the chosen; allegorically speaking, the city is 

the figure of the militant Church where reigns peace; anagogically, it 

represents the Church triumphant and beyond all assault; and tropolog-

ically, it represents the type of faithful soul whose conscience is in 

"3 
peace. Not all ancient Fathers engaged in a four-fold interpretation. 

Nor did they emphasize one sense at the expense of others. For instance, 

Jerome tended to value the literal-historical, while Ambrose preferred 

the allegorical and Augustine the anagogical. Gregory himself preferred 

1+ 
the tropological or moral sense. In later centuries, scholastic 

k$6 
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commentators were divided on "which sense was more important "because they 

recognized how the context of scriptural verses varied (and sometimes 

greatly]. Importantly though, the traditional exegesis, whether three-

or four-fold, was flexible enough to satisfy the spiritual needs and 

individual preferences of medieval scholars. 

In spite of the importance of the literal reading of scripture, 

whether by medieval or early modern commentators, it should not be confused 

with an interpretation of the Bible's actual historicity—certainly not 

the critical-developmental variety recognized by most twentieth century 

scholars. Besides, in traditional exegesis, the historical aspect was 

usually ancillary in importance to the explicitly and plainly literal 

elements found in the Old and New Testaments. Medieval commentators 

generally scrutinized the deeper historical features only when it might 

serve to clarify the literal signification. In most cases, the paucity 

of information about biblical society and ancient Near Eastern history 

simply precluded anything like sustained historical study. For the tra

ditional Christian reader, then, the history contained in the Bible 

was history only insofar as it was the story of the Jews as narrated 

in the Old Testament and the story of Christ and the Apostles as recorded 

in the New Testament. Because the Bible was believed divinely inspired 

and therefore inerrant, traditional readers could approach Holy Writ 

as a universally accepted collection of moral laws, philosophical wisdom 

and stories about people and events that were familiar and knowable. 

This is not to suggest that medieval commentators accepted the Bible 

at face value. They did not. Nor were they preoccupied with the literal 

sense of scripture when mystical and allegorical meanings had special 

appeal. 
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Several varieties of allegorizing may "be identified and at least 

two distinct forms of figurative (or typological) interpretation are 

worth mentioning: biblical and personal figuration.''* It will be remem

bered that the Bible was in the eyes of traditional-minded Christians 

a collection of inspired writings that formed an essential unity with 

Christ as its center. Put in rather simple terms, what had been prophe

sied in the Old Testament about the coming of Christ was fullfilled in 

the New Testament. Given such a unified prophetic structure, it was 

deemed possible by Christian readers to engage in either modest or elab

orate forms of figurative analysis. Biblical figuration characteristic

ally involved belief in Old Testament personages, events, situations, 

words, actions, even inanimate objects, having pre-figured (i.e., an

nounced) those in the New Testament. For instance, Abraham's sacrifice 

of Isaac in Genesis pre-figured the suffering of Christ on the cross; 

or, to take a more obscure example, the wood used by Noah to build the 

ark pre-figured the wood of the cross. Making such connections between 

two (or more) different objects and events were of course dependent upon 

belief in the spiritual interrelationships of all people and things. 

Importantly, Christian readers, then as today, regarded all parts of 

scripture as constituting both an immanent and transcendent reality that 

is simultaneously pervaded by layers and patterns of meaning. 

A second variety of figuration was extra-biblical or personal. Per

sonal figurative interpretation mainly involves the identification and 

explanation of meanings found in scripture that were laterally applic

able to an individual reader's life experiences. Insofar as all peoples 

and events were part of a divinely structured drama, it was considered 
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appropriate to scrutinize the Bible in order to discover and ascertain 

the meanings of signs and to recognize parallels and similitudes that 

£ might in turn provide insights into problems of daily existence."1 Per

sonal figuration, then, was a method for seeking guidance—mainly through 

the interpretation of verses but supplemented by introspective readings 

and meditation. Interpretations of this type were less a part of schol

astic exercises than of efforts to fullfill private spiritual needs. 

Moreover, the very life-like and story-like (Geschichtahnlichkeit) char

acter of scriptural narratives tended to reinforce the desire to make 

parallels between biblical situations and the trials and tribulations 

of daily existence. This cannot be emphasized too strongly. For it 

is when we grasp the intense realism of so many of the biblical books, 

particularly the Gospels and the Acts of the Apostles, we begin to appre

ciate how figurative and literal readings were related and how the former 

was frequently strengthened by the latter. 

It is true that earlier readers of the Bible generally failed or 

were simply unable to suggest or construct alternative interpretations 

to the traditional literal-figurative modes of understanding. This in

ability was not simply owing to the imperatives of faith whicn resisted 

such efforts. It was mainly the absence of any well articulated senti

ment of cultural relativism that hindered the development of more gen

uinely historical approaches to scripture. However, it is true that 

a straightforward (albeit naive/ reading ox the Bible does tend to re

inforce the older assumption that biblical characters were flesh and 

blood human beings whose lives, judgments, values, frailities and courage 

were not considerably different from those men and women living at 
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7 other times and places.' Arguably, the maintenance of a traditional 

literal-figurative system of scriptural interpretation could persist 

among the literate orders of European society only as long as more 

critical-historical perceptions, and with them, rationalist and natural

istic explanations of the world, were kept within certain "bounds. 

"Paul Kristeller, The Classics and Renaissance Thought (New York: 
Harper, 1961), 77. 

p 
Cf. B. Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (Oxford, 

19^1). 

Samuel Berger, La Bible an seizieme slide (Paris, 1879), 26-27. 

h 
Ibid., 27-35. 

5 Cf. Erich Auerbach, Mimesis. The Representation of Reality in 
Western Reality (Princeton: University Press, 1953), chapters 1, 2 and 
3; consult also Auerbach's Typologische Motive in der mittelalterlichen 
Literatur (Petrarca-Instituts Koln, 1953) wherein he identified abstrakte 
Allegorie by which ideas are allegorized, and another tradition of inner-
geschichtlich typologischen Allegorie by which historical personages 
that also represent specific types or figures are used (pp. 12-13). Another 
variety of allegorical interpretation, increasingly popular in the seven
teenth century (and not discussed by Auerbach) might be labeled histor
ical-prophetic allegorizing whereby efforts are made to demonstrate the 
validity of scripture by pointing out the ways scriptural prophecies 
had been fullfilled in history (usually contemporary history). Cf. Hans 
Frei, The Eclipse of the Biblical Narrative (Yale Univ. Press, 197*0 , 
chapters 1 and 2. 

6 Cf. Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana, translated as On Christian 
Doctrine by D.W. Robertson (New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1958), especially 
books I and II. 1-26*, problems of language are discussed in books III 
and IV. Two excellent articles on Augustine's- theory of signs are found 
in R.A. Markus, ed., Augustine. A Collection of Critical Essays (New 
York, 1972): Markus, "St. Augustine on Signs," 61-91; and B. Darrel 
Jackson, "The Theory of Signs in St. Augustine's1 De Doctrina Christiana," 
which points out Augustine's indebtedness to Stoic traditions of sign 
interpretation. 

^Cf. Auerbach, Mimesis, op. cit., chapters 1, 2 and 3, especially 
70-75. The author offers a masterful discussion of the advantages that 
the less rhetorical Latin used by many of the Church Fathers had when 
describing actions, events and human emotions. The more direct style 
(by way of paratactical constructions) of Augustine and Jerome (in his 
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rendering of the Bihle into Latin) was more natural and life-like than 
the highly stylized writings of Classical authors who sought elegance 
at the expense of realism. Also, Augustine's (and other Fathers*) Latin 
was closer to the spoken Latin dialects in Italy and North Africa. 


